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Foreword

WHY READ THIS BOOK?

We all know Energy Projects are very important to our economy
and our environment.  I am proud to say that with energy conservation
projects—the more we do, the better it is for the environment (this is a
rare profession).  So, what can we do to increase the number of projects
that are implemented?  Well, the number one project “killer” is… You
guessed it:  Lack of Funding.  So, this book is all about solutions to that
problem.

Many projects must be financed to get approval because most or-
ganizations (like most families) do not have cash just lying around so
that they can accomplish all tasks at one time.  Your energy project may
be one of many potential projects from which a CFO must choose only
a few to implement.  If you can make your deal so that it has positive
cash flow, you can “stand-out” from the other projects and become the
CFO’s “new best friend.”  With energy saving projects, another selling
point is to determine the dollars that will be wasted with the “do noth-
ing option.”  Doing nothing is the equivalent of the CFO burning thou-
sands of dollars each month—which is exactly what is happening.
These dollars are “easy profit” dollars—if you save them; they go di-
rectly to the bottom line profit (as opposed to other investments like
marketing, sales and advertising—which can have a higher risk of not
producing a return).

This book’s purpose is to help you understand the key success
factors for structuring a financed energy project, and getting it ap-
proved. With your increased confidence in financing energy projects, the
authors hope you will get more projects approved, thereby saving more
energy and helping our environment.

There are many “correct” ways to assemble and finance an energy
management project.  The number of possibilities is only limited by
one’s creativity.  So be flexible and keep searching until you find the
“Win-Win” deal for everybody.  Don’t close your mind to new ideas
after you have only found the “1st” solution.

This book is organized around the typical events that occur when
building a project:
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Chapters 1 & 2 are introductory and provide an overview of basic
financing terms and performance contracting within the energy manage-
ment industry.

Chapter 3 describes the basic energy audit (which can be used to
identify or expand an energy project).

Chapter 4 describes the Measurement & Verification required to
enable a third party to finance the project. M&V is analogous to when
your 16-year-old kid wants to borrow the car for the evening: You want
to measure their ability to return the car at the specified time.  Unfortu-
nately, you must stay up to validate that they actually do come home
before dawn.

Chapter 5 describes what you need to know to convince a financier
to fund your project.  Same analogy as the 16-year-old’s credit rating
when buying a new car…

Chapter 6 describes key success factors to make your finance pack-
age “bank-able.”

Chapter 7 presents international considerations.
Chapter 8 is an article about how the financial analysts react to

Energy Management Projects.
Appendix A provides additional information/overview of basic

economic analysis and common terminology.
Appendix B is the International Performance Measurement and

Verification Protocol.
Appendix C is a list of Resources and Links.

NOTE: Due to the diversity of chapter authors in this book, several
terms are used to describe an Energy Management Project. These in-
clude  Energy Conservation Opportunity. We could have used one stan-
dard term, but the diversity of terms illustrates the diversity that is
needed to speak the language of engineers, financiers, vice presidents
and of course… attorneys. So enjoy the diversity and learn to speak the
languages!
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Chapter 1

Financing Energy
Management Projects

Eric A. Woodroof, Ph.D., CEM, CEP, CLEP
Profit-Improvement.com

INTRODUCTION

Financing can be a key success factor for projects. This chapter’s
purpose is to help facility managers understand and apply the financial
arrangements available to them. Hopefully, this approach will increase
the implementation rate of good energy management projects, which
would have otherwise been cancelled or postponed due to lack of funds.

Most facility managers agree that energy management projects
(EMPs) are good investments. Generally, EMPs reduce operational costs,
have a low risk/reward ratio, usually improve productivity and even
have been shown to improve a firm’s stock price.1 Despite these benefits,
many cost-effective EMPs are not implemented due to financial con-
straints. A study of manufacturing facilities revealed that first-cost and
capital constraints represented over 35% of the reasons cost-effective
EMPs were not implemented.2 Often, the facility manager does not have
enough cash to allocate funding, or can not get budget approval to cover
initial costs. Financial arrangements can mitigate a facility’s funding
constraints,3 allowing additional energy savings to be reaped.

Alternative finance arrangements can overcome the “initial cost”
obstacle, allowing firms to implement more EMPs. However, many fa-
cility managers are either unaware or have difficulty understanding the
variety of financial arrangements available to them. Most facility man-
agers use simple payback analyses to evaluate projects, which do not
reveal the added value of after-tax benefits.4 Sometimes facility manag-
ers do not implement an EMP because financial terminology and con-
tractual details intimidate them.5

1
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To meet the growing demand, there has been a dramatic increase
in the number of finance companies specializing in EMPs. At a recent
Energy Management Conference, finance companies represented the
most common exhibitor type. These financiers are introducing new pay-
ment arrangements to implement EMPs. Often, the financier’s innova-
tion will satisfy the unique customer needs of a large facility. This is a
great service; however, most financiers are not attracted to small facili-
ties with EMPs requiring less than $100,000. Thus, many facility manag-
ers remain unaware or confused about the common financial arrange-
ments that could help them implement EMPs.

Numerous papers and government programs have been developed
to show facility managers how to use quantitative (economic) analysis to
evaluate financial arrangements.4,5,6 Quantitative analysis includes com-
puting the simple payback, net present value (NPV), internal rate of return
(IRR), or life-cycle cost of a project with or without financing. Although these
books and programs show how to evaluate the economic aspects of
projects, they do not incorporate qualitative factors like strategic com-
pany objectives, (which can impact the financial arrangement selection).
Without incorporating a facility manager’s qualitative objectives, it is
hard to select an arrangement that meets all of the facility’s needs. A
recent paper showed that qualitative objectives can be at least as impor-
tant as quantitative objectives.9

This chapter hopes to provide some valuable information which
can be used to overcome the previously mentioned issues. The chapter
is divided into several sections to accomplish three objectives. These
sections will introduce the basic financial arrangements via a simple ex-
ample, and define financial terminology. Each arrangement is explained in
greater detail while applied to a case study. The remaining sections
show how to match financial arrangements to different projects and facilities.
For those who need a more detailed description of rate of return analysis
and basic financial evaluations, refer to Appendix A.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS: A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

Consider a small company “PizzaCo” that makes frozen pizzas,
and distributes them regionally. PizzaCo uses an old delivery truck that
breaks down frequently and is inefficient. Assume the old truck has no
salvage value and is fully depreciated. PizzaCo’s management would
like to obtain a new and more efficient truck to reduce expenses and
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improve reliability. However, they do not have the cash on hand to
purchase the truck. Thus, they consider their financing options.

Purchase the Truck with a Loan or Bond
Just like most car purchases, PizzaCo borrows money from a

lender (a bank) and agrees to a monthly re-payment plan. Figure 1-1
shows PizzaCo’s annual cash flows for a loan. The solid arrows repre-
sent the financing cash flows between PizzaCo and the bank. Each year,
PizzaCo makes payments (on the principal, plus interest based on the
unpaid balance), until the balance owed is zero. The payments are the
negative cash flows. Thus, at time zero when PizzaCo borrows the
money, they receive a large sum of money from the bank, which is a
positive cash flow (which will be used to purchase the truck).

The dashed arrows represent the truck purchase as well as savings
cash flows. Thus, at time zero, PizzaCo purchases the truck (a negative
cash flow) with the money from the bank. Due to the new truck’s greater
efficiency, PizzaCo’s annual expenses are reduced (which is a savings).
The annual savings are the positive cash flows. The remaining cash flow
diagrams in this chapter utilize the same format.

PizzaCo could also purchase the truck by selling a bond. This ar-
rangement is similar to a loan, except investors (not a bank) give
PizzaCo a large sum of money (called the bond’s “par value”). Periodi-
cally, PizzaCo would pay the investors only the interest accumulated. As
Figure 1-2 shows, when the bond reaches maturity, PizzaCo returns the
par value to the investors. The equipment purchase and savings cash
flows are the same as with the loan.

Figure 1-1. PizzaCo’s Cash Flows for a Loan.
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Sell Stock to Purchase the Truck
In this arrangement, PizzaCo sells its stock to raise money to pur-

chase the truck. In return, PizzaCo is expected to pay dividends back to
shareholders. Selling stock has a similar cash flow pattern as a bond,
with a few subtle differences. Instead of interest payments to bondhold-
ers, PizzaCo would pay dividends to shareholders until some future
date when PizzaCo could buy the stock back. However, these dividend
payments are not mandatory, and if PizzaCo is experiencing financial
strain, it does not need to distribute dividends. On the other hand, if
PizzaCo’s profits increase, this wealth will be shared with the new stock-
holders, because they now own a part of the company.

Rent the Truck
Just like renting a car, PizzaCo could rent a truck for an annual fee.

This would be equivalent to a “true lease.” The rental company (lessor)
owns and maintains the truck for PizzaCo (the lessee). PizzaCo pays the
rental fees (lease payments) which are considered tax-deductible busi-
ness expenses.

Figure 1-3 shows that the lease payments (solid arrows) start as
soon as the equipment is leased (year zero) to account for lease pay-
ments paid in advance. Lease payments “in arrears” (starting at the end
of the first year) could also be arranged. However, the leasing company
may require a security deposit as collateral. Notice that the savings cash
flows are essentially the same as the previous arrangements, except
there is no equipment purchase, which is a large negative cash flow at
year zero.

Figure 1-2. PizzaCo’s Cash Flows for a Bond.
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In a true lease, the contract period should be shorter than the
equipment’s useful life. The lease is cancelable because the truck can be
leased easily to someone else. At the end of the lease, PizzaCo can either
return the truck or renew the lease. In a separate transaction, PizzaCo
could also negotiate to buy the truck at the fair market value.

If PizzaCo wanted to secure the option to buy the truck (for a
bargain price) at the end of the lease, then they would use a capital lease.
A capital lease can be structured like an installment loan, however
ownership is not transferred until the end of the lease. The lessor retains
ownership as security in case the lessee (PizzaCo) defaults on payments.
Because the entire cost of the truck is eventually paid, the lease pay-
ments are larger than the payments in a true lease, (assuming similar
lease periods). Figure 1-4 shows the cash flows for a capital lease with
advance payments and a bargain purchase option at the end of year five.

There are some additional scenarios for lease arrangements. A
“vendor-financed” agreement is when the lessor (or lender) is the equip-
ment manufacturer. Alternatively, a third party could serve as a financ-
ing source. With “third party financing,” a finance company would
purchase a new truck and lease it to PizzaCo. In either case, there are
two primary ways to repay the lessor.

1. With a “fixed payment plan”; where payments are due whether or
not the new truck actually saves money.

2. With a “flexible payment plan”; where the savings from the new
truck are shared with the third party, until the truck’s purchase cost

Figure 1-3. PizzaCo’s Cash Flows for a True Lease.
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is recouped with interest. This is basically a “shared savings” ar-
rangement.

Subcontract Pizza Delivery to a Third Party
Since PizzaCo’s primary business is not delivery, it could subcon-

tract that responsibility to another company. Let’s say that a delivery
service company would provide a truck and deliver the pizzas at a re-
duced cost. Each month, PizzaCo would pay the delivery service com-
pany a fee. However, this fee is guaranteed to be less than what PizzaCo
would have spent on delivery. Thus, PizzaCo would obtain savings
without investing any money or risk in a new truck. This arrangement
is analogous to a performance contract. A performance contract can take
many forms however the “performance” aspect is usually backed by a
guarantee on operational performance from the contractor.  In some
Performance Contracts, the Host can own the equipment and the guar-
antee assures that the operational benefits are greater than the finance
payments.  Alternatively, some performance contracts can be viewed as
“outsourcing”, where the contractor owns the equipment and provides
a “service” to the Host.

This arrangement is very similar to a third-party lease and a shared
savings agreement. However with a performance contract, the contrac-
tor assumes most of the risk, (because he supplies the equipment, with
little or no investment from PizzaCo). The contractor also is responsible
for ensuring that the delivery fee is less than what PizzaCo would have
spent. For the PizzaCo example, the arrangement would designed under

Figure 1-4. PizzaCo’s Cash Flows for a Capital Lease.
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the conditions below.

• The delivery company owns and maintains the truck. It also is
responsible for all operations related to delivering the pizzas.

• The monthly fee is related to the number of pizzas delivered. This
is the performance aspect of the contract; if PizzaCo doesn’t sell
many pizzas, the fee is reduced. A minimum amount of pizzas may be
required by the delivery company (performance contractor) to cover costs.
Thus, the delivery company assumes these risks:
1. PizzaCo will remain solvent, and
2. PizzaCo will sell enough pizzas to cover costs, and
3. the new truck will operate as expected and will actually reduce

expenses per pizza, and
4. the external financial risk, such as inflation and interest rate

changes, are acceptable.

• Because the delivery company is financially strong and experi-
enced, it can usually obtain loans at low interest rates.

• The delivery company is an expert in delivery; it has specially
skilled personnel and uses efficient equipment. Thus, the delivery
company can deliver the pizzas at a lower cost (even after adding
a profit) than PizzaCo.

Figure 1-5 shows the net cash flows according to PizzaCo. Since the
delivery company simply reduces PizzaCo’s operational expenses, there
is only a net savings. There are no negative financing cash flows. Unlike

Figure 1-5. PizzaCo’s Cash Flows for a Performance Contract.
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the other arrangements, the delivery company’s fee is a less expensive
substitute for PizzaCo’s in-house delivery expenses. With the other ar-
rangements, PizzaCo had to pay a specific financing cost (loan, bond or
lease payments, or dividends) associated with the truck, whether or not
the truck actually saved money. In addition, PizzaCo would have to
spend time maintaining the truck, which would detract from its core
focus: making pizzas. With a performance contract, the delivery com-
pany is paid from the operational savings it generates. Because the sav-
ings are greater than the fee, there is a net savings. Often, the contractor
guarantees the savings.

Supplementary Note: Combinations of the basic finance arrangements are
possible. For example, a shared savings arrangement can be structured within
a performance contract. Also, performance contracts are often designed so that
the facility owner (PizzaCo) would own the asset at the end of the contract.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:
DETAILS AND TERMINOLOGY

To explain the basic financial arrangements in more detail, each
one is applied to an energy management-related case study. To under-
stand the economics behind each arrangement, some finance terminol-
ogy is presented below.

Finance Terminology
Equipment can be purchased with cash on-hand (officially labeled

“retained earnings”), a loan, a bond, a capital lease or by selling stock.
Alternatively, equipment can be utilized with a true lease or with a
performance contract.

Note that with performance contracting, the building owner is not
paying for the equipment itself, but the benefits provided by the equip-
ment. In the Simple Example, the benefit was the pizza delivery. PizzaCo was
not concerned with what type of truck was used.

The decision to purchase or utilize equipment is partly dependent
on the company’s strategic focus. If a company wants to delegate some
or all of the responsibility of managing a project, it should use a true
lease, or a performance contact.10 However, if the company wants to be
intricately involved with the EMP, purchasing and self-managing the
equipment could yield the greatest profits. When the building owner
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purchases equipment, he/she usually maintains the equipment, and lists
it as an asset on the balance sheet so it can be depreciated.

Financing for purchases has two categories:

1. Debt Financing, which is borrowing money from someone else, or
another firm. (using loans, bonds and capital leases)

2. Equity Financing, which is using money from your company, or
your stockholders. (using retained earnings, or issuing common
stock)

In all cases, the borrower will pay an interest charge to borrow
money. The interest rate is called the “cost of capital.” The cost of capital
is essentially dependent on three factors: (1) the borrower’s credit rating,
(2) project risk and (3) external risk. External risk can include energy
price volatility, industry-specific economic performance as well as global
economic conditions and trends. The cost of capital (or “cost of borrow-
ing”) influences the return on investment. If the cost of capital increases,
then the return on investment decreases.

The “minimum attractive rate of return” (MARR) is a company’s
“hurdle rate” for projects. Because many organizations have numerous
projects “competing” for funding, the MARR can be much higher than interest
earned from a bank, or other risk-free investment. Only projects with a return
on investment greater than the MARR should be accepted. The MARR
is also used as the discount rate to determine the “net present value”
(NPV).

Explanation of Figures and Tables
Throughout this chapter’s case study, figures are presented to illus-

trate the transactions of each arrangement. Tables are also presented to
show how to perform the economic analyses of the different arrange-
ments. The NPV is calculated for each arrangement.

It is important to note that the NPV of a particular arrangement
can change significantly if the cost of capital, MARR, equipment residual
value, or project life is adjusted. Thus, the examples within this chapter
are provided only to illustrate how to perform the analyses. The cash
flows and interest rates are estimates, which can vary from project to
project. To keep the calculations simple, end-of-year cash flows are used
throughout this chapter.
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Within the tables, the following abbreviations and equations are
used:

EOY = End of Year
Savings = re-Tax Cash Flow

Depr. = Depreciation
Taxable Income = Savings - Depreciation - Interest Payment

Tax = (Taxable Income)*(Tax Rate)
ATCF = After Tax Cash Flow = Savings – Total Payments –

Taxes

Table 1-1 shows the basic equations that are used to calculate the
values under each column heading within the economic analysis tables.

Regarding depreciation, the “modified accelerated cost recovery
system” (MACRS) is used in the economic analyses. This system indi-
cates the percent depreciation claimable year-by-year after the equip-
ment is purchased. Table 1-2 shows the MACRS percentages for seven-
year property. For example, after the first year, an owner could depreciate
14.29% of an equipment’s value. The equipment’s “book value” equals the re-
maining unrecovered depreciation. Thus, after the first year, the book value
would be 100%-14.29%, which equals 85.71% of the original value. If the
owner sells the property before it has been fully depreciated, he/she can claim the
book value as a tax-deduction.*

APPLYING FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS:
A CASE STUDY

Suppose PizzaCo (the “host” facility) needs a new chilled water
system for a specific process in its manufacturing plant. The installed
cost of the new system is $2.5 million. The expected equipment life is 15
years, however the process will only be needed for 5 years, after which

*To be precise, the IRS uses a “half-year convention” for equipment that is sold before it
has been completely depreciated. In the tax year that the equipment is sold, (say year “x”)
the owner claims only Ω of the MACRS depreciation percent for that year. (This is because
the owner has only used the equipment for a fraction of the final year.) Then on a separate
line entry, (in the year “x*”), the remaining unclaimed depreciation is claimed as “book
value.” The x* year is presented as a separate line item to show the book value treatment,
however x* entries occur in the same tax year as “x.”
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Table 1-1. Table of Sample Equations used in Economic Analyses.
———————————————————————————————————————————————————

A B C D E F G H I J

———————————————————————————————————————————————————
Payments Principal Taxable

EOY Savings Depreciation Principal Interest Total Outstanding Income Tax ATCF

———————————————————————————————————————————————————
n

n+1 = (MACRS %)* =(D) +(E) =(G at year n) =(B)–(C)–(E) =(H)*(tax rate) =(B)–(F)–(I)

n+2 (Purchase Price) –(D at year n+1)

———————————————————————————————————————————————————
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the chilled water system will be sold at an estimated market value of
$1,200,000 (book value at year five = $669,375). The chilled water system
should save PizzaCo about $1 million/year in energy savings. PizzaCo’s
tax rate is 34%. The equipment’s annual maintenance and insurance cost
is $50,000. PizzaCo’s MARR is 18%. Since at the end of year 5, PizzaCo
expects to sell the asset for an amount greater than its book value, the
additional revenues are called a “capital gain,” (which equals the market
value – book value) and are taxed. If PizzaCo sells the asset for less than
its book value, PizzaCo incurs a “capital loss.”

PizzaCo does not have $2.5 million to pay for the new system, thus
it considers its finance options. PizzaCo is a small company with an
average credit rating, which means that it will pay a higher cost of capi-
tal than a larger company with an excellent credit rating. As with any
borrowing arrangement, if investors believe that an investment is risky,
they will demand a higher interest rate.

Purchase Equipment with Retained Earnings (Cash)
If PizzaCo did have enough retained earnings (cash on-hand)

available, it could purchase the equipment without external financing.

Table 1-2. MACRS Depreciation Percentages.
—————————————————————————

EOY MACRS Depreciation Percentages
for 7-Year Property

—————————————————————————
0 0

—————————————————————————
1 14.29%

—————————————————————————
2 24.49%

—————————————————————————
3 17.49%

—————————————————————————
4 12.49%

—————————————————————————
5 8.93%

—————————————————————————
6 8.92%

—————————————————————————
7 8.93%

—————————————————————————
8 4.46%

—————————————————————————
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Although external finance expenses would be zero, the benefit of tax-
deductions (from interest expenses) is also zero. Also, any cash used to
purchase the equipment would carry an “opportunity cost,” because
that cash could have been used to earn a return somewhere else. This
opportunity cost rate is usually set equal to the MARR. In other words,
the company lost the opportunity to invest the cash and gain at least the
MARR from another investment.

Of all the arrangements described in this chapter, purchasing
equipment with retained earnings is probably the simplest to under-
stand. For this reason, it will serve as a brief example and introduction
to the economic analysis tables that are used throughout this chapter.

Application to the Case Study
Figure 1-6 illustrates the resource flows between the parties. In this

arrangement, PizzaCo purchases the chilled water system directly from
the equipment manufacturer.

Once the equipment is installed, PizzaCo recovers the full $1 mil-
lion/year in savings for the entire five years, but must spend $50,000/
year on maintenance and insurance. At the end of the five-year project,
PizzaCo expects to sell the equipment for its market value of $1,200,000.
Assume MARR is 18%, and the equipment is classified as 7-year prop-
erty for MACRS depreciation. Table 1-3 shows the economic analysis for
purchasing the equipment with retained earnings.

Reading Table 1-3 from left to right, and top to bottom, at EOY 0,
the single payment is entered into the table. Each year thereafter, the
savings as well as the depreciation (which equals the equipment pur-
chase price multiplied by the appropriate MACRS % for each year) are
entered into the table. Year by year, the taxable income = savings – de-
preciation. The taxable income is then taxed at 34% to obtain the tax for

Figure 1-6. Resource Flows for Using Retained Earnings

Purchase Amount

Equipment

Chilled Water
PizzaCo

System Manufacturer
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Table 1-3. Economic Analysis for Using Retained Earnings.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. Payments Principal Taxable Tax ATCF

Principal Interest Total Outstanding Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0 2,500,000 -2,500,000
1 950,000 357,250 592,750 201,535 748,465
2 950,000 612,250 337,750 114,835 835,165
3 950,000 437,250 512,750 174,335 775,665
4 950,000 312,250 637,750 216,835 733,165
5 950,000 111,625 838,375 285,048 664,953

5* 1,200,000 669,375 530,625 180,413 1.019.588
——————————————————————————————————————————————

2,500,000
Net Present Value at 18%: $320,675

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: Loan Amount: 0

Loan Finance Rate: 0% MARR 18%
Tax Rate 34%

MACRS Depreciation for 7-Year Property, with half-year convention at EOY 5
Accounting Book Value at end of year 5: 669,375
Estimated Market Value at end of year 5: 1,200,000
EOY 5* illustrates the Equipment Sale and Book Value

Taxable Income: =(Market Value - Book Value)
=(1,200,000 - 669,375) = $530,625

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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each year. The after-tax cash flow = savings - tax for each year.
At EOY 5, the equipment is sold before the entire value was depre-

ciated. EOY 5* shows how the equipment sale and book value are
claimed. In summary, the NPV of all the ATCFs would be $320,675.

Loans
Loans have been the traditional financial arrangement for many

types of equipment purchases. A bank’s willingness to loan depends on
the borrower’s financial health, experience in energy management and
number of years in business. Obtaining a bank loan can be difficult if the
loan officer is unfamiliar with EMPs. Loan officers and financiers may
not understand energy-related terminology (demand charges, kVAR,
etc.). In addition, facility managers may not be comfortable with the
financier’s language. Thus, to save time, a bank that can understand
EMPs should be chosen.

Most banks will require a down payment and collateral to secure
a loan. However, securing assets can be difficult with EMPs because the
equipment often becomes part of the real estate of the plant. For example,
it would be very difficult for a bank to repossess lighting fixtures from a retrofit.
In these scenarios, lenders may be willing to secure other assets as col-
lateral.

Application to the Case Study
Figure 1-7 illustrates the resource flows between the parties. In this

arrangement, PizzaCo purchases the chilled water system with a loan
from a bank. PizzaCo makes equal payments (principal + interest) to the
bank for five years to retire the debt. Due to PizzaCo’s small size, cred-

1-7. Resource Flow Diagram for a Loan.

Purchase
Amount

Equipment

Chilled Water
PizzaCo

Loan Principal

Bank

System Manufacturer
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ibility, and inexperience in managing chilled water systems, PizzaCo is
likely to pay a relatively high cost of capital. For example, let’s assume
15%.

PizzaCo recovers the full $1 million/year in savings for the entire
five years, but must spend $50,000/year on maintenance and insurance.
At the end of the five-year project, PizzaCo expects to sell the equipment
for its market value of $1,200,000. Tables 1-4 and 1-5 show the economic
analysis for loans with a zero down payment and a 20% down payment,
respectively. Assume that the bank reduces the interest rate to 14% for the
loan with the 20% down payment. Since the asset is listed on PizzaCo’s
balance sheet, PizzaCo can use depreciation benefits to reduce the after-
tax cost. In addition, all loan interest expenses are tax-deductible.

Bonds
Bonds are very similar to loans; a sum of money is borrowed and

repaid with interest over a period of time. The primary difference is that
with a bond, the issuer (PizzaCo) periodically pays the investors only
the interest earned. This periodic payment is called the “coupon interest
payment.” For example, a $1,000 bond with a 10% coupon will pay $100 per
year. When the bond matures, the issuer returns the face value ($1,000) to the
investors.

Bonds are issued by corporations and government entities. Gov-
ernment bonds generate tax-free income for investors, thus these bonds
can be issued at lower rates than corporate bonds. This benefit provides
government facilities an economic advantage to use bonds to finance
projects.

Application to the Case Study
Although PizzaCo (a private company) would not be able to obtain

the low rates of a government bond, they could issue bonds with cou-
pon interest rates competitive with the loan interest rate of 15%.

In this arrangement, PizzaCo receives the investors’ cash (bond par
value) and purchases the equipment. PizzaCo uses part of the energy
savings to pay the coupon interest payments to the investors. When the
bond matures, PizzaCo must then return the par value to the investors.
See Figure 1-8.

As with a loan, PizzaCo owns, maintains and depreciates the
equipment throughout the project’s life. All coupon interest payments
are tax-deductible. At the end of the five-year project, PizzaCo expects
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Table 1-4. Economic Analysis for a Loan with No Down Payment.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. Payments Principal Taxable Tax ATCF

Principal Interest Total Outstanding Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0 2,500,000
1 950,000 357,250 370,789 375,000 745,789 2,129,211 217,750 74,035 130,176
2 950,000 612,250 426,407 319,382 745,789 1,702,804 18,368 6,245 197,966
3 950,000 437 2 490,368 255,421 745,789 1,212,435 257,329 187,492 116,719
4 950,000 312:2:00 563,924 181,865 745,789 648,511 455,885 55,001 49,210
5 950,000 111,625 648,511 97,277 745,789 0 741,098 251,973 -47,761

5* 1.200.000 669.375 530.625 180.413 1. 019.588
2,500,000

Net Present Value at 18%: $757,121
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: Loan Amount: 2,500,000 (used to purchase equipment at year 0)

Loan Finance Rate: 15% MARR 18%
Tax Rate 34%

MACRS Depreciation for 7-Year Property, with half-year convention at EOY 5
Accounting Book Value at end of year 5: 669,375
Estimated Market Value at end of year 5: 1,200,000
EOY 5* illustrates the Equipment Sale and Book Value

Taxable Income: =(Market Value - Book Value)
=(1,200,000 - 669,375) = $530,625

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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Table 1-5. Economic Analysis for a Loan with a 20% Down-Payment,
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. Payments Principal Taxable Tax ATCF

Principal Interest Total Outstanding Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0 500,000 2,000,000 –500,000
1 950,000 357,250 302,567 280,000 582,567 1,697,433 312,750 106,335 261,098
2 950,000 612,250 344,926 237,641 582,567 1,352,507 100,109 34,037 333,396
3 950 ‘ 000 437250 393,216 189,351 582,567 959,291 323,399 109,956 257,477
4 950,000 312:250 448,266 134,301 582,567 511,0241 503,449 171,173 196,260
5 950,000 111,625 511,024 71,543 582,567 0 766,832 260,723 106,710

5* 1.200,000 669,375 530,625 180,413 1.019,588
——————————————————————————————————————————————

2,500,000
Net Present Value at 18%: $710,962

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: Loan Amount: 2,000,000 (used to purchase equipment at year 0)

Loan Finance Rate: 14% MARR 18%
500,000 Tax Rate 34%

MACRS Depreciation for 7-Year Property, with half-year convention at EOY 5
Accounting Book Value at end of year 5: 669,375
Estimated Market Value at end of year 5: 1,200,000
EOY 5* illustrates the Equipment Sale and Book Value

Taxable Income: =(Market Value - Book Value)
=(1,200,000 - 669,375) = $530,625

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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to sell the equipment for its market value of $1,200,000. Table 1-6 shows
the economic analysis of this finance arrangement.

Selling Stock
Although less popular, selling company stock is an equity financ-

ing option which can raise capital for projects. For the host, selling stock
offers a flexible repayment schedule, because dividend payments to
shareholders aren’t absolutely mandatory. Selling stock is also often
used to help a company attain its desired capital structure. However,
selling new shares of stock dilutes the power of existing shares and may
send an inaccurate “signal” to investors about the company’s financial
strength. If the company is selling stock, investors may think that it is
desperate for cash and in a poor financial condition. Under this belief,
the company’s stock price could decrease. However, recent research in-
dicates that when a firm announces an EMP, investors react favorably.11

On average, stock prices were shown to increase abnormally by 21.33%.
By definition, the cost of capital (rate) for selling stock is:

cost of capitalselling stock = D/P
where D = annual dividend payment

P = company stock price

However, in most cases, the after-tax cost of capital for selling stock
is higher than the after-tax cost of debt financing (using loans, bonds
and capital leases). This is because interest expenses (on debt) are tax
deductible, but dividend payments to shareholders are not.

In addition to tax considerations, there are other reasons why the

Figure 1-8. Resource Flow Diagram for a Bond.
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Table 1-6. Economic Analysis for a Bond.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. Payments Principal Taxable Tax ATCF

Principal Interest Total Outstanding Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0 2,500,000
1 950,000 357,250 375,000 375,000 2,500,000 217,750 74,035 500,965
2 950,000 612,250 375,000 375,000 2,500,000 -37,250 -12,665 587,665
3 950,000 437,250 375,000 375,000 2,500,000 137,750 46,835 528,165
4 950,0 0 312,250 375,000 375,000 2,500,000 262,750 89,335 485,665
5 950,000 111,625 2,500,000 375,000 2,875,000 0 463,375 157,548 -2,082,548

5* 1.200.000 669.3751 530,625 180,413 1,019,588
2,500,000

Net Present Value at 18%: 953,927
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: Loan Amount: 2,500,000 (used to purchase equipment at year 0)

Loan Finance Rate: 0% MARR 18%
Tax Rate 34%

MACRS Depreciation for 7-Year Property, with half-year convention at EOY 5
Accounting Book Value at end of year 5: 669,375
Estimated Market Value at end of year 5: 1,200,000
EOY 5* illustrates the Equipment Sale and Book Value

Taxable Income: =(Market Value - Book Value)
=(1,200,000 - 669,375) = $530,625

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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cost of debt financing is less than the financing cost of selling stock.
Lenders and bond buyers (creditors) will accept a lower rate of return
because they are in a less risky position due to the reasons below.

• Creditors have a contract to receive money at a certain time and
future value (stockholders have no such guarantee with divi-
dends).

• Creditors have first claim on earnings (interest is paid before share-
holder dividends are allocated).

• Creditors usually have secured assets as collateral and have first
claim on assets in the event of bankruptcy.

Despite the high cost of capital, selling stock does have some ad-
vantages. This arrangement does not bind the host to a rigid payment
plan (like debt financing agreements) because dividend payments are
not mandatory. The host has control over when it will pay dividends.
Thus, when selling stock, the host receives greater payment flexibility,
but at a higher cost of capital.

Application to the Case Study
As Figure 1-9 shows, the financial arrangement is very similar to a

bond, at year zero the firm receives $2.5 million, except the funds come
from the sale of stock. Instead of coupon interest payments, the firm
distributes dividends. At the end of year five, PizzaCo repurchases the
stock. Alternatively, PizzaCo could capitalize the dividend payments,
which means setting aside enough money so that the dividends could be

Figure 1-9. Resource Flow Diagram for Selling Stock.
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paid with the interest generated.
Table 1-7 shows the economic analysis for issuing stock at a 16%

cost of equity capital, and repurchasing the stock at the end of year five.
(For consistency of comparison to the other arrangements, the stock
price does not change during the contract.) Like a loan or bond, PizzaCo
owns and maintains the asset. Thus, the annual savings are only
$950,000. PizzaCo pays annual dividends worth $400,000. At the end of
year 5, PizzaCo expects to sell the asset for $1,200,000.

Note that Table 1-7 is slightly different from the other tables in this
chapter:

Taxable Income = Savings – Depreciation, and
ATCF = Savings – Stock Repurchases - Dividends - Tax

Leases
Firms generally own assets, however it is the use of these assets

that is important, not the ownership. Leasing is another way of obtain-
ing the use of assets. There are numerous types of leasing arrangements,
ranging from basic rental agreements to extended payment plans for
purchases. Leasing is used for nearly one-third of all equipment utiliza-
tion.12 Leases can be structured and approved very quickly, even within
48 hours. Table 1-8 lists some additional reasons why leasing can be an
attractive arrangement for the lessee.

Basically, there are two types of leases; the “true lease” (a.k.a. “op-
erating” or “guideline lease”) and the “capital lease.” One of the primary
differences between a true lease and a capital lease is the tax treatment.
In a true lease, the lessor owns the equipment and receives the deprecia-
tion benefits. However, the lessee can claim the entire lease payment as
a tax-deductible business expense. In a capital lease, the lessee (PizzaCo)
owns and depreciates the equipment. However, only the interest portion
of the lease payment is tax-deductible. In general, a true lease is effective
for a short-term project, where the company does not plan to use the
equipment when the project ends. A capital lease is effective for long-
term equipment.

The True Lease
Figure 1-10 illustrates the legal differences between a true lease and

a capital lease.13 A true lease (or operating lease) is strictly a rental agree-
ment. The word “strict” is appropriate because the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice will only recognize a true lease if it satisfies the following criteria:
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Table 1-7. Economic Analysis of Selling Stock.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. Stock Transactions Taxable Tax ATCF

Sale of Stock Repurchase Dividend Payments Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0 $2,500,000 from Stock Sale is used to purchase equipment, thur ATCF = 0
1 950,000 357,250 400,000 592,750 201,535 348.465
2 950,000 612,250 400,000 337,750 114,835 435,165
3 950,000 437,250 400,000 512,750 174,335 375,665
4 950,000 312,250 400,000 637,750 216,835 333,165
5 950,000 111,625 2,500,000 400,000 838,375 285,048 -2,235,048

5* 1,200,000 669,375 530,625 180,413 1,019,588
2,500,000

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Net Present Value at 18%: 477,033

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: Value of Stock Sold (which is repurchased after year 5 2,500,000 (used to purchase equipment at year 0)

Cost of Capital = Annual Dividend Rate: 16% MARR = 18%
Tax Rate = 34%

MACRS Depreciation for 7-Year Property, with half-year convention at EOY 5
Accounting Book Value at end of year 5: 669,375
Estimated Market Value at end of year 5: 1,200,000
EOY 5* illustrates the Equipment Sale and Book Value

Taxable Income: = (Market Value - Book Value)
= (1,200,000 - 669,375) = $530,625

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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1. the lease period must be less than 80% of the equipment’s life, and

2. the equipment’s estimated residual value must be (20% of its value
at the beginning of the lease, and

3. there is no “bargain purchase option,” and

4. there is no planned transfer of ownership, and

5. the equipment must not be custom-made and only useful in a
particular facility.

Application to the Case Study
It is unlikely that PizzaCo could find a lessor that would be willing

to lease a sophisticated chilled water system and after five years, move
the system to another facility. Thus, obtaining a true lease would be
unlikely. However, Figure 1-11 shows the basic relationship between the
lessor and lessee in a true lease. A third-party leasing company could
also be involved by purchasing the equipment and leasing to PizzaCo.
Such a resource flow diagram is shown for the capital lease.

Table 1-9 shows the economic analysis for a true lease. Notice that
the lessor pays the maintenance and insurance costs, so PizzaCo saves
the full $1 million per year. PizzaCo can deduct the entire lease payment
of $400,000 as a business expense. However PizzaCo does not obtain
ownership, so it can’t depreciate the asset.

Table 1-8. Good Reasons to Lease.
————————————————————————————————
Financial Reasons
• With some leases, the entire lease payment is tax-deductible.
• Some leases allow “off-balance sheet” financing, preserving credit

lines

Risk Sharing
• Leasing is good for short-term asset use, and reduces the risk of

getting stuck with obsolete equipment
• Leasing offers less risk and responsibility
————————————————————————————————
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Figure 1-10. Classification for a True Lease.
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The Capital Lease
The capital lease has a much broader definition than a true lease.

A capital lease fulfills any one of the following criteria:

1. the lease term (75% of the equipment’s life;
2. the present value of the lease payments ≥ 90% of the initial value

of the equipment;
3. the lease transfers ownership;
4. the lease contains a “bargain purchase option,” which is negotiated

at the inception of the lease.

Most capital leases are basically extended payment plans, except
ownership is usually not transferred until the end of the contract. This
arrangement is common for large EMPs because the equipment (such as
a chilled water system) is usually difficult to reuse at another facility.
With this arrangement, the lessee eventually pays for the entire asset
(plus interest). In most capital leases, the lessee pays the maintenance
and insurance costs.

The capital lease has some interesting tax implications because the
lessee must list the asset on its balance sheet from the beginning of the
contract. Thus, like a loan, the lessee gets to depreciate the asset and
only the interest portion of the lease payment is tax deductible.

Application to the Case Study
Figure 1-12 shows the basic third-party financing relationship be-

tween the equipment manufacturer, lessor and lessee in a capital lease.
The finance company (lessor) is shown as a third party, although it also
could be a division of the equipment manufacturer. Because the finance

Figure 1-11. Resource Flow Diagram for a True Lease.
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Table 1-9. Economic Analysis for a True Lease
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. Payments Principal Taxable Tax ATCF

Principal Interest Total Outstanding Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0 400,000 -400,000 -400,000
1 1,000,000 400,000 600,000 204,000 396,000
2 1,000,000 400,000 600,000 204,000 396,000
3 1,000,000 400,000 600,000 204,000 396, 000
4 1,000,000 400,000 600,000 204,000 396,000
5 1,000,000 1,000,000 340,000 660,000

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Net Present Value at 18%: $953,757

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: Annual Lease Payment: 400,000

MARR = 18%
Tax Rate 34%

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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company (with excellent credit) is involved, a lower cost of capital (12%)
is possible due to reduced risk of payment default.

Like an installment loan, PizzaCo’s lease payments cover the entire
equipment cost. However, the lease payments are made in advance.
Because PizzaCo is considered the owner, it pays the $50,000 annual
maintenance expenses, which reduces the annual savings to $950,000.
PizzaCo receives the benefits of depreciation and tax-deductible interest
payments. To be consistent with the analyses of the other arrangements,
PizzaCo would sell the equipment at the end of the lease for its market
value. Table 1-10 shows the economic analysis for a capital lease.

The Synthetic Lease
A synthetic lease is a “hybrid” lease that combines aspects of a true

lease and a capital lease. Through careful structuring and planning, the
synthetic lease appears as an operating lease for accounting purposes
(enables the Host to have off-balance sheet financing), yet also appears
as a capital lease for tax purposes (to obtain depreciation for tax ben-
efits). Consult your local financing expert to learn more about synthetic
leases; they must be carefully structured to maintain compliance with
the associated tax laws.

With most types of leases, loans and bonds the monthly payments
are fixed, regardless of the equipment’s utilization, or performance.
However, shared savings agreements can be incorporated into certain
types of leases.

Performance Contracting
Performance contracting is a unique arrangement that allows the

Figure 1-12. Resource Flow Diagram for a Capital Lease.
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Table 1-10. Economic Analysis for a Capital Lease.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. Payments in Advance Principal Taxable Tax ATCF

Principal Interest Total Outstanding Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0 619,218 0 619,218 1,880,782 -619,218
1 950,000 357,250 393,524 225,694 619,218 1,487,258 367,056 124,799 205,983
2 950,000 612,250 440,747 178,471 619,218 1,046,511 159,279 54,155 276,627
3 950,000 437,250 493,637 125,581 619,218 552,874 387,169 131,637 199,145
4 950,000 312,250 552,874 66,345 619,218 0 571,405 194,278 136,503
5 950,000 111,625 838,375 285,048 664,953

5* 1,200,000 669,375 .530,625 180,413 1,019,588
——————————————————————————————————————————————

2,500,000
Net Present Value at 18%: $681,953

——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: Total Lease Amount: 2,500,000

However, Since the payments are in advance, the first payment is analogous to a Down-Payment
Thus the actual amount borrowed is only = $500,000 - 619,218 = 1, 880,782
Lease Finance Rate: 12% MARR 18%

Tax Rate 34%
MACRS Depreciation for 7-Year Property, with half-year convention at EOY 5
Accounting Book Value at end of year 5: 669,375
Estimated Market Value at end of year 5: 1,200,000
EOY 5* illustrates the Equipment Sale and Book Value

Taxable Income: =(Market Value - Book Value)
=(1.200.000 - 669,375) = $530,625

——————————————————————————————————————————————
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building owner to make necessary improvements while investing very
little money up-front. The contractor usually assumes responsibility
for purchasing and installing the equipment, as well as maintenance
throughout the contract. But the unique aspect of performance con-
tracting is that the contractor is paid based on the performance of the
installed equipment. Only after the installed equipment actually re-
duces expenses does the contractor get paid. Energy service compa-
nies (ESCOs) typically serve as contractors within this line of busi-
ness.

Unlike most loans, leases and other fixed payment arrangements,
the ESCO is paid based on the performance of the equipment. In other
words, if the finished product doesn’t save energy or operational costs,
the host doesn’t pay. This aspect removes the incentive to “cut corners”
on construction or other phases of the project, as with bid/spec contract-
ing. In fact, often there is an incentive to exceed savings estimates. For
this reason, performance contracting usually entails a more “facility-
wide” scope of work (to find extra energy savings), than loans or leases
on particular pieces of equipment.

With a facility-wide scope, many improvements can occur at the
same time. For example, lighting and air conditioning systems can be
upgraded at the same time. In addition, the indoor air quality can be
improved. With a comprehensive facility management approach, a
“domino-effect” on cost reduction is possible. For example, if facility
improvements create a safer and higher quality environment for
workers, productivity could increase. As a result of decreased em-
ployee absenteeism, the workman’s compensation cost could also be
reduced. These are additional benefits to the facility.

Depending on the host’s capability to manage the risks (equipment
performance, financing, etc.) the host will delegate some of these respon-
sibilities to the ESCO. In general, the amount of risk assigned to the
ESCO is directly related to the percent savings that must be shared with
the ESCO.

For facilities that are not in a good position to manage the risks of
an energy project, performance contracting may be the only economi-
cally feasible implementation method. For example, the US Federal Govern-
ment used performance contracting to upgrade facilities when budgets were
being dramatically cut. In essence, they “sold” some of their future energy
savings to an ESCO, in return for receiving new equipment and efficiency
benefits.
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In general, performance contracting may be the best option for
facilities that:

• are severely constrained by their cash flows;

• have a high cost of capital;

• don’t have sufficient resources, such as a lack of in-house energy
management expertise or an inadequate maintenance capacity*;

• are seeking to reduce in-house responsibilities and focus more on
their core business objectives; or

• are attempting a complex project with uncertain reliability or if the
host is not fully capable of managing the project. For example, a
lighting retrofit has a high probability of producing the expected cash
flows, whereas a completely new process does not have the same “time-
tested” reliability. If the in-house energy management team cannot man-
age this risk, performance contracting may be an attractive alternative.

Performance contracting does have some drawbacks. In addition to
sharing the savings with an ESCO, the tax benefits of depreciation and
other economic benefits must be negotiated. Whenever large contracts
are involved, there is reason for concern. One study found that 11% of
customers who were considering EMPs felt that dealing with an ESCO
was too confusing or complicated.14 Another reference claims, “with
complex contracts, there may be more options and more room for er-
ror.”15 Therefore, it is critical to choose an ESCO with a good reputation
and experience within the types of facilities that are involved.

There are a few common types of contracts. The ESCO will usually
offer the following options:

• guaranteed fixed dollar savings;
• guaranteed fixed energy (MMBtu) savings;
• a percent of energy savings; or
• a combination of the above.

*Maintenance capacity represents the ability that the maintenance personnel will be able
to maintain the new system. It has been shown that systems fail and are replaced when
maintenance concerns are not incorporated into the planning process. See Woodroof, E.
(1997) “Lighting Retrofits: Don’t Forget About Maintenance,” Energy Engineering, 94(1)
pp. 59-68.
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Obviously, facility managers would prefer the options with “guar-
anteed savings.” However this extra security (and risk to the ESCO)
usually costs more. The primary difference between the two guaranteed
options is that guaranteed fixed dollar savings contracts ensure dollar
savings, even if energy prices fall. For example, if energy prices drop and the
equipment does not save as much money as predicted, the ESCO must pay (out
of its own pocket) the contracted savings to the host.

Percent energy savings contracts are agreements that basically
share energy savings between the host and the ESCO. The more en-
ergy saved, the higher the revenues to both parties. However, the
host has less predictable savings and must also periodically negotiate
with the ESCO to determine “who saved what” when sharing sav-
ings. There are numerous hybrid contracts available that combine the
positive aspects of the above options.

Application to the Case Study
PizzaCo would enter into a hybrid contract; percent energy savings/

guaranteed arrangement. The ESCO would purchase, install and operate a
highly efficient chilled water system. The ESCO would guarantee that
PizzaCo would save the $1,000,000 per year, but PizzaCo would pay the
ESCO 80% of the savings. In this way, PizzaCo would not need to invest
any money, and would simply collect the net savings of $200,000 each
year. To avoid periodic negotiations associated with shared savings
agreements, the contract could be worded such that the ESCO will pro-
vide guaranteed energy savings worth $200,000 each year.

With this arrangement, there are no depreciation, interest pay-
ments or tax-benefits for PizzaCo. However, PizzaCo receives a posi-
tive cash flow with no investment and little risk. At the end of the
contract, the ESCO removes the equipment. At the end of most per-
formance contracts, the host usually acquires or purchases the equip-
ment for fair market value. However, for this case study, the equip-
ment was removed to make a consistent comparison with the other
financial arrangements.

Figure 1-13 illustrates the transactions between the parties. Table 1-
11 presents the economic analysis for performance contracting.

Note that Table 1-11 is slightly different from the other tables in this
chapter: Taxable Income = Savings – Depreciation – ESCO Payments.
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Table 1-11. Economic Analysis of a Performance Contract.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
EOY Savings Depr. ESCO Payments Principal Taxable Tax ATCF

Total Outstanding Income
——————————————————————————————————————————————

0
1 1,000,000 800,000 200,000 68,000 132,000
2 1,000,000 800,000 200,000 68,000 132,000
3 1,000,000 800,000 200,000 68,000 132,000
4 1,000,000 800,000 200,000 68,000 132,000
5 1,000,000 800,000 200,000 68,000 132,000

Net Present Value at 18%: $412,787
——————————————————————————————————————————————
Notes: ESCO purchases/operates equipment. Host pays ESCO 80% of the savings = $800,000.

The contract could also be designed so that PizzaCo can buy the equipment at the end of year 5.
——————————————————————————————————————————————
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Summary of Tax Benefits
Table 1-12 summarizes the tax benefits of each financial arrange-

ment presented in this chapter.

Additional Options
Combinations of the basic financial arrangements can be created to

enhance the value of a project. A sample of the possible combinations are
described below.

* In some Performance Contracts, the Host can own the equipment
and the guarantee assures that the operational benefits are greater
than the finance payments.  Alternatively, some performance con-
tracts can be viewed as “outsourcing”, where the contractor owns
the equipment and provides a “service” to the Host.

• Third party financiers often cooperate with performance contract-
ing firms to implement EMPs.

• Utility rebates and government programs may provide additional
benefits for particular projects.

Figure 1-13. Transactions for a Performance Contract.
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Table 1-12 Host’s Tax Benefits for each Arrangement.
—————————————————————————————————————————

Depreciation Interest Payments are Total Payments are
ARRANGEMENT Benefits Tax-Deductible Tax-Deductible

—————————————————————————————————————————
Retained Earnings X

Loan X X
Bond X X

Sell Stock X
Capital Lease X X

True Lease X
Performance Contract X

—————————————————————————————————————————
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• Tax-exempt leases are available to government facilities.

• Insurance can be purchased to protect against risks relating to
equipment performance, energy savings, etc.

• Some financial arrangements can be structured as non-recourse to
the host. Thus, the ESCO or lessor would assume the risks of pay-
ment default. However, as mentioned before, profit sharing in-
creases with risk sharing.

Attempting to identify the absolute best financial arrangement is a
rewarding goal, unless it takes too long. As every minute passes, poten-
tial dollar savings are lost forever. When considering special grant
funds, rebate programs or other unique opportunities, it is important to
consider the lost savings due to delay.

“PROS” & “CONS” OF EACH
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT

This section presents a brief summary of the “Pros” and “Cons” of
each financial arrangement from the host’s perspective.

Loan
“Pros”:
• host keeps all savings,
• depreciation & interest payments are tax-deductible,
• host owns the equipment, and
• the arrangement is good for long-term use of equipment

“Cons”:
• host takes all the risk, and must install and manage project

Bond
Has the same Pros/Cons as loan, and
“Pro”:
• good for government facilities, because they can offer a tax-

free rate (that is lower, but considered favorable by investors)
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Sell Stock
Has the same Pros/Cons as loan, and
“Pro”:
• selling stock could help the host achieve its target capital

structure

“Cons”:
• dividend payments (unlike interest payments) are not tax-

deductible, and
• dilutes company control

Use Retained Earnings
Has the same Pros/Cons as loan, and
“Pro”:
• host pays no external interest charges. However retained

earnings do carry an opportunity cost, because such funds
could be invested somewhere at the MARR.

“Con”:
• host loses tax-deductible benefits of interest charges

Capital Lease
Has the same Pros/Cons as loan, and
“Pro”:
• Greater flexibility in financing, possible lower cost of capital

with third-party participation

True Lease
“Pros”:
• allows use of equipment, without ownership risks,
• reduced risk of poor performance, service, equipment obso-

lescence, etc.,
• good for short-term use of equipment, an
• entire lease payment is tax-deductible

“Cons”:
• no ownership at end of lease contract, and
• no depreciation tax benefits’
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Performance Contract
“Pros”:
• allows use of equipment, with reduced installment/opera-

tional risks, and
• reduced risk of poor performance, service, equipment obso-

lescence, etc., and
• allows host to focus on its core business objectives

“Cons”:
• potentially binding contracts, legal expenses, and increased

administrative costs, and
• host must share project savings

Rules of Thumb
When investigating financing options, consider the following gen-

eralities:

Loans, bonds and other host-managed arrangements should be
used when a customer has the resources (experience, financial sup-
port, and time) to handle the risks. Performance contracting (ESCO
assumes most of the risk) is usually best when a customer doesn’t
have the resources to properly manage the project. Remember that
with any arrangement where the host delegates risk to another
firm, the host must also share the savings.

Leases are the “middle ground” between owning and delegating
risks. Leases are very popular due to their tax benefits.

True leases tend to be preferred when:
• the equipment is needed on a short-term basis;
• the equipment has unusual service problems that cannot be

handled by the host;
• technological advances cause equipment to become obsolete

quickly; or
• depreciation benefits are not useful to the lessee.

Capital Leases are preferred when:
• the installation and removal of equipment is costly;
• the equipment is needed for a long time; or
• the equipment user desires to secure a “bargain purchase op-

tion.”
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CHARACTERISTICS THAT INFLUENCE
WHICH FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT IS BEST

There are at least three types of characteristics that can influence
which financial arrangement should be used for a particular EMP. These
include facility characteristics, project characteristics and financial ar-
rangement characteristics. In this section, quantitative characteristics are
bulleted with this symbol: $. The qualitative characteristics are bulleted
with this symbol: � Note that qualitative characteristics are generally
“strategic” and are not associated with an exact dollar value.

A few of the Facility Characteristics include:
� The long-term plans of facility. For example, is the facility trying to

focus on core business objectives and outsourcing other tasks, such
as EMPs?

$ The facility’s current financial condition. Credit ratings and ability
to obtain loans can determine whether certain financial arrange-
ments are feasible.

� The experience and technical capabilities of in-house personnel.
Will additional resources (personnel, consultants, technologies,
etc.) be needed to successfully implement the project?

� The facility’s ability to obtain rebates from the government, utili-
ties, or other organizations. For example, there are Dept. of Energy
subsidies available for DOE facilities.

$ The facility’s ability to obtain tax benefits. For example, govern-
ment facilities can offer tax-exempt interest rates on bonds.

A few of the Project Characteristics include:
$ The project’s economic benefits. Net Present Value, Internal Rate of

Return and Simple Payback.

� The project’s complexity and overall risk. For example, a complex
project that has never been done before has a different level of risk
than a standard lighting retrofit.
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� The project’s alignment with the facility’s long-term objectives.
Will this project’s equipment be needed for long-term goals?

� The project’s cash flow schedule and the variance between cash
flows. For example, there may be significant differences in the ac-
ceptability of a project based on when revenues are received.

A few of the Financial Arrangement Characteristics include:
$ The economic benefit of a project using a particular financial ar-

rangement. The Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return can
be influenced by the financial arrangement selected.

� The impact on the corporate capital structure. For example, will
additional debt be required to finance the project? Will additional
liabilities appear on the firm’s balance sheet and impact the image
of the company to investors?

� The flexibility of the financial arrangement. For example, can the
facility manager alter the contract and payment terms in the event
of revenue shortfall or changes in operational hours?

INCORPORATING STRATEGIC ISSUES WHEN
SELECTING FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

Because strategic issues can be important when selecting financial
arrangements, the facility manager should include them in the selection
process. The following questions can help assess a facility manager’s
needs.

• Does the facility manager want to manage projects or outsource?
• Are net positive cash flows required?
• Will the equipment be needed for long-term needs?
• Is the facility government or private?
• If private, does the facility manager want the project’s assets on or

off the balance sheet?
• Will operations be changing?

From the research experience, a Strategic Issues Financing Decision
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Tree was developed to guide facility managers to the financial arrange-
ment which is most likely optimal. Figure 1-14 illustrates the decision
tree, which is by no means a rule, but it embodies some general obser-
vations from the industry.

Working the tree from the top to bottom, the facility manager
should assess the project and facility characteristics to decide whether it
is strategic to manage the project or outsource. If outsourced, the “per-
formance contract” would be the logical choice.* If the facility manager
wants to manage the project, the next step (moving down the tree) is to
evaluate whether the project’s equipment will be needed for long or
short-term purposes. If short-term, the “true lease” is logical. If it is a
long-term project, in a government facility, the “bond” is likely to be the
best option. If the facility is in the private sector, the facility manager
should decide whether the project should be on or off the balance sheet.
An off-balance sheet preference would lead back to the “true lease.” If
the facility manager wants the project’s assets on the balance sheet, the
Net Present Value (or other economic benefit indicator) can help deter-
mine which “host-managed” arrangement (loan, capital lease or cash)
would be most lucrative.

Although the decision tree can be used as a guide, it is most impor-
tant to use the financial arrangement that best meets the needs of the
organization.  The examples on the adjacent page demonstrate that any
organization can be creative with its financial arrangement selection.  All
of these examples are for Performance Contracting projects, however
similar financial arrangements can be structured without using a perfor-
mance contract.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

It is clear that knowing the strategic needs of the facility manager
is critical to selecting the best arrangement. There are practically an in-
finite number of financial alternatives to consider. This chapter has pro-
vided some information on the basic financial arrangements. Combining
these arrangements to construct the best contract for your facility is only
limited by your creativity.

*It should be noted that a performance contract could be structured using leases and
bonds.
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Figure 1-14 Strategic Issues Financing Decision Tree.
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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Facility Type: Location:
Military Installation California

Project:
Performance Contract including over $40 million in energy efficiency equipment,

which saves  $7,000,000/year

Financial Arrangement: Capital Lease with a 20-year term

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Facility Type: Location:
Local Government-Airport Tulsa, OK

Project:
Performance Contract including over $4 million in energy efficiency equipment,

which saves  $380,000/year

Financial Arrangement: Municipal Bond with a 20-year term

Facility Type: Location:
Local Government- Convention Center Kansas City, MO

Project:
Performance Contract including over $8 million in energy efficiency equipment,

which saves over $1 million/year

Financial Arrangement: Municipal Lease with a 10-year term

Education
Facility Type: Location:
University New Orleans, LA

Project:
$8 million in energy-related upgrades

Financial Arrangement: Operating Lease (Synthetic) with a 20-year term

HEALTH CARE

Facility Type: Location:
Hospital Memphis, TN

Project:
$15 million in energy-related upgrades

Financial Arrangement: Operating Lease (Synthetic) with a 20-year term
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GLOSSARY

Capitalize
To convert a schedule of cash flows into a principal amount, called

capitalized value, by dividing by a rate of interest. In other words, to set
aside an amount large enough to generate (via interest) the desired cash
flows forever.

Capital or Financial Lease
Lease that under Statement 13 of the Financial Accounting Stan-

dards Board must be reflected on a company’s balance sheet as an asset
and corresponding liability. Generally, this applies to leases where the
lessee acquires essentially all of the economic benefits and risks or the
leased property.

Depreciation
The amortization of fixed assets, such as plant and equipment, so

as to allocate the cost over their depreciable life. Depreciation reduces
taxable income, but is not an actual cash flow.

Energy Service Company (ESCO)
Company that provides energy services (and possibly financial

services) to an energy consumer.

Host
The building owner or facility that uses the equipment.

Lender
Individual or firm that extends money to a borrower with the ex-

pectation of being repaid, usually with interest. Lenders create debt in
the form of loans or bonds. If the borrower is liquidated, the lender is
paid off before stockholders receive distributions.

Lessee
The renter. The party that buys the right to use equipment by

making lease payments to the lessor.

Lessor
The owner of the leased equipment.
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Line of Credit
An informal agreement between a bank and a borrower indicating

the maximum credit the bank will extend. A line of credit is popular
because it allows numerous borrowing transactions to be approved
without the re-application paperwork.

Liquidity
Ability of a company to convert assets into cash or cash equivalents

without significant loss. For example, investments in money market
funds are much more liquid than investments in real estate.

Leveraged Lease
Lease that involves a lender in addition to the lessor and lessee.

The lender, usually a bank or insurance company, puts up a percentage
of the cash required to purchase the asset, usually more than half. The
balance is put up by the lessor, who is both the equity participant and
the borrower. With the cash the lessor acquires the asset, giving the
lender (1) a mortgage on the asset and (2) an assignment of the lease and
lease payments. The lessee then makes periodic payments to the lessor,
who in turn pays the lender. As owner of the asset, the lessor is entitled
to tax deductions for depreciation on the asset and interest on the loan.

MARR (Minimum Attractive Rate of Return)
MARR is the “hurdle rate” for projects within a company. MARR

is used to determine the NPV; the annual after-tax cash flow is dis-
counted at MARR (which represents the rate the company could have
received with a different project).

Net Present Value (NPV)
As the saying goes, “a dollar received next year is not worth as much as

a dollar today.” The NPV converts the worth of that future dollar into what is
worth today. NPV converts future cash flows by using a given discount rate.
For example, at 10%, $1,000 dollars received one year from now is worth only
$909.09 dollars today. In other words, if you invested $909.09 dollars today at
10%, in one year it would be worth $1,000.

NPV is useful because you can convert future savings cash flows
back to “time zero” (present), and then compare to the cost of a project.
If the NPV is positive, the investment is acceptable. In capital budgeting,
the discount rate used is called the hurdle rate and is usually equal to
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the incremental cost of capital.

“Off-Balance Sheet” Financing
Typically refers to a True Lease, because the assets are not listed on

the balance sheet. Because the liability is not on the balance sheet, the
Host appears to be financially stronger. However, most large leases must
be listed in the footnotes of financial statements, which reveals the “hid-
den assets.”

Par Value or Face Value
Equals the value of the bond at maturity. For example, a bond with

a $1,000 dollar par value will pay $1,000 to the issuer at the maturity
date.

Preferred Stock
A hybrid type of stock that pays dividends at a specified rate (like

a bond), and has preference over common stock in the payment of divi-
dends and liquidation of assets. However, if the firm is financially
strained, it can avoid paying the preferred dividend as it would the com-
mon stock dividends. Preferred stock doesn’t ordinarily carry voting
rights.

Project Financing
A type of arrangement, typically meaning that a Single Purpose

Entity (SPE) is constructed. The SPE serves as a special bank account. All
funds are sent to the SPE, from which all construction costs are paid.
Then all savings cash flows are also distributed from the SPE. The SPE
is essentially a mini-company, with the sole purpose of funding a
project.

Secured Loan
Loan that pledges assets as collateral. Thus, in the event that the

borrower defaults on payments, the lender has the legal right to seize
the collateral and sell it to pay off the loan.

True Lease or Operating Lease or Tax-Oriented Lease
Type of lease, normally involving equipment, whereby the contract

is written for considerably less time than the equipment’s life and the
lessor handles all maintenance and servicing; also called service lease.
Operating leases are the opposite of capital leases, where the lessee ac-
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quires essentially all the economic benefits and risks of ownership. Com-
mon examples of equipment financed with operating leases are office
copiers, computers, automobiles and trucks. Most operating leases are
cancelable.

WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital)
The firm’s average cost of capital, as a function of the proportion of
different sources of capital: Equity, Debt, Preferred Stock, etc. For ex-
ample, a firm’s target capital structure is:

Capital Source Weight (wi)
Debt 30%

Common Equity 60%
Preferred Stock 10%

and the firm’s costs of capital are:
before tax cost of debt = kd = 10%
cost of common equity = ks = 15%
cost of preferred stock = kps = 12%

Then the weighted average cost of capital will be:
WACC= wdkd(1-T) + wsks +wpskps

where wi = weight of Capital Sourcei
T = tax rate = 34%
After-tax cost of debt = kd(1-T)

Thus,
WACC= (.3)(.1)(1-.34) +(.6)(.15) + (.1)(.12)
WACC= 12.18%
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Chapter 2

Financing
Energy Projects through
Performance Contracting

Shirley J. Hansen, Ph.D.

Since soaring energy prices and the growing need for energy effi-
ciency hit the center of our radar screen in the 1970s, there has been
growing recognition that using energy more efficiently is good for the
economy and the environment. It’s just good business. Yet survey after
survey revealed that many organizations put off energy-efficiency work
for one major reason: money.

Organizations either lacked the money, or those that had the funds
were inclined to spend their money elsewhere. The reasons are legiti-
mate “We must use the money to invest in new production equipment.
We must buy new math books. The payback is not short enough,” etc.,
etc. For years many of us thought it was due almost entirely to the dis-
comfort top management felt when the subject of “energy” was intro-
duced. It certainly played a part, but in retrospect we now realize that
other concerns were at play.

The horrible truth is that top management is not interested in
ENERGY! They don’t want to hear about gigajoules or British thermal
units. CEOs and CFOs do not buy energy; they buy what it does. How
can they worry about efficiency of something that is virtually non-exis-
tent in their lives. The only time it seems to reach their consciousness is
when there is a shortage or a sudden power outage.

Many years ago, a dear friend who was in top management in a
major corporation, gave me some sage advice, which is fundamental to
our problem. He said, “Shirley, you folks must learn to fish from the
fish’s point of view.”

To fish from the fish’s point of view, we must first realize that top
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management is interested in delivering promised results be it education,
patient care, or selling widgets. Second, we need to be aware that man-
agement is “facility blind.” Management can walk the corridors, but
seldom see the facility until something goes wrong. Third, such details
as “energy” are just noise ñ a small irritating noise for someone else to
deal with.

If we are to get the “fish’s” attention, we must talk their language
and make the case in their terms. For them to bite, the bait on the hook
must make energy efficiency (EE) a solid business opportunity.

It is essential that we provide our “fish”: (1) an effective cost/ben-
efit analysis procedure, which compares the net benefits of energy effi-
ciency to increased production; (2) a new perspective of energy savings
as a percentage of the bottom line; and (3) energy efficiency and conser-
vation as a very cost-effective delivery system for meeting environmen-
tal mandates ñ a way to make money while reducing emissions.

Probably our biggest challenge is to remind top management, as
forcefully as possible, that EE can be a self-funding endeavor. CEOs and
CFOs have a tendency to compare energy investments to other business
investments and fail to appreciate that no new money is required to do
energy efficiency work. The money needed for energy investments is
already in the budget ñ and being spent on wasted energy. The financing
source for the EE investment is right there in avoided utility costs.
Money that will go up the smokestack creating more pollution every day
that the energy efficiency measures are not taken.

All this, however, becomes much more palatable if the initial ex-
penditures are from someone else’s pocketbook. Even better if there is
someone out there that will guarantee that the funds to do the energy
work will come out of avoided utility costs—the future energy savings
from the project.

With such a backdrop, it is not surprising that performance con-
tracting emerged as an attractive financing mechanism for energy work.
Imagine the jubilation when someone figured out that future energy
costs could finance the rebuilding or replacement of decrepit heating
and cooling systems. And it just got better, because the money being set
aside to fix those behemoths could now be used for something else.

The concept of performance contract is the same idea that stands
behind commercial paper: the fact that a future obligation to pay already
has value today. The future obligation in performance contracting is not
derived from serving a debt, but rather from the known and unavoid-
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able cost of heating, cooling and illuminating buildings or fueling indus-
trial processes.

Administrators around the world are burdened with obsolete,
money-hungry schools, hospitals, etc. built in the low-energy-cost era of
the 1950s and 1960s. Unfortunately, they cannot afford to re-equip these
structures with the immensely improved energy-use technologies that
have emerged in recent years. They are compelled to continue to throw
good money after bad to keep buildings in service.

By a kind of financial judo, performance contracting turns this
grim prospect into an asset. Future utility bills can be discounted, the
commercial debt, and the resulting cash can be used today for retrofits.

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING IN RETROSPECT

In the late 1970s, Scallop Thermal, a division of Royal Dutch Shell,
introduced the concept of using third-party financing to improve energy
efficiency and cut operating costs in North America. Scallop offered a
hospital in Philadelphia to meet its existing energy services for 90 per-
cent of its current utility bill. By upgrading the mechanical system and
implementing energy-efficient practices, Scallop was able to bring con-
sumption well below the 90 percent level. Scallop paid for its services
and made a profit from this difference.

These early energy financing agreements generally were based
upon each party receiving a percentage of the energy cost savings. The
energy service company (ESCO) received a share to cover its costs and
make a profit. The owner also received a share (as well as capital im-
provements) as an incentive to participate. Since each party received a
share of the energy cost savings, this procedure became known as
“shared savings.”

During the life of the contract, the ESCO expected its percentage of
the cost savings to cover all costs it had incurred, plus deliver a profit.
This concept worked quite well as long as energy prices stayed the same
or increased.

In the mid-1980s, energy prices began to drop. With lower prices,
it took longer than predicted for the firm to recover its costs. Some firms
could not meet their payments to their suppliers or financial backers.
Companies closed their doors and, in the process, defaulted on their
commitments to their shared savings customers. Some suppliers tried to
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recover costs from the building owners. Lawsuits were filed and “shared
savings” nearly died a painful death.

From this tenuous thread, the “shared savings” industry in North
America survived, but its character changed dramatically. Those supply-
ing the financial backing and/or equipment recognized the risks of bas-
ing contract on future energy prices. Higher risks meant higher interest
rates, if the money could be found. Insurance, which had been available
to ESCOs for “shared savings,” became a scarce commodity. By the late
1980s, shared cost savings agreements had shrunk to approximately 5
percent of the market.

From the end user’s point of view, through the “shared savings”
boom, it soon became apparent that the energy payments to the ESCO
were unpredictable. All too often, the customers found themselves pay-
ing far more than expected for the opportunity. A customer, who had
accepted a shared savings deal with $3.5 million in equipment, who was
asked to pay 70 percent of a predicted $1 million annual savings for five
years, assumed the total payment would be about $3.5 million for the
acquired equipment and services. If, however, the savings were greater
than expected or the price of energy went up, the costs could easily
become $5-7 million for the same equipment. Payment procedures be-
came confrontational. In the final analysis, to often the only real benefit
of the shared savings transactions were their “off balance” sheet feature.
This was attractive to customers who did not wish to incur more debt.

Out of the “shared savings” confusion of the 1970s-1980s evolved
a new financing mechanism with the guarantee centered on the reduc-
tion in the amount of energy consumed and the value of the energy,
dollar savings calculated at current billing rates. Typically, the projected
dollar savings were guaranteed to cover any of the associated debt ser-
vice obligations of the owner. To avoid the risks associated with falling
energy prices, ESCOs began setting an energy floor price below which
money guarantees would not apply.

A new term, performance contracting, emerged that embraced all
guaranteed energy efficiency financing schemes, including shared sav-
ings and guaranteed savings.

The initial attraction to performance contracting was the financing
help. Through the years, the ESCO expertise has become equally attrac-
tive. For example, a 1988 survey found that the majority of US school
administrators still thought work on the building envelope, (e.g., added
insulation, double glazing of windows, etc.) was the most cost-effective
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energy savings measure to take. However, a U.S. Department of Energy
analysis at the time showed that building envelope measures averaged
the longest payback (over eight years) of those measures studied. In
contrast, control measures paid back in roughly two years. In attempts
to cut energy costs, school administrators were not investing money the
most effective place. If fact, they were waiting eight years to get the
return on investment that they could have achieved in two years.

ESCOs have learned, sometimes and great expense, what works ñ
and what doesn’t!! The earlier temptation to invest in elaborate control
systems, for example, no longer exists. Today, experienced ESCOs know
exactly how sophisticated a system should be in a given facility ñ right
down to the number of sensing points and control points that are really
needed. That expertise can keep owners from investing valuable money
in the wrong measures.

Performance contracting has matured into a viable and reliable way
of doing business in North American and many countries around the
world. In the United States and Canada, federal law allows, even encour-
ages, federal agencies to use performance contracting to cut operating
costs. Over 4,000 of the US school systems have had some type of perfor-
mance contract, and these school systems have as many as 800 buildings.
Major manufacturers of energy-related equipment have ESCO services
and divisions, utilities have developed or acquired ESCOs, and many re-
gional ESCOs have grown from engineering firms, distributorships and
mechanical contractors. It is conservative to say that in the United States
there are at least 10 major national ESCOs and another 40 operating on
broad, regional bases. Local firms offering ESCO services undoubtedly
exceed 100. In fact, the concept has become so popular there is great fear
in the industry that “wannabe ESCOs,” often dubbed WISHCOs, are of-
fering services before they fully understand the complexity of the process
and are creating credibility difficulties for the industry.

In the mid-1990s, the International Energy Agency went on record
at the Conference on Energy Efficiency in Latin America to support and
encourage the ESCO industry. More recently the European Union has
been actively promoting the concept through papers and conferences.
Some version of performance contracting is now being practiced in all
industrialized nations and most developing countries. The US Agency
for International Development, the World Bank, Asian Development
Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development are
all very active in fostering ESCO industries in developing countries.
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TYPICAL ESCO SERVICES

Through the years, ESCO services have become more varied. It has
become a customer-driven industry and the customer typically has a
selection of ESCO services from which to choose. Services offered by an
ESCO usually include:

• An investment grade energy audit to identify energy and opera-
tional savings opportunities, assess risks, determine risk manage-
ment/mitigating strategies, and calculate cost-effectiveness of
proposed measures over time;

• Financing from its own resources or through arrangements with
banks or other financing sources;

• The purchase, installation and maintenance of the installed energy-
efficient equipment; possibly maintenance on all energy-consum-
ing equipment;

• New equipment training of operations and maintenance (O&M)
personnel;

• Training of O&M personnel in energy-efficient practices;

• Monitoring of the operations and energy savings, so reduced en-
ergy consumption and operation costs persist;

• Measurement and savings verification; and

• A guarantee of the energy savings to be achieved.

The popularity of performance contracting rests on the many ben-
efits it delivers. The highlights of the benefits it offers the customer or
the business which offers ESCO services are addressed below.

CUSTOMER ADVANTAGES

The recipient of ESCO services can achieve many benefits, includ-
ing:
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• an immediate upgrade of facilities and reduced operating costs—
without any initial capital investment;

• access to the ESCO’s energy efficiency expertise.

• positive cash flow—most projects generate savings that exceed the
guarantee;

• the opportunity to use the money, which would have been used for
required upgrades or replacements to meet other needs;

• improved and more energy-efficient operations and maintenance;

• several normal business risks are assumed by the ESCO, including
the guaranteed performance of the new equipment for the life of
the contract (not just through a warranty period);

• a more comfortable, productive environment; and

• services paid for with the money which the customer would oth-
erwise have paid to the utilities for wasted energy.

Performance contracting is probably the best and quickest way to
be sure an organization is operating as efficiently as possible. It offers
the customer a risk shedding opportunity; however, risks do still exist.

In 1995-96 we had the privilege of working with the City and
County of San Francisco in its “Kilowatts to Megawatts” research and
development project funded by the Urban Consortium� A key compo-
nent of this effort, ably led by Mr. John Deakin and Ms. Christine Vance,
was to develop a decision model to aid other cities and counties in
determining when to use their limited financial resources to do energy
efficiency work, when to outsource the work, and which of the many
outsourcing options would best meet the municipalities’ needs. A par-
ticularly challenging aspect of this work was the identification of specific
risks associated with a broad range of energy efficiency financing oppor-
tunities and the extent of those risks. Table 1, on the following pages,
offers the general magnitude of those risks by option. Clearly the spe-
cific magnitude of these risks will vary with the customer’s local condi-
tions.
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Risk shedding always carries a price tag. It can be presumed, there-
fore, that the customer will typically pay more for the services provided
on the right side of Table 2-1. It should be noted, however, that, as the
customer moves to the more comprehensive option, he, or she, also re-
ceives more services, has less administrative burden, and will probably
achieve greater savings persistence. The costs associated with the “right-
hand side of the menu” can also be mitigated by controlling the contrib-
uting factors listed. The greatest factor, however, could be the relative
speed with which projects can be implemented, thus avoiding valuable
dollars going up the smokestack while the customer tries to get more of
the energy efficiency work out of his or her organization’s limited re-
sources (options shown on the left in the table).

In performance contracting the risks shed by the owner are largely
assumed by the ESCO. Effective performance contracting then becomes
a matter of risk assessment and management by the ESCO. The more
accurately the ESCO assesses the risks and the more effectively it man-
ages them, the greater the benefits to all parties. Since performance con-
tracting risks are primarily managed through the project’s financial
structure, effective risk management presents a major point of differen-
tiation among ESCOs.

ESCO RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Effective, experienced ESCOs have found a series of critical risk
assessment components and management techniques which include:

Pre-qualify the customer. Prequalification criteria should be estab-
lished; the customer’s organizational, technical and financial data
should be carefully collected and validated.

Conduct an investment-grade audit. The typical energy audit as-
sumes that conditions observed in the audit will stay the same for the
life of the equipment and/or the project. An investment-grade audit
assesses administrative risks, operation and maintenance risks and the
impact these risks will have on the project’s savings over time. An in-
vestment-grade audit also considers the time value of money. Projected
payback calculations, for example, discount the value of the dollars
saved each year for the life of the project. A typical four-year payback,
for example, can easily become 5+ years in the real value of dollars
saved, thus changing the dynamics of the cost effectiveness calculations.
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Table 2-1. Risk Assessment Matrix
Relative Risk Level

Associated with Financing Options
———————————————————

Risk Option Major Mitigating
Factors #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Variables Strategies

——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Equipment 3 3 3 3 3 1 Quality of specs In-house/consultants’ expertise
performance Selection process Legal ability available
-warranty Contract conditions
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Technical 4 4 4 3 2 1 Consultant Selection process
expertise qualifications Negotiation
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Audit 3 3 3 3 3 2 Auditor ability Selection process
quality; Review capability Review a sample audit
accuracy Vender bias 3rd party validation

Establish procedural criteria
& scope of audit

——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Project 3 3 3 3 3 2 Ability of PM or CM provided Careful planning with DPW and
management in-house and through clear definition of roles
inadequate project delivery option Service provider selection process
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Construction/ 5 4 3 2 2 1 Vendor/subcontractor Selection process
installation qualifications Performance/payment bonds

Contract provisions Legal ability
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Maintenance 5 5 5 5 3 1 Manpower Outsourcing
& operations In-house staff qualifications Training; experience

Training quality Selection process
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Savings 5 4 4 4 3 1 Varies by measure Contractual obligations
persistence Administrative commitment Vendor selection

O&M attitudes, ESCO selection
training, experience Guarantees offered

——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Legend: N/A not applicable; 1 low risk; 2 low-medium risk; 3 medium risk; 4 medium-high risk; 5 high risk
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Relative Risk Level
Associated with Financing Options

———————————————————
Risk Option Major Mitigating

Factors #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Variables Strategies
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Savings verifi- 3 3 3 3 3 1 Needs vary by Costs paid for accuracy
cation instru- measure/guarantee 3rd party validation
ments approach Accuracy
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Establishing base year; 3 3 3 3 3 4 Availability of historical data Organizations energy management proce-
baseline adjustments Clarity of formulas in the contract dures; Combined legal& tech. expertise
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Provisions & 3 3 3 3 3 5 Procedures accuracy Instruments & approach used
cost for M&V Cost
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Cost of delay/ 5 4 3 2 2 1 Audit delays Recognize costs incurred by delay;
schedule adherence Financing/ESA Consider penalty clauses when comple-

Design delays tion delayed; City expedite reviews, etc.
Construction delays when possible; Check past practice of

firms during selection process
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Hidden project 1 1 2 4 3 5 Margins, mark-ups Option 4-6; Reserve right to
costs Profit bid equipment; Open book pricing
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Facility control 1 1 1 1 1 5 Contract provisions Specify acceptable parameters in
problems contract
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Quality of 5 5 5 5 2 1 Specification for Selection of service provider to
maintenance maintenance trainer’s provide training
training abilities; cost
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Intrusion/ 4 4 4 4 4 5 Contract language—stipu- Close coordination with maintenance
interruption late hours of installation staff; careful attention to operation needs
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
Legend: N/A not applicable; 1 low risk; 2 low-medium risk; 3 medium risk; 4 medium-high risk; 5 high risk

Table 2-1. Risk Assessment Matrix (Continued)
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Further, the investment-grade audit incorporates the cost of risk mitiga-
tion in payback calculations.

Establish sound baseyear data. Baseyear data are more than the
average energy consumption over the last two or three years. They also
consider existing conditions and what was happening in the facility (or
industrial process) during that period. Hours of occupancy, level of oc-
cupancy, run times, etc., all become critical issues that must be verified
prior to project implementation, and signed off by both parties. How
these variables are adjusted to establish an annually adjusted baseline
for reconciliation purposes is critical.

Secure a solid contract fair to all parties. Sometimes ESCOs get a
little too zealous in managing their risks. The following paragraph,
nearly a deal stopper, was put into a draft contract in caps as follows:

IN NO EVENT SHALL [THE ESCO] BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECULATIVE, REMOTE OR CONSE-
QUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING FROM, RELATING TO, OR CON-
NECTED WITH THE WORK, THE SUPPORT SERVICES,
EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, OR ANY GOODS OR SERVICES PRO-
VIDED HEREUNDER.

After months of discussion the paragraph was finally dropped and
the project moved ahead.

Implement Quality Measures
Customers too often insist on quantity instead of quality. One fed-

eral procurement officer reportedly told an ESCO the military base
would rather have “15 Tempos than 10 Volvos.” The agency may have
reasons for needing 15 sets of wheels, but when the focus is energy, the
ESCO must look at parts, repairs, maintenance and savings persistence.

Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
Too often overlooked, energy efficient O&M practices are abso-

lutely vital to the success of a project. An evaluation of the schools and
hospitals federal energy grants program (Institutional Conservation Pro-
gram) after eight grant cycles revealed that in effective energy manage-
ment programs, up to 80 percent of the savings could be attributed to
energy efficient O&M practices. If ESCOs are to guarantee the savings
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from a measure, they must look beyond the equipment to its “care and
feeding” over the life of the contract. If the ESCO does not perform the
maintenance, it must; a) train the owner’s staff; b) police the O&M prac-
tices; and/or c) discount the predicted level of savings.

Measurement and Savings Verification (M&V)
Once the recommended measures are known and approved, the

ESCO and owner should cooperatively establish the level of accuracy
and the associated costs for M&V they are willing to have the project
carry. The question is: How much verification are the parties willing to
pay for? When M&V costs are included in the project, they cut into the
savings and thereby diminish the amount of equipment and services
that can be funded.. But, anytime money changes hands based upon
savings, those savings need to be quantified in an acceptable manner.
The International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol
(IPMVP) is the most broadly accepted means of measuring and verifying
savings. The IPMVP guidelines can be downloaded from the
organization’s website at: ipmvp.org.

Project Management
The “business end” of the project, securing the savings, doesn’t

begin until the equipment is installed. Weak ESCOs tend to think of the
project as “complete” once it is in the ground. Customers often think the
ESCO is in business to sell equipment. ESCOs typically lose money
during equipment installation, but make up for it through the service
and savings over the life of the contract. A good project manager is an
incredibly valuable part of the ESCOs project delivery during the project
implementation and in all the contract years.

When ESCOs have completed a thorough risk assessment and
determined the procedures needed to manage those risks, they then
discount the savings to adjust for risk exposure. In other words, they
never guarantee 100 percent of the expected savings.

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING:
A FINANCIAL TRANSACTION

Risk is managed through the financial structure. The ESCOs invest-
ment grade audit will provide the information necessary to establish
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how much can be guaranteed and how much must be held back as a risk
cushion. The financial structure has essentially three components:

• the guarantee, which covers design, acquisition, installation and
the cost of money;

• the ESCO fee for services performed; and,

• the positive cash flow (the savings in excess of the guarantee and
ESCO fee).

The size of the ESCO fee will vary with the services provided and
the risks it perceives and assumes. Some ESCOs put their fee in the
guarantee package, others take it off the top of any savings above the
guarantee and still others do some of each. Owners should realize that
an ESCO that offers the customer “all of the positive cash flow” has all
its fee in the guarantee. In such cases, the customer will pay finance
charges and interest on the ESCO fees for the life of the project.

Performance contracting has had its problems. Many of them in
recent years, however, can be traced to the assumption by fledgling
ESCOs and customers alike, that performance contracting is a technical
procedure. It is not. Technical issues are important; they are the founda-
tion upon which the project is based. On the other hand, lawyers would
have you believe it’s all managed through the contract. It is not. A good
contract is the basis of a good project.

Make no mistake: Performance contracting is primarily a financial
transaction. The ultimate performance contract decisions cannot be
made in the boiler room; they must be made in the business office.
Engineers and lawyers must also be in that business office when the
decisions are made.

Performance contracting is a simple idea, but a complex process. If
we are to get the maximum benefit out of performance contracting, it
helps if financial officers have some understanding of engineering and
legal issues. But it is absolutely critical that lawyers and engineers un-
derstand and appreciate the fundamental role that finance plays in per-
formance contracting.
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Chapter 3

The Energy Audit
Barney L. Capehart and Mark B. Spiller

University of Florida — Gainesville Regional Utilities
Gainesville, FL

Scott Frazier
Oklahoma State University

Editor’s Note: The energy audit is often one of the first steps to iden-
tifying potential savings projects. Beyond finding energy savings, it is
important to estimate the maintenance savings and avoided capital
costs associated with potential projects.  Also consider “secondary
costs” such as “down-time,” damages and emergency repair costs that
may be likely if a project is not implemented.  Ultimately, these “cash
flows” help you and the CFO better understand and justify the eco-
nomics of the project.

INTRODUCTION

Saving money on energy bills is attractive to businesses, industries,
and individuals alike. Customers with large energy bills have a strong
motivation to initiate and continue an on-going energy cost-control pro-
gram. “No-cost” or very low-cost operational changes can often save a
customer or an industry 10-20% on utility bills. Capital cost programs
with payback times of two years or less can often save an additional 20-
30%. In many cases these energy cost control programs will also result
in both reduced energy consumption and reduced emissions of environ-
mental pollutants.

The energy audit is one of the first tasks to be performed in the
accomplishment of an effective energy cost control program. An energy

63
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audit consists of a detailed examination of how a facility uses energy,
what the facility pays for that energy, and finally, a recommended pro-
gram for changes in operating practices or energy-consuming equip-
ment that will cost-effectively save dollars on energy bills. The energy
audit is sometimes called an energy survey or an energy analysis, so that
it is not hampered with the negative connotation of an audit in the sense
of an IRS “audit.” The energy audit is a positive experience with signifi-
cant benefits to the business or individual, and the term “audit” should
be avoided if it clearly produces a negative image in the mind of a
particular business or individual.

ENERGY AUDITING SERVICES

Energy audits are performed by several different groups. Electric
and gas utilities throughout the country offer free residential energy
audits. A utility’s residential energy auditors analyze the monthly bills,
inspect the construction of the dwelling unit, and inspect all of the en-
ergy-consuming appliances in a house or an apartment. Ceiling and wall
insulation is measured, ducts are inspected, appliances such as heaters,
air conditioners, water heaters, refrigerators, and freezers are examined,
and the lighting system is checked.

Some utilities also perform audits for their industrial and commer-
cial customers. They have professional engineers on their staff to perform
the detailed audits needed by companies with complex process equip-
ment and operations. When utilities offer free or low-cost energy audits
for commercial customers, they usually only provide walk-through au-
dits rather than detailed audits. Even so, they generally consider lighting,
HVAC systems, water heating, insulation and some motors.

Large commercial or industrial customers may hire an engineering
consulting firm to perform a complete energy audit. Other companies
may elect to hire an energy manager or set up an energy management
team whose job is to conduct periodic audits and to keep up with the
available energy efficiency technology.

The U.S. Department of Energy (U.S.DOE) funds a program where
universities around the country operate Industrial Assessment Centers
which perform free energy audits for small and medium sized manufac-
turing companies. There are currently 30 IAC’s funded by the Industrial
Division of the U.S. DOE.
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The Institutional Conservation Program (ICP) is another energy
audit service funded by the U.S. Department of Energy. It is usually
administered through state energy offices. This program pays for audits
of schools, hospitals, and other institutions, and has some funding assis-
tance for energy conservation improvements.

BASIC COMPONENTS OF AN ENERGY AUDIT

An initial summary of the basic steps involved in conducting a
successful energy audit is provided here, and these steps are explained
more fully in the sections that follow. This audit description primarily
addresses the steps in an industrial or large-scale commercial audit, and
not all of the procedures described in this section are required for every
type of audit.

The audit process starts by collecting information about a facility’s
operation and about its past record of utility bills. This data is then
analyzed to get a picture of how the facility uses—and possibly wastes—
energy, as well as to help the auditor learn what areas to examine to
reduce energy costs. Specific changes—called Energy Conservation Op-
portunities (ECOs)—are identified and evaluated to determine their
benefits and their cost-effectiveness. These ECOs are assessed in terms of
their costs and benefits, and an economic comparison is made to rank
the various ECOs. Finally, an Action Plan is created where certain ECOs
are selected for implementation, and the actual process of saving energy
and saving money begins.

The Auditor’s Toolbox
To obtain the best information for a successful energy cost control

program, the auditor must make some measurements during the audit
visit. The amount of equipment needed depends on the type of energy-
consuming equipment used at the facility, and on the range of potential
ECOs that might be considered. For example, if waste heat recovery is
being considered, then the auditor must take substantial temperature
measurement data from potential heat sources. Tools commonly needed
for energy audits are listed below:

Tape Measures
The most basic measuring device needed is the tape measure. A 25-
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foot tape measure l" wide and a 100-foot tape measure are used to check
the dimensions of walls, ceilings, windows and distances between pieces
of equipment for purposes such as determining the length of a pipe for
transferring waste heat from one piece of equipment to the other.

Lightmeter
One simple and useful instrument is the lightmeter which is used

to measure illumination levels in facilities. A lightmeter that reads in
footcandles allows direct analysis of lighting systems and comparison
with recommended light levels specified by the Illuminating Engineer-
ing Society. A small lightmeter that is portable and can fit into a pocket
is the most useful. Many areas in buildings and plants are still signifi-
cantly over-lighted, and measuring this excess illumination then allows
the auditor to recommend a reduction in lighting levels through lamp
removal programs or by replacing inefficient lamps with high efficiency
lamps that may not supply the same amount of illumination as the old
inefficient lamps.

Thermometers
Several thermometers are generally needed to measure tempera-

tures in offices and other worker areas, and to measure the temperature
of operating equipment. Knowing process temperatures allows the au-
ditor to determine process equipment efficiencies, and also to identify
waste heat sources for potential heat recovery programs. Inexpensive
electronic thermometers with interchangeable probes are now available
to measure temperatures in both these areas. Some common types in-
clude an immersion probe, a surface temperature probe, and a radiation
shielded probe for measuring true air temperature. Other types of infra-
red thermometers and thermographic equipment are also available. An
infra-red “gun” is valuable for measuring temperatures of steam lines
that are not readily reached without a ladder.

Infrared Cameras
Infrared cameras have come down in price substantially by 2003,

but they are still rather expensive pieces of equipment. An investment of
at least $25,000 is needed to have a quality infrared camera. However,
these are very versatile pieces of equipment and can be used to find
overheated electrical wires, connections, neutrals , circuit breakers,
transformers, motors and other pieces of electrical equipment. They can
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also be used to find wet insulation, missing insulation, roof leaks, and
cold spots. Thus, infrared cameras are excellent tools for both safety
related diagnostics and energy savings diagnostics. A good rule of
thumb is that if one safety hazard is found during an infrared scan of a
facility, then that has paid for the cost of the scan for the entire facility.
Many insurers require infrared scans of buildings for facilities once a
year.

Voltmeter
An inexpensive voltmeter is useful for determining operating volt-

ages on electrical equipment, and especially useful when the nameplate
has worn off of a piece of equipment or is otherwise unreadable or
missing. The most versatile instrument is a combined volt-ohm-ammeter
with a clamp-on feature for measuring currents in conductors that are
easily accessible. This type of multi-meter is convenient and relatively
inexpensive. Any newly purchased voltmeter, or multimeter, should be
a true RMS meter for greatest accuracy where harmonics might be in-
volved.

Clamp On Ammeter
These are very useful instruments for measuring current in a wire

without having to make any live electrical connections. The clamp is
opened up and put around one insulated conductor, and the meter reads
the current in that conductor. New clamp on ammeters can be purchased
rather inexpensively that read true RMS values. This is important be-
cause of the level of harmonics in many of our facilities. An idea of the
level of harmonics in a load can be estimated from using an old non-
RMS ammeter, and then a true RMS ammeter to measure the current. If
there is more than a five to ten percent difference between the two read-
ings, there is a significant harmonic content to that load.

Wattmeter/Power Factor Meter
A portable hand-held wattmeter and power factor meter is very

handy for determining the power consumption and power factor of
individual motors and other inductive devices. This meter typically has
a clamp-on feature which allows an easy connection to the current-car-
rying conductor, and has probes for voltage connections. Any newly
purchased wattmeter or power factor meter, should be a true RMS meter
for greatest accuracy where harmonics might be involved
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Combustion Analyzer
Combustion analyzers are portable devices capable of estimating

the combustion efficiency of furnaces, boilers, or other fossil fuel burn-
ing machines. Two types are available: digital analyzers and manual
combustion analysis kits. Digital combustion analysis equipment per-
forms the measurements and reads out in percent combustion efficiency.
These instruments are fairly complex and expensive.

The manual combustion analysis kits typically require multiple
measurements including exhaust stack: temperature, oxygen content,
and carbon dioxide content. The efficiency of the combustion process
can be calculated after determining these parameters. The manual pro-
cess is lengthy and is frequently subject to human error.

Airflow Measurement Devices
Measuring air flow from heating, air conditioning or ventilating

ducts, or from other sources of air flow is one of the energy auditor’s
tasks. Airflow measurement devices can be used to identify problems
with air flows, such as whether the combustion air flow into a gas heater
is correct. Typical airflow measuring devices include a velometer, an
anemometer, or an airflow hood. See section 3.4.3 for more detail on
airflow measurement devices.

Blower Door Attachment
Building or structure tightness can be measured with a blower

door attachment. This device is frequently used in residences and in
office buildings to determine the air leakage rate or the number of air
changes per hour in the facility. This is often helps determine whether
the facility has substantial structural or duct leaks that need to be found
and sealed. See section 3.4.2 for additional information on blower doors.

Smoke Generator
A simple smoke generator can also be used in residences, offices

and other buildings to find air infiltration and leakage around doors,
windows, ducts and other structural features. Care must be taken in
using this device, since the chemical “smoke” produced may be hazard-
ous, and breathing protection masks may be needed. See section 3.4.1 for
additional information on the smoke generation process, and use of
smoke generators.
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Safety Equipment
The use of safety equipment is a vital precaution for any energy

auditor. A good pair of safety glasses is an absolute necessity for almost
any audit visit. Hearing protectors may also be required on audit visits
to noisy plants or areas with high horsepower motors driving fans and
pumps. Electrical insulated gloves should be used if electrical measure-
ments will be taken, and asbestos gloves should be used for working
around boilers and heaters. Breathing masks may also be needed when
hazardous fumes are present from processes or materials used. Steel-toe
and steel-shank safety shoes may be needed on audits of plants where
heavy materials, hot or sharp materials or hazardous materials are being
used. (See section 3.3.3 for an additional discussion of safety proce-
dures.)

Miniature Data Loggers
Miniature—or mini—data loggers have appeared in low cost mod-

els in the last five years. These are often devices that can be held in the
palm of the hand, and are electronic instruments that record measure-
ments of temperature, relative humidity, light intensity, light on/off, and
motor on/off. If they have an external sensor input jack, these little
boxes are actually general purpose data loggers. With external sensors
they can record measurements of current, voltage, apparent power
(kVA), pressure, and CO2.

These data loggers have a microcomputer control chip and a
memory chip, so they can be initialized and then can record data for
periods of time from days to weeks. They can record data on a 24 hour
a day basis, without any attention or intervention on the part of the
energy auditor. Most of these data loggers interface with a digital com-
puter PC, and can transfer data into a spreadsheet of the user’s choice,
or can use the software provided by the suppliers of the loggers.

 Collecting audit data with these small data loggers gives a more
complete and accurate picture of an energy system’s overall perfor-
mance because some conditions may change over long periods of time,
or when no one is present.

Vibration Analysis Gear
Relatively new in the energy manager’s tool box is vibration analy-

sis equipment. The correlation between machine condition (bearings,
pulley alignment, etc.) and energy consumption is related and this
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equipment monitors such machine health. This equipment comes in
various levels of sophistication and price. At the lower end of the spec-
trum are vibration pens (or probes) that simply give real-time amplitude
readings of vibrating equipment in in/sec or mm/sec. This type of
equipment can cost under $1,000. The engineer compares the measured
vibration amplitude to a list of vibration levels (ISO2372) and is able to
determine if the vibration is excessive for that particular piece of equip-
ment.

The more typical type of vibration equipment will measure and log
the vibration into a database (on-board and down loadable). In addition
to simply measuring vibration amplitude, the machine vibration can be
displayed in time or frequency domains. The graphs of vibration in the
frequency domain will normally exhibit spikes at certain frequencies.
These spikes can be interpreted by a trained individual to determine the
relative health of the machine monitored.

The more sophisticated machines are capable of trend analysis so
that facility equipment can be monitored on a schedule and changes in
vibration (amplitudes and frequencies) can be noted. Such trending can
be used to schedule maintenance based on observations of change. This
type of equipment starts at about $3,000 and goes up depending on
features desired.

Preparing for the Audit Visit
Some preliminary work must be done before the auditor makes the

actual energy audit visit to a facility. Data should be collected on the
facility’s use of energy through examination of utility bills, and some
preliminary information should be compiled on the physical description
and operation of the facility. This data should then be analyzed so that
the auditor can do the most complete job of identifying Energy Conser-
vation Opportunities during the actual site visit to the facility.

Energy Use Data
The energy auditor should start by collecting data on energy use,

power demand and cost for at least the previous 12 months. Twenty-four
months of data might be necessary to adequately understand some
types of billing methods. Bills for gas, oil, coal, electricity, etc. should be
compiled and examined to determine both the amount of energy used
and the cost of that energy. This data should then be put into tabular and
graphic form to see what kind of patterns or problems appear from the
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tables or graphs. Any anomaly in the pattern of energy use raises the
possibility for some significant energy or cost savings by identifying and
controlling that anomalous behavior. Sometimes an anomaly on the
graph or in the table reflects an error in billing, but generally the devia-
tion shows that some activity is going on that has not been noticed, or
is not completely understood by the customer.

Rate Structures
To fully understand the cost of energy, the auditor must determine

the rate structure under which that energy use is billed. Energy rate
structures may go from the extremely simple ones—for example, $1.00
per gallon of Number 2 fuel oil, to very complex ones—for example,
electricity consumption which may have a customer charge, energy
charge, demand charge, power factor charge, and other miscellaneous
charges that vary from month to month. Few customers or businesses
really understand the various rate structures that control the cost of the
energy they consume. The auditor can help here because the customer
must know the basis for the costs in order to control them successfully.

• Electrical Demand Charges: The demand charge is based on a read-
ing of the maximum power in kW that a customer demands in one
month. Power is the rate at which energy is used, and it varies
quite rapidly for many facilities. Electric utilities average the power
reading over intervals from fifteen minutes to one hour, so that
very short fluctuations do not adversely affect customers. Thus, a
customer might be billed for demand for a month based on a
maximum value of a fifteen minute integrated average of their
power use.

• Ratchet Clauses: Some utilities have a rachet clause in their rate
structure which stipulates that the minimum power demand
charge will be the highest demand recorded in the last billing pe-
riod or some percentage (i.e., typically 70%) of the highest power
demand recorded in the last year. The rachet clause can increase
utility charges for facilities during periods of low activity or where
power demand is tied to extreme weather.

• Discounts/Penalties: Utilities generally provide discounts on their
energy and power rates for customers who accept power at high
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voltage and provide transformers on site. They also commonly as-
sess penalties when a customer has a power factor less than 0.9.
Inductive loads (e.g., lightly loaded electric motors, old fluorescent
lighting ballasts, etc.) reduce the power factor. Improvement can be
made by adding capacitance to correct for lagging power factor,
and variable capacitor banks are most useful for improving the
power factor at the service drop. Capacitance added near the loads
can effectively increase the electrical system capacity. Turning off
idling or lightly loaded motors can also help.

• Wastewater charges: The energy auditor also frequently looks at
water and wastewater use and costs as part of the audit visit. These
costs are often related to the energy costs at a facility. Wastewater
charges are usually based on some proportion of the metered water
use since the solids are difficult to meter. This can needlessly result
in substantial increases in the utility bill for processes which do not
contribute to the wastewater stream (e.g., makeup water for cool-
ing towers and other evaporative devices, irrigation, etc.). A water
meter can be installed at the service main to supply the loads not
returning water to the sewer system. This can reduce the charges
by up to two-thirds.

Energy bills should be broken down into the components that can
be controlled by the facility. These cost components can be listed indi-
vidually in tables and then plotted. For example, electricity bills should
be broken down into power demand costs per kW per month, and en-
ergy costs per kWh. The following example illustrates the parts of a rate
structure for an industry in Florida.

Example: A company that fabricates metal products gets electricity
from its electric utility at the following general service demand rate
structure.

Rate structure:
Customer cost = $21.00 per month
Energy cost = $0.051 per kWh
Demand cost = $6.50 per kW per month
Taxes = Total of 8%
Fuel adjustment = A variable amount per

kWh each month
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Summary of Energy Usage and Costs

Month kWh Used kWh Cost Demand Demand Total
(kWh) ($) (kW) Cost Cost

($) ($)

Mar 44960 1581.35 213 1495.26 3076.61

Apr 47920 1859.68 213 1495.26 3354.94

May 56000 2318.11 231 1621.62 3939.73

Jun 56320 2423.28 222 1558.44 3981.72

Jul 45120 1908.16 222 1558.44 3466.60

Aug 54240 2410.49 231 1621.62 4032.11

Sept 50720 2260.88 222 1558.44 3819.32

Oct 52080 2312.19 231 1621.62 3933.81

Nov 44480 1954.01 213 1495.26 3449.27

Dec 38640 1715.60 213 1495.26 3210.86

Jan 36000 1591.01 204 1432.08 3023.09

Feb 42880 1908.37 204 1432.08 3340.45

Totals 569,360 24,243.13 2,619 18,385.38 42,628.51

Monthly 47,447 2,020.26 218 1,532.12 3,552.38
Averages
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The energy use and costs for that company for a year are summarized
below:

The auditor must be sure to account for all the taxes, the fuel ad-
justment costs, the fixed charges, and any other costs so that the true cost
of the controllable energy cost components can be determined. In the
electric rate structure described above, the quoted costs for a kW of
demand and a kWh of energy are not complete until all these additional
costs are added. Although the rate structure says that there is a basic
charge of $6.50 per kW per month, the actual cost including all taxes is
$7.02 per kW per month. The average cost per kWh is most easily ob-
tained by taking the data for the twelve month period and calculating
the cost over this period of time. Using the numbers from the table, one
can see that this company has an average energy cost of $0.075 per kWh.

These data are used initially to analyze potential ECOs and will
ultimately influence which ECOs are recommended. For example, an
ECO that reduces peak demand during a month would save $7.02 per
kW per month. Therefore, the auditor should consider ECOs that would
involve using certain equipment during the night shift when the peak
load is significantly less than the first shift peak load. ECOs that save
both energy and demand on the first shift would save costs at a rate of
$0.075 per kWh. Finally, ECOs that save electrical energy during the off-
peak shift should be examined too, but they may not be as advanta-
geous; they would only save at the rate of $0.043 per kWh because they
are already used off-peak and there would not be any additional de-
mand cost savings.

Physical and Operational Data for the Facility
The auditor must gather information on factors likely to affect en-

ergy use in the facility. Geographic location, weather data, facility layout
and construction, operating hours, and equipment can all influence en-
ergy use.

• Geographic Location/Weather Data: The geographic location of
the facility should be noted, together with the weather data for that
location. Contact the local weather station, the local utility or the
state energy office to obtain the average degree days for heating
and cooling for that location for the past twelve months. This de-
gree-day data will be very useful in analyzing the need for energy
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for heating or cooling the facility. Bin weather data would also be
useful if a thermal envelope simulation of the facility were going
to be performed as part of the audit.

• Facility Layout:  Next the facility layout or plan should be ob-
tained, and reviewed to determine the facility size, floor plan, and
construction features such as wall and roof material and insulation
levels, as well as door and window sizes and construction. A set of
building plans could supply this information in sufficient detail. It
is important to make sure the plans reflect the “as-built” features
of the facility, since many original building plans do not get used
without alterations.

• Operating Hours: Operating hours for the facility should also be
obtained. Is there only a single shift? Are there two shifts? Three?
Knowing the operating hours in advance allows some determina-
tion as to whether some loads could be shifted to off-peak times.
Adding a second shift can often be cost effective from an energy
cost view, since the demand charge can then be spread over a
greater amount of kWh.

• Equipment List: Finally, the auditor should get an equipment list
for the facility and review it before conducting the audit. All large
pieces of energy-consuming equipment such as heaters, air condi-
tioners, water heaters, and specific process-related equipment
should be identified. This list, together with data on operational
uses of the equipment allows a good understanding of the major
energy-consuming tasks or equipment at the facility. As a general
rule, the largest energy and cost activities should be examined first
to see what savings could be achieved. The greatest effort should
be devoted to the ECOs which show the greatest savings, and the
least effort to those with the smallest savings potential.

The equipment found at an audit location will depend greatly on
the type of facility involved. Residential audits for single-family dwell-
ings generally involve smaller-sized lighting, heating, air conditioning
and refrigeration systems. Commercial operations such as grocery
stores, office buildings and shopping centers usually have equipment
similar to residences, but much larger in size and in energy use. How-
ever, large residential structures such as apartment buildings have heat-
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ing, air conditioning and lighting that is very similar to many commer-
cial facilities. Business operations is the area where commercial audits
begin to involve equipment substantially different from that found in
residences.

Industrial auditors encounter the most complex equipment. Com-
mercial-scale lighting, heating, air conditioning and refrigeration, as well
as office business equipment, is generally used at most industrial facili-
ties. The major difference is in the highly specialized equipment used for
the industrial production processes. This can include equipment for
chemical mixing and blending, metal plating and treatment, welding,
plastic injection molding, paper making and printing, metal refining,
electronic assembly, and making glass, for example.

Safety Considerations
Safety is a critical part of any energy audit. The audit person or

team should be thoroughly briefed on safety equipment and procedures,
and should never place themselves in a position where they could injure
themselves or other people at the facility. Adequate safety equipment
should be worn at all appropriate times. Auditors should be extremely
careful making any measurements on electrical systems, or on high tem-
perature devices such as boilers, heaters, cookers, etc. Electrical gloves
or asbestos gloves should be worn as appropriate.

The auditor should be careful when examining any operating piece
of equipment, especially those with open drive shafts, belts or gears, or
any form of rotating machinery. The equipment operator or supervisor
should be notified that the auditor is going to look at that piece of equip-
ment and might need to get information from some part of the device.
If necessary, the auditor may need to come back when the machine or
device is idle in order to safely get the data. The auditor should never
approach a piece of equipment and inspect it without the operator or
supervisor being notified first.

Safety Checklist
1. Electrical:

a. Avoid working on live circuits, if possible.
b. Securely lock off circuits and switches before working on a

piece of equipment.
c. Always keep one hand in your pocket while making mea-

surements on live circuits to help prevent cardiac arrest.
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2. Respiratory:
a. When necessary, wear a full face respirator mask with ad-

equate filtration particle size.
b. Use activated carbon cartridges in the mask when working

around low concentrations of noxious gases. Change the car-
tridges on a regular basis.

c. Use a self-contained breathing apparatus for work in toxic
environments.

3. Hearing:
a. Use foam insert plugs while working around loud machinery

to reduce sound levels up to 30 decibels.

Conducting the Audit Visit
Once the information on energy bills, facility equipment and facil-

ity operation has been obtained, the audit equipment can be gathered
up, and the actual visit to the facility can be made.

Introductory Meeting
The audit person—or team—should meet with the facility manager

and the maintenance supervisor and briefly discuss the purpose of the
audit and indicate the kind of information that is to be obtained during
the visit to the facility. If possible, a facility employee who is in a posi-
tion to authorize expenditures or make operating policy decisions
should also be at this initial meeting.

Audit Interviews
Getting the correct information on facility equipment and opera-

tion is important if the audit is going to be most successful in identifying
ways to save money on energy bills. The company philosophy towards
investments, the impetus behind requesting the audit, and the expecta-
tions from the audit can be determined by interviewing the general
manager, chief operating officer, or other executives. The facility man-
ager or plant manager is one person that should have access to much of
the operational data on the facility, and a file of data on facility equip-
ment. The finance officer can provide any necessary financial records
(e.g.; utility bills for electric, gas, oil, other fuels, water and wastewater,
expenditures for maintenance and repair, etc.).

The auditor must also interview the floor supervisors and equip-
ment operators to understand the building and process problems. Line
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or area supervisors usually have the best information on times their
equipment is used. The maintenance supervisor is often the primary
person to talk to about types of lighting and lamps, sizes of motors, sizes
of air conditioners and space heaters, and electrical loads of specialized
process equipment. Finally, the maintenance staff must be interviewed
to find the equipment and performance problems.

The auditor should write down these people’s names, job functions
and telephone numbers, since it is frequently necessary to get additional
information after the initial audit visit.

Walk-through Tour
A walk-through tour of the facility or plant tour should be con-

ducted by the facility/plant manager, and should be arranged so the
auditor or audit team can see the major operational and equipment fea-
tures of the facility. The main purpose of the walkthrough tour is to
obtain general information. More specific information should be ob-
tained from the maintenance and operational people after the tour.

Getting Detailed Data
Following the facility or plant tour, the auditor or audit team

should acquire the detailed data on facility equipment and operation
that will lead to identifying the significant Energy Conservation Oppor-
tunities (ECOs) that may be appropriate for this facility. This includes
data on lighting, HVAC equipment, motors, water heating, and special-
ized equipment such as refrigerators, ovens, mixers, boilers, heaters, etc.
This data is most easily recorded on individualized data sheets that have
been prepared in advance.

What to Look for

• Lighting: Making a detailed inventory of all lighting is important.
Data should be recorded on numbers of each type of light fixtures
and lamps, wattages of lamps, and hours of operation of groups of
lights. A lighting inventory data sheet should be used to record this
data. Using a lightmeter, the auditor should also record light inten-
sity readings for each area. Taking notes on types of tasks per-
formed in each area will help the auditor select alternative lighting
technologies that might be more energy efficient. Other items to
note are the areas that may be infrequently used and may be can-
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didates for occupancy sensor controls of lighting, or areas where
daylighting may be feasible.

• HVAC Equipment: All heating, air conditioning and ventilating
equipment should be inventoried. Prepared data sheets can be
used to record type, size, model numbers, age, electrical specifica-
tions or fuel use specifications, and estimated hours of operation.
The equipment should be inspected to determine the condition of
the evaporator and condenser coils, the air filters, and the insula-
tion on the refrigerant lines. Air velocity measurement may also be
made and recorded to assess operating efficiencies or to discover
conditioned air leaks. This data will allow later analysis to examine
alternative equipment and operations that would reduce energy
costs for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning.

• Electric Motors: An inventory of all electric motors over 1 horse-
power should also be taken. Prepared data sheets can be used to
record motor size, use, age, model number, estimated hours of
operation, other electrical characteristics, and possibly the operat-
ing power factor. Measurement of voltages, currents, and power
factors may be appropriate for some motors. Notes should be taken
on the use of motors, particularly recording those that are infre-
quently used and might be candidates for peak load control or
shifting use to off-peak times. All motors over 1 hp and with times
of use of 2000 hours per year or greater, are likely candidates for
replacement by high efficiency motors—at least when they fail and
must be replaced.

• Water Heaters: All water heaters should be examined, and data
recorded on their type, size, age, model number, electrical charac-
teristics or fuel use. What the hot water is used for, how much is
used, and what time it is used should all be noted. Temperature of
the hot water should be measured.

• Waste Heat Sources: Most facilities have many sources of waste
heat, providing possible opportunities for waste heat recovery to
be used as the substantial or total source of needed hot water.
Waste heat sources are air conditioners, air compressors, heaters
and boilers, process cooling systems, ovens, furnaces, cookers, and
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many others. Temperature measurements for these waste heat
sources are necessary to analyze them for replacing the operation
of the existing water heaters.

• Peak Equipment Loads: The auditor should particularly look for
any piece of electrically powered equipment that is used infre-
quently or whose use could be controlled and shifted to offpeak
times. Examples of infrequently used equipment include trash
compactors, fire sprinkler system pumps (testing), certain types of
welders, drying ovens, or any type of back-up machine. Some pro-
duction machines might be able to be scheduled for off-peak.
Water heating could be done off-peak if a storage system is avail-
able, and off-peak thermal storage can be accomplished for onpeak
heating or cooling of buildings. Electrical measurements of volt-
ages, currents, and wattages may be helpful. Any information
which leads to a piece of equipment being used off-peak is valu-
able, and could result in substantial savings on electric bills. The
auditor should be especially alert for those infrequent on-peak uses
that might help explain anomalies on the energy demand bills.

• Other Energy-Consuming Equipment: Finally, an inventory of all
other equipment that consumes a substantial amount of energy
should be taken. Commercial facilities may have extensive com-
puter and copying equipment, refrigeration and cooling equip-
ment, cooking devices, printing equipment, water heaters, etc.
Industrial facilities will have many highly specialized process and
production operations and machines. Data on types, sizes, capaci-
ties, fuel use, electrical characteristics, age, and operating hours
should be recorded for all of this equipment.

Preliminary Identification of ECOs: As the audit is being con-
ducted, the auditor should take notes on potential ECOs that are evi-
dent. Identifying ECOs requires a good knowledge of the available
energy efficiency technologies that can accomplish the same job with
less energy and less cost. For example, overlighting indicates a potential
lamp removal or lamp change ECO, and inefficient lamps indicates a
potential lamp technology change. Motors with high use times are po-
tential ECOs for high efficiency replacements. Notes on waste heat
sources should indicate what other heating sources they might replace,
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and how far away they are from the end use point. Identifying any
potential ECOs during the walk-through will make it easier later on to
analyze the data and to determine the final ECO recommendations.

Post-Audit Analysis
Following the audit visit to the facility, the data collected should be

examined, organized and reviewed for completeness. Any missing data
items should be obtained from the facility personnel or from a re-visit to
the facility. The preliminary ECOs identified during the audit visit
should now be reviewed, and the actual analysis of the equipment or
operational change should be conducted. This involves determining the
costs and the benefits of the potential ECO, and making a judgment on
the cost-effectiveness of that potential ECO.

Cost-effectiveness involves a judgment decision that is viewed dif-
ferently by different people and different companies. Often, Simple Pay-
back Period (SPP) is used to measure cost-effectiveness, and most
facilities want a SPP of two years or less. The SPP for an ECO is found
by taking the initial cost and dividing it by the annual savings. This
results in finding a period of time for the savings to repay the initial
investment, without using the time value of money. One other common
measure of cost-effectiveness is the discounted benefit-cost ratio. In this
method, the annual savings are discounted when they occur in future
years, and are added together to find the present value of the annual
savings over a specified period of time. The benefit-cost ratio is then
calculated by dividing the present value of the savings by the initial cost.
A ratio greater than one means that the investment will more than repay
itself, even when the discounted future savings are taken into account.

Several ECO examples are given here in order to illustrate the re-
lationship between the audit information obtained and the technology
and operational changes recommended to save on energy bills.

Lighting ECO
First, an ECO technology is selected—such as replacing an existing

400 watt mercury vapor lamp with a 325 watt multi-vapor lamp when
it burns out. The cost of the replacement lamp must be determined.
Product catalogs can be used to get typical prices for the new lamp—
about $10 more than the 400 watt mercury vapor lamp. The new lamp
is a direct screw-in replacement, and no change is needed in the fixture
or ballast. Labor cost is assumed to be the same to install either lamp.
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The benefits—or cost savings—must be calculated next. The power sav-
ings is 400-325 = 75 watts. If the lamp operates for 4000 hours per year
and electric energy costs $0.075/kWh, then the savings is (.075 kW)(4000
hr/year)($0.075/kWh) = $22.50/year. This gives a SPP = $10/$22.50/yr
=.4 years, or about 5 months. This would be considered an extremely
cost-effective ECO. (For illustration purposes, ballast wattage has been
ignored.)

Motor ECO
A ventilating fan at a fiberglass boat manufacturing company has

a standard efficiency 5 hp motor that runs at full load two shifts a day,
or 4160 hours per year. When this motor wears out, the company will
have an ECO of using a high efficiency motor. A high efficiency 5 hp
motor costs around $80 more to purchase than the standard efficiency
motor. The standard motor is 83% efficient and the high efficiency model
is 88.5% efficient. The cost savings is found by calculating (5 hp)(4160
hr/yr)(.746 kW/hp)[(1/.83) –( 1/.885)]($.075/kWh) = (1162
kWh)*($0.075) = $87.15/year. The SPP = $80/$87.15/yr =.9 years, or
about 11 months. This is also a very attractive ECO when evaluated by
this economic measure.

The discounted benefit-cost ratio can be found once a motor life is
determined, and a discount rate is selected. Companies generally have
a corporate standard for the discount rate used in determining their
measures used to make investment decisions. For a 10 year assumed life,
and a 10% discount rate, the present worth factor is found as 6.144 (see
Appendix IV). The benefit-cost ratio is found as B/C = ($87.15)(6.144)/
$80 = 6.7. This is an extremely attractive benefit-cost ratio.

Peak Load Control ECO
A metals fabrication plant has a large shot-blast cleaner that is used

to remove the rust from heavy steel blocks before they are machined and
welded. The cleaner shoots out a stream of small metal balls—like shot-
gun pellets—to clean the metal blocks. A 150 hp motor provides the pri-
mary motive force for this cleaner. If turned on during the first shift, this
machine requires a total electrical load of about 180 kW which adds
directly to the peak load billed by the electric utility. At $7.02/kW/
month, this costs (180 kW)*($7.02/kW/month) = $1263.60/month. Dis-
cussions with line operating people resulted in the information that the
need for the metal blocks was known well in advance, and that the
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cleaning could easily be done on the evening shift before the blocks were
needed. Based on this information, the recommended ECO is to restrict
the shot-blast cleaner use to the evening shift, saving the company
$15,163.20 per year. Since there is no cost to implement this ECO, the
SPP = O; that is, the payback is immediate.

The Energy Audit Report
The next step in the energy audit process is to prepare a report

which details the final results and recommendations. The length and
detail of this report will vary depending on the type of facility audited.
A residential audit may result in a computer printout from the utility. An
industrial audit is more likely to have a detailed explanation of the
ECOs and benefit-cost analyses. The following discussion covers the
more detailed audit reports.

The report should begin with an executive summary that provides
the owners/managers of the audited facility with a brief synopsis of the
total savings available and the highlights of each ECO. The report
should then describe the facility that has been audited, and provide
information on the operation of the facility that relates to its energy
costs. The energy bills should be presented, with tables and plots show-
ing the costs and consumption. Following the energy cost analysis, the
recommended ECOs should be presented, along with the calculations
for the costs and benefits, and the cost-effectiveness criterion.

Regardless of the audience for the audit report, it should be written
in a clear, concise and easy-to understand format and style. The execu-
tive summary should be tailored to non-technical personnel, and techni-
cal jargon should be minimized. A client who understands the report is
more likely to implement the recommended ECOs. An outline for a
complete energy audit report is shown below.

Energy Audit Report Format
Executive Summary

A brief summary of the recommendations and cost savings
Table of Contents
Introduction

Purpose of the energy audit
Need for a continuing energy cost control program

Facility Description
Product or service, and materials flow
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Size, construction, facility layout, and hours of operation
Equipment list, with specifications

Energy Bill Analysis
Utility rate structures
Tables and graphs of energy consumptions and costs
Discussion of energy costs and energy bills

Energy Conservation Opportunities
Listing of potential ECOs
Cost and savings analysis
Economic evaluation

Action Plan
Recommended ECOs and an implementation schedule
Designation of an energy monitor and ongoing program

Conclusion
Additional comments not otherwise covered

The Energy Action Plan
The last step in the energy audit process is to recommend an action

plan for the facility. Some companies will have an energy audit con-
ducted by their electric utility or by an independent consulting firm, and
will then make changes to reduce their energy bills. They may not spend
any further effort in the energy cost control area until several years in
the future when another energy audit is conducted. In contrast to this is
the company which establishes a permanent energy cost control pro-
gram, and assigns one person—or a team of people—to continually
monitor and improve the energy efficiency and energy productivity of
the company. Similar to a Total Quality Management program where a
company seeks to continually improve the quality of its products, ser-
vices and operation, an energy cost control program seeks continual
improvement in the amount of product produced for a given expendi-
ture for energy.

The energy action plan lists the ECOs which should be imple-
mented first, and suggests an overall implementation schedule. Often,
one or more of the recommended ECOs provides an immediate or very
short payback period, so savings from that ECO—or those ECOs can be
used to generate capital to pay for implementing the other ECOs. In
addition, the action plan also suggests that a company designate one
person as the energy monitor for the facility. This person can look at the
monthly energy bills and see whether any unusual costs are occurring,
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and can verify that the energy savings from ECOs is really being seen.
Finally, this person can continue to look for other ways the company can
save on energy costs, and can be seen as evidence that the company is
interested in a future program of energy cost control.

SPECIALIZED AUDIT TOOLS

Smoke Sources
Smoke is useful in determining airflow characteristics in buildings,

air distribution systems, exhaust hoods and systems, cooling towers,
and air intakes. There are several ways to produce smoke. Ideally, the
smoke should be neutrally buoyant with the air mass around it so that
no motion will be detected unless a force is applied. Cigarette and in-
cense stick smoke, although inexpensive, do not meet this requirement.

Smoke generators using titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) provide an
inexpensive and convenient way to produce and apply smoke. The
smoke is a combination of hydrochloric acid (HCl) fumes and titanium
oxides produced by the reaction of TiCl4 and atmospheric water vapor.
This smoke is both corrosive and toxic so the use of a respirator mask
utilizing activated carbon is strongly recommended. Commercial units
typically use either glass or plastic cases. Glass has excellent longevity
but is subject to breakage since smoke generators are often used in dif-
ficult-to-reach areas. Most types of plastic containers will quickly de-
grade from the action of hydrochloric acid.

Small Teflon* squeeze bottles (i.e., 30 ml) with attached caps de-
signed for laboratory reagent use resist degradation and are easy to use.
The bottle should be stuffed with 2-3 real cotton balls then filled with
about 0.15 fluid ounces of liquid TiCl4. Synthetic cotton balls typically
disintegrate if used with titanium tetrachloride. This bottle should yield
over a year of service with regular use. The neck will clog with debris
but can be cleaned with a paper clip.

Some smoke generators are designed for short time use. These
bottles are inexpensive and useful for a day of smoke generation, but will
quickly degrade. Smoke bombs are incendiary devices designed to emit a
large volume of smoke over a short period of time. The smoke is available
in various colors to provide good visibility. These are useful in determin-
ing airflow capabilities of exhaust air systems and large-scale ventilation
systems. A crude smoke bomb can be constructed by placing a stick of el-
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emental phosphorus in a metal pan and igniting it. A large volume of
white smoke will be released. This is an inexpensive way of testing labo-
ratory exhaust hoods since many labs have phosphorus in stock.

More accurate results can be obtained by measuring the chemical
composition of the airstream after injecting a known quantity of tracer
gas such as sulphur hexafluoride into an area. The efficiency of an ex-
haust system can be determined by measuring the rate of tracer gas
removal. Building infiltration/exfiltration rates can also be estimated
with tracer gas.

Blower Door
The blower door is a device containing a fan, controller, several

pressure gauges, and a frame which fits in the doorway of a building. It
is used to study the pressurization and leakage rates of a building and
its air distribution system under varying pressure conditions. The units
currently available are designed for use in residences although they can
be used in small commercial buildings as well. The large quantities of
ventilation air limit blower door use in large commercial and industrial
buildings.

An air leakage/pressure curve can be developed for the building
by measuring the fan flow rate necessary to achieve a pressure differen-
tial between the building interior and the ambient atmospheric pressure
over a range of values. The natural air infiltration rate of the building
under the prevailing pressure conditions can be estimated from the leak-
age/pressure curve and local air pressure data. Measurements made
before and after sealing identified leaks can indicate the effectiveness of
the work.

The blower door can help to locate the source of air leaks in the
building by depressurizing to 30 Pascals and searching potential leakage
areas with a smoke source. The air distribution system typically leaks on
both the supply and return air sides. If the duct system is located outside
the conditioned space (e.g., attic, under floor, etc.), supply leaks will
depressurize the building and increase the air infiltration rate; return air
leaks will pressurize the building, causing air to exfiltrate. A combina-
tion of supply and return air leaks is difficult to detect without sealing
off the duct system at the registers and measuring the leakage rate of the
building compared to that of the unsealed duct system. The difference
between the two conditions is a measure of the leakage attributable to
the air distribution system.
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Airflow Measurement Devices
Two types of anemometers are available for measuring airflow:

vane and hot-wire. The volume of air moving through an orifice can be
determined by estimating the free area of the opening (e.g., supply air
register, exhaust hood face, etc.) and multiplying by the air speed. This
result is approximate due to the difficulty in determining the average air
speed and the free vent area. Regular calibrations are necessary to assure
the accuracy of the instrument. The anemometer can also be used to
optimize the face velocity of exhaust hoods by adjusting the door open-
ing until the anemometer indicates the desired airspeed.

Airflow hoods also measure airflow. They contain an airspeed in-
tegrating manifold which averages the velocity across the opening and
reads out the airflow volume. The hoods are typically made of nylon
fabric supported by an aluminum frame. The instrument is lightweight
and easy to hold up against an air vent. The lip of the hood must fit
snugly around the opening to assure that all the air volume is measured.
Both supply and exhaust airflow can be measured. The result must be
adjusted if test conditions fall outside the design range.

INDUSTRIAL AUDITS

Introduction
Industrial audits are some of the most complex and most interest-

ing audits because of the tremendous variety of equipment found in
these facilities. Much of the industrial equipment can be found during
commercial audits too. Large chillers, boilers, ventilating fans, water
heaters, coolers and freezers, and extensive lighting systems are often
the same in most industrial operations as those found in large office
buildings or shopping centers. Small cogeneration systems are often
found in both commercial and industrial facilities.

The highly specialized equipment that is used in industrial pro-
cesses is what differentiates these facilities from large commercial op-
erations. The challenge for the auditor and energy management
specialist is to learn how this complex—and often unique—industrial
equipment operates, and to come up with improvements to the pro-
cesses and the equipment that can save energy and money. The sheer
scope of the problem is so great that industrial firms often hire spe-
cialized consulting engineers to examine their processes and recom-
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mend operational and equipment changes that result in greater en-
ergy productivity.

Audit Services
A few electric and gas utilities are large enough, and well-enough

staffed, that they can offer industrial audits to their customers. These
utilities have a trained staff of engineers and process specialists with
extensive experience who can recommend operational changes or new
equipment to reduce the energy costs in a particular production environ-
ment. Many gas and electric utilities, even if they do not offer audits, do
offer financial incentives for facilities to install high efficiency lighting,
motors, chillers, and other equipment. These incentives can make many
ECOs very attractive.

Small and medium-sized industries that fall into the Manufactur-
ing Sector—SIC 2000 to 3999, and are in the service area of one of the
Industrial Assessment Centers funded by the U.S. Department of En-
ergy, can receive free energy audits throughout this program. There are
presently 30 IAC’s operating primarily in the eastern and mid-western
areas of the U.S. These IAC’s are administered by the University City
Science Center in Philadelphia, PA, and Rutgers University, Piscataway,
NJ. Companies that are interested in knowing if an IAC is located near
them, and if they qualify for an IAC audit can call 215 387-2255 and ask
for information on the Industrial Assessment Center program.

Industrial Energy Rate Structures
Except for the smallest industries, facilities will be billed for energy

services through a large commercial or industrial rate category. It is
important to get this rate structure information for all sources of en-
ergy—electricity, gas, oil, coal, steam, etc. Gas, oil and coal are usually
billed on a straight cost per unit basis—e.g. $0.90 per gallon of #2 fuel
oil. Electricity and steam most often have complex rate structures with
components for a fixed customer charge, a demand charge, and an en-
ergy charge. Gas, steam, and electric energy are often available with a
time of day rate, or an interruptible rate that provides much cheaper
energy service with the understanding that the customer may have his
supply interrupted (stopped) for periods of several hours at a time.
Advance notice of the interruption is almost always given, and the
number of times a customer can be interrupted in a given period of time
is limited.
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Process and Technology Data Sources
For the industrial audit, it is critical to get in advance as much

information as possible on the specialized process equipment so that
study and research can be performed to understand the particular pro-
cesses being used, and what improvements in operation or technology
are available. Data sources are extremely valuable here; auditors should
maintain a library of information on processes and technology and
should know where to find additional information from research orga-
nizations, government facilities, equipment suppliers and other organi-
zations.

EPRI/GRI
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the Gas Research

Institute (GRI) are both excellent sources of information on the latest tech-
nologies of using electric energy or gas. EPRI has a large number of on-go-
ing projects to show the cost-effectiveness of electro-technologies using
new processes for heating, drying, cooling, etc. GRI also has a large num-
ber of projects underway to help promote the use of new cost-effective
gas technologies for heating, drying, cooling, etc. Both of these organiza-
tions provide extensive documentation of their processes and technolo-
gies; they also have computer data bases to aid customer inquiries.

U.S. DOE Industrial Division
The U.S. Department of Energy has an Industrial Division that

provides a rich source of information on new technologies and new
processes. This division funds research into new processes and technolo-
gies, and also funds many demonstration projects to help insure that
promising improvements get implemented in appropriate industries.
The Industrial Division of USDOE also maintains a wide network of
contacts with government-related research laboratories such as Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, and Battelle
National Laboratory. These laboratories have many of their own re-
search, development and demonstration programs for improved indus-
trial and commercial technologies.

State Energy Offices
State energy offices are also good sources of information, as well as

good contacts to see what kind of incentive programs might be available
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in the state. Many states offer programs of free boiler tune-ups, free air
conditioning system checks, seminars on energy efficiency for various
facilities, and other services. Most state energy offices have well-stocked
energy libraries, and are also tied into other state energy research orga-
nizations, and to national laboratories and the USDOE.

Equipment Suppliers
Equipment suppliers provide additional sources for data on energy

efficiency improvements to processes. Marketing new, cost-effective pro-
cesses and technologies provides sales for the companies as well as
helping industries to be more productive and more economically com-
petitive. The energy auditor should compare the information from all of
the sources described above.

CONDUCTING THE AUDIT

Safety Considerations
Safety is the primary consideration in any industrial audit. The

possibility of injury from hot objects, hazardous materials, slippery sur-
faces, drive belts, and electric shocks is far greater than when conducting
residential and commercial audits. Safety glasses, safety shoes, durable
clothing and possibly a safety hat and breathing mask might be needed
during some audits. Gloves should be worn while making any electrical
measurements, and also while making any measurements around boil-
ers, heaters, furnaces, steam lines, or other very hot pieces of equipment.
In all cases, adequate attention to personal safety is a significant feature
of any industrial audit.

Lighting
Lighting is not as great a percent of total industrial use as it is in

the commercial sector on the average, but lighting is still a big energy
use and cost area for many industrial facilities. A complete inventory of
all lighting should be taken during the audit visit. Hours of operation of
lights are also necessary, since lights are commonly left on when they are
not needed. Timers, Energy Management Systems, and occupancy sen-
sors are all valuable approaches to insuring that lights that are not
needed are not turned on. It is also important to look at the facility’s
outside lighting for parking and for storage areas.
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During the lighting inventory, types of tasks being performed
should also be noted, since light replacement with more efficient lamps
often involves changing the color of the resultant light. For example,
high pressure sodium lamps are much more efficient than mercury va-
por lamps or even metal halide lamps, but they produce a yellowish
light that makes fine color distinction difficult. However, many assembly
tasks can still be performed adequately under high pressure sodium
lighting. These typically include metal fabrication, wood product fabri-
cation, plastic extrusion, and many others.

Electric Motors
A common characteristic of many industries is their extensive use

of electric motors. A complete inventory of all motors over 1 hp should
be taken, as well as recording data on how long each motor operates
during a day. For motors with substantial usage times, replacement with
high-efficiency models is almost always cost effective. In addition, con-
sideration should be given to replacement of standard drive belts with
synchronous belts which transmit the motor energy more efficiently. For
motors which are used infrequently, it may be possible to shift the use
to off-peak times, and to achieve a kW demand reduction which would
reduce energy cost.

HVAC Systems
An inventory of all space heaters and air conditioners should be

taken. Btu per hour ratings and efficiencies of all units should be re-
corded, as well as usage patterns. Although many industries do not heat
or air condition the production floor area, they almost always have office
areas, cafeterias, and other areas that are normally heated and air con-
ditioned. For these conditioned areas, the construction of the facility
should be noted—how much insulation, what are the walls and ceilings
made of, how high are the ceilings. Adding additional insulation might
be a cost effective ECO.

Production floors that are not air conditioned often have large
numbers of ventilating fans that operate anywhere from one shift per
day to 24 hours a day. Plants with high heat loads and plants in the mild
climate areas often leave these ventilating fans running all year long.
These are good candidates for high efficiency motor replacements. Tim-
ers or an Energy Management System might be used to turn off these
ventilating fans when the plant is shut down.
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Boilers
All boilers should be checked for efficient operation using a stack

gas combustion analyzer. Boiler specifications on Btu per hour ratings,
pressures and temperatures should be recorded. The boiler should be
varied between low-fire, normal-fire, and high-fire, with combustion gas
and temperature readings taken at each level. Boiler tune-up is one of
the most common, and most energy-saving operations available to many
facilities. The auditor should check to see whether any waste heat from
the boiler is being recovered for use in a heat recuperator or for some
other use such as water heating. If not, this should be noted as a poten-
tial ECO.

Specialized Equipment
Most of the remaining equipment encountered during the indus-

trial audit will be the highly specialized process production equipment
and machines. This equipment should all be examined and operational
data taken, as well as noting hours and periods of use. All heat sources
should be considered carefully as to whether they could be replaced
with sources using waste heat, or whether a particular heat source could
serve as a provider of waste heat to another application. Operations
where both heating and cooling occur periodically—such as a plastic ex-
trusion machine—are good candidates for reclaiming waste heat, or in
sharing heat from a machine needing cooling with another machine
needing heat.

Air Compressors
Air compressors should be examined for size, operating pressures,

and type (reciprocating or screw), and whether they use outside cool air
for intake. Large air compressors are typically operated at night when
much smaller units are sufficient. Also, screw-type air compressors use
a large fraction of their rated power when they are idling, so control
valves should be installed to prevent this loss. Efficiency is improved
with intake air that is cool, so outside air should be used in most cases—
except in extremely cold temperature areas.

The auditor should determine whether there are significant air
leaks in air hoses, fittings, and in machines. Air leaks are a major source
of energy loss in many facilities, and should be corrected by mainte-
nance action. Finally, air compressors are a good source of waste heat.
Nearly 90% of the energy used by an air compressor shows up as waste
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heat, so this is a large source of low temperature waste heat for heating
input air to a heater or boiler, or for heating hot water for process use.

COMMERCIAL AUDITS

Introduction
Commercial audits span the range from very simple audits for

small offices to very complex audits for multi-story office buildings or
large shopping centers. Complex commercial audits are performed in
substantially the same manner as industrial audits. The following dis-
cussion highlights those areas where commercial audits are likely to
differ from industrial audits.

Commercial audits generally involve substantial consideration of
the structural envelope features of the facility, as well as significant
amounts of large or specialized equipment at the facility. Office build-
ings, shopping centers and malls all have complex building envelopes
that should be examined and evaluated. Building materials, insulation
levels, door and window construction, skylights, and many other enve-
lope features must be considered in order to identify candidate ECOs.

Commercial facilities also have large capacity equipment, such as
chillers, space heaters, water heaters, refrigerators, heaters, cookers, and
office equipment such as computers and copy machines. Small cogen-
eration systems are also commonly found in commercial facilities and
institutions such as schools and hospitals. Much of the equipment in
commercial facilities is the same type and size as that found in manufac-
turing or industrial facilities. Potential ECOs would look at more effi-
cient equipment, use of waste heat, or operational changes to use less
expensive energy.

Commercial Audit Services
Electric and gas utilities, as well as many engineering consulting

firms, perform audits for commercial facilities. Some utilities offer free
walk-through audits for commercial customers, and also offer financial
incentives for customers who change to more energy efficient equip-
ment. Schools, hospitals and some other government institutions can
qualify for free audits under the ICP program described in the first part
of this chapter. Whoever conducts the commercial audit must initiate the
ICP process by collecting information on the rate energy rate structures,
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the equipment in use at the facility, and the operational procedures used
there.

Commercial Energy Rate Structures
Small commercial customers are usually billed for energy on a per

energy unit basis, while large commercial customers are billed under
complex rate structures containing components related to energy, rate of
energy use (power), time of day or season of year, power factor, and
numerous other elements. One of the first steps in a commercial audit is
to obtain the rate structures for all sources of energy, and to analyze at
least one to two year’s worth of energy bills. This information should be
put into a table and also plotted.

Conducting the Audit
A significant difference in industrial and commercial audits arises

in the area of lighting. Lighting in commercial facilities is one of the
largest energy costs—sometimes accounting for half or more of the en-
tire electric bill. Lighting levels and lighting quality are extremely impor-
tant to many commercial operations. Retail sales operations, in
particular, want light levels that are far in excess of standard office val-
ues. Quality of light in terms of color is also a big concern in retail sales,
so finding acceptable ECOs for reducing lighting costs is much more
difficult for retail facilities than for office buildings. The challenge is to
find new lighting technologies that allow high light levels and warm
color while reducing the wattage required. New T8 and T10 fluorescent
lamps, and metal halide lamp replacements for mercury vapor lamps
offer these features, and usually represent cost-effective ECOs for retail
sales and other facilities.

RESIDENTIAL AUDITS

Audits for large, multi-story apartment buildings can be very simi-
lar to commercial audits. (See section 3.6.) Audits of single-family resi-
dences, however, are generally fairly simple. For single-family structures,
the energy audit focuses on the thermal envelope and the appliances such
as the heater, air conditioner, water heater, and “plug loads.”

The residential auditor should start by obtaining past energy bills
and analyzing them to determine any patterns or anomalies. During the
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audit visit, the structure is examined to determine the levels of insula-
tion, the conditions of and seals for windows and doors, and the integ-
rity of the ducts. The space heater and/or air conditioner is inspected,
along with the water heater. Equipment model numbers, age, size, and
efficiencies are recorded. The post-audit analysis then evaluates poten-
tial ECOs such as adding insulation, adding double-pane windows,
window shading or insulated doors, and changing to higher efficiency
heaters, air conditioners, and water heaters. The auditor calculates costs,
benefits, and Simple Payback Periods and presents them to the owner or
occupant. A simple audit report—often in the form of a computer print-
out is given to the owner or occupant.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

Introduction
Implementation of new energy-related standards and practices

has contributed to a degradation of indoor air quality. In fact, in many
homes, businesses and factories, the quality of indoor air has been
found to exceed the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards
for outdoor air! Thus, testing for indoor air quality problems is done
in some energy audits both to prevent exacerbating any existing prob-
lems and to recommend ECOs that might improve air quality. Air
quality standards for the industrial environment have been published
by the American Council of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
(ACGIH) in their booklet “Threshold Limit Values.” No such stan-
dards currently exist for the residential and commercial environments
although the ACGIH standards are typically and perhaps inappropri-
ately used. The EPA has been working to develop residential and
commercial standards for quite some time.

Symptoms of Air Quality Problems
Symptoms of poor indoor air quality include, but are not limited

to: headaches; irritation of mucous membranes such as the nose, mouth,
throat, lungs; tearing, redness and irritation of the eyes; numbness of the
lips, mouth, throat; mood swings; fatigue; allergies; coughing; nasal and
throat discharge; and irritability. Chronic exposure to some compounds
can lead to damage to internal organs such as the liver, kidney, lungs,
and brain; cancer; and death.
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Testing
Testing is required to determine if the air quality is acceptable.

Many dangerous compounds, like carbon monoxide and methane with-
out odorant added, are odorless and colorless. Some dangerous particu-
lates such as asbestos fibers do not give any indication of a problem for
up to twenty years after inhalation. Testing must be conducted in con-
junction with pollution-producing processes to ensure capture of the
contaminants. Testing is usually performed by a Certified Industrial
Hygienist (CIH).

Types of Pollutants
Airstreams have three types of contaminants: particulates like dust

and asbestos; gases like carbon monoxide, ozone, carbon dioxide, vola-
tile organic compounds, anhydrous ammonia, Radon, outgassing from
urea-formaldehyde insulation, low oxygen levels; and biologicals like
mold, mildew, fungus, bacteria, and viruses.

POLLUTANT CONTROL MEASURES

Particulates
Particulates are controlled with adequate filtration near the source

and in the air handling system. Mechanical filters are frequently used in
return air streams, and baghouses are used for particulate capture. The
coarse filters used in most residential air conditioners typically have
filtration efficiencies below twenty percent. Mechanical filters called
high efficiency particulate apparatus (HEPA) are capable of filtering
particles as small as 0.3 microns at up to 99% efficiency. Electrostatic pre-
cipitators remove particulates by placing a positive charge on the walls
of collection plates and allowing negatively charged particulates to at-
tach to the surface. Periodic cleaning of the plates is necessary to main-
tain high filtration efficiency. Loose or friable asbestos fibers should be
removed from the building or permanently encapsulated to prevent
entry into the respirable airstream. While conducting an audit, it is
important to determine exactly what type of insulation is in use before
disturbing an area to make temperature measurements.

Problem Gases
Problem gases are typically removed by ventilating with outside
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air. Dilution with outside air is effective, but tempering the temperature
and relative humidity of the outdoor air mass can be expensive in ex-
treme conditions. Heat exchangers such as heat wheels, heat pipes, or
other devices can accomplish this task with reduced energy use. Many
gases can be removed from the airstream by using absorbent/adsorbent
media such as activated carbon or zeolite. This strategy works well for
spaces with limited ventilation or where contaminants are present in low
concentrations. The media must be checked and periodically replaced to
maintain effectiveness.

Radon gas—Ra 222—cannot be effectively filtered due to its short
half life and the tendency for its Polonium daughters to plate out on
surfaces. Low oxygen levels are a sign of inadequate outside ventilation
air. A high level of carbon dioxide (e.g., 1000-10,000 ppm) is not a prob-
lem in itself but levels above 1000 ppm indicate concentrated human or
combustion activity or a lack of ventilation air. Carbon dioxide is useful
as an indicator compound because it is easy and inexpensive to measure.

Microbiological Contaminants
Microbiological contaminants generally require particular condi-

tions of temperature and relative humidity on a suitable substrate to
grow. Mold and mildew are inhibited by relative humidity levels less
than 50%. Air distribution systems often harbor colonies of microbial
growth. Many people are allergic to microscopic dust mites. Cooling
towers without properly adjusted automated chemical feed systems are
an excellent breeding ground for all types of microbial growth.

Ventilation Rates
Recommended ventilation quantities are published by the Ameri-

can Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) in standard 62-1999, “Ventilation for Acceptable Air Quality.”
These ventilation rates are for effective systems. Many existing systems
fail in entraining the air mass efficiently. The density of the contaminants
relative to air must be considered in locating the exhaust air intakes and
ventilation supply air registers.

Liability
Liability related to indoor air problems appears to be a growing

but uncertain issue because few cases have made it through the court
system. However, in retrospect, the asbestos and urea-formaldehyde
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pollution problems discovered in the last two decades suggest proceed-
ing with caution and a proactive approach.

CONCLUSION

Energy audits are an important first step in the overall pro-cess of
reducing energy costs for any building, company, or industry. A thor-
ough audit identifies and analyzes the changes in equipment and opera-
tions that will result in cost-effective energy cost reduction. The energy
auditor plays a key role in the successful conduct of an audit, and also
in the implementation of the audit recommendations.
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Chapter 4

The Role of M&V in
Managing Risks in Energy

Efficiency Investments
Satish Kumar, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Dale Sartor, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Mark Stetz, Nexant Inc.
Lia Webster, Nexant Inc.

Editor’s Note: M&V has become necessary to reduce risks associated
with Performance Contracting. This chapter outlines the M&V options
available and can help you optimize M&V plans, thereby reducing on-
going costs. Take a look at Table 4-1 in this chapter for a summary of
M&V protocols.

INTRODUCTION

Energy and water efficiency projects meet a range of objectives,
including upgrading equipment, improving performance, helping to
achieve environmental compliance, or simply saving energy and money.
All projects have one thing in common, an initial financial investment.
The type of investment may be an internal allocation of funds (in-house
project) or it may be a complex contractual agreement with an ESCO
and/or third-party financial institution. A lack of internal funds for
costly infrastructure improvement projects (such as replacement of old
chiller, installation of variable speed drives, upgrading the lighting sys-
tem, etc.) has led to an increase in third-party financed projects.

All types of financial investments have a common goal—making
money or a “return” on investment. Investment performance is mea-
sured by various financial yardsticks such as simple payback, return on
investment, or internal rate of return. The expected rate of return is
governed by the risk associated with the investment. Typically, the
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higher the project risk, the greater the return demanded. Risk takes a
variety of forms in efficiency projects. Most risks can be identified and
managed. The premiums for many risks associated with investing in
energy or water efficiency project can be measured using tools common
to the finance industry, such as internal rate of return or customer credit-
worthiness.

Measurement and Verification (M&V), sometimes also referred to
as monitoring and verification, is a process, which is used to determine
energy and demand savings. The primary application of M&V is in
those energy efficiency projects where the return on the capital invest-
ment is tied to the projected energy savings that will be achieved. M&V
becomes a central part of a contract if the contract payments or perfor-
mance guarantee in a project are dictated by the magnitude of the en-
ergy savings that will result from the implementation of a set of energy
efficiency measures. M&V is primarily focused on risks that affect the
measurement or determination of savings from energy or water effi-
ciency programs. These risks are defined in the terms of the contracts
between the participants.

BASIC CONCEPTS

Energy or demand savings are determined by comparing mea-
sured energy use or demand before and after implementation of an
energy savings program (IPMVP 2001a).

Energy Savings = (Baseline Energy Use)
– (Post-Retrofit Energy Use) +/– (Adjustments)

While the above equation is relatively simple in concept, the “Ad-
justments” term can be extremely complex and difficult to apply in prac-
tice. “Adjustments” in the above equation brings energy use in the two
time periods—before and after the implementation of energy efficiency
measures—to the same set of conditions. Adjustments may be positive or
negative and can be applied either to the baseline energy use or post-ret-
rofit energy use. Adjustments are commonly made to re-state baseyear
energy use under post-retrofit conditions. Such adjustment process
yields energy savings estimates, which are often described as “avoided
energy use” because the actual energy reduction can never be measured.
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The level of such savings are dependent on performance of the measures
and on post-retrofit period operating conditions. Conditions commonly
affecting energy use are weather, occupancy, building changes, plant
throughput, and equipment operations. Adjustments, as a matter of rule,
are derived from identifiable physical facts. The adjustments are made ei-
ther routinely such as for weather changes, or as necessary such as when
a second shift is added, occupants are added to the space, a new wing is
added to the building, or with increased usage of electrical equipment in
the building.

When planning the M&V process, it is helpful to consider the na-
ture of the facility’s energy use patterns, as well as impact from the
energy efficiency measures. Variation in energy use patterns, (for ex-
ample, changes to load and operating hours) need to be considered to
establish the amount of effort needed for M&V. The following three
examples show the range of scenarios that may arise:

1. Lighting project where lamps and ballasts in an office building are
changed, but the operating hours of the lights do not change. This
energy efficiency measure reduces load without changing its oper-
ating hours.

2. Automatic controls shut down air handling equipment or lighting
during unoccupied periods. This energy efficiency measure re-
duces operating hours while load is unchanged.

3. Installation of a more efficient chiller together with a new control
strategy for resetting of chilled water temperature, thereby reduc-
ing chiller load and operating periods. This energy efficiency mea-
sure reduces both load and operating hours.

Since both equipment/system load and its operating hours can be
constant or variable, different M&V strategies are required for different
conditions. Generally, conditions of variable load or variable operating
hours require more rigorous measurement and computation procedures
and subsequently are more resource and time intensive.

It is important to estimate costs and effort associated with complet-
ing metering and data analysis activities. Time and budget requirements
are often underestimated leading to incomplete data collection. It is
better to complete a less accurate and less expensive M&V plan for sav-
ings determination than to have an incomplete or poorly done, yet theo-
retically more accurate determination that requires substantially more
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resources, experience and/or budget than available.
Table 4-2 (opposite) describes the four M&V options and their typi-

cal applications. Source: IPMVP (IPMVP, 2001a).

M&V PLANNING

Figure 4-1 below provides a M&V planning framework (FEMP,
2003b) and lists key decision points from the inception of the project to
the development of the M&V plan.

Figure 4-1. M&V Planning Flowchart

M&V Options
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Table 4-2. M&V Options
————————————————————————————————
IPMVP Options
A. Partially Measured Retrofit Isolation

Description
Savings are determined by partial field measurement of the energy use of

the system(s) to which an ECM was applied, separate from the energy use of the
rest of the facility. Measurements may be either short-term or continuous. Some
but not all parameters may be stipulated.

Typical Applications
Lighting retrofit where power draw is measured periodically. Operating

hours of the lights are assumed to be one half hour per day longer than facility
occupancy hours.

B. Retrofit Isolation
Description
Savings are determined by field measurement of the energy use of the

systems to which the ECM was applied, separate from the energy use of the rest
of the facility. Short-term or continuous measurements are taken throughout the
post-retrofit period.

Typical Applications
Application of controls to vary the load on a constant speed pump using

a variable speed drive. Electricity use is measured by a kWh meter installed on
the electrical supply to the pump motor.

C. Whole Facility
Description
Savings are determined by measuring energy use at the whole facility

level. Short-term or continuous measurements are taken throughout the post-
retrofit period.

Typical Applications
Multifaceted energy management program affecting many systems in a

building. Energy use is measured by the gas and electric utility meters for a
twelve month baseyear period and throughout the post-retrofit period.

D. Calibrated Simulation
Description
Savings are determined through simulation of the energy use of compo-

nents or the whole facility. Simulation routines must be demonstrated to ad-
equately model actual energy performance measured in the facility. This option
usually requires considerable skill in calibrated simulation.

Typical Applications
Multifaceted energy management program affecting many systems in a

building but where no baseyear data are available. Baseyear energy use is deter-
mined by simulation using a model calibrated by the post-retrofit period data.
————————————————————————————————
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The M&V Planning Flowchart assumes that a detailed energy sur-
vey has been performed and a credible baseline energy use has been
established by following industry best practices for conducting energy
audits (ASHRAE 2004).

Step 1 entails developing objectives for the project’s M&V pro-
gram.

Examples of typical objectives are a) Ability to track energy savings
through utility metering; b) Ability to Verify Energy Performance Continu-
ously; c) Track Post-Retrofit Consumption and Adjust Baseline for Changes; d)
Maximize Infrastructure by using Least-Cost M&V Option.

Step 2 entails evaluating project and ECM level objectives and
constraints to identify the most appropriate M&V Option. Check to
determine if a single M&V Option can be used and is desirable for the
entire project or if a more custom M&V approach is required for the
proposed set of measures.

Examples of typical constraints are a) Historical utility data not available;
b) Lack of dedicated utility meters; c) High degree of interaction between En-
ergy Management Projects; d) Scope of EMPs affects a small percentage of total
utility bill.

Step 3 entails evaluating the savings risk associated with the se-
lected M&V Option(s). To perform this exercise, a custom list of risk el-
ements should be developed based on project and EEM specifics3. See
discussion under Section 4: M&V as a Risk Management Tool.

Examples of risk elements include operating hours, Environmental/pro-
cess loads, degradation of savings, weather, building occupancy, major changes
to the facility, savings risk associated with the performance of O&M, repair &
replacement, etc.

Step 4 entails estimating the cost of using the M&V Option/s in
relation to savings risks. Do the M&V requirements and the savings risk
justify the M&V expenses? If not, return to Step 2.

2Since the development of the M&V Planning Tool, new thinking within FEMP
favors identifying and allocating different risk factors (that can result in a short-
fall of energy savings) to the customer or contractor in Step 1 and Step 2 itself.
That way, the M&V plan can be developed to mitigate those risks for which the
contractor/ESCO is responsible.
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Step 5: If all the M&V requirements are met and the savings risk
justifies the M&V expenses, proceed with the development of the M&V
plan for the project.

THE ALL-IMPORTANT M&V PLAN

The preparation of an M&V Plan is central to proper savings deter-
mination and the basis for verification. A good M&V plan, at a mini-
mum, should include the following information (IPMVP, 2001a):

• Description of the Energy Conservation Measure and its intended
result.

• Identification of the boundaries of the ECM for savings determina-
tion.

• Documentation of the facility’s baseline conditions and resultant
baseline energy data.

• Identification of any planned changes to conditions of the baseline

• Identification of the post-retrofit period.

• Establishment of the set of conditions to which all energy measure-
ments will be adjusted.

• Specification of which M&V Option(s) will be used to determine
savings

• Specification of the exact data analysis procedures, algorithms and
assumptions.

• Specification of quality assurance procedures.

• Specification of how results will be reported and documented.

• Specification of the data that will be available for another party to
verify reported savings, if needed.

• Definition of the budget and resource requirements for the savings
determination, both initial setup costs and ongoing costs through-
out the post-retrofit period.
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Savings are a function of both performance and usage factors. Se-
lecting which factors to measure (or not) depends on how the risks
should be allocated between parties. If we consider the energy use as the
product of performance of the equipment/system and its usage, savings
result from a reduction in one or both factors. Figure 3 illustrates this
concept graphically:

Figure 4-3. Baseline and Post-Retrofit Energy Use

The larger rectangle represents the baseline energy use. Increases in
performance (reductions in demand) and/or reductions in operating
hours reduce the energy use of the affected system. The energy savings
are the difference in area between the two rectangles, shown here in
grey.

M&V PROTOCOLS, GUIDES, AND TOOLS

There are protocols and guidelines that offer high-level guidance
by defining the various M&V Options and Terms, the contents of a good
M&V plan,, and a framework, which can be filled in with details. The
three most important documents in this category are:

Energy
Savings
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1. International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol
(IPMVP 2001a, IPMVP 2001b), which:

• Is a savings verification tool whose principles are applicable to
commercial and industrial energy conservation measures. It can
also be used for determining water savings and for improving
indoor environmental quality (IEQ) in buildings.

• Standardizes M&V terminology and the four M&V Options (A, B,
C, and D) that are widely used for verifying results of energy ef-
ficiency, water efficiency, and renewable energy projects both at the
“whole facility” level or at the individual technology level.

• Is a risk management tool that helps allocate risks between buyers
and sellers of energy services by selecting an M&V approach that
measures performance of variables that affect energy savings.

• Outlines M&V procedures that i) can be applied to similar projects
throughout all geographic regions, and ii) are internationally ac-
cepted, impartial and reliable.

• Presents procedures, with varying levels of accuracy and cost, for
measuring and/or verifying: i) baseline and project installation
conditions, and ii) long-term energy savings.

• Provides a comprehensive approach to ensuring that building in-
door environmental quality issues are addressed in all phases of
ECM design, implementation and maintenance.

• Creates a living document that includes a set of methodologies and
procedures that enable the document to evolve over time.

2. Federal Energy Management Program’s Measurement and Verification
Guide (FEMP v2.2, 2000)3, which:

3FEMP Option A Detailed Guide is a supplement to FEMP’s M&V Guide. The
document details the proper use of Option A, especially the use of stipulations
in savings determination methods, in federal performance contracts, and in-
cludes specific recommended practices for the most common ECMs.
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• Serves as a reference document for specifying M&V methods and
procedures in delivery orders, requests for proposals (RFPs), and
performance contracts.

• Is a resource for those developing project-specific M&V plans for
federal performance contracting projects.

• Is a discussion of performance contracting responsibility issues and
how they affect risk allocation.

• Provides M&V guidelines including procedural outlines, content
checklists, and option summary tables.

• Provides Measure-specific guidelines for developing an appropri-
ate M&V Option for common measures.

• Lists new M&V strategies and methods for cogeneration, new con-
struction, operations and maintenance, renewable energy systems,
and water conservation projects.

3. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning, Engi-
neers Guideline 14 (ASHRAE 2002), which:

• Provides guidance on minimum acceptable level of performance
for determining energy and demand savings, using measurements.

• Provides additional details on methods equivalent to IPMVP Op-
tions B, C and D (ASHRAE uses slightly different terminology for
some of these options).

• Covers the topic of physical measurements and determination of
savings uncertainty in much greater detail as compared to the
other two documents.

• Is a reference manual for M&V techniques and engineering calcu-
lations for determining energy savings.

Table 4-1 helps illustrate the approach of the three documents on
key issues that affect the development of the M&V plan:
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TREATMENT OF STIPULATION

Allowing use of stipulations for certain parameters in the determi-
nation of energy savings means that the contractor and the customer
agree to use a set value for a parameter throughout the term of the
contract, regardless of the actual behavior of that parameter.

IPMVP and FEMP M&V guide have always had an Option A to
provide a low-cost M&V method where the primary activity is to verify
that an ECM has the potential to perform. The intent of Option A is to use
a combination of spot measurements, stipulated values based on histori-
cal data or reasonable assumptions, and periodic (annual) inspections to
verify that an ECM was installed and is working properly. Option A was
never intended to be used as the ‘stipulate the savings’ method. How-
ever, the provision that allows savings from some measures (especially
lighting) to be completely stipulated based on assumptions, industry
standards, and estimated values has often been misinterpreted to sug-
gest that Option A allows the savings to be stipulated.

In an effort to clarify the intent of Option A, the latest version of
the IPMVP significantly changed the definition of Option A and modi-
fies the definition of the word ‘stipulate.’ Emphasis is placed on spot or
short-term measurements (periodic) by changing the name of the
method to partially measured retrofit isolation. To meet the intent of this
Option A definition, at least one parameter must be measured, preferably the
one that contributes the most to the uncertainty in the energy savings
calculations. The unmeasured parameters are based on the best-avail-
able information. Parameters that are not measured are considered stipu-
lated and are held constant during the performance period. For example,
energy savings from a lighting retrofit would be based on the periodic
measurement of operating hours and stipulated fixture wattages values
from a standard table.

The FEMP M&V Guide was released in 2000, and prior to the re-
lease of latest version of IPMVP in early 2001. It is intended to be an
application of IPMVP, but the presence of M&V methods LE-A-01 (light-
ing efficiency), LC-A-01 (lighting controls), CH-A-01 (chiller retrofit),
and WCM-A-01 (water conservation measures) allow the use of entirely
stipulated (i.e. unmeasured) values. These methods are now not consis-
tent with the IPMVP guidelines since they do not require periodic mea-
surements of at least one parameter. In all cases, Option A still requires
annual verification activities to demonstrate the potential to perform.
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Although the FEMP M&V Guide is intended to be an application
of IPMVP, the two protocols have differing intents. IPMVP intends
that M&V should minimize the uncertainty in the savings estimate;
FEMP intends that risk be allocated to the responsible party and the
development of the M&V plan takes that into account by requiring
the contractor to continuously monitor variables for which the con-
tractor is responsible (e.g. a performance/efficiency variable). FEMP
also allows for more flexibility and discretion in selecting an appropri-
ate and low-cost M&V approach. Using stipulated values for deter-
mining savings can be a practical, cost-effective way to minimize
M&V costs. When used appropriately, stipulation does not jeopardize
the savings guarantee, the customer’s ability to pay for the project, or
the value of the project to the government. It does, however, shift
some risks to the customer. These risks should be thoroughly and
properly understood by the customer before accepting them. Risk is
minimized through carefully crafted M&V requirements including dili-
gent estimation of the stipulated values.

While the protocols and guides provide general guidance on the
M&V approach and the key attributes of a good M&V plan, they cannot
provide more specific guidance because the M&V requirements of differ-
ent programs are unique and have to be addressed at the program level.
The next two documents were developed to provide detailed guidance
to the contractors working under the FEMP’s Super Energy Saving Per-
formance Contracting (Super ESPC) program.

FEMP M&V PLAN OUTLINE

The FEMP M&V Plan Outline (FEMP, 2004a) was developed by the
Federal M&V Team5 and is recommended for use in the development of
all M&V plans in FEMP’s Super ESPC projects.

The M&V plan is the most important item in an energy savings
performance contract. The project specific M&V plan includes project-

5Federal M&V Team consists of M&V experts from federal agencies, DOE’s na-
tional research laboratories, and ESCOs who come together to address key M&V
issues facing the federal ESPC program and develops guidance documents,
tools, training materials to help standardize M&V requirements and reporting
across all the federal agencies.
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wide items, and details for each ECM, including:

• Details of baseline conditions and data collected
• Documentation of all assumptions and sources of data
• What will be verified
• Who will conduct the M&V activities
• Schedule for all M&V activities
• Discussion on risk and savings uncertainty
• Details of engineering analysis performed
• How energy and cost savings will be calculated
• Detail any operations & maintenance (O&M) cost savings claimed
• Definition of O&M reporting responsibilities
• Definition of content and format for all M&V reports (Post-Instal-

lation, Commissioning, Annual or periodic)
• How & why the baseline may be adjusted

FEMP ANNUAL M&V REPORTS

The FEMP Annual Report Outline (FEMP, 2003a) was developed
by the Federal M&V Team as a recommended report template for peri-
odic performance reports in federal ESPC projects.

At the end of each year during the performance period, the con-
tractor submits an Annual Performance Report to demonstrate that the
savings have been achieved. For Super ESPCs, M&V only needs to show
that the overall savings guarantee has been met, not determine ‘actual’
savings for each ECM.

The Annual Report should include sections on the:

• Results/documentation of performance measurements and inspec-
tions

• Realized savings for the year (energy, energy costs, O&M costs,
other)

• Comparison of actual savings to the guaranteed amounts
• Details of all analysis and savings calculations, including commod-

ity rates used
• Summary of operations and maintenance activities conducted
• Details of any performance or O&M issues that require attention
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M&V AS A RISK MANAGEMENT TOOL

M&V began as something usually done after a project has been
identified and developed; it has become part of the project development
process by combining engineering analysis with financial risk manage-
ment. The benefits for developing a good M&V plan as part of any
energy efficiency projects are as follows:

• Enhance the level of energy savings and ensure their persistence
over a long term;

• Reduce project risks;
• Encourage better project engineering;
• Help demonstrate and capture the value of reduced emissions

from energy efficiency and renewable energy investments.

One of the reasons M&V has become more important especially in
third-party financed performance based projects is because it helps fa-
cilitate allocation of risks between the two parties. The general approach
should be to identify the short and long-term risks to maintaining the
proper function and the savings of the retrofits, and then to determine
a cost effective approach to minimizing these risks through the develop-
ment of an M&V plan and other clauses in the contract. Allocation of
risk is accomplished through carefully crafted M&V strategies. A good
M&V plan should reduce risk to the contractor on savings disagree-
ments and interrupted payments and should assure the client that the
guaranteed savings will be realized.

As shown in the Figure 4-2, “Risk” in the M&V context refers to the
uncertainty that expected savings will be realized. The red arrow dem-
onstrates that there is a range associated with the calculation of baseline
energy consumption, savings determination, and even ESCO payment,
which is based on the actual realization of the energy savings.

Assumption of risk implies acceptance of the potential monetary
consequences. Both ESCOs and agencies are reluctant to assume respon-
sibility for factors they do not control. Since determination of energy
savings is dependent on both the performance and usage factors, it is
important to allocate the responsibilities to the parties that are in the best
position to control those risks.

Performance risk is the uncertainty associated with characterizing
a level of equipment performance. The ESCO is ultimately responsible
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for selection, application, design, installation, and maintenance of the
equipment and typically assumes responsibility for achieving savings
related to equipment performance. To validate performance, the ESCO
must demonstrate that the equipment is operating as intended and has
the potential to deliver the guaranteed savings. On the other hand, us-
age factors such as lighting operating hours and thermostat set points
are typically under the customer’s control. Risk related to usage stems
from uncertainty in operational factors. For example, savings fluctuate
depending on weather, how many hours equipment is used, user inter-
vention, or maintenance practices. Since ESCOs often have no control
over such factors, they are usually reluctant to assume usage risk. The
customer generally assumes responsibility for usage risk by either al-
lowing baseline adjustments based on measurements, or by agreeing to
stipulate equipment operating hours or other usage-related factors.

As discussed in Figure 4-1: M&V Planning Flowchart and the ac-
companying discussions, more attention is now focused on identifying
all the risk elements and how they can affect the development of the
M&V plan. This has resulted in a much broader discussion of risk ele-
ments, allocation of those risks, and how the M&V approach can help in
mitigating those risks. This has major implications for how the M&V
plan is developed. FEMP has developed a Risk/Responsibility matrix

Figure 4-2. Uncertainties Associated with Determination of Energy
Savings in the ESPC Model
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(FEMP, 2004b) that identifies major risk elements in an energy savings
performance contract and requires that the ESCO and the customer
agree on a plan to manage those risks. A similar approach is recommend
in all contracts where M&V forms the basis of future payments. A brief
discussion of these risk elements (grouped together in three major cat-
egories) is provided below for readers to get a better understanding of
the relationship between these risk factors and M&V. These risk ele-
ments have been excerpted from FEMP’s Risk and Responsibility matrix
document (FEMP, 2004b).

FINANCIAL RISKS

Interest Rates
This is one of the major parameters that determine the viability of

a project. Although neither party has much control over prevailing inter-
est rates, the timing of the contract (as well as the time it takes to finalize
the contract) can have significant impact on the total cost of the project.
Clarifying when the interest rate is locked in, and if it is a fixed or vari-
able rate will be helpful. It should also be clear whether there are any
pre-payment penalties for total of partial payoff the loan. M&V plan will
not affect the financial risks associated with interest rates.

Energy Prices
Neither the Contractor nor the customer has significant control

over actual energy prices but it has tremendous implications for the
M&V plan and the projected savings. For calculating savings, the value
of the saved energy may either be constant, change at a fixed inflation
rate, or float with market conditions. If the value changes with the
market, falling energy prices place the contractor at risk of failing to
meet cost savings guarantees. If energy prices rise, there is a small risk
to the customer that energy saving goals might not be met while the
financial goals are. If the value of saved energy is fixed (either constant
or escalated), the customer risks making payments in excess of actual
energy cost savings. Clarifying how future energy costs will be treated
helps in adopting a uniform policy towards savings calculations from
the very beginning and answering any questions that will crop up at a
later date. In a nutshell, the energy prices used in the M&V plan will
determine the overall magnitude of energy savings, which can influence
the resources available for the M&V of the energy savings for the project.
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Construction Costs
In general, the contractor is responsible for determining construc-

tion costs and defining a budget. In a fixed-price design/build contract,
the customer assumes little responsibility for cost overruns. It is impor-
tant to clarify design standards and the design approval process (includ-
ing changes) and how costs will be reviewed. M&V plan will not affect
the financial risks associated with construction costs.

M&V Costs
The customer assumes the financial responsibility for M&V costs

directly or through the Contractor. If the customer wishes to reduce
M&V costs, it may do so by accepting less rigorous M&V activities with
more uncertainty in the savings estimates. Clarify what performance is
being guaranteed (equipment performance, operational factors, energy
cost savings) and that the M&V plan is detailed enough to satisfactorily
verify it. This will have a major bearing on the M&V approach selected
for the project because the number of parameters that can be measured
and the frequency of measurements, analysis required to support rea-
sonable use of stipulated values will be affected by the resources avail-
able for developing the M&V plan, measurement and subsequent
analysis.

Major Changes in Facility
The customer controls major changes in facility use, including clo-

sure. Clarify responsibilities in the event of a premature facility closure,
loss of funding, or other major change. This can significantly alter the
baseline that is used for energy savings determination and proper docu-
mentation of the major changes in facility is critical to avoid disagree-
ments between the two parties.

OPERATIONAL RISKS

Operating Hours
The Customer generally has control over the operating hours. In-

creases and decreases in operating hours can show up as increases or
decreases in “savings” depending on the M&V method (e.g. operating
hours times, improved efficiency of equipment vs. whole building, util-
ity analysis). Clarify if operating hours are to be measured or stipulated
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and what the impact will be if they change. If the operating hours are
stipulated, the baseline should be carefully documented and agreed to
by both parties. The M&V plan must be developed to account for the
risks associated with the variation in operating hours and who has con-
trol over them.

Load
Equipment loads can change over time. The customer generally

has control over hours of operation, conditioned floor area, intensity of
use (e.g. changes in occupancy or level of automation). Changes in load
can show up as increases or decreases in “savings” depending on the
M&V method. Clarify if equipment loads are to be measured or stipu-
lated and what the impact will be if they change. If the equipment loads
are stipulated, the baseline should be carefully documented and agreed
to by both parties. The M&V plan must be developed to account for the
risks associated with the variation in equipment load and its contribu-
tion to the overall energy savings calculation.

Weather
A number of energy efficiency measures are affected by weather.

Neither the Contractor nor the customer has control over the weather.
Changes in weather can increase or decrease “savings” depending on
the M&V method (e.g. equipment run hours times efficiency improve-
ment vs. whole building utility analysis). If weather is “normalized,”
actual savings could be less than payments for a given year, but will
“average out” over the long run. Clearly specify how weather correc-
tions will be performed. Weather can have a profound influence on the
successful (or unsuccessful) realization of energy savings and the M&V
plan must clearly lay out the conditions under which weather will be
normalized and the assumptions/technique that will be used during the
process.

PERFORMANCE RISKS

Equipment Performance
Generally the contractor has control over the selection of equip-

ment and is responsible for its proper installation, commissioning, and
performance. Generally the Contractor has responsibility to demonstrate
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that the new improvements meet expected performance levels including
specified equipment capacity, standards of service, and efficiency.
Clarify who is responsible for initial and long-term performance, how it
will be verified, and what will be done if performance does not meet
expectations. The M&V plan must be developed to account for the risks
associated with the variation in equipment performance and its contri-
bution to the overall energy savings calculation.

Operations
Responsibility for operations is negotiable and, in general, will

impact performance. Clarify responsibility for operations, the implica-
tion of equipment control, how changes in operating procedures will be
handled, and how proper operations will be assured.

Maintenance & Repair
Responsibility for maintenance and repair is negotiable and, in

general, will impact performance. Clarify how long-term maintenance
and repair will be assured, especially if the party responsible for long-
term performance is not responsible for maintenance (e.g. Contractor
provides maintenance checklist and reporting frequency). Clarify who is
responsible for equipment overhaul or repair to maintain operational
performance throughout the contract term.

Equipment Replacement
Responsibility for replacement of contractor-installed equipment is

negotiable, however it is often tied to project performance. Clarify who
is responsible for replacement of failed components or equipment
throughout the term of the contract. Specifically address potential im-
pacts on performance due to equipment failure. Life of equipment is
critical to project performance during the contract term. Specify ex-
pected equipment life and warranties for all installed equipment. Clarify
what will be done if inadequate maintenance or repair impact perfor-
mance or results in warranty being void.

FUTURE ISSUES/DIRECTION

Recent successes in energy-efficiency performance contracting and
the development of standard M&V protocols, has made it possible to
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quantify energy savings (Negawatts) and structure financial deals based
on the magnitude of energy savings. The presence of NOx and SOx trad-
ing market in the US and emerging carbon trading market across the
globe are a couple of avenues to monetize quantified energy savings and
in the process improve the return on investment on energy efficiency
projects.

Although the energy efficiency community will not set the rules of
trading, it is important to work with the environmental authorities and
protocol development groups. It is expected that the authorities will
establish rules in areas such as: rights of ownership, liability, disclosure/
reporting, certification, accuracy, baseline, surplus, double counting, etc..
They must do this for all sorts of projects, not just energy efficiency
projects, for many different types of trading philosophies. The energy
efficiency community needs to understand how to present EE actions for
claiming emission credits from reduced energy consumption trade.

More guidance on the following topics will help energy efficiency
project developers claim the benefits associated with reduced emissions
from the implementation of energy efficiency projects:

a) Importance of standardization to gather data and report savings;
b) Development of a baseline model to distinguish between average

and marginal energy consumption;
c) Length of baseline period;
d) Different approaches for the M&V and how to deal with the uncer-

tainties inherent in different approaches;
e) Discussion on “additionality” criteria vis-à-vis EE projects;
f) Selection and application of appropriate emission factors to con-

vert units of energy saved to units of emissions saved.

Much would depend on the environmental authorities around the
world and the regulations that are put in place. It is imperative that the
knowledge and experience gained from quantifying energy savings be
put to good use to quantify emissions reductions from energy efficiency
projects.
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Chapter 5

Selling Projects to
Financiers

Financing is an art, not a science. The best way to appreciate the
process is to put yourself in the lender’s shoes. If you were considering
lending someone several million of  your  hard-earned  dollars, what
sort of questions would you ask? How concerned would you be about
certain details of your borrower’s financial history that were unclear?
What weight, if any, would you give to the borrower’s reputation?

Traditionally, lenders evaluate a possible loan from several per-
spectives. These are known as the “C’s of Lending”:

• Capital. Is there capital at risk on the part of the borrower? How
motivated is the borrower to pay back the loan if its own capital is
involved in the transaction?

• Cash flow. What are the revenues and expenses of the borrower
and/or the project? Are there noticeable trends in past financial
performance? What are expected trends in the energy industry or
the industry of the borrower?

• Collateral. What is the security for the loan? If the loan is not paid
back as scheduled, what items of value remain for the lender to
own and/or sell? Is it the project equipment or another corporate
asset, such as stock?

• Conditions. What are the desired terms of the loan?

• Character. How experienced is the management team? What is the
reputation of the company?

123
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Regardless of lending policies and rules, developing the trust of
your lender will go a long way when you need to secure a loan ap-
proval. Many borrowers approach the lending process as a “torture
chamber” of difficult questions and paperwork. This type of attitude is
certainly not going to make a lot of friends in the lending community.

A lender relationship is something well worth cultivating. The best
way to create a foundation for a long-term lending relationship is to
offer accurate information about the project and the financial status of
the parties involved in addition to presenting your references and
project history.

Lenders have what is called a “due diligence period.” This is a time
when, even though a loan approval may have been issued, they are
looking for ways to verify everything disclosed in the initial application
package. They want to expose all the weaknesses of the project in order
to properly evaluate the risks of the loan.

Never try to hide or manipulate information, as this will land you
in court or bankruptcy proceedings. Lenders should have all the rel-
evant information, both good and bad. You should make the effort to
meet face-to-face with the bankers and, if possible, make a presentation
to one or more members of the loan committee. This “relationship” as-
pect of the loan decision-making process is an opportunity for you to
turn what could be a marginal loan application into an approval.

If you are preparing to send a package of information about your
energy project to a lender, this is what you should include:

• Your company’s financial statements (two years, audited)

• ESCO financial statements (two years, audited)

• Project pro formas (revenue and expense projections)

• Energy services agreement between your company and the ESCO
(sample shown in Appendix B)

• Contract between your company (or the ESCO) and the utility (if a
rebate program is available)

• Description of equipment to be installed
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• Energy audit results summary

• Measurment and verification plan

• Construction schedule

• Management team summary

• References from suppliers and customers

Once you have submitted this information to a lender, it’s your
turn to start asking for information. Here are some important questions
to ask a lender:

• Are you interested in a lease on the equipment, a loan to my com-
pany or a loan to the ESCO?

• Is construction financing being offered as well as a long-term loan?
What factors will affect the rate and terms of the loan?

• How soon can you send me a proposal to finance the project?

• What is the timeline for loan approval, due diligence and funding?

• How often does the loan committee meet? Can I make a presenta-
tion to them?

• Do you require the ESCO to have a construction bond?

• What will be your course of action if the project fails to generate
the expected savings?

• Is there a prepayment penalty on the loan? If so, under what condi-
tions?

• What happens if utility rates go down and the dollar amount of
savings is insufficient to pay for the loan?

• Can payments be made quarterly or annually instead of monthly?
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Lastly, and most importantly, remember these words of wisdom:
everything is negotiable. Don’t be afraid to ask for a lower rate or better
terms than initially offered by a lender. As long as you have clearly
demonstrated to the loan committee that your project is well-planned
and has a high likelihood of success, you will be surprised at how flex-
ible lenders can be.

THE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF A PROJECT

When lenders are making a loan based on the full faith and credit
of a company, they tend to focus on the financial statements and general
business performance of the proposed borrower. With project financing,
however, it is the project itself which receives much attention. Even
though the ESCO is the borrower, the project must perform in order for
the loan to be paid back on schedule.

The best way for the ESCO and lender to analyze a project is to
view it as a stand-alone company. This “company” has revenues, ex-
penses, assets and debt which will vary over time. The revenues are the
estimated share of savings payments your organization agrees to make
to the ESCO or to the single-purpose entity. The expenses may include
equipment maintenance, measurement and verification (“M&V”) or
even the cost of raw materials to produce sold “goods” such as chilled
water.

Lenders will be most interested in the debt service coverage analy-
sis. How do the net revenues (net income after expenses) compare to the
project loan payments? If the net revenues are $25,000 per month and
the lease payments are $20,000 per month, the Debt Service Coverage
Ratio is 1.25. Most lenders prefer debt service ratios above 1.10 in order
to provide some protection against fluctuations in project revenues and
expenses.

If the debt service coverage ratio is too low for your project, you
may want to run some alternative scenarios. First, try to extend the term
of the loan. This will have the effect of lowering the payment per month
and increasing the coverage ratio. Second, if the expenses of the project
are high, relative to other projects, you may want to consider restructur-
ing the project. Eliminating a costly piece of equipment with high main-
tenance expenses may well lower the simple payback of the project and
increase the chances of the project’s overall success. A third option is for
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the ESCO to use its own cash to pay for a small portion of the project
thus decreasing the loan amount.

In terms of a presentation to your organization’s finance team, any
project needs to be compared to other projects which are vying for
management’s attention. The tools of comparison are Net Present Value
(NPV) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR). The NPV is the value in cur-
rent dollars of the positive and negative cash flows over time related to
the project. In order to perform this calculation, an interest rate must be
selected and usually it is equivalent to the opportunity cost of your
company. This cost is the rate of return that the company receives on
average in most of its relatively safe projects. The IRR is the rate at
which the NPV is zero. The project has a high likelihood of being ac-
cepted by your management if its NPV or IRR is higher than other
projects. For financing success stories, see Chapter 10.
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Chapter 6

Key Risk and Structuring
Provisions for Bankable

Transactions
By Jim Thoma
Vice President

Bank of America Leasing & Capital
(973)541-2350 James_B_Thoma@fleetcl.com

Editor’s Note: Chapter 6 provides greater detail (and some different
perspectives) than what was covered in Chapter 5. The key message is
to “start on the right foot” with your lender early in the process.

INTRODUCTION

Energy services projects, in all their varying forms, are technically
complex undertakings, requiring significant design, engineering and
development efforts to create a transaction that is economically compel-
ling to the end user customer. However, all these efforts could be for
naught if third party financing is required and the transaction is not
structured to satisfy the requirements of the capital markets. Few things
are more frustrating for the customer and the energy services company
(ESCO) than having high expectations for a project, just to learn that
funding is unobtainable due to an improperly structured transaction.
This chapter is intended to help ESCOs and their customers avoid this
problem by identifying and explaining specific risk and structural pro-
visions that are key to creating a “bankable” energy services transaction.

Developing a bankable energy services transaction requires a thor-
ough understanding and balancing of the needs and objectives of the
three main parties to the deal—the customer (end user or obligor), the
ESCO and the lender. Although each party’s perspective must be consid-
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ered when developing the deal, this chapter is intended to primarily
represent the lender’s perspective and, by doing so, explain the critical
components of a bankable transaction. Once a structure is determined to
be bankable, the capital markets should welcome it with virtually unlim-
ited capacity.

Energy services transactions can take many different forms, as long
as they’re properly structured and documented. The initial challenge is
to accurately identify a structure that meets the needs of all three parties
to the transaction. In most cases, the parties begin with a common struc-
ture, but work through a series of negotiated modifications to achieve
the final bankable result. Many ESCOs have learned the hard way that
leaving the lender out of these structural negotiations usually results in
unmet expectations and frustration for the customer.

The matrix below provides a sample of commonly used project
structures and corresponding financing solutions.

Project Structures Financing Structures
————————————————————————————————
Performance Contracts Capital Lease

Loan & Security Agreement
Operating or Synthetic Lease
Tax Exempt Lease
Municipal Lease

————————————————————————————————
Construction/Installation Capital Lease
Contracts with or Loan & Security Agreement
without Operations & Synthetic Lease
Maintenance Agreements Tax Exempt Lease

Municipal Lease
————————————————————————————————
Shared Savings Agreements Embedded Capital Lease

Embedded Operating Lease
Purchase & Assignment Agreement

————————————————————————————————
Energy Services Agreements Purchase & Assignment Agreement
Customized Debt & Equity
————————————————————————————————
Power Purchase Agreements Purchase & Assignment Agreement
Customized Debt & Equity
————————————————————————————————
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RISK ASSESSMENT
————————————————————————————————

Risk assessment and allocation is the fundamental principal that
guides a successful transaction development process and serves as the
structural foundation for all bankable transactions. In order to attract
capital markets investors, a transaction must present a risk profile com-
mensurate with the nature of the financing (i.e. debt or equity) and
anticipated investor returns. This concept is frequently and most com-
monly described in terms of a basic risk/reward analysis—higher risk
requires a greater return to the investor. This is the foundational struc-
turing concept it its simplest form, but risk analysis and mitigation in
energy management transactions is significantly more complex than
simply pricing the transaction to provide attractive investor returns.

In underwriting an energy management transaction, the capital
markets analyze four broad categories of risk:

• Obligor Credit Risk
• Construction/Installation Risk
• ESCO Credit Risk
• Structural Risk

In order to structure a bankable transaction, each of these risks
must be considered and mitigated to the extent required by the (debt)
capital markets. To do so, one must understand the nature of these risks
and the capital markets’ tolerance for each of them.

Obligor Credit Risk
Obligor credit risk is the core risk for all financing transactions and

simply translates to the end user’s ability to satisfy all of its obligations
(payment and otherwise) under the terms of the transaction. Despite the
wide variety of financing structures for energy services transactions,
their common foundation is the end user’s obligation to make payments
in exchange for the products or services received. In whatever form it
takes (i.e. lease payment, loan payment, services payment, usage pay-
ment, etc.), that payment obligation provides the lender’s primary
source of debt service and return on the equity investment, if any. As a
result, the bulk of the lender’s underwriting activities are focused on a
detailed analysis of the end-user’s overall credit profile. Operating per-
formance, cash flow, debt service capacity, liquidity, balance sheet
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strength, market position, management capabilities and future projec-
tions are among the many factors thoroughly examined during the un-
derwriting process. In order to achieve the desired end result, i.e.
transaction approval, the credit analysis must conclude that the obligor
is capable of fully satisfying its obligations throughout the full term of
the transaction.

Construction/
Installation Risk

Construction/installation risk is defined as the risk of loss to the
investor during the period of time the necessary facilities and equipment
are being constructed or installed at the customer’s site. Construction/
installation risk is a function of the project specifications, the length of
the construction period, the nature of the customer and ESCO obliga-
tions during the construction period and the ESCO’s technical capabili-
ties and financial condition.

The assessment of construction/installation risk begins with iden-
tifying the party responsible for guaranteeing repayment to investors
should the project not be completed. In most cases, construction/instal-
lation risk is borne by the ESCO and or its subcontractors in the form of
repayment guarantees to the lender in the event that the project is not
completed to the end user’s satisfaction and there is no commencement
of debt service payments. Depending on the credit strength of the party
or parties guaranteeing the repayment of funds advanced during the
construction period, the lender may also require performance bonds
from a creditworthy surety.

ESCO Credit Risk
ESCO credit risk is a function of the ESCO’s role in the construction

and ongoing operations and maintenance of the project and typically
takes three main forms: construction/installation risk, performance risk
and general risk of insolvency. Because these ESCO credit risks stem
from different circumstances, the lender must analyze them individually
and mitigate each to the maximum extent possible.

As previously discussed, the lender must have a reliable source of
repayment for all funds disbursed during the construction/installation
process. Direct recourse to the ESCO is the most common vehicle for
sufficiently mitigating construction/installation risk. In order to rely on
its recourse to the ESCO, the lender will require a thorough review and
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approval of the ESCO’s credit profile. The ESCO should be prepared to
provide at least three years audited financial statements, historical per-
formance data and any other information necessary to underwrite the
transaction. Depending on the credit strength of the ESCO, the lender
may impose additional credit conditions such as performance bonds and
parent guarantees.

Performance Risk
Performance risk is measured in terms of the end user’s payment

obligations in the event of a performance deficiency and/or perfor-
mance default. If the end user has an absolute and unconditional pay-
ment obligation to the lender regardless of ESCO performance problems,
then the lender’s exposure to performance risk is minimized. On the
other hand, if the end user’s payments are conditional upon satisfactory
performance, then the lender must have recourse to the ESCO for non-
payment resulting from performance deficiencies. In that case, the
lender will closely scrutinize performance risk and the ESCO’s ability to
satisfy its obligation in the event of actual or alleged non-performance.
As mentioned above, additional structural and credit enhancements
may be required.

Structural Risk
Structural risk stems from the contractual nature of the transaction

and the specific terms and conditions therein. In order to develop a
bankable energy services transaction, it is critically important to con-
sider and properly address these risks early in the transaction develop-
ment process. Failure to clearly specify these risks and allocate them to
the appropriate parties is probably the most common mistake that leads
to a non-bankable transaction. The most important of these risks and the
most effective ways to mitigate them are identified and discussed in
detail below.

PERFORMANCE RISK VS. CREDIT RISK

An important general rule of thumb in financing energy services
projects is that the capital markets are in the business of taking credit
risk, not performance risk. As a result, transactions must be structured
with bright line separation of these risks, with credit risk clearly allo-
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cated to the lender and performance risk clearly assumed by the ESCO
or the end user obligor. This bright line separation enables the lender to
evaluate and underwrite the transaction according to standard credit
procedures, without focusing on technical specifications, savings esti-
mates, energy costs, equipment reliability and a host of other factors that
affect the ESCO’s ability to perform as required under the terms of the
contract. The bottom line is that the lender must be protected from any
risk of non-payment due to an actual or alleged performance deficiency
or default.

IMPORTANT PROVISIONS

Payment Obligation(s)
Payment obligations are closely related to and sometimes a func-

tion of the separation of performance and credit risk. The lender’s pre-
ferred structure is to have a “hell or high water” payment obligation
directly from the end user obligor regardless of ESCO performance. This
is typically the case with basic debt financing and enables the lender to
perform a standard analysis of the obligor’s creditworthiness and under-
write the transaction if that analysis indicates a high likelihood of repay-
ment. In a structure where the end user obligor does have the right to
suspend payment due to alleged or actual performance deficiencies, the
lender will look to the ESCO to guarantee repayment. In all cases, the
clear separation of performance and credit risk is critical to the lender’s
ability to preserve the hell or high water nature of the repayment obli-
gation. If done properly, the lender’s risk will be limited solely to the
creditworthiness of the end user obligor or, in a performance guarantee
scenario, the technical capabilities and creditworthiness of the ESCO.

Funding During Construction/Installation
There are a number of ways to provide for funding of the project

during the construction/installation period (e.g. escrow funding, direct
disbursements from the lender, bridge loans, etc.). Regardless of the
funding mechanism, the related documents must address specific issues
such as mechanics & contractor liens, procedures for invoice submittal,
approval and payment, escrow or payment agent costs, title and security
interest in the equipment and waivers and consents, if necessary.
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Payment & Cash Flow Logistics
Not only do the debt capital markets require a strict repayment

obligation, but they also require certainty as to the timing and logistics
of those payments. In most cases, the lender will assume all responsibili-
ties for billing, collection and distribution of payments. When debt ser-
vice payments are bundled with payments to the ESCO for its
operations and maintenance services, the lender will require a lock-box
agreement. The lock-box would be controlled by the lender under the
terms of an agreement that clearly states that all payments received will
be applied first to debt service, next to ESCO receivables and lastly to
equity, if any.

Taxes, Insurance and Maintenance
Whether the financing transaction is documented as a standard

capital lease or incorporated into an executory services agreement, the
capital markets will require a “triple net” arrangement. In other words,
the lender will require the end user obligor or the ESCO to:

• Pay all applicable property, sales and use taxes.
• Acquire property and liability insurance in amounts determined by

the lender and name the lender as a loss payee and/or additional
insured under those policies.

• Properly maintain the equipment. The ESCO’s operations and
maintenance obligations normally cover this requirement.

Title/Security Interest in Assets
Depending on the financing structure used, the lender may or may

not hold title to the financed equipment. However, in all cases, the
lender will require a first priority, perfected security interest in the
project assets. Three key elements must be included in the documents to
satisfy this requirement. They are:

Explicit identification of the assets as personal property and agree-
ment by the parties that the installed equipment will never be deemed
fixtures or any other type of real property.

Unequivocal rights of the lender to perfect its first priority security
interest in the equipment by making any and all UCC and fixture filings
necessary to document its lien(s) on the equipment. Furthermore, the
end user obligor and ESCO will be required to keep the equipment free
and clear of liens other than those asserted by the lender. Reasonably
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limited rights of the lender to access, inspect and/or remove the equip-
ment without liability to the end user or the ESCO.

Termination Provisions
Many energy services transactions allow for early termination, ei-

ther at the option of one or more of the parties or upon an event of
default. Optional early termination provisions do not pose a problem for
the capital markets as long as the mechanics of the termination process
provide for written notice 60 to 180 days in advance and protect the
lender from any loss on its investment. To achieve this acceptable end
result, the transaction must contain unambiguous termination language
that provides for payment of an early termination value equal to the
lender’s outstanding principal balance plus customary early termination
fees. The fee is usually calculated according to a pre-negotiated sliding
scale based on when the early termination takes place—the earlier in the
term, the higher the fee. Depending on the preferences of the parties, the
early termination value can either be calculated at the time of early ter-
mination or be predetermined and documented in an early termination
table within the documents.

In the event of early termination resulting from a performance
default, the lender will still require payment of either the defined early
termination value or a casualty loss value, as defined in the documents.
The structure of the financing will dictate which party is obligated to
pay the early termination value. In standard financing transactions di-
rectly between the end user obligor and the lender, the obligor will be
required to pay the early termination payment. Depending on the terms
and conditions of their contract with the ESCO, the obligor may or may
not have recourse to the ESCO if the early termination was caused by
the ESCO’s performance default. In bundled service agreement struc-
tures, the defaulting party is usually obligated to make the early ter-
mination or casualty loss payment, which is assigned to the lender.

Equity/Residual Risk
In some structures, such as operating leases and synthetic leases,

the lender or third party investor(s) will make an equity investment in
the project. As a result, the obligor’s payments will not fully amortize
the project cost. The investor must rely on the residual value of the
equipment at the end of the term to recoup his original investment plus,
ideally, a reasonable return on the invested capital. Due to the limited
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secondary market for the assets used in energy services projects, most
investors take very limited residual risk or simply avoid it altogether.

Assignment Rights
The lender’s unlimited right of assignment is a critical component

of a bankable transaction. Without this feature, the deal will be com-
pletely isolated from the capital markets and extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to fund. This reality stems from the fact that all lenders must
maintain liquidity in their investment portfolios by having the right to
sell (i.e. assign) their paper to other investors in the secondary market.
Conversely, liquidity is further enhanced by prohibiting or precisely lim-
iting the assignment rights of the other party or parties to the transac-
tion. This is a necessary recognition of the fact that the lender’s
investment decision is based on the creditworthiness of the original
obligor. By controlling the obligor’s right of assignment, the lender can
prevent credit and portfolio deterioration which would result from as-
sumption of the borrower’s obligations by an entity with weaker credit
profile than the original obligor.

Contracts & Documentation
Once the parties have agreed upon the basic business and struc-

tural terms of the transaction, the deal must be documented in compli-
ance with the standards and expectations of the capital markets, most of
which have been identified above. An experienced legal team is key to
achieving this requirement. Among the most common mistakes that
must be avoided are:

• Lack of Clarity—the parties’ rights and obligations must be stated
clearly and unequivocally so as not to be open to interpretation,
either by the parties themselves or in a court of law. Something as
intuitively simple as the customer’s payment obligation can create
significant funding problems if not written with the clarity neces-
sary to ensure consistent interpretation by all parties.

• Co-mingling of Lender & ESCO Risks—the documents must
achieve a bright line separation between the lender’s credit risk
and the ESCO’s performance risk.

• Inseparability of Financing and Services—in a bundled services
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agreement, the terms and conditions of the financing must be sepa-
rable from those of the technical project in order to successfully
monetize the transaction.

• Failure to Include Key Capital Markets Provisions—documents
without the previously discussed critical provisions, such as lender
assignment rights, security interests in the equipment, hell or high
water payment obligations, etc. will be poorly received by the capi-
tal markets.

CONCLUSION

The capital markets have an unlimited capacity to fund creditwor-
thy, properly structured energy services transactions. By being aware of
investor requirements and working collaboratively with a knowledge-
able and experienced financing partner from the earliest stages of a
project, energy services companies can avoid costly project delays, main-
tain competitive advantages, meet or exceed customer expectations,
avoid leveraging their balance sheets and gain broad access to the capi-
tal markets to fund their bankable projects.

This material is the work of the individual author and is presented
for informational purposes only. This work does not represent the for-
mal opinions or positions of Banc of America Leasing & Capital, Bank of
America, N.A. or Bank of America Corporation including any of its
subsidiaries and affiliates. Readers are strongly encouraged to consult
their own independent tax, legal and accounting advisors when entering
into any financing or investment transaction.
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Chapter 7

International Energy
Efficiency Financing

Thomas K. Dreessen

INTRODUCTION

There are many barriers that have to be overcome to successfully
implement energy efficiency projects (EEPs) in international markets.
First, the macro-type barriers such as the economic, political, legal and
financial stability of a country must be overcome before any reasonable
level of energy efficiency can be pursued. Once these barriers are re-
moved, there are commercial issues such as market size, sales strategy,
currency risks, available resources (especially personnel) and many
other operating issues, different in each country, that must be carefully
analyzed and overcome through a well-conceived plan. However, even
after all of these are resolved, there is still one major barrier that has to
be overcome. It is the same one that has historically plagued and contin-
ues to plague the wide spread implementation of energy efficiency in
every developing country—it is “project financing.”

BARRIERS TO INTERNATIONAL FINANCING

Before addressing the Project Financing barrier, a brief discussion
about a few of the other major barriers commonly faced by energy ser-
vice companies (ESCOs) in their attempts to develop a business in
emerging international markets is in order.

Country Risks
To justify an investment of its resources in a relatively high-risk

foreign market, an ESCO must either be able to achieve a higher than
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normal rate of return, or be able to reduce the risks to a level more in
line with doing business in its own country. In general, the larger the
ESCO, the larger the market potential has to be in order to justify its
investment. Irrespective of how an ESCO justifies entering a foreign
market, the ESCO must ultimately be assured that it can: i) manage the
general business risks, ii) provide an adequate return to its shareholders
back in its own country, and iii) most importantly, implement EEPs ac-
cording to its business model. In order for an ESCO to achieve such
assurances, a country must be absent of certain risks that create an un-
favorable business environment, which includes such things as:

• an unstable political environment;

• a depressed economy that creates severe hardship on the busi-
nesses and government;

• a weak local currency and associated devaluation;

• high inflation rates;

• a corrupt or unenforceable legal system;

• a poor banking infrastructure that does not allow businesses to
make and receive payments on a normal commercial basis;

• an inability of foreign-own companies to repatriate profits;

• an inability to convert local currency to the foreign owners’ cur-
rency;

• high tax rates on corporate income, corporate distributions, import
duties, foreign corporations, and other types of business taxes.

Qualified Customers
Once the country risks are overcome, an ESCO has to be able to

identify a sufficient number of qualified customers to create a large
enough business to justify its investment. The critical factor in determin-
ing a qualified customer is the ESCO’s ability to convince a financial
institution that its potential customers are creditworthy and have suffi-
cient long-term financial strength to stay in business throughout the
repayment term of the project financing. This is difficult to accomplish
because most customers in emerging markets do not have sufficient
historical financial information, neither in form nor substance, to accu-
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rately demonstrate a viable long-term financial position to international
bankers.

Currency Devaluation Risk
Another major barrier to overcome is the risk associated with the

devaluation of local currencies. The local currencies of most developing
countries and emerging economies are typically subject to dramatic
devaluation, which creates a tremendous problem for the long term fi-
nancing of projects. This is especially true with international lenders
because they typically want to be repaid in a hard currency like the US
Dollar. An ESCO’s only reasonable solution to hard currency project fi-
nancing is to have the customer assume the devaluation risk because the
ESCO cannot typically add the cost of assuming this risk to the price of
the project. Unfortunately, this creates a substantial risk for local custom-
ers because they must commit to potentially increased debt service pay-
ments in local currency for several years. This requirement clearly limits
the number of prospective customers who would be willing to assume
the currency devaluation risk.

Legal Issues
Such legal issues as untested contract local law for the ESCO’s type

of performance-based Energy Service Agreements and related long-term
loan agreements are risks that an ESCO, experienced in international
business, is typically comfortable with assuming. If an ESCO cannot get
comfortable with this risk, it will typically require substantial cash down
payments or other forms of collateral from the customer to ensure its
financial protection on the project. Lack of adequate collateral, commer-
cial code, or protection from bankruptcy represent risks that are typi-
cally assessed by the project financing sources. If they are uncomfortable
with the legal environment, they will not finance projects in the country
without requiring the loan to be fully secured by other assets (known as
“collateral”). If a customer is willing to provide additional collateral, but
the legal system does not adequately protect the entity to which the
collateral is assigned, the collateral will not carry any value or provide
any comfort to potential project financing sources.

Local Expertise
A final major barrier for an ESCO to overcome in its entry to a

foreign market is being able to find adequate sales, financial, and energy
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engineering capability from personnel in the local market. Local re-
source capability is required to expeditiously develop and implement
energy efficiency projects and to be able to provide the services in a cost-
effective manner, which is aligned with the typically lower costs in for-
eign markets. Unfortunately, this type of expertise is particularly
specialized to an ESCO’s performance-based business, and it is therefore
new to foreign markets. Furthermore, it requires experienced individu-
als who are highly talented in the specialized technical, financial, and
legal aspects of selling and structuring energy savings projects. This is
probably the most difficult barrier to overcome because most emerging
markets have little or no experience in implementing EEPs with a guar-
anteed long-term persistence of savings over the estimated life of the
loan. The problem is compounded by the difficulty of trying to sell (and
price) these services in countries where the foreign portion of resources
needed cost 3 to 4 times as much as local engineering and financial re-
sources.

Project Financing
A lack of Project Financing is the most significant barrier to an

ESCO because it is fundamental to the core business model offered by
an ESCO to its customer, which is that the customer will not have to
provide any capital to implement the EEP. The investment will be ar-
ranged or provided by the ESCO, and it will be repaid from the savings
of the EEPs. It is so fundamental to the ESCO’s business model, that an
ESCO cannot consider doing business in a country where it cannot ob-
tain a long-term reliable source for financing its EEPs. The Project Fi-
nancing barrier is difficult to overcome because there is rarely an
established local banking system in an emerging market that is familiar
with or comfortable with financing energy savings projects on a debt
basis and for periods of 7 to 10 years. The problem is compounded by
the relative small size of EEPs in relation to large independent power
projects. The small size also equates to a perceived small market size,
which makes it very difficult to convince a banker to invest the time and
resources to learn about a new lending product or service like financing
EEPs. The learning curve is high due to the special financing intricacies
of EEPs, which use the measured savings stream and general credit
worthiness of the customer as the collateral and basis for repayment
versus traditional hard assets such as land and buildings. As the World
Bank’s IFC concluded in one of its studies, there is a shortage of debt
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financing, particularly for small- to mid-size infrastructure and energy
efficiency projects, in emerging markets. This shortage is attributable to
a variety of factors, including transaction costs, bank regulatory restric-
tions, and the relative newness of the global private infrastructure and
energy efficiency market.

Ironically, the project financing barrier is not necessarily caused
by a lack of money because in many emerging countries, the local and
regional banks have plenty of local funds to lend to EEPs. The pri-
mary problem is an inability of the EEPs to access the funds, and it is
caused primarily by a “disconnect” between established methods of
financing and the fundamental composition of EEPs. Although EEPs
are relatively small in dollar size, they contain complex technical and
financial aspects similar but yet very different from large power
projects. Unlike large power projects that typically have their debt
guaranteed by the local governments or government-owned utilities,
EEPs are typically installed in facilities owned by private companies
(customers). While some countries have funds established by Multi-
lateral Development Banks (MDBs) for financing EEPs, most custom-
ers either will not withstand their “due diligence” process, and will
not be willing to repay in hard currency, which is typically required
by MDBs. Customers are typically very small in relation to govern-
ment-owned projects, and they either do not have access to interna-
tional currencies or are unwilling to assume local currency
devaluation risks for financing EEPs. Although currency risks can be
hedged, there is not enough total profit volume available in EEPs for
individual ESCOs or anyone else to justify the creation of sophisti-
cated hedging mechanisms required to assume such currency risks.
This could only be done if a large number of EEPs are aggregated into
one large amount. Unfortunately, this takes a lot of time to implement
enough projects to get a $20 million level or higher.

CREATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL FINANCING PROTOCOL

Any viable solution to the Project Financing barrier must include
having the financing provided and repaid in local currency. The financ-
ing must also be provided or managed by the local banking system with
personnel that are trained and experienced in financing EEPs. While the
problems associated with providing financing in local currency are very
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country-specific, having local banks with personnel that are trained and
experienced in financing EEPs is not specific to any one country. This,
however, can be accomplished through the development of standardized
procedures and protocols specific to EEPs. This is true for many reasons,
not the least of which is the lack of sufficient transaction volume of EEPs
to motivate local lending institutions to invest their own resources to
develop the specialized infrastructure required to properly evaluate
credit risk and perform the necessary documentation for EEPs. Conse-
quently, the author, in conjunction with NAESCO and funding assis-
tance from the US Department of Energy developed a “strawman”
protocol for financing EEPs, called the International Energy Efficiency
Financing Protocol (“IEEFP”). The IEEFP needs to be developed in detail
for each country for utilization by local banks in those countries inter-
ested in implementing widespread energy efficiency.

NAESCO members have been very surprised to find out during
trade missions to Japan and other developed countries, that the concept
of “Non Recourse” and “Cash Flow” lending for the long-term financing
of EEPs is not well known or accepted. Banks in most countries are only
accustomed to lending funds to corporations for working capital, acqui-
sitions, new plants and other corporate uses in exchange for having the
corporation assign all of its assets as collateral for repayment of the loan.
This type of lending is called asset-based lending because amount lent
by the banks is fully secured by the value of the assets provided as
collateral. In fact the collateral value typically exceeds the loan amount
and may equal 130% to 150% of the loan amount. The financing of EEPs
is quite different because the assets being financed are not anywhere
near the value of the amount financed by the bank. The collateral value
of the EEPs may only equal 50% of the loan amount. The primary asset
is the cash flow stream generated by the EEPs, and it is very difficult for
traditional bankers to view these savings as hard assets with a market
value sufficient for them to be adequately covered under their normal
way of thinking.

The IEEFP will provide banks and other financial institutions fi-
nancing or investing in EEPs (Lenders) a basis for gaining confidence in
the value of the cash flow streams. Another thing IEEFP does is helps
Lenders understand how to perform the proper due diligence on the
loans and satisfactorily overcome the performance and technical project
risks associated with EEPs. A discussion of some of the major project
risks in EEPs is as follows.
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Construction and Start-up Risks
Since the financing of EEPs is typically provided at the commence-

ment of construction phase of the project, the numerous risks associated
with the construction process must be minimized. These types of risks
include:

• shortages of equipment, labor, and materials; work stoppages; la-
bor disputes; inclement weather; and unforeseen engineering, en-
vironmental and geological problems;

• unanticipated delays which could cause severe cost overruns due
to liquidated damages, subcontractor and labor commitments, ven-
dor delivery schedules, etc.;

• cost overruns caused by poor original construction cost;

• improper design that creates an inability to construct the project as
intended to achieve the original estimates of savings and construc-
tion costs;

• events of “force majeure” or delays that activate termination provi-
sions and penalty payments pursuant to the contract with the cus-
tomer;

• an inability to obtain requisite licenses, or accommodate changes in
permit and licensing requirements.

Technical and Operating Risks
The operation of a performance-based EEP involves many risks

that are born by the ESCO. However, the Lender must perform its own
due diligence on each project to be assured that the estimated savings
and costs are reasonably achievable. Some of these major technical and
operating risks are:

• Estimated Savings and Constructions Costs

• Savings Calculation and Baseline Methodology

• Measurement and Verification Protocol

• Environmental Aspects

• Technology Risks
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Contract Risks
The Lender’s ultimate comfort with financing EEPs rests with the

achievement of savings as calculated in the contract (Energy Services
Agreement) between the ESCO and the customer. Therefore, the terms
and enforceability of all contracts between the ESCO and the customer,
the subcontractors, and vendors are critical to financing EEPs. This also
includes the loan documents with the Lender and the related security
agreements. At the expense of being redundant, the major area to com-
pletely understand is the savings calculation methodology set forth in
the Energy Services Agreement because it is the ultimate economic basis
of repayment of the loan by the customer.

OBJECTIVE OF “IEEFP”

The objective of the IEEFP is to ensure that financing of EEPs is
performed on a commercial basis that is consistently followed through-
out the world. The IEEFP would:

• utilize standard international customer credit analysis procedures
and loan documentation;

• limit financing of EEPs to only those projects that utilize the Inter-
national Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol
(“IPMVP”) as the method for measuring and verifying energy sav-
ings;

• utilize personnel who follow the IEEFP and either have had previ-
ous private sector technical and financial experience in financing
EEPs or are supervised by individuals who have had such prior
experience;

• utilize published lending criteria that are standardized and can be
relied upon as the basis for approving or disapproving loans;

• ensure that an expedient decision-making process for approval or
disapproval of loans is followed;

• permit easy access to customers and not require information be-
yond standard customer credit information and the necessary tech-
nical and financial details of the EEPs.
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CONTENT OF “IEEFP”

It is contemplated that the IEEFP would be a model set of docu-
ments as well as information about industry trends and practices related
to financing projects. It would contain the following:

• An annotated list of “Lending Criteria” for financing the EEPs;

• A description of credit information required of customers and
discussion of unique or different credit elements in this kind of
lending;

• A description of review procedures to be used by local bank man-
agement for credit review and loan approval and recommenda-
tions for how these projects might be championed during the
review process;

• Key terms of standard loan documents, including security agree-
ments;

• Written manuals and case studies for use in training personnel at
local banks on unique or different practices that might be needed
to qualify customers, negotiate and execute documents, and secure
collateral.

Relevant lending Criteria of EEPs to qualify for financing including
but not limited to:

• Minimum project economics such as payback criteria, coverage
ratios, etc.

• Capabilities of companies implementing and monitoring the EEPs

• Acceptable technologies

• Acceptable technical and financial risk profile

• Construction payment terms

• M & V protocol required
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Procedures to evaluate the financial and technical aspects of the
EEPs including but not limited to:

• Estimated Savings and Constructions Costs

• Savings Calculation and Baseline Methodology

• Measurement and Verification Protocol

• Environmental Aspects

• Technology Risks

• Construction Progress Review

• Commissioning Requirements

ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL EEP “BENEFITS” FUND

In addition to the IEEFP, it is necessary to provide market incen-
tives for the local customers and the banks to implement and finance
EEPs, especially in emerging markets. One way to do this is to have the
national government offer financial incentives to end-use customers and
banks that implement and finance EEPs. One mechanism used by some
countries is the creation of national “benefits” fund which charges end
users a small fee on electricity used (similar to a System Benefit Charge
in the U.S.). The fee is added to end users’ electricity bill, collected by all
utilities in the country, and it is proposed by the author that these funds
be used to promote the implementation and financing of EEPs (hereafter
referred to as the “fund”). In order for this to be effective, it is further
recommended that access to the fund only be allowed if the procedures
set forth in the above IEEFP are followed. This would result in the IEEFP
becoming the official protocol to be followed in order to have an EEP
access incentives provided by the fund.

Market Incentives
The fund would be used to “supplement, but not “finance” EEPs.

The actual financing of EEPs will be provided by the local and regional
banks in order to leave behind a sustainable financing infrastructure and
build capacity of a lending infrastructure in the local market. The sug-
gested uses of proceeds from the fund are:
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• Customer Incentive—”Buy-Down” the interest rate to a level well
below the prevailing local market rates;

• Bank Incentive—increase the return to local banks that utilize
IEEFP;

• Bank Incentive—guarantee a portion of loan losses to local banks;

• Bank Incentive—provide the buyout of loans to local banks for
extended repayment terms.

Fund Profile
Based on hard “lessons learned’ in other markets, it is critical that

the fund adhere to the following:

• No Government access or intervention to the fund is allowed;

• Repayment is in Local Currency;

• It is managed by individuals who have previous private sector
project financing experience;

• Fast Loan Approval is provided through use of the “IEEFP”;

• Use of “IPMVP” for measuring and verifying the savings is man-
datory.

Loan Characteristics
“Qualified” EEPs will be financed by local banks under a long-

term loan structure that will be repaid by the customer who receive the
savings benefit. The loans will be supplemented by the above financial
incentives being provided to the local banks from the fund resulting in
the following Loan Characteristics to the customer:

• Very low interest cost being charged;

• Repayment terms of at least seven years, plus a one-year construc-
tion grace period;

• Repayment in local currency;
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• No collateral provided beyond the EEPs and the related achieved
savings.

BENEFITS OF “IEEFP” and the “FUND”

The IEEFP alone could greatly assist in removing Project Financing
as one of the major “threshold” barriers to large-scale development and
implementation of energy efficiency around the world. However, if
coupled with the creation of a fund, it would eliminate Project Financing
as a barrier in all viable markets, and would also create an environment
for the widespread development and implementation of EEPs. The
major benefits are that it would:

• Establish a commercial mechanism for financing EEPs that would
hopefully be promoted by the MDBs and repeated in many differ-
ent countries;

• Generate accelerated growth in the implementation of EEPs and
the ESCO industry;

• Create a Commercial Lending Infrastructure for financing EEPs
that will be sustained;

• Promote wide-spread energy efficiency on a commercial basis ver-
sus on a subsidized basis through grant programs;

• Deliver long-term savings through the requirement of use of the
IPMVP;

• Provide a business environment conducive for companies like
ESCOs to invest their own working capital to commercially de-
velop and implement EEPs in international markets;

• Provide a method to aggregate EEPs for financing purposes;

• Provide an economic incentive for energy consumers to implement
EEPs by charging below-market interest rates on the loans result-
ing in very attractive repayment terms;
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• Remove currency devaluation and exchange losses as risks associ-
ated with repayment of loans;

• Establish a savings M & V protocol (the “IPMVP” or equivalent
thereof) as a national standard for measuring the savings generated
from EEPs;

• Provide a reliable program for reducing CO2 and other green
house gases through the implementation of reliable EEPs that re-
duce energy consumption;

• Provide a business environment conducive for experienced inter-
national ESCOs to form Joint Ventures with local companies to
develop, implement and guarantee savings of EEPs on a “turn-
key” basis in emerging markets.

Those countries serious about implementing wide-spread energy
efficiency should seriously consider implementing both the IEEFP and
the EEP “benefits” fund as soon as possible. There is no quick fix to
this long-standing problem, but there is a long-term solution.
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Chapter 8

When Firms Publicize
Energy Management Projects

Their Stock Prices Go Up:
How high?

As much as 21.33%
within 150 days of announcement

John R. Wingender, Associate Professor of Finance
Eric A. Woodroof, Project Coordinator, Industrial Assessment Center

Oklahoma State University

Editor’s Note: Energy managers need all the help they can get to
implement energy projects. Authors Wingender and Woodroof de-
scribe a new way to catch top management’s attention, via an objective
close to their hearts: How to improve the price of the company’s stock.
————————————————————————————————

The potential for increased profits via cost-reducing Energy Man-
agement Projects (EMPs) exists in nearly all firms. However, when allo-
cating capital, priority is often given to revenue-enhancing projects, such
as starting new product lines or joint ventures.

Frequently, these projects are perceived to be superior to EMPs,
even though they may yield the same increased profit and present value.
A justification is that revenue-enhancing projects are more likely to attract
publicity and investor attention. Investor speculation and reaction to
announcements can increase the firm’s stock price. Most EMPs do not
generate as much publicity as joint ventures or new product lines.

If “publicity-gaining” potential is a decision factor during project
selection, then a new product line or joint-venture would usually be

153
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selected over an EMP. But is this a fair comparison? There has not been
any research to determine if an EMP announcement increases a firm’s
stock price. In theory, it should—because most EMPs increase profits
(via cost reduction instead of increased revenues). From a cash flow per-
spective, an EMP is equivalent to any other profit-enhancing project.

This article seeks to determine whether an EMP announcement
correlates with an abnormal increase in a firm’s stock price. If such an-
nouncements positively impact stock price, then the firm has one more
incentive to implement EMPs.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this literature review is three-fold:
1. To demonstrate that EMPs are credible investments, with relatively

low risk;

2. To present some background on stock price reaction to announce-
ments of typical capital investments; and

3. To show that abnormal increases in stock prices from EMP an-
nouncements have not been measured.

Public announcements (such as mergers, joint ventures or new
product lines) correlate with abnormal stock price returns.1,2 When a
firm announces a joint venture (or other revenue-enhancing project) it is
trying to attract publicity, which can raise the stock price based on ex-
pected future profits. However, since such projects can also be unprofit-
able, the anticipated cash flows are at risk.

When firms implement EMPs, they also expect improved profits
by becoming more cost-competitive. EMPs and equipment replacement
projects usually have more predictable cash flows (less risk) than many
other types of capital investments, especially new product lines or joint
ventures.3 Today, the risk from most EMPs is so low there are many
third party lenders who are eager to locate and finance EMPs.4 In 1995,
leasing (which does include third-party leasing and performance con-
tacting) accounted for nearly one third of all equipment utilization.5

Thus, EMPs and other facilities improvement projects are recog-
nized as credible investments, however they are frequently put on the
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“back burner” relative to revenue-enhancing projects.
Maximizing stock price should be a goal of the corporation. In-

creasing productivity, offering new product lines, and increasing profits
are examples of tangible factors that can increase the firm’s stock price.
However, stock price may also increase due to intangible factors, such as
investor speculation and reaction immediately following an announce-
ment. Executives may incorporate this investor reaction when deciding
which projects to implement.

Although investor reaction has not been assessed for EMP an-
nouncements, there has been some research in this area. It has been
shown that firms increasing expenditures on general facility and equip-
ment improvements had a 1.98% abnormal stock increase immediately
after the announcement.6

Announcements of joint ventures correlated with a positive abnor-
mal return of 1.95% over a 21-day interval, (-10 days to +10 days) cen-
tered on the announcement day (day 0).7 However, not all joint ventures
correlate with positive abnormal stock returns.8

The correlation between EMP announcements and stock price has
not previously been investigated. This article examines whether EMP
announcements correlate with positive abnormal stock price returns. If
they do, then perhaps the capital budgeting process should incorporate
this benefit.

METHODS

Using the Nexis/Lexis Data Base, the World Wide Web, and other
resources, a search for EMP announcements resulted in over 5,500 cita-
tions. Of the 5,500 citations, only 23 announcements fit the following
criteria:

1. The firm announcing the EMP was publicly traded and its returns
were available on the data files of the Center for Research in Secu-
rity Prices (CRSP).

2. The announcement was the first public information released about
the EMP.

3. The EMP must be large enough to represent a significant invest-
ment for the company. For example, if a large fast-food chain was
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announcing an EMP at only one restaurant, it was deleted from the
sample. However, if the EMP was company-wide, it would be included in
the sample.

4. The announcement was made in a major US newspaper, newswire
service or a monthly trade magazine between 1986 and 1995.

The 23 announcements which represented the “Complete Sample,”
consisted of several subsamples:

• 16 Announcements made within daily newspapers or via elec-
tronic wire (“Daily”)

• 3 Announcements within monthly trade magazines (“Monthly”)

• 4 Announcements of post-implementation results (“Post-Imple-
mentation”)

An additional sub-sample was created (“Daily + Monthly”) to maximize the
sample size of preimplementation announcements.

For each announcement, the firm’s name, CRSP identification
number and announcement date were entered into the Eventus com-
puter program, which tracks daily stock price performance for every
U.S. stock listed within the CRSP.9 Eventus uses a common “event-
study” methodology to calculate abnormal stock returns, and indicates
statistical significance levels. Statistically, a null hypothesis (H0) was
proposed and tested against an alternative hypothesis (Ha)

H0 = EMP announcements have no impact on stock price.

Ha = EMP announcements have a positive impact on stock price.

Analysis Intervals
Usually, a firm’s stock price performance is analyzed over several

time intervals around the announcement date. Often, a stock price im-
provement can be noticed between the day of the announcement (day 0)
and the next trading day (day 1). In this interval, the range is repre-
sented by the following notation: (day 0, day I) or (0,1). Another typical
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interval for event-study analysis is a two-day interval, one day before
the announcement to the announcement date (-1,0).10

EMP announcements frequently appear in monthly trade maga-
zines, which are distributed to readers on different days in different
geographic locations. In this case, an exact announcement date can not
be determined. Thus, analysis of the stock performance over a wider
interval is appropriate. The (-10,10) interval represents the period at
which EMP announcements would most likely be noticed through
monthly trade magazines.

In addition, since EMP announcements may not capture as much
publicity as other announcements, it is reasonable to expect a longer
period for the market to “learn” about an EMP.

The (-10,10) interval is useful for identifying if an abnormal stock
price increase correlates with an EMP announcement. However, to ob-
serve the long-term stock impact, the sub-samples were analyzed over
additional intervals, such as (1,100), (1,150), etc.

Applying the aforementioned hypothesis tests to the sub-samples
yielded the results which are presented in the following section of this
article. A more detailed explanation of the “event-study” methodology
(statistical analysis) is included in the Appendix.

RESULTS

Tables 8-1 and 8-2 present the short-term and long-term abnormal
returns. The returns are categorized by interval around the announce-
ment date. The level of significance at which H0 was rejected is also
indicated.

The Daily + Monthly sub-sample is the most appropriate sample
because it is the largest sample possible that excludes Post Implementa-
tion announcements. The Post Implementation subsample is substan-
tially different in nature because it represents firms announcing cost
savings (increased profits) from projects already implemented.

Using the Daily + Monthly sub-sample, EMPs correlate with a
3.90% increase in stock price, measured from ten days prior to the an-
nouncement to ten days after the announcement, (-10,10). The level of
significance was 0.01. See Table 8-1.

Table 8-2 shows the long-term performance, where the Daily +
Monthly sub-sample correlated with a 21.33% abnormal return over the
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Table 8-1. Abnormal Return of Firms Announcing Energy Management Projects

Table 8-2. Long-Term Abnormal Return of Firms Announcing Energy Management Projects
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(1,150) interval, at the 0.001 significance level. Figure 8-1 is a graphical
illustration of the abnormal returns over the long-term interval.

CONCLUSION
The results from this study indicate that EMP announcements cor-

relate with significant abnormal increases in a firm’s stock price. On
average, an EMP announcement correlated with a 21.33% abnormal in-
crease in the firm’s stock price. This increase was experienced from the
day after the announcement to 150 days after the announcement. This
increase is in addition to the risk-adjusted return the firms would nor-
mally experience.

For example, during a “bull market” a firm ‘s expected return was 10%.
After the announcement, the return would increase by 21.33%, for a net return
of 31.33%. Because these EMPs were announced by a diverse group of
firms at various periods over a ten-year time span, the significance of
these results is impressive. In other words, the EMP is probably the only
event that all firms within the sample have in common.

From these results, it appears that shareholders recognize EMPs as
investments that should increase profits and add value to the firm. With
the new information presented here, firms may have an additional stra-
tegic incentive to implement EMPs.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Despite the small scale of this study, the significance of the results
is impressive. This study could serve as a “first-step” to understanding
investor reaction to EMP announcements. Additional studies with in-
creased sample size and greater stratification would yield more informa-
tion.

It is interesting to note that detailed cost savings estimates were
not always included in the EMP announcements. For example, many firms
simply announced that they were going to retrofit a portion of their facilities,
without an estimate of dollar savings. Perhaps more detailed information
was released after the announcement date, triggering greater stock price
increases in the long-term intervals. However, it is more likely that
shareholders associate EMPs as effective profit enhancing projects that
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are almost always good for the bottom line.
It would be interesting to determine if there is a relationship be-

tween an EMP’s potential profits and the value of the abnormal return.
The value of the abnormal return should be related to the amount of
increased profit from the EMP. Identifying these values could indicate
whether the investor reaction is proportional to the potential added
value of the EMP. Calculating these values would require additional
information about each firm as well as each project. This could be a
focus of additional research.

It was recognized that the type of EMP could influence the magni-
tude of the abnormal stock increase. Thus, the Complete Sample was
further stratified into two sub-samples: EMPs that were Lighting Retro-
fits and EMPs that were installations of other types of Energy Efficient
Equipment (such as HVAC upgrades, chiller upgrades, etc.).

Both sub-samples were analyzed by the Eventus software, and the
Energy Efficient Equipment sub-sample correlated with a 1.42% increase
over the (-10,10) interval, at the 0.01 significance level. The Lighting
Retrofit sub-sample yielded no significant returns over the (-10,10) inter-
val.

However, because this sub-sample only contained seven firms, this
comparison needs to be re-evaluated with a greater sample size. In addi-
tion, this analysis was tainted because the post-implementation an-
nouncements were included.

It was also recognized that the finance method for each EMP could
influence the magnitude of the abnormal stock increase. Since off-bal-
ance sheet financing (leasing) is common for EMPs, a comparison was
made between EMPs that utilized leasing versus EMPs where the equip-
ment was purchased by the firm (and the debt was carried on their
balance sheet). Assuming that stock analysts frequently look at balance
sheets to assess a company’s performance, it is reasonable to hypoth-
esize that off-balance sheet financed EMPs would correlate with higher
abnormal stock returns than EMPs where equipment was purchased by
the firm.

The Complete Sample was further stratified and analyzed by the
Eventus software. The EMPs that were purchased directly by the firm
did show a 3.74% increase over the (-10,10) interval, at the 0.01 signifi-
cance level. The sub-sample of leased EMPs yielded no significant re-
turns over the (-10,10) interval, although this sub-sample included only
three firms.
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Again, the samples were tainted with the post-implementation an-
nouncements. Therefore, this comparison needs to be re-evaluated with
a larger sample size, and with the post-implementation announcements
removed.

Although the Post-Implementation sub-sample was small, it did
not yield any significant positive abnormal returns. In fact, the returns
were negative, although not significant. This is intriguing because a
post-implementation announcement is basically a statement of increased
profits already realized.

A more extensive study on the effects of Post-Implementation an-
nouncements could reveal if these types of announcements yield differ-
ent abnormal returns than announcements prior to implementation.

All of the sub-samples should be analyzed over a longer time inter-
val. In addition, increasing the sample size would also improve the va-
lidity of the results.
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APPENDIX

Event-Study Methodology
An “event study” is a popular analysis tool for analyzing stock

price reactions to particular events. In this study, the “event” is the
announcement of an EMP by one of the sample firms. The event date is
the first trading day that the market could react to the announcement.
The impact of EMP announcements on stock price is tested by calculat-
ing risk-adjusted abnormal returns on and around the announcement
date.

For this study, we use the market model event-study method and
test the results for significance with the standardized residual method.
The market model event-study method uses a linear regression to pre-
dict stock returns; then it compares the predicted value to its actual
returns.

The abnormal return (ABRjt) is the difference between the actual
return (Rjt) on a specific date and the expected return (E(Rjt)) calculated
for the firm on that specific date. The expected return is calculated using
the parameters of a single index regression model during a pre-event
estimation period. The regression model parameters are determined by
the following equation:

Rjt = aj + bjRmt + ejt

where
Rjt = the return on security j for period t,

aj = the intercept term,
bj = the covariance of the returns on the jth security with those

of the market portfolio’s returns,
Rmt = the return on the CRSP equally-weighted market portfolio

for period t, and
ejt = the residual error term on security j for period t.
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To calculate the market model parameters (aj and bj) a 220-day
estimation period was used that begins 260 days before the announce-
ment date. For each sample firm, the event period begins 30 days before
the announcement date and ends 30 days after the announcement date.
The expected return (E(Rjt)) is then calculated using the return on the
market (Rmt) for the specific event period date:

(E(Rjt) = aj + bjRmt

The abnormal return (ABRjt) for an event date is then calculated by
subtracting the expected return (which uses the parameters of the firm
from the estimation period and the actual market return for a particular
date in the event period) from the actual return (Rjt) on that date. The
equation is as follows:

ABRjt = Rjt - E(Rjt)

The average abnormal return (AARt) for a specific event date is the
mean of all the individual firms’ abnormal returns for that date:

AARt = ABRjt /NΣ
j = 1

N

where N is the number of firms used in the calculation.
The cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR) for each interval

is calculated as follows:

CAART1 T2
= AARtΣ

T1

T2

The standardized residual method is used to determine whether
the abnormal return are significantly different from zero. The standard-
ized abnormal return (SARjt) is calculated as follows:

SARjt = ABKjt/sjt

where
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sjt = the standard deviation of security j’s estimation period vari-
ance of its ABRjt’s.

The estimation period variance s2jt, is calculated as follows:

s jt
2 = s j

2 1 + 1/D j + Rmt – Rm
2/ Rmk – Rm

2Σ
k = 1

D j

where

s j
2 = ABRjk

2Σ
k = 1

D j

/ Dj – 2 ,

Rm  = the mean market return over the estimation period, and

Dj = the number of trading day returns (220) used to estimate the
parameters of firm j.

Finally, the test statistic for the null hypothesis (H0) that the
CAART1, T2

 equals zero is defined as follows:

ZT1, T2
= 1/ N ZT1T2

jΣ
j = 1

N

where

ZT1, T2
= 1/ QT1, T2

j SARjtΣ
t = T1

T2

and

QT1, T2
J = T2 – T1 + 1

Dj – 2

Dj – 4
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Appendix A

Economic Analysis
Dr. David Pratt

Industrial Engineering and Management
Oklahoma State University

Stillwater, OK

A.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this appendix is to present a coherent, consistent
approach to economic analysis of capital investments (energy related or
other). Adherence to the concepts and methods presented will lead to
sound investment decisions with respect to time value of money prin-
ciples. The appendix opens with material designed to motivate the im-
portance of life cycle cost concepts in the economic analysis of projects.
The next three sections provide foundational material necessary to fully
develop time value of money concepts and techniques. These sections
present general characteristics of capital investments, sources of funds
for capital investment, and a brief summary of tax considerations which
are important for economic analysis. The next two sections introduce
time value of money calculations and several approaches for calculating
project measures of worth based on time value of money concepts. Next
the measures of worth are applied to the process of making decisions
when a set of potential projects are to be evaluated. The final concept
and technique section of the appendix presents material to address sev-
eral special problems that may be encountered in economic analysis.
This material includes, among other things, discussions of inflation, non-
annual compounding of interest, and sensitivity analysis. The appendix
closes with a brief summary and a list of references which can provide
additional depth in many of the areas covered in the appendix.

Editor’s Note: Appendix A provides the foundations of economic
analysis and the time value of money (“A dollar today is worth more
than a dollar tomorrow.”) For folks who are new to financing terminol-
ogy, this appendix is a good reference. Near the end of this appendix
there are 38 examples about how to do economic analyses of projects!
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A.2 INTRODUCTION

Capital investment decisions arise in many circumstances. The cir-
cumstances range from evaluating business opportunities to personal
retirement planning. Regardless of circumstances, the basic criterion for
evaluating any investment decision is that the revenues (savings) gener-
ated by the investment must be greater than the costs incurred. The
number of years over which the revenues accumulate and the compara-
tive importance of future dollars (revenues or costs) relative to present
dollars are important factors in making sound investment decisions. This
consideration of costs over the entire life cycle of the investments gives
rise to the name life cycle cost analysis which is commonly used to refer
to the economic analysis approach presented in this appendix. An ex-
ample of the importance of life cycle costs is shown in Figure A-1 which
depicts the estimated costs of owning and operating an oil-fired furnace
to heat a 2,000-square-foot house in the northeast United States. Of par-
ticular note is that the initial costs represent only 23% of the total costs
incurred over the life of the furnace. The life cycle cost approach pro-
vides a significantly better evaluation of long term implications of an
investment than methods which focus on first cost or near term results.

Figure A-1. 15-Year life cycle costs of a heating system

Life cycle cost analysis methods can be applied to virtually any
public or private business sector investment decision as well as to per-
sonal financial planning decisions. Energy related decisions provide ex-
cellent examples for the application of this approach. Such decisions
include: evaluation of alternative building designs which have different
initial costs, operating and maintenance costs, and perhaps different lives;
evaluation of investments to improve the thermal performance of an
existing building (wall or roof insulation, window glazing); or evalua-
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tion of alternative heating, ventilating, or air conditioning systems. For
federal buildings, Congress and the President have mandated, through
legislation and executive order, energy conservation goals that must be
met using cost-effective measures. The life cycle cost approach is man-
dated as the means of evaluating cost effectiveness.

A.3 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

A.3.1 Capital Investment Characteristics
When companies spend money, the outlay of cash can be broadly

categorized into one of two classifications; expenses or capital invest-
ments. Expenses are generally those cash expenditures that are routine,
on-going, and necessary for the ordinary operation of the business. Capital
investments, on the other hand, are generally more strategic and have
long term effects. Decisions made regarding capital investments are usu-
ally made at higher levels within the organizational hierarchy and carry
with them additional tax consequences as compared to expenses.

Three characteristics of capital investments are of concern when
performing life cycle cost analysis. First, capital investments usually re-
quire a relatively large initial cost. “Relatively large” may mean several
hundred dollars to a small company or many millions of dollars to a
large company. The initial cost may occur as a single expenditure such
as purchasing a new heating system or occur over a period of several
years such as designing and constructing a new building. It is not un-
common that the funds available for capital investments projects are
limited. In other words, the sum of the initial costs of all the viable and
attractive projects exceeds the total available funds. This creates a situa-
tion known as capital rationing which imposes special requirements on
the investment analysis. This topic will be discussed in Section A.8.3.

The second important characteristic of a capital investment is that
the benefits (revenues or savings) resulting from the initial cost occur in
the future, normally over a period of years. The period between the
initial cost and the last future cash flow is the life cycle or life of the
investment. It is the fact that cash flows occur over the investment’s life
that requires the introduction of time value of money concepts to prop-
erly evaluate investments. If multiple investments are being evaluated
and if the lives of the investments are not equal, special consideration
must be given to the issue of selecting an appropriate planning horizon
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for the analysis. Planning horizon issues are introduced in Section A.8.5.
The last important characteristic of capital investments is that they

are relatively irreversible. Frequently, after the initial investment has
been made, terminating or significantly altering the nature of a capital
investment has substantial (usually negative) cost consequences. This is
one of the reasons that capital investment decisions are usually evalu-
ated at higher levels of the organizational hierarchy than operating ex-
pense decisions.

A.3.2 Capital Investment Cost Categories
In almost every case, the costs which occur over the life of a capital

investment can be classified into one of the following categories:

• Initial Cost,

• Annual Expenses and Revenues,

• Periodic Replacement and Maintenance, or

• Salvage Value.

As a simplifying assumption, the cash flows which occur during a
year are generally summed and regarded as a single end-of-year cash
flow. While this approach does introduce some inaccuracy in the evalu-
ation, it is generally not regarded as significant relative to the level of
estimation associated with projecting future cash flows.

Initial costs include all costs associated with preparing the invest-
ment for service. This includes purchase cost as well as installation and
preparation costs. Initial costs are usually nonrecurring during the life of
an investment. Annual expenses and revenues are the recurring costs
and benefits generated throughout the life of the investment. Periodic
replacement and maintenance costs are similar to annual expenses and
revenues except that they do not (or are not expected to) occur annually.
The salvage (or residual) value of an investment is the revenue (or ex-
pense) attributed to disposing of the investment at the end of its useful
life.

A.3.3 Cash Flow Diagrams
A convenient way to display the revenues (savings) and costs asso-

ciated with an investment is a cash flow diagram. By using a cash flow
diagram, the timing of the cash flows are more apparent and the chances
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of properly applying time value of money concepts are increased. With
practice, different cash flow patterns can be recognized and they, in
turn, may suggest the most direct approach for analysis.

It is usually advantageous to determine the time frame over which
the cash flows occur first. This establishes the horizontal scale of the cash
flow diagram. This scale is divided into time periods which are fre-
quently, but not always, years. Receipts and disbursements are then
located on the time scale in accordance with the problem specifications.
Individual outlays or receipts are indicated by drawing vertical lines
appropriately placed along the time scale. The relative magnitudes can
be suggested by the heights, but exact scaling generally does not en-
hance the meaningfulness of the diagram. Upward directed lines indi-
cate cash inflow (revenues or savings) while downward directed lines
indicate cash outflow (costs).

Figure A-2 illustrates a cash flow diagram. The cash flows depicted
represent an economic evaluation of whether to choose a baseboard heat-
ing and window air conditioning system or a heat pump for a ranger’s
house in a national park [Fuller and Petersen, 1994]. The differential
costs associated with the decision are:

• The heat pump costs (cash outflow) $1500 more than the baseboard
system,

• The heat pump saves (cash inflow) $380 annually in electricity costs,

• The heat pump has a $50 higher annual maintenance costs (cash
outflow),

• The heat pump has a $150 higher salvage value (cash inflow) at the
end of 15 years,

• The heat pump requires $200 more in replacement maintenance
(cash outflow) at the end of year 8.

Although cash flow diagrams are simply graphical representations
of income and outlay, they should exhibit as much information as pos-
sible. During the analysis phase, it is useful to show the Minimum At-
tractive Rate of Return (an interest rate used to account for the time
value of money within the problem) on the cash flow diagram, although
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this has been omitted in Figure A-2. The requirements for a good cash
flow diagram are completeness, accuracy, and legibility. The measure of
a successful diagram is that someone else can understand the problem
fully from it

A.4 SOURCES OF FUNDS

Capital investing requires a source of funds. For large companies
multiple sources may be employed. The process of obtaining funds for
capital investment is called financing. There are two broad sources of
financial funding; debt financing and equity financing. Debt financing
involves borrowing and utilizing money which is to be repaid at a later
point in time. Interest is paid to the lending party for the privilege of
using the money. Debt financing does not create an ownership position
for the lender within the borrowing organization. The borrower is sim-
ply obligated to repay the borrowed funds plus accrued interest accord-
ing to a repayment schedule. Car loans and mortgage loans are two
examples of this type of financing. The two primary sources of debt
capital are loans and bonds. The cost of capital associated with debt
financing is relatively easy to calculate since interest rates and repay-
ment schedules are usually clearly documented in the legal instruments
controlling the financing arrangements. An added benefit to debt financ-
ing under current U.S. tax law (as of April 2000) is that the interest
payments made by corporations on debt capital are tax deductible. This
effectively lowers the cost of debt financing since for debt financing with
deductible interest payments, the after-tax cost of capital is given by:

Figure A-2. Heat pump and baseboard system differential life cycle
costs
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Cost of CapitalAFTERTAX =
Cost of CapitalBEFORETAX * (1 - TaxRate)

where the tax rate is determine by applicable tax law.

The second broad source of funding is equity financing. Under
equity financing the lender acquires an ownership (or equity) position
within the borrower’s organization. As a result of this ownership posi-
tion, the lender has the right to participate in the financial success of the
organization as a whole. The two primary sources of equity financing
are stocks and retained earnings. The cost of capital associated with
shares of stock is much debated within the financial community. A de-
tailed presentation of the issues and approaches is beyond the scope of
this appendix. Additional reference material can be found in Park and
Sharp-Bette [1990]. One issue over which there is general agreement is
that the cost of capital for stocks is higher than the cost of capital for
debt financing. This is at least partially attributable to the fact that inter-
est payments are tax deductible while stock dividend payments are not.

If any subject is more widely debated in the financial community
than the cost of capital for stocks, it is the cost of capital for retained
earnings. Retained earnings are the accumulation of annual earnings
surpluses that a company retains within the company’s coffers rather
than pays out to the stockholders as dividends. Although these earnings
are held by the company, they truly belong to the stockholders. In es-
sence the company is establishing the position that by retaining the earn-
ings and investing them in capital projects, stockholders will achieve at
least as high a return through future financial successes as they would
have earned if the earnings had been paid out as dividends. Hence, one
common approach to valuing the cost of capital for retained earnings is
to apply the same cost of capital as for stock. This, therefore, leads to the
same generally agreed result. The cost of capital for financing through
retained earnings generally exceeds the cost of capital for debt financing.

In many cases the financing for a set of capital investments is ob-
tained by packaging a combination of the above sources to achieve a
desired level of available funds. When this approach is taken, the overall
cost of capital is generally taken to be the weighted average cost of
capital across all sources. The cost of each individual source’s funds is
weighted by the source’s fraction of the total dollar amount available. By
summing across all sources, a weighted average cost of capital is calcu-
lated.
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Example 1
Determine the weighted average cost of capital for financing which

is composed of:
25% loans with a before tax cost of capital of 12%/yr and
75% retained earnings with a cost of capital of 10%/yr.

The company’s effective tax rate is 34%.

Cost of CapitalLOANS = 12% * (1 - 0.34) = 7.92%

Cost of CapitalRETAINEDEARNINGS = 10%

Weighted Average Cost of Capital = (0.25)*7.92% + (0.75)*10.00% = 9.48%

A.5 TAX CONSIDERATIONS

A.5.1 After Tax Cash Flows
Taxes are a fact of life in both personal and business decision making.

Taxes occur in many forms and are primarily designed to generate rev-
enues for governmental entities ranging from local authorities to the Fed-
eral government. A few of the most common forms of taxes are income
taxes, ad valorem taxes, sales taxes, and excise taxes. Cash flows used for
economic analysis should always be adjusted for the combined impact of
all relevant taxes. To do otherwise, ignores the significant impact that taxes
have on economic decision making. Tax laws and regulations are complex
and intricate. A detailed treatment of tax considerations as they apply to
economic analysis is beyond the scope of this appendix and generally re-
quires the assistance of a professional with specialized training in the sub-
ject. A high level summary of concepts and techniques that concentrate on
Federal income taxes are presented in the material which follows. The fo-
cus is on Federal income taxes since they impact most decisions and have
relatively wide and general application.

The amount of Federal taxes due are determined based on a tax
rate multiplied by a taxable income. The rates (as of April 2000) are
determined based on tables of rates published under the Omnibus Rec-
onciliation Act of 1993 as shown in Table A-1. Depending on income
range, the marginal tax rates vary from 15% of taxable income to 39% of
taxable income. Taxable income is calculated by subtracting allowable de-
ductions from gross income. Gross income is generated when a company
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sells its product or service. Allowable deductions include salaries and
wages, materials, interest payments, and depreciation as well as other
costs of doing business as detailed in the tax regulations.

The calculation of taxes owed and after tax cash flows (ATCF)
requires knowledge of:

• Before Tax Cash Flows (BTCF), the net project cash flows before
the consideration of taxes due, loan payments, and bond payments;

• Total loan payments attributable to the project, including a break-
down of principal and interest components of the payments;

• Total bond payments attributable to the project, including a break-
down of the redemption and interest components of the payments;
and

• Depreciation allowances attributable to the project.

Given the availability of the above information, the procedure to deter-
mine the ATCF on a year-by-year basis proceeds using the following
calculation for each year:

Taxable Income Taxes Marginal
(TI) Due Tax Rate

$0 < TI ≤ $50,000 0.15*TI 0.15

$50,000 < TI ≤ $75,000 $7,500+0.25(TI-$50,000) 0.25

$75,000 < TI ≤ $100,000 $13,750+0.34(TI-$75,000) 0.34

$100,000 < TI ≤ $335,000 $22,250+0.39(TI-$100,000) 0.39

$335,000 < TI ≤ $10,000,000 $113,900+0.34(TI-$335,000) 0.34

$10,000,000 < TI ≤ $15,000,000 $3,400,000+0.35(TI-$10,000,000) 0.35

$15,000,000 < TI ≤ $18,333,333 $5,150,000+0.38(TI-$15,000,000) 0.38

$18,333,333 < TI $6,416,667+0.35(TI-$18,333,333) 0.35

Table A-1 Federal tax rates based on the Omnibus Reconciliation Act
of 1993
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• Taxable Income = BTCF - Loan Interest - Bond Interest - Depreca-
tion

• Taxes = Taxable Income * Tax Rate

• ATCF = BTCF - Total Loan Payments - Total Bond Payments -
Taxes

An important observation is that Depreciation reduces Taxable In-
come (hence, taxes) but does not directly enter into the calculation of
ATCF since it is not a true cash flow. It is not a true cash flow because no
cash changes hands. Depreciation is an accounting concept design to
stimulate business by reducing taxes over the life of an asset. The next
section provides additional information about depreciation.

A.5.2 Depreciation
Most assets used in the course of a business decrease in value over

time. U.S. Federal income tax law permits reasonable deductions from
taxable income to allow for this. These deductions are called deprecia-
tion allowances. To be depreciable, an asset must meet three primary
conditions: (1) it must be held by the business for the purpose of produc-
ing income, (2) it must wear out or be consumed in the course of its use,
and (3) it must have a life longer than a year.

Many methods of depreciation have been allowed under U.S. tax
law over the years. Among these methods are straight line, sum-of-the-
years digits, declining balance, and the accelerated cost recovery system.
Descriptions of these methods can be found in many references includ-
ing economic analysis text books [White, et al., 1998]. The method cur-
rently used for depreciation of assets placed in service after 1986 is the
Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS). Determination
of the allowable MACRS depreciation deduction for an asset is a func-
tion of (1) the asset’s property class, (2) the asset’s basis, and (3) the year
within the asset’s recovery period for which the deduction is calculated.

Eight property classes are defined for assets which are depreciable
under MACRS. The property classes and several examples of property
that fall into each class are shown in Table A-2. Professional tax guid-
ance is recommended to determine the MACRS property class for a
specific asset.

The basis of an asset is the cost of placing the asset in service. In
most cases, the basis includes the purchase cost of the asset plus the
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Table A-2 MACRS property classes

Property Class Example Assets
———————————————————————————————————————————

3-Year Property special handling devices for food
special tools for motor vehicle manufacturing

———————————————————————————————————————————
5-Year Property computers and office machines

general purpose trucks
———————————————————————————————————————————

7-Year Property office furniture
most manufacturing machine tools

———————————————————————————————————————————
10-Year Property tugs & water transport equipment

petroleum refining assets
———————————————————————————————————————————

15-Year Property fencing and landscaping
cement manufacturing assets

———————————————————————————————————————————
20-Year Property farm buildings

utility transmission lines and poles
———————————————————————————————————————————

27.5-Year Residential Rental Property rental houses and apartments
———————————————————————————————————————————

31.5-Year Nonresidential Real Property business buildings
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costs necessary to place the asset in service (e.g., installation charges).
Given an asset’s property class and its depreciable basis the depre-

ciation allowance for each year of the asset’s life can be determined from
tabled values of MACRS percentages. The MACRS percentages specify
the percentage of an asset’s basis that are allowable as deductions dur-
ing each year of an asset’s recovery period. The MACRS percentages by
recovery year (age of the asset) and property class are shown in Table A-
3.

Table A-3 MACRS percentages by recovery year and property class

Recovery 3-Year 5-Year 7-Year 10-Year 15-Year 20-Year
Year Property Property Property Property Property Property

————————————————————————————————————
1 33.33% 20.00% 14.29% 10.00% 5.00% 3.750%

————————————————————————————————————
2 44.45% 32.00% 24.49% 18.00% 9.50% 7.219%

————————————————————————————————————
3 14.81% 19.20% 17.49% 14.40% 8.55% 6.677%

————————————————————————————————————
4 7.41% 11.52% 12.49% 11.52% 7.70% 6.177%

————————————————————————————————————
5 11.52% 8.93% 9.22% 6.93% 5.713%

————————————————————————————————————
6 5.76% 8.92% 7.37% 6.23% 5.285%

————————————————————————————————————
7 8.93% 6.55% 5.90% 4.888%

————————————————————————————————————
8 4.46% 6.55% 5.90% 4.522%

————————————————————————————————————
9 6.56% 5.91% 4.462%

————————————————————————————————————
10 6.55% 5.90% 4.461%

————————————————————————————————————
11 3.28% 5.91% 4.462%

————————————————————————————————————
12 5.90% 4.461%

————————————————————————————————————
13 5.91% 4.462%

————————————————————————————————————
14 5.90% 4.461%

————————————————————————————————————
15 5.91% 4.462%

————————————————————————————————————
16 2.95% 4.461%

————————————————————————————————————
17 4.462%

————————————————————————————————————
18 4.461%

————————————————————————————————————
19 4.462%

————————————————————————————————————
20 4.461%

————————————————————————————————————
21 2.231%
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Example 2
Determine depreciation allowances during each recovery year for a

MACRS 5-year property with a basis of $10,000.

Year 1 deduction: $10,000 * 20.00% = $2,000

Year 2 deduction: $10,000 * 32.00% = $3,200

Year 3 deduction: $10,000 * 19.20% = $1,920

Year 4 deduction: $10,000 * 11.52% = $1,152

Year 5 deduction: $10,000 * 11.52% = $1,152

Year 6 deduction: $10,000 * 5.76% = $576

The sum of the deductions calculated in Example 2 is $10,000 which
means that the asset is “fully depreciated” after six years. Though not
shown here, tables similar to Table A-3 are available for the 27.5-Year
and 31.5-Year property classes. There usage is similar to that outlined
above except that depreciation is calculated monthly rather than annu-
ally.

A.6 TIME VALUE OF MONEY CONCEPTS

A.6.1 Introduction
Most people have an intuitive sense of the time value of money.

Given a choice between $100 today and $100 one year from today, al-
most everyone would prefer the $100 today. Why is this the case? Two
primary factors lead to this time preference associated with money; in-
terest and inflation. Interest is the ability to earn a return on money
which is loaned rather than consumed. By taking the $100 today and
placing it in an interest bearing bank account (i.e., loaning it to the
bank), one year from today an amount greater than $100 would be avail-
able for withdrawal. Thus, taking the $100 today and loaning it to earn
interest, generates a sum greater than $100 one year from today and thus
is preferred. The amount in excess of $100 that would be available de-
pends upon the interest rate being paid by the bank. The next section
develops the mathematics of the relationship between interest rates and
the timing of cash flows.

The second factor which leads to the time preference associated
with money is inflation. Inflation is a complex subject but in general can
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be described as a decrease in the purchasing power of money. The im-
pact of inflation is that the “basket of goods” a consumer can buy today
with $100 contains more than the “basket” the consumer could buy one
year from today. This decrease in purchasing power is the result of
inflation. The subject of inflation is addressed in Section A.9.4.

A.6.2 The Mathematics of Interest
The mathematics of interest must account for the amount and tim-

ing of cash flows. The basic formula for studying and understanding
interest calculations is:

Fn = P + In

where: Fn = a future amount of money at the end of the nth year,

P = a present amount of money at the beginning of the year
which is n years prior to Fn,

In = the amount of accumulated interest over n years, and

n = the number of years between P and F

The goal of studying the mathematics of interest is to develop a
formula for Fn which is expressed only in terms of the present amount
P, the annual interest rate i, and the number of years n. There are two
major approaches for determining the value of In; simple interest and
compound interest. Under simple interest, interest is earned (charged)
only on the original amount loaned (borrowed). Under compound inter-
est, interest is earned (charged) on the original amount loaned (bor-
rowed) plus any interest accumulated from previous periods.

A.6.3 Simple Interest
For simple interest, interest is earned (charged) only on the original

principal amount at the rate of i% per year (expressed as i%/yr). Table
A-4 illustrates the annual calculation of simple interest. In Table A-4 and
the formulas which follow, the interest rate i is to be expressed as a
decimal amount (e.g., 8% interest is expressed as 0.08).

At the beginning of year 1 (end of year 0), P dollars (e.g., $100) are
deposited in an account earning i%/yr (e.g., 8%/yr or 0.08) simple inter-
est. Under simple compounding, during year 1 the P dollars ($100) earn
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P*i dollars ($100*0.08 = $8) of interest. At the end of the year 1 the
balance in the account is obtained by adding P dollars (the original
principal, $100) plus P*i (the interest earned during year 1, $8) to obtain
P+P*i ($100+$8=$108). Through algebraic manipulation, the end of year
1 balance can be expressed mathematically as P*(1+i) dollars
($100*1.08=$108).

The beginning of year 2 is the same point in time as the end of year
1 so the balance in the account is P*(1+i) dollars ($108). During year 2 the
account again earns P*i dollars ($8) of interest since under simple com-
pounding, interest is paid only on the original principal amount P ($100).
Thus at the end of year 2, the balance in the account is obtained by
adding P dollars (the original principal) plus P*i (the interest from year
1) plus P*i (the interest from year 2) to obtain P+P*i+P*i
($100+$8+$8=$116). After some algebraic manipulation, this can be writ-
ten conveniently mathematically as P*(1+2*i) dollars ($100*1.16=$116).

Table A-4 extends the above logic to year 3 and then generalizes the
approach for year n. If we return our attention to our original goal of devel-
oping a formula for Fn which is expressed only in terms of the present
amount P, the annual interest rate i, and the number of years n, the above
development and Table A-4 results can be summarized as follows:

Table A-4 The mathematics of simple interest

Year Amount At Interest Earned Amount At End
Beginning Of During Year Of Year

(t) Year (Ft)

0 - - P

1 P Pi P + Pi
= P (1 + i)

2 P (1 + i) Pi P (1+ i) + Pi
= P (1 + 2i)

3 P (1 + 2i) Pi P (1+ 2i) + Pi
= P (1 + 3i)

n P (1 + (n-1)i) Pi P (1+ (n-1)i) + Pi
= P (1 + ni)
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For Simple Interest
Fn = P (1+n*i)

Example 3
Determine the balance which will accumulate at the end of year 4

in an account which pays 10%/yr simple interest if a deposit of $500 is
made today.

Fn = P * (1 + n*i)

F4 = 500 * (1 + 4*0.10)

F4 = 500 * (1 + 0.40)

F4 = 500 * (1.40)

F4 = $700

A.6.4 Compound Interest
For compound interest, interest is earned (charged) on the original

principal amount plus any accumulated interest from previous years at the
rate of i% per year (i%/yr). Table A-5 illustrates the annual calculation
of compound interest. In the Table A-5 and the formulas which follow, i
is expressed as a decimal amount (i.e., 8% interest is expressed as 0.08).

At the beginning of year 1 (end of year 0), P dollars (e.g., $100) are
deposited in an account earning i%/yr (e.g., 8%/yr or 0.08) compound
interest. Under compound interest, during year 1 the P dollars ($100)
earn P*i dollars ($100*0.08 = $8) of interest. Notice that this the same as
the amount earned under simple compounding. This result is expected
since the interest earned in previous years is zero for year 1. At the end
of the year 1 the balance in the account is obtain by adding P dollars (the
original principal, $100) plus P*i (the interest earned during year 1, $8)
to obtain P+P*i ($100+$8=$108). Through algebraic manipulation, the
end of year 1 balance can be expressed mathematically as P*(1+i) dollars
($100*1.08=$108).

During year 2 and subsequent years, we begin to see the power (if
you are a lender) or penalty (if you are a borrower) of compound inter-
est over simple interest. The beginning of year 2 is the same point in
time as the end of year 1 so the balance in the account is P*(1+i) dollars
($108). During year 2 the account earns i% interest on the original princi-
pal, P dollars ($100), and it earns i% interest on the accumulated interest
from year 1, P*i dollars ($8). Thus the interest earned in year 2 is [P+P*i]*i
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Table A-5 The Mathematics of Compound Interest
———————————————————————————————————————

Year Amount At Interest Earned Amount At End
Beginning Of During Year Of Year

(t) Year (Ft)
———————————————————————————————————————

0 - - P
———————————————————————————————————————

1 P Pi P + Pi
= P (1 + i)

———————————————————————————————————————
2 P (1 + i) P (1 + i) i P (1+ i) + P (1 + i) i

= P (1 + i) (1 + i)
= P (1+i)2

———————————————————————————————————————
3 P (1+i)2 P (1+i)2 i P (1+ i)2 + P (1 + i)2 i

= P (1 + i)2 (1 + i)
= P (1+i)3

———————————————————————————————————————
n P (1+i)n-1 P (1+i)n-1 i P (1+ i)n-1 + P (1 + i)n-1 i

= P (1 + i)n-1 (1 + i)
= P (1+i)n

———————————————————————————————————————
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dollars ([$100+$8]*0.08=$8.64). The balance at the end of year 2 is ob-
tained by adding P dollars (the original principal) plus P*i (the interest
from year 1) plus [P+P*i]*i (the interest from year 2) to obtain
P+P*i+[P+P*i]*i dollars ($100+$8+$8.64=$116.64). After some algebraic
manipulation, this can be written conveniently mathematically as P*(1+i)n

dollars ($100*1.082 =$116.64).
Table A-5 extends the above logic to year 3 and then generalizes

the approach for year n. If we return our attention to our original goal of
developing a formula for Fn which is expressed only in terms of the
present amount P, the annual interest rate i, and the number of years n,
the above development and Table A-5 results can be summarized as
follows:

For Compound Interest
Fn = P (1+i)n

Example 4
Repeat Example 3 using compound interest rather than simple in-

terest.
Fn = P * (1 + i)n

F4 = 500 * (1 + 0.10)4

F4 = 500 * (1.10)4

F4 = 500 * (1.4641)

F4 = $732.05

Notice that the balance available for withdrawal is higher under
compound interest ($732.05 > $700.00). This is due to earning interest on
principal plus interest rather than earning interest on just original princi-
pal. Since compound interest is by far more common in practice than
simple interest, the remainder of this appendix is based on compound
interest unless explicitly stated otherwise.

A.6.5 Single Sum Cash Flows
Time value of money problems involving compound interest are

common. Because of this frequent need, tables of compound interest
time value of money factors can be found in most books and reference
manuals that deal with economic analysis. The factor (1+i)n is known as
the single sum, future worth factor or the single payment, compound amount
factor. This factor is denoted (F|P,i,n) where F denotes a future amount,
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P denotes a present amount, i is an interest rate (expressed as a percent-
age amount), and n denotes a number of years. The factor (F|P,i,n) is
read “to find F given P at i% for n years.” Tables of values of (F|P,i,n)
for selected values of i and n are provided in Appendix 4A. The tables of
values in Appendix 4A are organized such that the annual interest rate
(i) determines the appropriate page, the time value of money factor (F|P)
determines the appropriate column, and the number of years (n) deter-
mines the appropriate row.

Example 5
Repeat Example 4 using the single sum, future worth factor.

Fn = P * (1 + i)n

Fn = P * (F|P,i,n)

F4 = 500 * (F|P,10%,4)

F4 = 500 * (1.4641)

F4 = 732.05

The above formulas for compound interest allow us to solve for an
unknown F given P, i, and n. What if we want to determine P with
known values of F, i, and n? We can derive this relationship from the
compound interest formula above:

Fn = P (1+i)n

dividing both sides by (1+i)n yields

P =
Fn

1 + i n

which can be rewritten as
P = Fn (1+i)-n

The factor (1+i)-n is known as the single sum, present worth factor or
the single payment, present worth factor. This factor is denoted (P|F,i,n)
and is read “to find P given F at i% for n years.” Tables of (P|F,i,n) are
provided in Appendix 4A.

Example 6
To accumulate $1000 five years from today in an account earning

8%/yr compound interest, how much must be deposited today?
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P = Fn * (1 + i)-n

P = F5 * (P|F,i,n)

P = 1000 * (P|F,8%,5)

P = 1000 * (0.6806)

P = 680.60

To verify your solution, try multiplying 680.60 * (F|P,8%,5). What
would expect for a result? (Answer: $1000) If your still not convinced,
try building a table like Table A-5 to calculate the year end balances each
year for five years.

A.6.6 Series Cash Flows
Having considered the transformation of a single sum to a future

worth when given a present amount and vice versa, let us generalize to
a series of cash flows. The future worth of a series of cash flows is
simply the sum of the future worths of each individual cash flow. Simi-
larly, the present worth of a series of cash flows is the sum of the present
worths of the individual cash flows.

Example 7
Determine the future worth (accumulated total) at the end of seven

years in an account that earns 5%/yr if a $600 deposit is made today and
a $1000 deposit is made at the end of year two?

for the $600 deposit, n=7 (years between today and end of year 7)

for the $1000 deposit, n=5 (years between end of year 2 and end of year
7)

F7 = 600 * (F|P,5%,7) + 1000 * (F|P,5%,5)

F7 = 600 * (1.4071) + 1000 * (1.2763)

F7 = 844.26 + 1276.30 = $2120.56

Example 8
Determine the amount that would have to be deposited today

(present worth) in an account paying 6%/yr interest if you want to
withdraw $500 four years from today and $600 eight years from today
(leaving zero in the account after the $600 withdrawal).
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for the $500 deposit n=4, for the $600 deposit n=8

P = 500 * (P|F,6%,4) + 600 * (P|F,6%,8)

P = 500 * (0.7921) + 600 * (0.6274)

P = 396.05 + 376.44 = $772.49

A.6.7 Uniform Series Cash Flows
A uniform series of cash flows exists when the cash flows in a

series occur every year and are all equal in value. Figure A-3 shows the
cash flow diagram of a uniform series of withdrawals. The uniform
series has length 4 and amount 2000. If we want to determine the amount
of money that would have to be deposited today to support this series of
withdrawals starting one year from today, we could use the approach
illustrated in Example 8 above to determine a present worth component
for each individual cash flow. This approach would require us to sum
the following series of factors (assuming the interest rate is 9%/yr):

P = 2000*(P|F,9%,1) + 2000*(P|F,9%,2) +
2000*(P|F,9%,3) + 2000*(P|F,9%,4)

After some algebraic manipulation, this expression can be restated as:

P = 2000*[(P|F,9%,1) + (P|F,9%,2) +
(P|F,9%,3) + (P|F,9%,4)]

P = 2000*[(0.9174) + (0.8417) + (0.7722) + (0.7084)]
P = 2000*[3.2397] = $6479.40

2000 2000 2000 2000

  0 1 2 3 4

Figure A-3. Uniform series cash flow

Fortunately, uniform series occur frequently enough in practice to
justify tabulating values to eliminate the need to repeatedly sum a series
of (P|F,i,n) factors. To accommodate uniform series factors, we need to
add a new symbol to our time value of money terminology in addition
to the single sum symbols P and F. The symbol “A” is used to designate
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a uniform series of cash flows. When dealing with uniform series cash
flows, the symbol A represents the amount of each annual cash flow and
the n represents the number of cash flows in the series. The factor
(P|A,i,n) is known as the uniform series, present worth factor and is read
“to find P given A at i% for n years.” Tables of (P|A,i,n) are provided in
Appendix 4A. An algebraic expression can also be derived for the
(P|A,i,n) factor which expresses P in terms of A, i, and n. The derivation
of this formula is omitted here, but the resulting expression is shown in
the summary table (Table A-6) at the end of this section.

An important observation when using a (P|A,i,n) factor is that the
“P” resulting from the calculation occurs one period prior to the first
“A” cash flow. In our example the first withdrawal (the first “A”) oc-
curred one year after the deposit (the “P”). Restating the example prob-
lem above using a (P|A,i,n) factor, it becomes:

P = A * (P|A,i,n)

P = 2000 * (P|A,9%,4)

P = 2000 * (3.2397) = $6479.40

This result is identical (as expected) to the result using the (P|F,i,n)
factors. In both cases the interpretation of the result is as follows: if we
deposit $6479.40 in an account paying 9%/yr interest, we could make
withdrawals of $2000 per year for four years starting one year after the
initial deposit to deplete the account at the end of 4 years.

The reciprocal relationship between P and A is symbolized by the
factor (A|P,i,n) and is called the uniform series, capital recovery factor.
Tables of (A|P,i,n) are provided in Appendix 4A and the algebraic ex-
pression for (A|P,i,n) is shown in Table A-6 at the end of this section.
This factor enables us to determine the amount of the equal annual
withdrawals “A” (starting one year after the deposit) that can be made
from an initial deposit of “P.”

Example 9
Determine the equal annual withdrawals that can be made for 8

years from an initial deposit of $9000 in an account that pays 12%/yr.
The first withdrawal is to be made one year after the initial deposit.

A = P * (A|P,12%,8)

A = 9000 * (0.2013)
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A = $1811.70

Factors are also available for the relationships between a future
worth (accumulated amount) and a uniform series. The factor (F|A,i,n)
is known as the uniform series future worth factor and is read “to find F
given A at i% for n years.” The reciprocal factor, (A|F,i,n), is known as
the uniform series sinking fund factor and is read “to find A given F at i%
for n years.” An important observation when using an (F|A,i,n) factor
or an (A|F,i,n) factor is that the “F” resulting from the calculation occurs
at the same point in time as to the last “A” cash flow. The algebraic
expressions for (A|F,i,n) and (F|A,i,n) are shown in Table 6 at the end
of this section.

Example 10
If you deposit $2000 per year into an individual retirement account

starting on your 24th birthday, how much will have accumulated in the
account at the time of your deposit on your 65th birthday? The account
pays 6%/yr.

n = 42 (birthdays between 24th and 65th, inclusive)

F = A * (F|A,6%,42)

F = 2000 * (175.9505) = $351,901

Example 11
If you want to be a millionaire on your 65th birthday, what equal

annual deposits must be made in an account starting on your 24th birth-
day? The account pays 10%/yr.

n = 42 (birthdays between 24th and 65th, inclusive)

A = F * (A|F,10%,42)

A = 1000000 * (0.001860) = $1860

A.6.8 Gradient Series
A gradient series of cash flows occurs when the value of a given

cash flow is greater than the value of the previous period’s cash flow by
a constant amount. The symbol used to represent the constant increment
is G. The factor (P|G,i,n) is known as the gradient series, present worth
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factor. Tables of (P|G,i,n) are provided in Appendix 4A. An algebraic
expression can also be derived for the (P|G,i,n) factor which expresses P
in terms of G, i, and n. The derivation of this formula is omitted here,
but the resulting expression is shown in the summary table (Table A-6)
at the end of this section.

It is not uncommon to encounter a cash flow series that is the sum
of a uniform series and a gradient series. Figure A-4 illustrates such a
series. The uniform component of this series has a value of 1000 and the
gradient series has a value of 500. By convention the first element of a
gradient series has a zero value. Therefore, in Figure A-4, both the uni-
form series and the gradient series have length four (n=4). Like the
uniform series factor, the “P” calculated by a (P|G,i,n) factor is located
one period before the first element of the series (which is the zero ele-
ment for a gradient series).

Example 12
Assume you wish to make the series of withdrawals illustrated in

Figure A-4 from an account which pays 15%/yr. How much money
would you have to deposit today such that the account is depleted at the
time of the last withdrawal?

This problem is best solved by recognizing that the cash flows are a
combination of a uniform series of value 1000 and length 4 (start-
ing at time=1) plus a gradient series of size 500 and length 4 (start-
ing at time=1).

P = A * (P|A,15%,4) + G * (P|G,15%,4)

P = 1000 * (2.8550) + 500 * (3.7864)

P = 2855.00 + 1893.20 = $4748.20

Occasionally it is useful to convert a gradient series to an equiva-

Figure A-4. Combined uniform series and gradient series cash flow
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lent uniform series of the same length. Equivalence in this context means
that the present value (P) calculated from the gradient series is numeri-
cally equal to the present value (P) calculated from the uniform series.
One way to accomplish this task with the time value of money factors
we have already considered is to convert the gradient series to a present
value using a (P|G,i,n) factor and then convert this present value to a
uniform series using an (A|P,i,n) factor. In other words:

A = [G * (P|G,i,n)] * (A|P,i,n)

An alternative approach is to use a factor known as the gradient-to-
uniform series conversion factor, symbolized by (A|G,i,n). Tables of
(A|G,i,n) are provided in Appendix 4A. An algebraic expression can
also be derived for the (A|G,i,n) factor which expresses A in terms of G,
i, and n. The derivation of this formula is omitted here, but the resulting
expression is shown in the summary table (Table A-6) at the end of this
section.

A.6.9 Summary of Time Value of Money Factors
Table A-6 summarizes the time value of money factors introduced

in this section. Time value of money factors are useful in economic analy-
sis because they provide a mechanism to accomplish two primary func-
tions: (1) they allow us to replace a cash flow at one point in time with
an equivalent cash flow (in a time value of money sense) at a different
point in time and (2) they allow us to convert one cash flow pattern to
another (e.g., convert a single sum of money to an equivalent cash flow
series or convert a cash flow series to an equivalent single sum). The
usefulness of these two functions when performing economic analysis of
alternatives will become apparent in Sections A.7 and A.8 which follow.

A.6.10 The Concepts of Equivalence and Indifference
Up to this point the term “equivalence” has been used several

times but never fully defined. It is appropriate at this point to formally
define equivalence as well as a related term, indifference.

In economic analysis, “equivalence” means “the state of being equal
in value.” The concept is primarily applied to the comparison of two or
more cash flow profiles. Specifically, two (or more) cash flow profiles
are equivalent if their time value of money worths at a common point in
time are equal.
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Table A-6 Summary of discrete compounding time value of money factors

To Find Given Factor Symbol Name

P F (1+i)-n (P|F,i,n) Single Payment,

Present Worth

Factor

F P (1+i)n (F|P,i,n) Single Payment,

Compound

Amount Factor

P A
1 + i n−1

i(1 + i)n (P|A,i,n) Uniform Series,

Present Worth

Factor

A P
i 1 + i n

(1 + i)n−1
(A|P,i,n) Uniform Series,

Capital

Recovery Factor

F A
1 + i n−1

i
(F|A,i,n) Uniform Series,

Compound

Amount Factor

A F
i

1 + i n−1 (A|F,i,n) Uniform Series,

Sinking Fund

Factor

P G
1 − (1 + ni) (1 + i)−n

i2 (P|G,i,n) Gradient Series,

Present

Worth Factor

A G
(1 + i)n − (1 + ni)

i 1 + i n − 1 (A|G,i,n) Gradient Series,

Uniform

Series Factor
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Question: Are the following two cash flows equivalent at 15%/yr?
Cash Flow 1: Receive $1,322.50 two years from today
Cash Flow 2: Receive $1,000.00 today

Analysis Approach 1: Compare worths at t=0 (present worth)
PW(1) = 1,322.50*(P|F,15,2) = 1322.50*0.756147 = 1,000
PW(2) = 1,000
Answer: Cash Flow 1 and Cash Flow 2 are equivalent

Analysis Approach 2: Compare worths at t=2 (future worth)
FW(1) = 1,322.50
FW(2) = 1,000*(F|P,15,2) = 1,000*1.3225 = 1,322.50
Answer: Cash Flow 1 and Cash Flow 2 are equivalent

Generally the comparison (hence the determination of equivalence)
for the two cash flow series in this example would be made as present
worths (t=0) or future worths (t=2), but the equivalence definition holds
regardless of the point in time chosen. For example:

Analysis Approach 3: Compare worths at t=1
W1(1) = 1,322.50*(P|F,15,1)

= 1,322.50*0.869565 = 1,150.00
W1(2) = 1,000*(F|P,15,1) = 1,000*1.15 = 1,150.00
Answer: Cash Flow 1 and Cash Flow 2 are equivalent

Thus, the selection of the point in time, t, at which to make the
comparison is completely arbitrary. Clearly however, some choices are
more intuitively appealing than others (t= 0 and t=2 in the above ex-
ample).

In economic analysis, “indifference” means “to have no preference”
The concept is primarily applied in the comparison of two or more cash
flow profiles. Specifically, a potential investor is indifferent between two
(or more) cash flow profiles if they are equivalent.

Question: Given the following two cash flows at 15%/yr which do you
prefer?

Cash Flow 1: Receive $1,322.50 two years from today
Cash Flow 2: Receive $1,000.00 today
Answer: Based on the equivalence calculations above, given these two

choices, an investor is indifferent.
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The concept of equivalence can be used to break a large, complex
problem into a series of smaller more manageable ones. This is done by
taking advantage of the fact that, in calculating the economic worth of a
cash flow profile, any part of the profile can be replaced by an equiva-
lent representation without altering the worth of the profile at an arbi-
trary point in time.

Question: You are given a choice between (1) receiving P dollars today
or (2) receiving the cash flow series illustrated in Figure A-5. What must
the value of P be for you to be indifferent between the two choices if
i=12%/yr?

Figure A-5 A cash flow series

Analysis Approach: To be indifferent between the choices, P must have
a value such that the two alternatives are equivalent at 12%/yr. If we
select t=0 as the common point in time upon which to base the analy-
sis (present worth approach), then the analysis proceeds as follows.

PW(Alt 1) = P

Because P is already at t=0 (today), no time value of money factors are
involved.

PW(Alt 2)

Step 1 - Replace the uniform series (t=3 to 7) with an equivalent single
sum, V2, at t=2 (one period before the first element of the series).

V2 = 2,000 * (P|A,12%,5) = 2,000 * 3.6048 = 7,209.60

Step 2 - Replace the single sum V2,with an equivalent value V0 at t=0:
PW(Alt 2) = V0 =V2 * (P|F,12,2) = 7,209.60 * 0.7972 =

5,747.49
Answer: To be indifferent between the two alternatives, they must be

equivalent at t=0. To be equivalent, P must have a value of $5,747.49
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A.7 PROJECT MEASURES OF WORTH

A.7.1 Introduction
In this section measures of worth for investment projects are intro-

duced. The measures are used to evaluate the attractiveness of a single
investment opportunity. The measures to be presented are (1) present
worth, (2) annual worth, (3) internal rate of return, (4) savings invest-
ment ratio, and (5) payback period. All but one of these measures of
worth require an interest rate to calculate the worth of an investment.
This interest rate is commonly referred to as the Minimum Attractive
Rate of Return (MARR). There are many ways to determine a value of
MARR for investment analysis and no one way is proper for all applica-
tions. One principle is, however, generally accepted. MARR should al-
ways exceed the cost of capital as described in Section A.4, Sources of
Funds, presented earlier in this appendix.

In all of the measures of worth below, the following conventions
are used for defining cash flows. At any given point in time (t = 0, 1, 2,...,
n), there may exist both revenue (positive) cash flows, Rt, and cost (nega-
tive) cash flows, Ct. The net cash flow at t, At, is defined as Rt - Ct.

A.7.2 Present Worth
Consider again the cash flow series illustrated in Figure A-5. If you

were given the opportunity to “buy” that cash flow series for $5,747.49,
would you be interested in purchasing it? If you expected to earn a
12%/yr return on your money (MARR=12%), based on the analysis in
the previous section, your conclusion would be (should be) that you are
indifferent between (1) retaining your $5,747.49 and (2) giving up your
$5,747.49 in favor of the cash flow series. Figure A-6 illustrates the net
cash flows of this second investment opportunity.

Figure A-6 An investment opportunity
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What value would you expect if we calculated the present worth
(equivalent value of all cash flows at t=0) of Figure A-6? We must be
careful with the signs (directions) of the cash flows in this analysis since
some represent cash outflows (downward) and some represent cash in-
flows (upward).

PW = -5747.49 + 2000*(P|A,12%,5)*(P|F,12%,2)

PW = -5747.49 + 2000*(3.6048)*(0.7972)

PW = -5747.49 + 5747.49 = $0.00

The value of zero for present worth indicates indifference regard-
ing the investment opportunity. We would just as soon do nothing (i.e.,
retain our $5747.49) as invest in the opportunity.

What if the same returns (future cash inflows) where offered for a
$5000 investment (t=0 outflow), would this be more or less attractive?
Hopefully, after a little reflection, it is apparent that this would be a
more attractive investment because you are getting the same returns but
paying less than the indifference amount for them. What happens if
calculate the present worth of this new opportunity?

PW = -5000 + 2000*(P|A,12%,5)*(P|F,12%,2)

PW = -5000 + 2000*(3.6048)*(0.7972)

PW = -5000.00 + 5747.49 = $747.49

The positive value of present worth indicates an attractive invest-
ment. If we repeat the process with an initial cost greater than $5747.49,
it should come as no surprise that the present worth will be negative
indicating an unattractive investment.

The concept of present worth as a measure of investment worth
can be generalized as follows:

Measure of Worth: Present Worth

Description: All cash flows are converted to a single sum equivalent at
time zero using i=MARR.

Calculation Approach:
PW = A t (P|F,i,t)Σ

t = 0

n
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Decision Rule: If PW ≥0, then the investment is attractive.

Example 13
Installing thermal windows on a small office building is estimated

to cost $10,000. The windows are expected to last six years and have no
salvage value at that time. The energy savings from the windows are
expected to be $2525 each year for the first three years and $3840 for
each of the remaining three years. If MARR is 15%/yr and the present
worth measure of worth is to be used, is this an attractive investment?

Figure A-7 Thermal windows investment

The cash flow diagram for the thermal windows is shown in Figure A-7.

PW =
–10000+2525*(P|F,15%,1)+2525*(P|F,15%,2)
+2525*(P|F,15%,3)+3840*(P|F,15%,4)+
3840*(P|F,15%,5)+
3840*(P|F,15%,6)

PW =
–10000+2525*(0.8696)+2525*(0.7561)
+2525*(0.6575)+
3840*(0.5718)+3840*(0.4972)+
3840*(0.4323)

PW =
–10000+2195.74+1909.15+1660.19+2195.71
+1909.25+1660.03

PW = $1530.07
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Decision: PW≥0 ($1530.07≥0.0), therefore the window investment is at-
tractive.

An alternative (and simpler) approach to calculating PW is ob-
tained by recognizing that the savings cash flows are two uniform series;
one of value $2525 and length 3 starting at t=1 and one of value $3840
and length 3 starting at t=4.

PW = -10000+2525*(P|A,15%,3)+3840*
(P|A,15%,3)*(P|F,15%,3)

PW = -10000+2525*(2.2832)+3840*(2.2832)*
(0.6575) = $1529.70

Decision: PW≥0 ($1529.70>0.0), therefore the window investment is at-
tractive.

The slight difference in the PW values is caused by the accumula-
tion of round off errors as the various factors are rounded to four places
to the right of the decimal point.

A.7.3 Annual Worth
An alternative to present worth is annual worth. The annual worth

measure converts all cash flows to an equivalent uniform annual series
of cash flows over the investment life using i=MARR. The annual worth
measure is generally calculated by first calculating the present worth
measure and then multiplying this by the appropriate (A|P,i,n) factor. A
thorough review of the tables in Appendix 4A or the equations in Table
A-6 leads to the conclusion that for all values of i (i>0) and n (n>0), the
value of (A|P,i,n) is greater than zero. Hence,

if PW>0, then AW>0;

if PW<0, then AW<0; and

if PW=0, then AW=0

because the only difference between PW and AW is multiplication by a
positive, non-zero value, namely (A|P,i,n). The decision rule for
investment attractiveness for PW and AW are identical; positive values
indicate an attractive investment; negative values indicate an unattrac-
tive investment; zero indicates indifference. Frequently the only reason
for choosing between AW and PW as a measure of worth in an analy-
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sis is the preference of the decision maker.
The concept of annual worth as a measure of investment worth can

be generalized as follows:

Measure of Worth: Annual Worth

Description: All cash flows are converted to an equivalent uniform an-
nual series of cash flows over the planning horizon using i=MARR.

Calculation Approach: AW = PW (A|P,i,n)

Decision Rule: If AW ≥0, then the investment is attractive.

Example 14
Reconsider the thermal window data of Example 13. If the annual

worth measure of worth is to be used, is this an attractive investment?

AW = PW (A|P,15%,6)
AW = 1529.70 (0.2642) = $404.15/yr
Decision: AW ≥0 ($404.15>0.0), therefore the window investment is at-

tractive.

A.7.4 Internal Rate of Return
One of the problems associated with using the present worth or the

annual worth measures of worth is that they depend upon knowing a
value for MARR. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the
“proper” value for MARR is a much debated topic and tends to vary
from company to company and decision maker to decision maker. If the
value of MARR changes, the value of PW or AW must be recalculated to
determine whether the attractiveness/unattractiveness of an investment
has changed.

The internal rate of return (IRR) approach is designed to calculate a
rate of return that is “internal” to the project. That is,

if IRR > MARR, the project is attractive,
if IRR < MARR, the project is unattractive,

if IRR = MARR, indifferent.

Thus, if MARR changes, no new calculations are required. We sim-
ply compare the calculated IRR for the project to the new value of MARR
and we have our decision.
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The value of IRR is typically determined through a trial and error
process. An expression for the present worth of an investment is written
without specifying a value for i in the time value of money factors. Then,
various values of i are substituted until a value is found that sets the
present worth (PW) equal to zero. The value of i found in this way is the
IRR.

As appealing as the flexibility of this approach is, their are two
major drawbacks. First, the iterations required to solve using the trial
and error approach to solution can be time consuming. This factor is
mitigated by the fact that most spreadsheets and financial calculators are
pre-programmed to solve for an IRR value given a cash flow series. The
second, and more serious, drawback to the IRR approach is that some
cash flow series have more than one value of IRR (i.e., more than one
value of i sets the PW expression to zero). A detailed discussion of this
multiple solution issue is beyond the scope of this appendix, but can be
found in White, et al. [1998], as well as most other economic analysis
references. However, it can be shown that, if a cash flow series consists
of an initial investment (negative cash flow at t=0) followed by a series
of future returns (positive or zero cash flows for all t>0) then a unique
IRR exists. If these conditions are not satisfied a unique IRR is not guar-
anteed and caution should be exercised in making decisions based on
IRR.

The concept of internal rate of return as a measure of investment
worth can be generalized as follows:

Measure of Worth: Internal Rate of Return

Description: An interest rate, IRR, is determined which yields a present
worth of zero. IRR implicitly assumes the reinvestment of recovered
funds at IRR.

Calculation Approach:

find IRR such that PW = A t (P|F,IRR,t) = 0Σ
t = 0

n

Important Note: Depending upon the cash flow series, multiple IRRs
may exist! If the cash flow series consists of an initial investment (net
negative cash flow) followed by a series of future returns (net non-nega-
tive cash flows), then a unique IRR exists.
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Decision Rule: If IRR is unique and IRR ≥MARR, then the investment is
attractive.

Example 15
Reconsider the thermal window data of Example 13. If the internal

rate of return measure of worth is to be used, is this an attractive invest-
ment?

First we note that the cash flow series has a single negative invest-
ment followed by all positive returns, therefore, it has a unique
value for IRR. For such a cash flow series it can also be shown that
as i increases PW decreases.

From example 11, we know that for i=15%:

PW = -10000+2525*(P|A,15%,3)+3840*(P|A,15%,3)*
(P|F,15%,3)

PW = -10000+2525*(2.2832)+3840*(2.2832)*
(0.6575) = $1529.70

Because PW>0, we must increase i to decrease PW toward zero
for i=18%:

PW = -10000+2525*(P|A,18%,3)+3840*
(P|A,18%,3)*(P|F,18%,3)

PW = -10000+2525*(2.1743)+3840*(2.1743)*
(0.6086) = $571.50

Since PW>0, we must increase i to decrease PW toward zero
for i=20%:

PW = -10000+2525*(P|A,20%,3)+3840*
(P|A,20%,3)*(P|F,20%,3)

PW = -10000+2525*(2.1065)+3840*(2.1065)*
(0.5787) = -$0.01

Although we could interpolate for a value of i for which PW=0 (rather
than -0.01), for practical purposes PW=0 at i=20%, therefore IRR=20%.
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Decision: IRR≥MARR (20%>15%), therefore the window investment is
attractive.

A.7.5 Saving Investment Ratio
Many companies are accustomed to working with benefit cost ra-

tios. An investment measure of worth which is consistent with the present
worth measure and has the form of a benefit cost ratio is the savings
investment ratio (SIR). The SIR decision rule can be derived from the
present worth decision rule as follows:

Starting with the PW decision rule

PW ≥0

replacing PW with its calculation expression

A t (P|F,i,t) ≥ 0Σ
t=0

n

which, using the relationship At = Rt - Ct,
can be restated

Rt – Ct (P|F,i,t) ≥ 0Σ
t=0

n

which can be algebraically separated into

Rt (P|F,i,t) –Σ
t=0

n

Ct (P|F,i,t) ≥ 0Σ
t=0

n

adding the second term to both sides of the inequality

Rt (P|F,i,t) ≥Σ
t=0

n

Ct (P|F,i,t)Σ
t=0

n

dividing both sides of the inequality
by the right side term
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Rt (P|F,i,t)Σ
t=0

n

Ct (P|F,i,t)Σ
t=0

n
≥ 1

which is the decision rule for SIR.

The SIR represents the ratio of the present worth of the revenues to
the present worth of the costs. If this ratio exceeds one, the investment is
attractive.

The concept of savings investment ratio as a measure of invest-
ment worth can be generalized as follows:

Measure of Worth: Savings Investment Ratio

Description: The ratio of the present worth of positive cash flows to the
present worth of (the absolute value of) negative cash flows is formed
using i=MARR.

Calculation Approach: SIR =

Rt (P|F,i,t)Σ
t=0

n

Ct (P|F,i,t)Σ
t=0

n

Decision Rule: If SIR ≥1, then the investment is attractive.

Example 16
Reconsider the thermal window data of Example 13. If the savings

investment ratio measure of worth is to be used, is this an attractive
investment?

From example 13, we know that for i=15%:

SIR =

Rt (P|F,i,t)Σ
t=0

n

Ct (P|F,i,t)Σ
t=0

n
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SIR =
2525*(P|A, 15%,3) + 3840*(P|A, 15%,3)*(P|F, 15%,3)

10000

SIR = 11529.70
10000.00

= 1.15297

Decision: SIR≥1.0 (1.15297>1.0), therefore the window investment is at-
tractive.

An important observation regarding the four measures of worth
presented to this point (PW, AW, IRR, and SIR) is that they are all
consistent and equivalent. In other words, an investment that is attrac-
tive under one measure of worth will be attractive under each of the
other measures of worth. A review of the decisions determined in Ex-
amples 13 through 16 will confirm the observation. Because of their
consistency, it is not necessary to calculate more than one measure of
investment worth to determine the attractiveness of a project. The ratio-
nale for presenting multiple measures which are essentially identical for
decision making is that various individuals and companies may have a
preference for one approach over another.

A.7.6 Payback Period
The payback period of an investment is generally taken to mean

the number of years required to recover the initial investment through
net project returns. The payback period is a popular measure of invest-
ment worth and appears in many forms in economic analysis literature
and company procedure manuals. Unfortunately, all too frequently, pay-
back period is used inappropriately and leads to decisions which focus
exclusively on short term results and ignore time value of money con-
cepts. After presenting a common form of payback period these short-
comings will be discussed.

Measure of Worth: Payback Period

Description: The number of years required to recover the initial invest-
ment by accumulating net project returns is determined.

Calculation Approach:
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PBP = the smallest m such that A t ≥ C0Σ
t = 1

m

Decision Rule: If PBP is less than or equal to a predetermined limit
(often called a hurdle rate), then the investment is attractive.

Important Note: This form of payback period ignores the time value of
money and ignores returns beyond the predetermined limit.

The fact that this approach ignores time value of money concepts is
apparent by the fact that no time value of money factors are included in
the determination of m. This implicitly assumes that the applicable inter-
est rate to convert future amounts to present amounts is zero. This im-
plies that people are indifferent between $100 today and $100 one year
from today, which is an implication that is highly inconsistent with ob-
servable behavior.

The short-term focus of the payback period measure of worth can
be illustrated using the cash flow diagrams of Figure A-8. Applying the
PBP approach above yields a payback period for investment (a) of PBP=2
(1200>1000 @ t=2) and a payback period for investment (b) of PBP=4
(1000300>1000) @ t=4). If the decision hurdle rate is 3 years (a very
common rate), then investment (a) is attractive but investment (b) is not.
Hopefully, it is obvious that judging (b) unattractive is not good deci-
sion making since a $1,000,000 return four years after a $1,000 invest-
ment is attractive under almost any value of MARR. In point of fact, the
IRR for (b) is 465% so for any value of MARR less than 465%, investment
(b) is attractive.

A.8 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

A.8.1 Introduction
The general scenario for economic analysis is that a set of invest-

ment alternatives are available and a decision must be made regarding
which ones (if any) to accept and which ones (if any) to reject. If the
analysis is deterministic, then an assumption is made that cash flow
amounts, cash flow timing, and MARR are known with certainty. Fre-
quently, although this assumption does not hold exactly, it is not consid-
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ered restrictive in terms of potential investment decisions. If however
the lack of certainty is a significant issue then the analysis is stochastic
and the assumptions of certainty are relaxed using probability distribu-
tions and statistical techniques to conduct the analysis. The remainder of
this section deals with deterministic economic analysis so the assump-
tion of certainty will be assumed to hold. Stochastic techniques are intro-
duced in Section A.9.5.

A.8.2 Deterministic Unconstrained Analysis
Deterministic economic analysis can be further classified into un-

constrained deterministic analysis and constrained deterministic analy-
sis. Under unconstrained analysis, all projects within the set available
are assumed to be independent. The practical implication of this inde-
pendence assumption is that an accept/reject decision can be made on
each project without regard to the decisions made on other projects. In

Figure A-8 Two investments evaluated using payback period
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general this requires that (1) there are sufficient funds available to un-
dertake all proposed projects, (2) there are no mutually exclusive projects,
and (3) there are no contingent projects.

A funds restriction creates dependency since, before deciding on a
project being evaluated, the evaluator would have to know what deci-
sions had been made on other projects to determine whether sufficient
funds were available to undertake the current project. Mutual exclusion
creates dependency since acceptance of one of the mutually exclusive
projects precludes acceptance of the others. Contingency creates depen-
dence since prior to accepting a project, all projects on which it is contin-
gent must be accepted.

If none of the above dependency situations are present and the
projects are otherwise independent, then the evaluation of the set of
projects is done by evaluating each individual project in turn and accept-
ing the set of projects which were individually judged acceptable. This
accept or reject judgment can be made using either the PW, AW, IRR, or
SIR measure of worth. The unconstrained decision rules for each or
these measures of worth are restated below for convenience.

Unconstrained PW Decision Rule: If PW ≥0, then the project is attractive.

Unconstrained AW Decision Rule: If AW ≥0, then the project is attrac-
tive.

Unconstrained IRR Decision Rule: If IRR is unique and IRR ≥MARR,
then the project is attractive.

Unconstrained SIR Decision Rule: If SIR ≥1, then the project is attractive.

Example 17
Consider the set of four investment projects whose cash flow dia-

grams are illustrated in Figure A-9. If MARR is 12%/yr and the analysis
is unconstrained, which projects should be accepted?

Using present worth as the measure of worth:

PWA = -1000+600*(P|A,12%,4) = -1000+600(3.0373) = $822.38 ⇒ Accept
A
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PWB = -1300+800*(P|A,12%,4) = -1300+800(3.0373) = $1129.88 ⇒ Ac-
cept B

PWC = -400+120*(P|A,12%,4) = -400+120(3.0373) =
-$35.52 ⇒ Reject C

PWD = -500+290*(P|A,12%,4) = -500+290(3.0373) = $380.83 ⇒ Accept D

Therefore,
Accept Projects A, B, and D and Reject Project C

A.8.3 Deterministic Constrained Analysis
Constrained analysis is required any time a dependency relation-

ship exists between any of the projects within the set to be analyzed. In
general dependency exists any time (1) there are insufficient funds avail-
able to undertake all proposed projects (this is commonly referred to as
capital rationing), (2) there are mutually exclusive projects, or (3) there
are contingent projects.

Several approaches have been proposed for selecting the best set of
projects from a set of potential projects under constraints. Many of these
approaches will select the optimal set of acceptable projects under some
conditions or will select a set that is near optimal. However, only a few

Figure A-9 Four investments projects
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approaches are guaranteed to select the optimal set of projects under all
conditions. One of these approaches is presented below by way of a
continuation of Example 17.

The first steps in the selection process are to specify the cash flow
amounts and cash flow timings for each project in the potential project
set. Additionally, a value of MARR to be used in the analysis must be
specified. These issues have been addressed in previous sections so fur-
ther discussion will be omitted here. The next step is to form the set of
all possible decision alternatives from the projects. A single decision
alternative is a collection of zero, one, or more projects which could be
accepted (all others not specified are to be rejected). As an illustration,
the possible decision alternatives for the set of projects illustrated in
Figure A-9 are listed in Table A-7. As a general rule, there will be 2n

Table A-7. The decision alternatives from four projects
————————————————————————

Accept A only
Accept B only
Accept C only
Accept D only

————————————————————————
Accept A and B only
Accept A and C only
Accept A and D only
Accept B and C only
Accept B and D only
Accept C and D only

————————————————————————
Accept A, B, and C only
Accept A, B, and D only
Accept A, C, and D only
Accept B, C, and D only

————————————————————————
Accept A, B, C, and D

(frequently called the do everything alternative)
————————————————————————

Accept none
(frequently called the do nothing or null alternative)
————————————————————————
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possible decision alternatives generated from a set of n projects. Thus,
for the projects of Figure A-9, there are 24 = 16 possible decision alterna-
tives. Since this set represents all possible decisions that could be made,
one, and only one, will be selected as the best (optimal) decision. The set
of decision alternatives developed in this way has the properties of be-
ing collectively exhaustive (all possible choices are listed) and mutually
exclusive (only one will be selected).

The next step in the process is to eliminate decisions from the
collectively exhaustive, mutually exclusive set that represent choices
which would violate one (or more) of the constraints on the projects. For
the projects of Figure A-9, assume the following two constraints exist:

Project B is contingent on Project C, and

A budget limit of $1500 exists on capital expenditures at t=0.

Based on these constraints the following decision alternatives must
be removed from the collectively exhaustive, mutually exclusive set: any
combination that includes B but not C (B only; A&B; B&D; A&B&D), any
combination not already eliminated whose t=0 costs exceed $1500 (B&C,
A&B&C, A&C&D, B&C&D, A&B&C&D). Thus, from the original set of
16 possible decision alternatives, 9 have been eliminated and need not
be evaluated. These results are illustrated in Table A-8. It is frequently
the case in practice that a significant percentage of the original collec-
tively exhaustive, mutually exclusive set will be eliminated before mea-
sures of worth are calculated.

The next step is to create the cash flow series for the remaining
(feasible) decision alternatives. This is a straight forward process and is
accomplished by setting a decision alternative’s annual cash flow equal
to the sum of the annual cash flows (on a year by year basis) of all
projects contained in the decision alternative. Table A-9 illustrates the
results of this process for the feasible decision alternatives from Table A-
8.

The next step is to calculate a measure of worth for each decision
alternative. Any of the four consistent measures of worth presented above
(PW, AW, IRR, or SIR but NOT PBP) can be used. The measures are
entirely consistent and will lead to the same decision alternative being
selected. For illustrative purposes, PW will be calculated for the decision
alternatives of Table A-9 assuming MARR=12%.
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Table A-8. The decision alternatives with constraints imposed

Accept A only OK
Accept B only infeasible, B contingent on C
Accept C only OK
Accept D only OK

Accept A and B only infeasible, B contingent on C
Accept A and C only OK
Accept A and D only OK
Accept B and C only infeasible, capital rationing
Accept B and D only infeasible, B contingent on C
Accept C and D only OK

Accept A, B, and C only infeasible, capital rationing
Accept A, B, and D only infeasible, B contingent on C
Accept A, C, and D only infeasible, capital rationing
Accept B, C, and D only infeasible, capital rationing

Do Everything infeasible, capital rationing

null OK

Table A-9. The decision alternatives cash flows

yr \ Alt A only C only D only A&C A&D C&D null

0 -1000 -400 -500 -1400 -1500 -900 0

1 600 120 290 720 890 410 0

2 600 120 290 720 890 410 0

3 600 120 290 720 890 410 0

4 600 120 290 720 890 410 0
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PWA = -1000 + 600*(P|A,12%,4) = -1000 + 600 (3.0373)
= $822.38

PWC = -400 + 120*(P|A,12%,4) = -400 + 120 (3.0373)
= -$35.52

PWD = -500 + 290*(P|A,12%,4) = -500 + 290 (3.0373)
= $380.83

PWA&C = -1400 + 720*(P|A,12%,4) = -1400 + 720 (3.0373)
= $786.86

PWA&D = -1500 + 890*(P|A,12%,4) = -1500 + 890 (3.0373)
= $1203.21

PWC&D = -900 + 410*(P|A,12%,4) = -900 + 410 (3.0373)
= $345.31

PWnull = -0 + 0*(P|A,12%,4) = -0 + 0 (3.0373) = $0.00

The decision rules for the various measures of worth under con-
strained analysis are list below.

Constrained PW Decision Rule: Accept the decision alternative with the
highest PW.

Constrained AW Decision Rule: Accept the decision alternative with the
highest AW.

Constrained IRR Decision Rule: Accept the decision alternative with the
highest IRR.

Constrained SIR Decision Rule: Accept the decision alternative with the
highest SIR.

For the example problem, the highest present worth ($1203.21) is
associated with accepting projects A and D (rejecting all others). This
decision is guaranteed to be optimal (i.e., no feasible combination of
projects has a higher PW, AW, IRR, or SIR).
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A.8.4 Some Interesting Observations
Regarding Constrained Analysis

Several interesting observations can be made regarding the ap-
proach, measures of worth, and decisions associated with constrained
analysis. Detailed development of these observations is omitted here but
may be found in many engineering economic analysis texts [White, et
al., 1998].

• The present worth of a decision alternative is the sum of the present
worths of the projects contained within the alternative. (From above
PWA&D = PWA + PWD).

• The annual worth of a decision alternative is the sum of the annual
worths of the projects contained within the alternative.

• The internal rate of return of a decision alternative is NOT the sum
of internal rates of returns of the projects contained within the
alternative. The IRR for the decision alternative must be calculated
by the trial and error process of finding the value of i that sets the
PW of the decision alternative to zero.

• The savings investment ratio of a decision alternative is NOT the
sum of the savings investment ratios of the projects contained within
the alternative. The SIR for the decision alternative must be calcu-
lated from the cash flows of the decision alternative.

• A common, but flawed, procedure for selecting the projects to ac-
cept from the set of potential projects involves ranking the projects
(not decision alternatives) in preferred order based on a measure of
worth calculated for the project (e.g., decreasing project PW) and
then accepting projects as far down the list as funds allow. While
this procedure will select the optimal set under some conditions
(e.g., it works well if the initial investments of all projects are small
relative to the capital budget limit), it is not guaranteed to select
the optimal set under all conditions. The procedure outlined above
will select the optimal set under all conditions.

• Table A-10 illustrates that the number of decision alternatives in
the collectively exhaustive, mutually exclusive set can grow pro-
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hibitively large as the number of potential projects increases. The
mitigating factor in this combinatorial growth problem is that in
most practical situations a high percentage of the possible decision
alternatives are infeasible and do not require evaluation.

Table A-10. The number of decision alternatives
as a function of the number of projects

Number of
Number of Projects Decision Alternatives

1 2

2 4

3 8

4 16

5 32

6 64

7 128

8 256

9 512

10 1,024

15 32,768

20 1,048,576

25 33,554,432

A.8.5 The Planning Horizon Issue
When comparing projects, it is important to compare the costs and

benefits over a common period of time. The intuitive sense of fairness
here is based upon the recognition that most consumers expect an in-
vestment that generates savings over a longer period of time to cost
more than an investment that generates savings over a shorter period of
time. To facilitate a fair, comparable evaluation a common period of
time over which to conduct the evaluation is required. This period of
time is referred to as the planning horizon. The planning horizon issue
arises when at least one project has cash flows defined over a life which
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is greater than or less than the life of at least one other project. This
situation did not occur in Example 17 of the previous section since all
projects had 4 year lives.

There are four common approaches to establishing a planning ho-
rizon for evaluating decision alternatives. These are (1) shortest life, (2)
longest life, (3) least common multiple of lives, and (4) standard. The
shortest life planning horizon is established by selecting the project with
the shortest life and setting this life as the planning horizon. A signifi-
cant issue in this approach is how to value the remaining cash flows for
projects whose lives are truncated. The typical approach to this valua-
tion is to estimate the value of the remaining cash flows as the salvage
value (market value) of the investment at that point in its life.

Example 18
Determine the shortest life planning horizon for projects A, B, C

with lives 3, 5, and 6 years, respectively.

The shortest life planning horizon is 3 years based on Project A. A
salvage value must be established at t=3 for B’s cash flows in years
4 and 5. A salvage value must be established at t=3 for C’s cash
flows in years 4, 5, and 6.

The longest life planning horizon is established by selecting the
project with the longest life and setting this life as the planning horizon.
The significant issue in this approach is how to handle projects whose
cash flows don’t extend this long. The typical resolution for this problem
is to assume that shorter projects are repeated consecutively (end-to-
end) until one of the repetitions extends at least as far as the planning
horizon. The assumption of project repeatability deserves careful consid-
eration since in some cases it is reasonable and in others it may be quite
unreasonable. The reasonableness of the assumption is largely a function
of the type of investment and the rate of innovation occurring within the
investment’s field (e.g., assuming repeatability of investments in high
technology equipment is frequently ill advised since the field is advanc-
ing rapidly). If in repeating a project’s cash flows, the last repetition’s
cash flows extend beyond the planning horizon, then the truncated cash
flows (those that extend beyond the planning horizon) must be assigned
a salvage value as above.
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Example 19
Determine the longest life planning horizon for projects A, B, C

with lives 3, 5, and 6 years, respectively.

The longest life planning horizon is 6 years based on Project C.
Project A must be repeated twice, the second repetition ends at
year 6, so no termination of cash flows is required. Project B’s
second repetition extends to year 10, therefore, a salvage value at
t=6 must be established for B’s repeated cash flows in years 7, 8, 9,
and 10.

An approach that eliminates the truncation salvage value issue from
the planning horizon question is the least common multiple approach.
The least common multiple planning horizon is set by determining the
smallest number of years at which repetitions of all projects would ter-
minate simultaneously. The least common multiple for a set of numbers
(lives) can be determined mathematically using algebra. Discussion of
this approach is beyond the scope of this appendix. For a small number
of projects, the value can be determined by trial and error by examining
multiples of the longest life project.

Example 20
Determine the least common multiple planning horizon for projects

A, B, C with lives 3, 5, and 6 years, respectively.

The least common multiple of 3, 5, and 6 is 30. This can be obtained by
trial and error starting with the longest project life (6) as follows:

1st trial: 6*1=6; 6 is a multiple of 3 but not 5; reject 6 and proceed

2nd trial: 6*2=12; 12 is a multiple of 3 but not 5; reject 12 and proceed

3rd trial: 6*3=18; 18 is a multiple of 3 but not 5; reject 18 and proceed

4th trial: 6*4=24; 24 is a multiple of 3 but not 5; reject 24 and proceed

5th trial: 6*5=30; 30 is a multiple of 3 and 5; accept 30 and stop

Under a 30-year planning horizon, A’s cash flows are repeated 10 times,
B’s 6 times, and C’s 5 times. No truncation is required.

The standard planning horizon approach uses a planning horizon
which is independent of the projects being evaluated. Typically, this
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type of planning horizon is based on company policies or practices. The
standard horizon may require repetition and/or truncation depending
upon the set of projects being evaluated.

Example 21
Determine the impact of a 5 year standard planning horizon on

projects A, B, C with lives 3, 5, and 6 years, respectively.

With a 5-year planning horizon:

Project A must be repeated one time with the second repetition trun-
cated by one year.

Project B is a 5 year project and does not require repetition or truncation.

Project C must be truncated by one year.

There is no single accepted approach to resolving the planning
horizon issue. Companies and individuals generally use one of the ap-
proaches outlined above. The decision of which to use in a particular
analysis is generally a function of company practice and consideration of
the reasonableness of the project repeatability assumption and the avail-
ability of salvage value estimates at truncation points.

A.9 SPECIAL PROBLEMS

A.9.1 Introduction
The preceding sections of this appendix outline an approach for

conducting deterministic economic analysis of investment opportunities.
Adherence to the concepts and methods presented will lead to sound
investment decisions with respect to time value of money principles.
This section addresses several topics that are of special interest in some
analysis situations.

A.9.2 Interpolating Interest Tables
All of the examples previously presented in this appendix conve-

niently used interest rates whose time value of money factors were tabu-
lated in Appendix 4A. How does one proceed if non-tabulated time
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value of money factors are needed? There are two viable approaches;
calculation of the exact values and interpolation. The best and theoreti-
cally correct approach is to calculate the exact values of needed factors
based on the formulas in Table A-6.

Example 22
Determine the exact value for (F|P,13%,7).

From Table A-6,

(F|P,i,n) = (1+i)n = (1+.13)7 = 2.3526

Interpolation is often used instead of calculation of exact values
because, with practice, interpolated values can be calculated quickly.
Interpolated values are not “exact” but for most practical problems they
are “close enough,” particularly if the range of interpolation is kept as
narrow as possible. Interpolation of some factors, for instance (P|A,i,n),
also tends to be less error prone than the exact calculation due simpler
mathematical operations.

Interpolation involves determining an unknown time value of
money factor using two known values which bracket the value of inter-
est. An assumption is made that the values of the time value of money
factor vary linearly between the known values. Ratios are then used to
estimate the unknown value. The example below illustrates the process.

Example 23
Determine an interpolated value for (F|P,13%,7).

The narrowest range of interest rates which bracket 13% and for
which time value of money factor tables are provided in Appendix
4A is 12% to 15%.

The values necessary for this interpolation are

i values (F|P,i%,7)

12% 2.2107

13% (F|P,13%,7)

15% 2.6600
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The interpolation proceeds by setting up ratios and solving for the
unknown value, (F|P,13%,7), as follows:

change between rows 2 & 1 of left column

change between rows 3 & 1 of left column
=

change between rows 2 & 1 of right column

change between rows 3 & 1 of right column

0.13 – 0.12

0.15 – 0.12
=

(F|P,13%,7) – 2.2107

2.6600 – 2,2107

0.01
0.03

=
(F|P,13%,7) – 2.2107

0.4493

0.1498 = (F|P,13%,7) – 2.2107

(F|P,13%,7) = 2.3605

The interpolated value for (F|P,13%,7), 2.3605, differs from the ex-
act value, 2.3526, by 0.0079. This would imply a $7.90 difference in
present worth for every thousand dollars of return at t=7. The rela-
tive importance of this interpolation error can be judged only in
the context of a specific problem.

A.9.3 Non-Annual Interest Compounding
Many practical economic analysis problems involve interest that is

not compounded annually. It is common practice to express a non-annu-
ally compounded interest rate as follows:

12% per year compounded monthly or 12%/yr/mo.

When expressed in this form, 12%/yr/mo is known as the nominal
annual interest rate The techniques covered in this appendix up to this
point can not be used directly to solve an economic analysis problem of
this type because the interest period (per year) and compounding period
(monthly) are not the same. Two approaches can be used to solve prob-
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lems of this type. One approach involves determining a period interest
rate, the other involves determining an effective interest rate.

To solve this type of problem using a period interest rate approach,
we must define the period interest rate:

Period Interest Rate =
Nominal Annual Interest Rate

Number of Interest Periods per Year

In our example,

Period Interest Rate =
12%/yr/mo

12 mo/yr
= 1%/mo/mo

Because the interest period and the compounding period are now
the same, the time value of money factors in Appendix 4A can be ap-
plied directly. Note however, that the number of interest periods (n)
must be adjusted to match the new frequency.

Example 24
$2,000 is invested in an account which pays 12% per year com-

pounded monthly. What is the balance in the account after 3 years?

Nominal Annual Interest Rate = 12%/yr/mo

Period Interest Rate =
12%/yr/mo

12 mo/yr
= 1%/mo/mo

Number of Interest Periods = 3 years × 12 mo/yr = 36 interest
periods (months)

F = P (F|P,i,n) = $2,000 (F|P,1,36) = $2,000 (1.4308) = $2,861.60

Example 25
What are the monthly payments on a 5-year car loan of $12,500 at

6% per year compounded monthly?

Nominal Annual Interest Rate = 6%/yr/mo

Period Interest Rate =
6%/yr/mo
12 mo/yr

= 0.5%/mo/mo
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Number of Interest Periods = 5 years × 12 mo/yr = 60 interest
periods

A = P (A|P,i,n) = $12,500 (A|P,0.5,60) = $12,500 (0.0193) = $241.25

To solve this type of problem using an effective interest rate ap-
proach, we must define the effective interest rate. The effective annual
interest rate is the annualized interest rate that would yield results equiva-
lent to the period interest rate as previously calculated. Note however
that the effective annual interest rate approach should not be used if the
cash flows are more frequent than annual (e.g., monthly). In general, the
interest rate for time value of money factors should match the frequency
of the cash flows (e.g., if the cash flows are monthly, use the period
interest rate approach with monthly periods).

As an example of the calculation of an effective interest rate, as-
sume that the nominal interest rate is 12%/yr/qtr, therefore the period
interest rate is 3%/qtr/qtr. One dollar invested for 1 year at 3%/qtr/qtr
would have a future worth of:

F = P (F|P,i,n) = $1 (F|P,3,4) = $1 (1.03)4

= $1 (1.1255) = $1.1255

To get this same value in 1 year with an annual rate the annual rate
would have to be of 12.55%/yr/yr. This value is called the effective
annual interest rate. The effective annual interest rate is given by (1.03)4

- 1 = 0.1255 or 12.55%.

The general equation for the Effective Annual Interest Rate is:

Effective Annual Interest Rate = (1 + (r/m))m–1
where: r = nominal annual interest rate

m = number of interest periods per year

Example 26
What is the effective annual interest rate if the nominal rate is

12%/yr compounded monthly?

nominal annual interest rate = 12%/yr/mo

period interest rate = 1%/mo/mo

effective annual interest rate = (1+0.12/12)12 -1 = 0.1268 or 12.68%
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A.9.4 Economic Analysis Under Inflation
Inflation is characterized by a decrease in the purchasing power of

money caused by an increase in general price levels of goods and ser-
vices without an accompanying increase the value of the goods and
services. Inflationary pressure is created when more dollars are put into
an economy without an accompanying increase in goods and services.
In other words, printing more money without an increase in economic
output generates inflation. A complete treatment of inflation is beyond
the scope of this appendix. A good summary can be found in Sullivan
and Bontadelli [1980].

When consideration of inflation is introduced into economic analy-
sis, future cash flows can be stated in terms of either constant-worth
dollars or then-current dollars. Then-current cash flows are expressed in
terms of the face amount of dollars (actual number of dollars) that will
change hands when the cash flow occurs. Alternatively, constant-worth
cash flows are expressed in terms of the purchasing power of dollars
relative to a fixed point in time known as the base period.

Example 27
For the next 4 years, a family anticipates buying $1000 worth of

groceries each year. If inflation is expected to be 3%/yr what are the
then-current cash flows required to purchase the groceries.

To buy the groceries, the family will need to take the following face
amount of dollars to the store. We will somewhat artificially as-
sume that the family only shops once per year, buys the same set of
items each year, and that the first trip to the store will be one year
from today.

Year 1: dollars required $1000.00*(1.03)=$1030.00

Year 2: dollars required $1030.00*(1.03)=$1060.90

Year 3: dollars required $1060.90*(1.03)=$1092.73

Year 4: dollars required $1092.73*(1.03)=$1125.51

What are the constant-worth cash flows, if today’s dollars are used
as the base year.

The constant worth dollars are inflation free dollars, therefore the
$1000 of groceries costs $1000 each year.
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Year 1: $1000.00

Year 2: $1000.00

Year 3: $1000.00

Year 4: $1000.00

The key to proper economic analysis under inflation is to base the
value of MARR on the types of cash flows. If the cash flows contain
inflation, then the value of MARR should also be adjusted for inflation.
Alternatively, if the cash flows do not contain inflation, then the value of
MARR should be inflation free. When MARR does not contain an adjust-
ment for inflation, it is referred to as a real value for MARR. If it contains
an inflation adjustment, it is referred to as a combined value for MARR.
The relationship between inflation rate, the real value of MARR, and the
combined value of MARR is given by:

1 + MARRCOMBINED=

(1 + inflation rate) * (1 + MARRREAL)

Example 28
If the inflation rate is 3%/yr and the real value of MARR is 15%/

yr, what is the combined value of MARR?

1 + MARRCOMBINED

= (1 + inflation rate) * (1 + MARRREAL)

1 + MARRCOMBINED= (1 + 0.03) * (1 + 0.15)

1 + MARRCOMBINED= (1.03) * (1.15)

1 + MARRCOMBINED= 1.1845

MARRCOMBINED= 1.1845 - 1 = 0.1845 = 18.45%

If the cash flows of a project are stated in terms of then-current
dollars, the appropriate value of MARR is the combined value of MARR.
Analysis done in this way is referred to as then current analysis. If the
cash flows of a project are stated in terms of constant-worth dollars, the
appropriate value of MARR is the real value of MARR. Analysis done in
this way is referred to as then constant worth analysis.
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Example 29
Using the cash flows of Examples 27 and interest rates of Example

28, determine the present worth of the grocery purchases using a con-
stant worth analysis.

Constant worth analysis requires constant worth cash flows and
the real value of MARR.

PW = 1000 * (P|A,15%,4)
= 1000 * (2.8550) = $2855.00

Example 30
Using the cash flows of Examples 27 and interest rates of Example

28, determine the present worth of the grocery purchases using a then
current analysis.

Then current analysis requires then current cash flows and the
combined value of MARR.

PW = 1030.00 * (P|F,18.45%,1) + 1060.90 * (P|F,18.45%,2) + 1092.73
* (P|F,18.45%,3) +1125.51 * (P|F,18.45%,4)

PW = 1030.00 * (0.8442) + 1060.90 * (0.7127) + 1092.73 * (0.6017)
+1125.51 * (0.5080)

PW = 869.53 + 756.10 + 657.50 + 571.76 = 2854.89

The notable result of Examples 29 and 30 is that the present worths
determined by the constant-worth approach ($2855.00) and the then-
current approach ($2854.89) are equal (the $0.11 difference is due to
rounding). This result is often unexpected but it is mathematically sound.
The important conclusion is that if care is taken to appropriately match
the cash flows and value of MARR, the level of general price inflation is
not a determining factor in the acceptability of projects. To make this
important result hold, inflation must either (1) be included in both the
cash flows and MARR (the then-current approach) or (2) be included in
neither the cash flows nor MARR (the constant-worth approach).

A.9.5 Sensitivity Analysis and Risk Analysis
Often times the certainty assumptions associate with deterministic

analysis are questionable. These certainty assumptions include certain
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knowledge regarding amounts and timing of cash flows as well as cer-
tain knowledge of MARR. Relaxing these assumptions requires the use
of sensitivity analysis and risk analysis techniques.

Initial sensitivity analyses are usually conducted on the optimal
decision alternative (or top two or three) on a single factor basis. Single
factor sensitivity analysis involves holding all cost factors except one
constant while varying the remaining cost factor through a range of
percentage changes. The effect of cost factor changes on the measure of
worth is observed to determine whether the alternative remains attrac-
tive under the evaluated changes and to determine which cost factor
effects the measure of worth the most.

Example 31
Conduct a sensitivity analysis of the optimal decision resulting from

the constrained analysis of the data in Example 17. The sensitivity analy-
sis should explore the sensitivity of present worth to changes in annual
revenue over the range -10% to +10%.

The PW of the optimal decision (Accept A & D only) was deter-
mined in Section A.8.3 to be:

PWA&D = -1500 + 890*(P|A,12%,4) = -1500 + 890 (3.0373) = $1203.21

If annual revenue decreases 10%, it becomes 890 - 0.10*890 = 801
and PW becomes

PWA&D = -1500 + 801*(P|A,12%,4) = -1500 + 801 (3.0373) = $932.88

If annual revenue increases 10%, it becomes 890 + 0.10*890 = 979
and PW becomes

PWA&D = -1500 + 979*(P|A,12%,4) = -1500 + 979 (3.0373) = $1473.52

The sensitivity of PW to changes in annual revenue over the range
-10% to +10% is +$540.64 from $932.88 to $1473.52.

Example 32
Repeat Example 31 exploring of the sensitivity of present worth to

changes in initial cost over the range -10% to +10%.
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The PW of the optimal decision (Accept A & D only) was deter-
mined in Section A.8.3 to be:

PWA&D = -1500 + 890*(P|A,12%,4) = -1500 + 890 (3.0373) = $1203.21

If initial cost decreases 10% it becomes 1500 - 0.10*1500 = 1350 and
PW becomes

PWA&D = -1350 + 890*(P|A,12%,4) = -1350 + 890 (3.0373) = $1353.20

If initial cost increases 10% it becomes 1500 + 0.10*1500 = 1650 and
PW becomes

PWA&D = -1650 + 890*(P|A,12%,4) = -1500 + 890 (3.0373) = $1053.20

The sensitivity of PW to changes in initial cost over the range -10%
to +10% is -$300.00 from $1353.20 to $1053.20.

Example 33
Repeat Example 31 exploring the sensitivity of the present worth to

changes in MARR over the range -10% to +10%.

The PW of the optimal decision (Accept A & D only) was deter-
mined in Section A.8.3 to be:

PWA&D = -1500 + 890*(P|A,12%,4) = -1500 + 890 (3.0373) = $1203.21

If MARR decreases 10% it becomes 12% - 0.10*12% = 10.8% and
PW becomes

PWA&D = -1500 + 890*(P|A,10.8%,4) = -1500 + 890 (3.1157) =
$1272.97

If MARR increases 10% it becomes 12% + 0.10*12% = 13.2% and
PW becomes

PWA&D = -1500 + 890*(P|A,13.2%,4) = -1500 + 890 (2.9622) =
$1136.36
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The sensitivity of PW to changes in MARR over the range -10% to
+10% is -$136.61 from $1272.97 to $1136.36.

The sensitivity data from Examples 31, 32, and 33 are summarized
in Table A-11. A review of the table reveals that the decision alternative
A&D remains attractive (PW ≥0) within the range of 10% changes in
annual revenues, initial cost, and MARR. An appealing way to summa-
rize single factor sensitivity data is using a “spider” graph. A spider
graph plots the PW values determined in the examples and connects
them with lines, one line for each factor evaluated. Figure A-10 illus-
trates the spider graph for the data of Table A-11. On this graph, lines
with large positive or negative slopes (angle relative to horizontal re-
gardless of whether it is increasing or decreasing) indicate factors to
which the present value measure of worth is sensitive. Figure A-10 shows
that PW is least sensitive to changes in MARR (the MARR line is the
most nearly horizontal) and most sensitivity to changes in annual rev-
enue (the annual revenue line has the steepest slope). Additional sensi-
tivities could be explored in a similar manner.

Figure A-10. Sensitivity analysis “spider” graph
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When single factor sensitivity analysis is inadequate to assess the
questions which surround the certainty assumptions of a deterministic
analysis, risk analysis techniques can be employed. One approach to risk
analysis is the application of probabilistic and statistical concepts to eco-
nomic analysis. These techniques require information regarding the pos-
sible values that uncertain quantities may take on as well as estimates of
the probability that the various values will occur. A detailed treatment
of this topic is beyond the scope of this appendix. A good discussion of
this subject can be found in Park and Sharp-Bette [1990].

A second approach to risk analysis in economic analysis is through
the use of simulation techniques and simulation software. Simulation
involves using a computer simulation program to sample possible val-
ues for the uncertain quantities in an economic analysis and calculating
the measure of worth. This process is repeated many times using differ-
ent samples each time. After many samples have been taken, probability
statements regarding the measure of worth may be made. A good dis-
cussion of this subject can be found in Park and Sharp-Bette [1990].

A.10 SUMMARY AND ADDITIONAL
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

In this appendix a coherent, consistent approach to economic analy-
sis of capital investments (energy related or other) has been presented.
To conclude the appendix, this section provides several additional ex-
amples to illustrate the use of time value of money concepts for energy
related problems. Additional example applications as well as a more in

Table A-11 Sensitivity analysis data table

Factor \
Percent Change - 10% Base + 10%

1st Cost 1353.20 1203.21 1053.20

Annual Revenue 932.88 1203.21 1473.52

MARR 1272.97 1203.21 1136.36
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depth presentation of conceptual details can be found in the references
listed at the end of the appendix. These references are by no means
exclusive; many other excellent presentations of the subject matter are
also available. Adherence to the concepts and methods presented here
and in the references will lead to sound investment decisions with re-
spect to time value of money principles.

Example 34
In Section A.3.3 an example involving the evaluation of a base-

board heating and window air conditioner versus a heat pump was
introduced to illustrate cash flow diagramming (Figure A-2). A sum-
mary of the differential costs is repeat here for convenience.

• The heat pump costs $1500 more than the baseboard system,

• The heat pump saves $380 annually in electricity costs,

• The heat pump has a $50 higher annual maintenance costs,

• The heat pump has a $150 higher salvage value at the end of 15
years,

• The heat pump requires $200 more in replacement maintenance at
the end of year 8.

If MARR is 18%, is the additional investment in the heat pump
attractive?

Using present worth as the measure of worth:

PW = -1500 + 380*(P|A,18%,15) - 50*(P|A,18%,15) +
150*(P|F,18%,15) - 200*(P|F,18%,8)

PW = -1500 + 380*(5.0916) - 50*(5.0916) + 150*(0.0835) - 200*(0.2660)

PW = -1500.00 + 1934.81 - 254.58 + 12.53 - 53.20 = $139.56

Decision: PW≥0 ($139.56>0.0), therefore the additional investment
for the heat pump is attractive.
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Example 35
A homeowner needs to decide whether to install R-11 or R-19 insu-

lation in the attic of her home. The R-19 insulation costs $150 more to
install and will save approximately 400 kWh per year. If the planning
horizon is 20 years and electricity costs $0.08/kWh is the additional
investment attractive at MARR of 10%?

At $0.08/kWh, the annual savings are: 400 kWh * $0.08/kWh =
$32.00

Using present worth as the measure of worth:

PW = -150 + 32*(P|A,10%,20)

PW = -150 + 32*(8.5136) = -150 + 272.44 = $122.44

Decision: PW≥0 ($122.44>0.0), therefore the R-19 insulation is at-
tractive.

Example 36
The homeowner from Example 35 can install R-30 insulation in the

attic of her home for $200 more than the R-19 insulation. The R-30 will
save approximately 250 kWh per year over the R-19 insulation. Is the
additional investment attractive?

Assuming the same MARR, electricity cost, and planning horizon,
the additional annual savings are: 250 kWh * $0.08/kWh = $20.00

Using present worth as the measure of worth:

PW = -200 + 20*(P|A,10%,20)

PW = -200 + 20*(8.5136) = -200 + 170.27 = -$29.73

Decision: PW<0 (-$29.73<0.0), therefore the R-30 insulation is not
attractive.

Example 37
An economizer costs $20,000 and will last 10 years. It will generate

savings of $3,500 per year with maintenance costs of $500 per year. If
M1ARR is 10% is the economizer an attractive investment.
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Using present worth as the measure of worth:

PW = -20000 + 3500*(P|A,10%,10) - 500*(P|A,10%,10)

PW = -20000 + 3500*(6.1446) - 500*(6.1446)

PW = -20000.00 + 21506.10 - 3072.30 = -$1566.20

Decision: PW<0 (-$1566.20<0.0), therefore the economizer is not
attractive.

Example 38
If the economizer from Example 37 has a salvage value of $5000 at

the end of 10 years is the investment attractive?

Using present worth as the measure of worth:

PW = -20000 + 3500*(P|A,10%,10)
- 500*(P|A,10%,10) + 5000*(P|F,10%,10)

PW = -20000 + 3500*(6.1446) - 500*(6.1446)  + 5000*(0.3855)

PW = -20000.00 + 21506.10 - 3072.30 + 1927.50 = $361.30

Decision: PW≥0 ($361.30≥0.0), therefore the economizer is now at-
tractive.
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 1%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 2%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 3%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 4%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 5%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 6%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 7%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 8%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 9%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 10%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 12%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 15%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 18%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 20%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 25%
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Time Value of Money Factors—Discrete Compounding
i = 30%
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DISCLAIMER
This Protocol serves as a framework to determine energy and water savings
resulting from the implementation of an energy efficiency program. It is also
intended to help monitor the performance of renewable energy systems and to
enhance indoor environmental quality in buildings. The JPMVP does not create
any legal rights or impose any legal obligations on any person or other legal
entity. IPMVP has no legal authority or legal obligation to oversee, monitor or
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ensure compliance with provisions negotiated and included in contractual ar-
rangements between third persons or third parties. It is the responsibility of the
parties to a particular contract to reach agreement as to what, if any, of this
protocol is included in the contract and to ensure compliance.

Preface

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The International Performance Measurement and Verification Pro-

tocol (MVP) provides an overview of current best practice techniques
available for verifying results of energy efficiency, water efficiency, and
renewable energy projects. It may also be used by facility operators to
assess and improve facility performance. Energy conservation measures1

(ECMS2) covered herein include fuel saving measures, water efficiency
measures, load shifting and energy reductions through installation or
retrofit of equipment, and/or modification of operating procedures.

The IPMVP is not intended to prescribe contractual terms between
buyers and sellers of efficiency services, although it provides guidance
on some of these issues. Once other contractual issues are decided, this
document can help in the selection of the measurement & verification
(M&V) approach that best matches: i) project costs and savings magni-
tude, ii) technology-specific requirements, and iii) risk allocation be-
tween buyer and seller, i.e., which party is responsible for installed
equipment performance and which party is responsible for achieving
long term energy savings.

Two dimensions of ECM performance verification are addressed in
this document:

• Savings determination technique using available data of suitable
quality.

• Disclosure of data and analysis enabling one party to perform sav-
ing determinations while another verifies it.

————————————
1. Although there is some debate over the differences between the two terms
energy conservation measure (ECM) and energy efficiency measure (EEM) they
have been used interchangeably in this document.
2. The terms in italics are defined in Chapter 6.1
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STRUCTURE OF IPMVP
Based on extensive user feedback, this version provides greater

internal consistency, more precise definition of M&V Options, and treat-
ment of additional issues, described below. Additional guidance is pro-
vided on how to adhere to the IPMVP. This edition of IPMVP is divided
into three separate volumes:

Volume I Concepts and Options for Determining Savings
Volume II Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) Issues
Volume III Applications

Volume I defines basic terminology useful in the M&V field. It
defines general procedures to achieve reliable and cost-effective determi-
nation of savings. Such definitions then can be customized for each
project, with the help of other resources (see Chapter 1.4 and Chapter
6.2). Verification of savings is then done relative to the M&V Plan for the
project. This volume is written for general application in measuring and
verifying the performance of projects improving energy or water effi-
ciency in buildings and industrial plants.

Volume I is largely drawn from the December 1997 edition of
IPMVP. Apart from a general refocusing of the document for increased
clarity, the definitions of Options A and B have been significantly modi-
fied in response to reactions received to earlier editions. These changes
now include required field measurement of at least some variables un-
der Option A, and all variables under Option B. Examples of each M&V
Option have been added in Appendix A. Fortner sections on M&V for
new buildings, residential and water efficiency have been moved to
Volume III. The text has been updated and language tightened to
achieve greater technical consistency and ease of use.

Volume II reviews indoor environmental quality issues as they
may be influenced by an energy efficiency project. It focuses on mea-
surement issues and project design and implementation practices asso-
ciated with maintaining acceptable indoor conditions under an energy
efficiency project, while advising on key related elements of M&V and
energy performance contracts. Volume II is scheduled for publication con-
currently with Volume I.

Volume III is planned for publication in early 2001, and reflects
guidance and input of over 100 international experts. It will review
application specific M&V issues. It is intended to address M&V specifics
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related to efficiency projects in industrial processes, new buildings, re-
newable energy, water efficiency, and emission trading. This volume is
expected to be an area of continued development as more specific appli-
cations are defined.

NEW TOPICS
IPMVP 2000, in three volumes, introduces new topics of M&V for

maintaining building indoor environmental quality (Volume II) and for
renewable energy projects (Volume III), as summarized below.

Indoor Environmental Quality—Many building energy conservation
measures have the potential to positively or negatively affect indoor
pollutant concentrations, thermal comfort conditions, and lighting qual-
ity. These and other indoor environmental characteristics, which are
collectively referred to as indoor environmental quality (IEQ), can influ-
ence the health, comfort, and productivity of building occupants. Even
small changes in occupant health and productivity may be very signifi-
cant financially, sometimes exceeding the financial benefits of energy
conservation. Financial benefits resulting from improvements in IEQ can
serve as a stimulus for energy efficiency investments. It is important that
these IEQ considerations be explicitly recognized prior to selection and
implementation of building energy efficiency measures. Volume II pro-
vides information that will help energy conservation professionals and
building owners and managers maintain or improve IEQ when they
implement building energy efficiency measures in non-industrial com-
mercial and public buildings. This document also describes practical
IEQ and ventilation measurements that can also help energy conserva-
tion professionals maintain or improve IEQ.

Volume II represents a consensus effort of approximately 25 com-
mittee members from 10 countries. The final work was then peer-re-
viewed by about 40 international experts whose comments and
suggestions were incorporated in the final document.

Renewable Energy—The Renewable Energy section that will be part of
Volume III provides a description of M&V Options for renewables
within the IPMVP framework with examples and recommendations for
specific applications. The term “renewable energy” refers to sources of
energy that are regenerated by nature and sustainable in supply. Ex-
amples of renewable energy include solar, wind, biomass (sustainably
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harvested fuel crops, waste-to-energy, landfill gas), and geothermal en-
ergy. Strategies for M&V of renewables are important in designing, com-
missioning, serving as basis for financing payments, and providing
ongoing diagnostics. In addition, good M&V can help reduce transaction
costs by providing developers, investors, lenders, and customers with
confidence regarding the value of projects and the allocation of risk. The
section describes how the different M&V Options can be applied to re-
newable energy systems, and provides several examples.

Characteristics unique to renewable energy systems require M&V
techniques distinct from those applied to energy efficiency projects.
Renewable energy is generally capital-intensive and some sources, such
as wind, rely on intermittent resources requiring special procedures to
measure effects on the integrated energy system—including proper
valuation of increased capacity and redundancy. Many of the benefits of
renewables are external to conventional evaluation and accounting tech-
niques. A sound protocol for measuring the performance and quantify-
ing benefits unique to renewable energy systems can be a valuable part
of recognizing real benefits of renewables that are often not part of cur-
rent evaluation and accounting techniques.

The section represents a consensus effort of 65 committee members
from 20 countries.

FUTURE WORK
The IPMVP is maintained with the sponsorship of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy by a broad international coalition of facility owners/
operators, financiers, contractors or Energy Services Companies (ESCOs)
and other stakeholders. Continued international development and adop-
tion of IPMVP will involve increasingly broad international participation
and management of the document as well as its translation and adoption
into a growing number of languages and application in a growing num-
ber of countries.

As a living document, every new version of IPMVP incorporates
changes and improvements reflecting new research, improved method-
ologies and improved M&V data. At the same time, the protocol reflects
a broad international consensus, and the vast majority of its work is
accomplished by individual experts who volunteer their time to serve on
committees. Please let us know how the IPMVP can be improved or
expanded—it is updated and republished every two years.

Individuals interested in reviewing IPMVP progress and related
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documents should visit www.ipmvp.org. The IPMVP web site con-
tains new and/or modified content, interim revisions to the existing
protocol and review drafts as they are prepared. Currently, the IPMVP
web site has links to many of the organizations referenced herein, email
archives containing the minutes of the conference calls and all the cor-
respondence among members of the various committees, and contact
information for many individuals associated with the protocol.

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 OVERVIEW
Energy efficiency offers the largest and most cost-effective oppor-

tunity for both industrialized and developing nations to limit the enor-
mous financial, health and environmental costs associated with burning
fossil fuels. Available, cost-effective investments in energy and water
efficiency globally are estimated to be tens of billions of dollars per year.
However, the actual investment level is far less, representing only a frac-
tion of the existing, financially attractive opportunities for energy sav-
ings investments. In the interest of brevity, throughout this document
the terms “energy” and “energy savings” represent both energy and
water. Although there are differences between energy efficiency mea-
sures and water efficiency measures, they share many common at-
tributes and are often part of the same project.

If all cost-effective efficiency investments were made public and
commercial buildings in the U.S., for example, efficiency project spend-
ing would roughly triple, and within a decade would result in savings
of $20 billion per year in energy and water costs, create over 100,000
permanent new jobs and significantly cut pollution. For developing
countries with rapid economic growth and surging energy consumption,
energy and water efficient design offers a very cost effective way to
control the exploding costs of building power and water treatment
plants, while limiting the expense of future energy imports and the
widespread health and environmental damages and costs that result
from burning fossil fuels.

These efficiency opportunities and their inherent benefits
prompted the U.S. Department of Energy in early 1994 to begin working
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with industry to develop a consensus approach to measuring and veri-
fying efficiency investments in order to overcome existing barriers to
efficiency. The International Performance Measurement and Verification
Protocol (IPMVP, or sometimes called the MVP) was first published in
1996, and contained methodologies that were compiled by the technical
committee that comprised of hundreds of industry experts, initially from
the United States, Canada and Mexico.

In 1996 and 1997, twenty national organizations from a dozen
countries worked together to revise, extend and publish a new version
of the IPMVP in December 1997. This second version has been widely
adopted internationally, and has become the standard M&V documents
in countries ranging from Brazil to Romania. According to Mykola
Raptsun, former Deputy Chairman of State Committee of Ukraine En-
ergy Conservation, now President of ARENA-ECO, the Ukrainian en-
ergy efficiency center:

The IPMVP has broad application for businessmen, energy managers, law
makers and educators and could become the national standard document for
M& V It has been important in helping the growth of the energy efficiency
industry in Ukraine.

North America’s energy service companies have adopted the
IPMVP as the industry standard approach to measurement and verifica-
tion (M&V). According to Steve Schiller, President of Schiller Associates,
a leading energy efficiency consulting firm:

[In the United States], referencing the International Performance Mea-
surement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) has become essentially a require-
ment associated with developing both individual energy efficiency performance
contracting projects as well as performance contracting programs. Almost all
performance-contracting firms now state that their work complies with the
IPMVP. Thus, in a few short years the IPMVP has become the de-facto protocol
for measurement and verification of performance contracts.

Institutions such as the World Bank and International Finance
Corporation (IFC) have found the Protocol beneficial and are incorporat-
ing it as a required part of new energy efficiency projects. According to
Russell Sturm, Senior Projects Officer, Environmental Projects Unit, In-
ternational Finance Corporation:

“In our work at the Environmental Projects Unit of the IFC we seek
investments in the emerging ESCO markets of the developing and transition
economies of the world. While these markets hold promise, the challenges on the
road to commercial viability are formidable. IPMVP provides the foundation
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necessary to build credibility for this emerging industry, helping us to establish
a level of comfort among local players that is essential for broad-based accep-
tance in the marketplace. “

The IPMVP has been translated into Bulgarian, Chinese, Czech,
Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish and
Ukrainian. The translated versions of the IPMVP in some of these lan-
guages are available through the website wwwipmvp.org.

As a result of strong and widespread interest, participation in de-
veloping this third edition has expanded to include a global network of
professionals from around the world and includes national organiza-
tions from 16 countries and hundreds of individual experts from more
than 25 nations. The work was drafted by volunteers serving on commit-
tees composed of leading international experts in their respective fields.
Overall responsibility and direction is provided by the Executive Com-
mittee, composed of a dozen international experts who share a goal of
strengthening and fostering the rapid growth of the energy and water
efficiency industries. Our Financial Advisory Subcommittee has helped
ensure that this document is valuable to the financial community in
facilitating and enhancing efficiency investment financing.

1.2 WHY MEASURE AND VERIFY?
“You cannot manage what you do not measure”—Jack Welch, CEO of

General Electric
When firms invest in energy efficiency, their executives naturally

want to know how much they have saved and how long their savings
will last. The determination of energy savings requires both accurate
measurement and replicable methodology, known as a measurement
and verification protocol.

The long-term success of energy and water management projects is
often hampered by the inability of project partners to agree on an accu-
rate, successful M&V Plan. This M&V Protocol discusses procedures
that, when implemented, help buyers, sellers and financiers of energy
and water projects to agree on an M&V Plan and quantify savings from
Energy Conservation Measure (ECM) and Water Conservation Measure
(WCM).

Simply put, the purpose of the IPMVP is to increase investment in
energy efficiency and renewable energy. The IPMVP does so in at least
six ways:
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a) Increase energy savings
Accurate determination of savings gives facility owners and man-

agers valuable feedback on the operation of their facility, allowing them
to adjust facility management to deliver higher levels of energy savings,
greater persistence of savings and reduced variability of savings. A
growing body of data shows that better measurement and verification
results in significantly higher levels of savings, greater persistence of
savings over time and lower variability of savings (Kats et al. 1997 and
1999, Haberl et al. 1996). Logically this makes sense, since real time
measurement at multiple measurement points provides a strong diag-
nostic tool for building managers that allows them to better understand,
monitor and adjust energy systems to increase and maintain savings.
This finding is consistent with the experience of the US Federal Energy
Management Programs and reflects the very extensive long term meter-
ing1 work done at the Texas A&M University Loan Star program
(Claridge et al. 1996). Greater persistence and lower variability, in turn,
can form the technical basis for rewarding energy efficiency projects
which employ superior M&V techniques for determining energy sav-
ings.

b) Reduce cost of financing of projects
In early 1994, our financial advisors expressed concern that exist-

ing protocols (and those under development) created a patchwork of
inconsistent and sometimes unreliable efficiency installation and mea-
surement practices. This situation reduced reliability and performance of
efficiency investments, increased project transaction costs, and pre-
vented the development of new forms of lower cost financing. IPMVP is
a response to this situation, providing guidance on risk management
information helpful in structuring project financing contracts.

By providing greater and more reliable savings and a common
approach to determining savings, widespread adoption of this Protocol
has already made efficiency investments more reliable and profitable,
and has fostered the development of new types of lower cost financing.
By more clearly defining project M&V and defining generally accepted
M&V methods, this Protocol provides lending institutions confidence in
the credible assessment of savings and measurement of performance.
This assessment and measurement then becomes the security which
————————————
1. The terms in italics are defined in Chapter 6.1
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backs financing. If a sufficient level of confidence can be achieved, the
door may be opened to “off-balance-sheet financing” where project debt
does not appear on the credit line of the host facility—historically a
major hurdle to energy efficiency project implementation.

The IPMVP is an important part of the credit equation for most
lenders since it provides an established and independent mechanism to
determine energy savings. For example, the US Department of Energy’s
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, in partnership with
Virginia’s Commonwealth Competition Council and New Jersey-based
M/A Structured Finance Corp. has developed a pilot program for a $50
million pooled financing program for energy efficiency projects for K-12
schools and publicly owned colleges and universities. The goal of the
program is to provide an off-balance sheet and procurement-friendly
method of financing these projects for the public sector. The guidelines
in the IPMVP have allowed participating financial institutions to lend on
the basis of the energy savings, an important consideration in an off-
balance sheet financing. The IPMVP provides the confidence and stan-
dardization to allow these institutions to fund upgrades based on future
pooled energy savings, with borrowing “off-balance sheet” for the aca-
demic institutions.

c) Encourage better project engineering
Since good M&V practices are intimately related to good design of

retrofit projects, IPMVP’s direction on M&V practice encourages the
good design of energy management projects. Good M&V design, and
ongoing monitoring of performance will help in the creation of projects
that work effectively for owners and users of the spaces or processes
affected. Good energy management methods help reduce maintenance
problems in facilities allowing them to run efficiently. Among the im-
provements that may be noted by complete engineering design of ECMs
is an improvement in indoor air quality in occupied space.

d) Help demonstrate and capture the value of reduced emissions from
energy efficiency and renewable energy investments.

Emissions reduced by efficiency projects include CO2, the primary
greenhouse gas (causing global warming), SO2, NOx and mercury. The
failure to include the costs/benefits of these emissions has distorted
price and market signals, and has resulted in a misallocation of energy
investments and prevented a more rational and cost-effective energy
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investment strategy around the world. Determining the level of reduc-
tion of pollutants requires the ability to estimate with confidence actual
energy savings.

The IPMVP provides a framework for calculating energy reduc-
tions before (baseline) and after the implementation of projects. The
IPMVP can help achieve and document emissions reductions from
projects that reduce energy consumption and help energy efficiency in-
vestments be recognized as an emission management strategy. Such
profile will also help attract funding for energy efficiency projects
through the sale of documented emission credits.

e) Increase public understanding of energy management as a public
policy tool

By improving the credibility of energy management projects, M&V
increases public acceptance of the related activities. Such public accep-
tance encourages investors to consider investing in energy efficiency
projects or the emission credits they may create. By enhancing savings,
good M&V practice also brings more attention to the public benefits
provided by good energy management, such as improved community
health, reduced environmental degradation, and increased employment.

f) Help national and industry organizations promote and achieve re-
source efficiency and environmental objectives

The IPMVP is being widely adopted by national and regional gov-
ernment agencies and by industry and trade organizations to help in-
crease investment in energy efficiency and achieve environmental and
health benefits. Chapter 1.4 provides examples of how the IPMVP is
being used by a range of institutions in one country—the United States.

1.2.1 Role of Protocol
This Protocol:
• Provides energy efficiency project buyers, sellers and financiers a

common set of terms to discuss key M&V project-related issues
and establishes methods which can be used in energy performance
contracts.

• Defines broad techniques for determining savings from both a
“whole facility” and an individual technology.

• Applies to a variety of facilities including residential, commercial,
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institutional and industrial buildings, and industrial processes.

• Provides outline procedures which i) can be applied to similar
projects throughout all geographic regions, and ii) are internation-
ally accepted, impartial and reliable.

• Presents procedures, with varying levels of accuracy and cost, for
measuring and/or verifying: i) baseline and project installation
conditions, and ii) long-term energy savings.

• Provides a comprehensive approach to ensuring that building in-
door environmental quality issues are addressed in all phases of
ECM design, implementation and maintenance.

• Creates a living document that includes a set of methodologies and
procedures that enable the document to evolve over time.

1.2.2 Audience for Protocol
The target audience for this Protocol includes:
— Facility Energy Managers
— Project Developers and/or Implementers
— ESCOs (Energy Service Companies)
— WASCOs (Water Service Companies)
— Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
— Finance Firms
— Development Banks
— Consultants
— Government Policy Makers
— Utility Executives
— Environmental Managers
— Researchers

1.3 IPMVP ROLE IN INTERNATIONAL
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION
International efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have also

increased the need for standardized tools such as the IPMVP, to cost-
effectively measure the economic and environmental benefits of energy
efficiency projects. The vast majority of climate scientists have con-
cluded that “the balance of evidence suggests that human activities are
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having a discernible influence on global climate” (IPCC, 1995). Respond-
ing to the mounting scientific call for action to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases (primarily those from fossil fuel use), the industrial-
ized nations recently committed to binding emissions targets and time-
tables. The flexible, market mechanisms to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions included in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol to the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) makes the need for an interna-
tional consensus on M&V protocol more urgent.

Guidelines have recently been developed by the Lawrence Berke-
ley National Laboratory that addresses the monitoring, evaluation, re-
porting, verification, and certification of energy efficiency projects for
climate change mitigation (Vine and Sathaye, 1999). The LBNL study
determined that the IPMVP is the preferred international approach for
monitoring and evaluating energy efficiency projects because of its inter-
national acceptance, because it covers many key issues in monitoring
and evaluation and because it allows for flexibility.

The IPMVP Adjustment Committee will be working through 2000
to build on the leading intentional consensus approach to implementing,
measuring and verifying efficiency investments to come up with agreed
on estimates of future energy savings and emissions reductions. By
achieving agreement on this issue, this committee will make a necessary
and important contribution to establishing a framework on which inter-
national greenhouse gas trading can be built. For more information,
contact Ed Vine (elvine@lbl.gov).

1.4 RELATIONSHIP TO U.S. PROGRAMS
The MVP is intended to include a framework approach that

complements more detailed national, or regional energy efficiency
guidelines in any country that it is used in. Following are the examples
drawn from the US.

ASHRAE Guideline 14
IPMVP is complemented by the work of the American Society of

Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) in
the form of its draft Guideline 14P Measurement of Energy and Demand
Savings. In contrast to the ASHRAE document, which focuses at a very
technical level, the IPMVP establishes a general framework and termi-
nology to assist buyers and sellers of M&V services. ASHRAE’s Guide-
line 14 has completed its first public review and hence was available
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publicly for a period in the middle of 2000. The ASHRAE Guideline is
expected to be fully available in 2001. It is advised that the reader use
the ASHRAE or other relevant document, as well as others referenced
herein, to help formulate a successful M&V Plan.

Federal Energy Management Program
The U.S. Department of Energy’s Federal Energy Management

Program (FEMP) was established, in part, to reduce energy costs to the
U.S. Government from operating Federal facilities. FEMP assists Federal
energy managers by identifying and procuring energy-saving projects.

The FEMP M&V Guideline follows the IPMVP, and provides guid-
ance and methods for measuring and verifying the energy and cost sav-
ings associated with federal agency performance contracts. It is intended
for federal energy managers, federal procurement officers, and contrac-
tors implementing performance contracts at federal facilities. Assistance
is provided on choosing M&V methods that provide an appropriate
level of accuracy for protection of the project investment. The FEMP
M&V Guideline has two primary uses:

• It serves as a reference document for specifying M&V methods and
procedures in delivery orders, requests for proposals (RFPs), and
performance contracts.

• It is a resource for those developing project-specific M&V plans for
federal performance contracting projects.

The first FEMP M&V Guideline was published in 1996, a new version
has been published in 2000, Version 2.2, and contains the following
updates to the 1996 version:

• A discussion of performance contracting responsibility issues and
how they affect risk allocation.

• Quick M&V guidelines including procedural outlines, content
checklists, and option summary tables.

• Measure-specific guidelines for assessing the most appropriate
M&V Option for common measures.

• New M&V strategies and methods for cogeneration, new construc-
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tion, operations and maintenance, renewable energy systems, and
water conservation projects.

In addition to being a requirement for efficiency investments in
U.S. Federal buildings, the FEMP Guideline provides a model for how
to develop a specific application of the IPMVP. To secure a copy of the
FEMP guideline, call 800-DOE-EREC.

State Performance Contracting Programs
Many states in the US have incorporated the IPMVP as an impor-

tant part of a number of their energy efficiency programs and services
for commercial, industrial and institutional customers. They use IPMVP
as the basis of determining energy savings in energy performance con-
tracting. IPMVP has been valuable in standardizing project performance
metrics and has become an important component for facilitating wider
acceptance of energy performance contracts that can reduce private sec-
tor transaction costs. IPMVP has helped cut transactions costs, improve
project performance and has been important in securing low cost financ-
ing for our programs. Many states require that M&V Plans be developed
for projects funded under the Standard Performance Contract Program.
The New York State EnVest program, for example, is structured to be
consistent with IPMVP and New York State Energy Research & Devel-
opment Authority (NYSERDA) strongly recommends the use of IPMVP
for institutional projects.

Other states which have incorporated IPMVP in state energy per-
formance contracting and other energy efficiency programs are Califor-
nia, Colorado, Oregon, Texas, and Wisconsin.

Environmental Evaluation Initiatives in Buildings
The IPMVP is being integrated into the U.S. Green Building

Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED”) Rating system, which is rapidly becoming the national green
building design standard.

The USGBC-developed LEED” program provides a comprehensive
green building rating system. In order to win a rating, a building must
comply with several measures, including the IPMVP, for energy effi-
ciency and water measures. Buildings are then rated on a range of en-
vironmental and life cycle issues to determine if the building achieves
one of the LEED” performance levels. Applicants to LEED” will receive
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a point for complying with the IPMVP. For more information, please
visit their website at wwwusgbc.org.

Chapter 2
The Importance of M&V in Financ-

ing Energy and Water Efficiency

2.1 FINANCING ENERGY AND WATER EFFICIENCY
The key to unlocking the enormous potential for energy and water

efficiency worldwide is securing financing. Good measurement practices
and verifiability are some of the important elements in providing the
confidence needed to secure funding for projects. Securing financing
requires confidence that energy efficiency investments will result in a
savings stream sufficient to make debt payments. Measurement and
verification practices allow project performance risks to be understood,
managed, and allocated among the parties.

It is important that each M&V Plan clearly describe the tolerances
associated with the measurement and savings determination methods.
There can be significant variances in the tolerances within each of the
measurement options presented in this protocol. Users are advised to
understand the pros and cons of each option and the tolerance of the
particular measurement method proposed. Each participant is then
equipped to make an appropriate business decision about the risk and
reward of an investment.

Energy and water efficiency projects meet a range of objectives,
including upgrading equipment, improving performance, helping to
achieve environmental compliance, or simply saving energy and money.
All projects have one thing in common, an initial financial investment.
The type of investment may be an internal allocation of funds (in-house
project) or it may be a complex contractual agreement with an ESCO
and/or third-party financier.

All types of financial investments have a common goal—making
money or a “return” on investment. Rate of return is measured by vari-
ous financial yardsticks such as simple payback, return on investment
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(ROI) or internal rate of return (IRR). The expected rate of return is gov-
erned by the risk associated with the investment. Typically, the higher the
project risk, the greater the return demanded. Risk takes a variety of
forms in efficiency projects. Most risks can be measured; it is the accuracy
of the measurement (tolerance) that is important. Many risks associated
with investing in an energy or water efficiency project can be measured
using tools common to the finance industry, such as internal rate of re-
turn or customer credit-worthiness. M&V, as defined in this Protocol, is
primarily focused on risks that affect the measurement or determination
of savings from energy or water efficiency programs. These risks are de-
fined in the terms of the contracts between the participants.

This Protocol provides guidance on obtaining information needed
to reduce and manage measurement uncertainties in order to structure
project financing contracts. The value of ECM performance data can
range from useful to absolutely critical, depending on the financing
method and which party has accepted the contractual risk. For example,
an ESCO typically will not be concerned about operating hours if the
owner takes responsibility for equipment operation, though these risks
should be highlighted and understood by the parties. Different invest-
ments require different measures of performance.

Accordingly, this Protocol provides four M&V Options to accom-
modate a variety of contractual arrangements.

Although this Protocol formalizes basic M&V language and tech-
niques, it is not meant to prescribe an M&V Option for every type of
ECM. Instead, this document offers Options available, provides guid-
ance on which Option to choose and helps clarify the relationship of
various M&V Options to the risks assumed by relevant parties, and thus
places bounds on the financial risks of the deal.

2.2 DEFINITION AND ROLE OF PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS
When efficiency projects include a guarantee of performance, it is

classified as a performance contract. It is important to recognize that
there are two separate instruments in such transactions—the lending
instrument and the guarantee. The lending takes place between the fin-
ancier and the owner, or the ESCO. The guarantee is typically provided
to the owner by the ESCO. Usually it guarantees the amount of energy
that will be saved at some defined pricing level, and/or that energy
savings will be sufficient to meet the financing payment obligations.
However a guarantee may be as simple as a piece of equipment that is
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capable of operating at a stated level of efficiency (“rating of perfor-
mance”).

There are many types of financing in use with performance con-
tracts. This Protocol does not recommend any particular approach, be-
cause the choice depends on many considerations beyond the scope of
M&V disciplines. The availability of third-party financing in general,
however, and the variety of applicable financial instruments, is growing.
Those seeking financing of projects with measurable and verifiable sav-
ings should have no difficulty obtaining expert advice from more than
one specialist, at least in the U.S.

Energy savings are commonly defined as reductions in energy use.
Energy cost savings are reductions in the cost of energy and related
O&M expenses, from a base cost established through a methodology set
forth in an energy performance contract. (Energy saving activities may
also reduce other costs such as pollution/health care costs through low-
ering of atmospheric emissions from boilers.) “Energy savings” and
“energy cost savings” when defined in a performance contract are typi-
cally contractual terms.

Performance of equipment, both before and after a retrofit, can be
measured with varying degrees of accuracy. Savings are often computed
as energy cost avoidance and are the calculated difference between i) the
measured performance and/or load of energy-using systems and ii) the
amount of energy that the systems would have used in the absence of
the ECM, such difference being multiplied by current unit prices for
energy supplied. The baseyear1 energy usage is defined using measured
equipment performance data prior to the ECM coupled with assump-
tions about how that equipment would have operated in the post-retrofit
period. Often, baseyear assumptions must incorporate expected and/or
unforeseen changes that may alter the energy savings calculation. In
these cases, the contract defines which party is responsible for the ele-
ments of the ECM that lead to energy savings and cost avoidance.

Broadly speaking, energy efficiency projects have two elements,
performance and operation:

• performance of the project is related to its efficiency, defined with
a metric such as improvements in lumens/watt or in tons of cool-
ing per kW of demand.

———————————
1. The terms in italics are defined in Chapter 6.1
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• operation of the project is related to its actual usage, defined as
operation hours, ton hours etc.

Typically, an ESCO is responsible for the performance of any
equipment or systems it installs. Depending on the energy performance
contract, either the ESCO or the Owner may be responsible for the op-
eration of the equipment. It is important to allow for changes in equip-
ment operation that may result from factors outside either party’s
control, such as weather. Responsibility for maintenance may be as-
signed to either party or shared. Consider four categories of variables
that account for all of the changes that might affect energy cost avoid-
ance:

1 ESCO-controlled variables—retrofit performance

2 Owner-controlled variables—facility characteristics, operation

3 ESCO and/or owner controlled variable—maintenance

4 Variables that are outside of either party’s control—weather, en-
ergy prices, natural disaster

The M&V Plan should clearly identify these variables for all ECMs
before the project is implemented. The M&V process requires the skills
of professionals familiar with measurement and collection techniques,
data manipulation, interpretation, and technology performance. In some
circumstances, it may be preferable that a third party be obtained by the
owner to judge whether energy performance contract terms are appro-
priate and, later, are being applied correctly. In order to adequately
understand the implications of various measurement strategies, the
M&V professional should have a thorough understanding of the ECMs
being installed and the services provided.

2.3 FINANCIAL RISK, MEASUREMENT
When creating financed energy efficiency project agreements, the

parties enter into a contract defining and allocating risk among the par-
ties. Generally, the lender will be looking for the most straight forward
allocation of risks. In financing efficiency projects, most risks (beyond
general creditworthiness of the parties) relate to one basic issue: will the
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project perform to expectation? Performance related risks that are scat-
tered among several participants may make project financing more dif-
ficult. Usually, the lender wants the risk of performance to be between
the ESCO and the owner only, acting as “Consultant” to the owner. It is
difficult for a lender to assess creditworthiness if payments can be im-
pacted by a variety of parties. In such cases the lender will price the
financing to the creditworthiness of the lowest common denominator.

2.3.1 Ability to Pay
Debt service coverage, which is the ratio of the projected cash sav-

ings to repayment amount, is a critical measure of the project’s financial
viability. It serves as an indicator of the project’s ability to be supported
solely by the savings. When coverage falls below a certain level, (125%
for example), the project will be subject to increased scrutiny by finan-
ciers. Most important to the calculation of coverage is the confidence
with which savings are estimated and ultimately measured (or stipu-
lated).

2.3.2 Construction Risks
Terms (risks) embodied in common construction contracts are also

present in a financed energy efficiency project, if construction financing
is used. (Often permanent financing is initiated after construction is fin-
ished and accepted.) Basic risks and questions include:

• Who is responsible for the design? Who builds what, by when?

• Who pays whom, how much and when?

• What cost overruns are likely, what contingencies are in the con-
struction budget, and what recourse does the financier have in
event of overruns?

• What is the maximum construction delay, what can cause it and
how can it be cured.

Performance bonds cover the risk associated with the first item for
both owners and lenders. Escrow and progress payment contracts cover
risks associated with the second item. Lenders are interested in liqui-
dated damage provisions and payment and performance bonds as a way
to limit potential losses from construction delays.
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2.3.3 Performance Risks
As discussed in Chapter 2.2, when an energy savings performance

contract is used, capturing the effect of “change” is particularly impor-
tant. For example, consider which party estimated the savings and
which party carries the financial impact of. i) a change in operating
hours, ii) a change in weather, iii) a degradation in chiller efficiency, iv)
a change that requires compliance with new or existing standards, v) a
partial facility closure, vi) an expansion to a third production shift, vii)
quality of maintenance, etc. The financial impact of these changes can be
either positive or negative. The contract must be clear who wins or loses.
For example, an ESCO may not get credit for the savings created by
actions of the owner. Similarly an ESCO should not be required to cover
the higher costs incurred due to the owner’s increased or decreased
usage outside the parameters of the project; e.g., a new computer lab or,
fewer shifts worked.

Energy savings estimates are usually based on an assumption that
the facility will operate on a predicted schedule, or load profile. Changes
to this schedule will affect project generated savings. Assignment of
responsibility for these changes is a critical contract component. As well,
these are all risks that need to be evaluated by each party in advance and
accounted for using performance measurement as specified using an
appropriate M&V method. Often these are examined in detail after
implementation, when it is too late. For example, an executed contract
may stipulate that the owner is responsible for the operating hours of a
lighting system, and the ESCO is responsible for ensuring that the sys-
tem power draw is correct. For this contract, Option A M&V method (as
introduced in Chapter 3.4. 1) is appropriate. Cost avoidance is calculated
using a stipulated value for operating hours and the measured change
in the power draw of the lighting system.

Chapter 3
Basic Concepts and Methodology

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Energy or demand savings are determined by comparing mea-

sured energy use or demand before and after implementation of an
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energy savings program. In general:

Energy Savings = Baseyear Energy Use –
Post-Retrofit Energy Use ± Adjustments Eq. 1

The “Adjustments” term in this general equation brings energy use
in the two time periods to the same set of conditions. Conditions com-
monly affecting energy use are weather, occupancy, plant throughput,
and equipment operations required by these conditions. Adjustments
may be positive or negative.

Adjustments are derived from identifiable physical facts. The ad-
justments are made either routinely such as for weather changes, or as
necessary such as when a second shift is added, occupants are added to
the space, or increased usage of electrical equipment in the building.

Adjustments are commonly made to restate baseyear energy use
under post-retrofit conditions. Such adjustment process yields savings
which are often described as “avoided energy use” of the post-retrofit
period. The level of such savings are dependent on post-retrofit period
operating conditions.

Adjustments may also be made to an agreed fixed set of conditions
such as those of the baseyear or some other period. The level of savings
computed in this situation is unaffected by post-retrofit period condi-
tions, but reflects operation under a set of conditions which must be
established in advance.

There are many other considerations and choices to make in deter-
mining savings. Chapter 3.4 describes four basic Options, any one of
which may be adapted to a particular savings determination task. Chap-
ter 4 gives guidance on common issues such as balancing costs and
accuracy with the value of the energy savings program being evaluated.
Chapter 5 reviews metering and instrumentation issues.

3.2 BASIC APPROACH
Proper savings determination is a necessary part of good design of

the savings program itself. Therefore the basic approach in savings de-
termination is closely linked with some elements of program design. The
basic approach common to all good savings determination entails the
following steps:

1 Select the IPMVP Option (see Chapter 3.4) that is consistent with
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the intended scope of the project, and determine whether adjust-
ment will be made to post-retrofit conditions or to some other set
of conditions. (These fundamental decisions may be written into
the terms of an energy performance contract.)

2 Gather relevant energy and operating data from the baseyear and
record it in a way that can be accessed in the future.

3 Design the energy savings program. This design should include
documentation of both the design intent and methods to be used
for demonstrating achievement of the design intent.

4 Prepare a Measurement Plan, and a Verification Plan if necessary,
(commonly together called an “M&V Plan”). The M&V Plan funda-
mentally defines the meaning of the word “savings” for each
project. It will contain the results of steps 1 through 3 above, and
will define the subsequent steps 5 through 8 (see Chapter 3.3).

5 Design, install and test any special measurement equipment
needed under the M&V Plan.

6 After the energy savings program is implemented, inspect the in-
stalled equipment and revised operating procedures to ensure that
they conform with the design intent defined in step 3. This process
is commonly called “commissioning.” ASHRAE defines good prac-
tice in commissioning most building modifications (ASHRAE
1996).

7 Gather energy and operating data from the post-retrofit period,
consistent with that of the baseyear and as defined in the M&V
Plan. The inspections needed for gathering these data should in-
clude periodic repetition of commissioning activities to ensure
equipment is functioning as planned.

8 Compute and report savings in accordance with the M&V Plan.

Steps 7 and 8 are repeated periodically when a savings report is
needed.

Savings are deemed to be statistically valid if the result of equation
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(1) is greater than the expected variances (noise) in the baseyear data.
Chapter 4.2 discusses some methods of assessing this noise level. If noise
is excessive, the unexplained random behavior of the facility is high and
the resultant savings determination is unreliable. Where this criterion is
not expected to be met, consideration should be given to using more
independent variables in the model, or selecting an IPMVP Option that
is less affected by unknown variables.

The balance of this document fleshes out some key details of this
basic approach to determining savings.

Once a savings report has been prepared, a third party may verify
that it complies with the M&V Plan, This third party should also verify
that the M&V Plan itself is consistent with the objectives of the project.

3.3 M&V PLAN
The preparation of an M&V Plan is central to proper savings deter-

mination and the basis for verification. Advance planning ensures that
all data needed for proper savings determination will be available after
implementation of the energy savings program, within an acceptable
budget.

Data from the baseyear and details of the ECMs may be lost over
time. Therefore it is important to properly record them for future refer-
ence, should conditions change or ECMs fail. Documentation should be
prepared in a fashion that is easily accessed by verifiers and other per-
sons not involved in its development, since several years may pass be-
fore these data are needed.

An M&V Plan should include:

• A description Of the ECM and its intended result.

• Identification of the boundaries of the savings determination. The
boundaries may be as narrow as the flow of energy through a pipe
or wire, or as broad as the total energy use of one or many build-
ings. The nature of any energy effects beyond the boundaries
should be described and their possible impacts estimated.

• Documentation of the facility’s baseyear conditions and resultant
baseyear energy data. In performance contracts, baseyear energy use
and baseyear conditions may be defined by either the owner or the
ESCO, providing the other party is given adequate opportunity to
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verify it. A preliminary energy audit used for establishing the ob-
jectives of a savings program or terms of an energy performance
contract is typically not adequate for planning M&V activities.
Usually a more comprehensive audit is required to gather the
baseyear information relevant to M&V:

— energy consumption and demand profiles

— occupancy type, density and periods

— space conditions or plant throughput for each operating period
and season. (For example in a building this would include light
level and color, space temperature humidity and ventilation.
An assessment of thermal comfort and/or indoor air quality
(IAQ) may also prove useful in cases where the new system
does not perform as well as the old inefficient system. See
Volume II.)

— equipment inventory: nameplate data, location, condition.
Photographs or videotapes are effective ways to record equip-
ment condition.

— equipment operating practices (schedules and setpoint, actual
temperature s/pressures)

— significant equipment problems or outages.

The extent of the information to be recorded is determined by the
boundaries or scope of the savings determination. The baseyear docu-
mentation typically requires well documented audits, surveys, inspec-
tions and/or spot or short-term metering activities. Where whole
building Option is employed (Chapter 3.4.3 or Chapter 3.4.4), all build-
ing equipment and conditions should be documented.

• Identification of any planned changes to conditions of the baseyear,
such as night time temperatures.

• Identification of the post-retrofit period. This period may be as
short as a one minute test following commissioning of an ECM, or
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as long as the time required to recover the investment cost of the
ECM program.

• Establishment of the set of conditions to which all energy measure-
ments will be adjusted. The conditions may be those of the post-
retrofit period or some other set of fixed conditions. As discussed
in the introductory remarks of Chapter 3, this choice determines
whether reported savings are “avoided costs” or energy reductions
under defined conditions.

• Documentation of the design intent of the ECM(s) and the commis-
sioning procedures that will be used to verify successful imple-
mentation of each ECM.

• Specification of which Option from Chapter 3.4 will be used to
determine savings.

• Specification of the exact data analysis procedures, algorithms and
assumptions. For each mathematical model used, report all of its
terms and the range of independent variables over which it is
valid.

• Specification of the metering points, period(s) of metering, meter
characteristics, meter reading and witnessing protocol, meter com-
missioning procedure, routine calibration process and method of
dealing with lost data.

• For Option A, report the values to be used for any stipulated pa-
rameters. Show the overall significance of these parameters to the
total expected saving and describe the uncertainty inherent in the
stipulation.

• For Option D, report the name and version number of the simula-
tion software to be used. Provide a paper and electronic copy of the
input files, output files, and reference the weather files used for the
simulation, noting which input parameters were measured and
which assumed. Describe the process of obtaining any measured
data. Report the accuracy with which the simulation results match
the energy use data used for calibration.
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• Specification of quality assurance procedures.

• Quantification of the expected accuracy associated with the mea-
surement, data capture and analysis. Also describe qualitatively
the expected impact of factors affecting the accuracy of results but
which cannot be quantified.

• Specification of how results will be reported and documented. A
sample of each report should be included.

• Specification of the data that will be available for another party to
verify reported savings, if needed.

• Where the nature of future changes can be anticipated, methods for
making the relevant non-routine Baseline Adjustmentsl should be
defined.

• Definition of the budget and resource requirements for the savings
determination, both initial setup costs and ongoing costs through-
out the post-retrofit period.

When planning a savings measurement process, it is helpful to
consider the nature of the facility’s energy use pattern, and the ECM s
impacts thereon. Consideration of the amount of variation in energy
patterns and the change needing to be assessed will help to establish the
amount of effort needed to determine savings. The following three ex-
amples show the range of scenarios that may arise.

• ECM reduces a constant load without changing its operating
hours. Example: Lighting project where lamps and ballasts in an
office building are changed, but the operating hours of the lights
do not change.

• ECM reduces operating hours while load is unchanged. Example:
Automatic controls shut down air handling equipment or lighting
during unoccupied periods.

——————————
1. The terms in italics are defined in Chapter 6.1
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• ECM reduces both equipment load and operating hours. Ex-
ample: Resetting of temperature on hot water radiation system
reduces overheating, thereby reducing boiler load and operating
periods.

Generally, conditions of variable load or variable operating hours
require more rigorous measurement and computation procedures.

It is important to realistically anticipate costs and effort associated
with completing metering and data analysis activities. Time and budget
requirements are often underestimated leading to incomplete data col-
lection. It is better to complete a less accurate and less expensive savings
determination than to have an incomplete or poorly done, yet theoreti-
cally more accurate determination that requires substantially more re-
sources, experience and/or budget than available. Chapter 4.11
addresses cost/benefit tradeoffs.

Typical contents of four M&V Plans are outlined in the four ex-
amples shown in Appendix A.

3.4 METHODS
The Energy Use quantities in Equation 1 can be “measured” by one

or more of the following techniques:

• Utility or fuel supplier invoices or meter readings.

• Special meters isolating a retrofit or portion of a facility from the
rest of the facility. Measurements may be periodic for short inter-
vals, or continuous throughout the post-retrofit period.

• Separate measurements of parameters used in computing energy
use. For example, equipment operating parameters of electrical
load and operating hours can be measured separately and factored
together to compute the equipment’s energy use.

• Computer simulation which is calibrated to some actual perfor-
mance data for the system or facility being modeled, e.g., DOE-2
analysis for buildings.

• Agreed assumptions or stipulations of ECM parameters that are
well known. The boundaries of the savings determination, the re-
sponsibilities of the parties involved in project implementation,
and the significance of possible assumption error will determine
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where assumptions can reasonably replace actual measurement.
For example, in an ECM involving the installation of more efficient
light fixtures without changing lighting periods, savings can be
determined by simply metering the lighting circuit power draw
before and after retrofit while assuming the circuit operates for an
agreed period of time. This example involves stipulation of oper-
ating periods, while equipment performance is measured.

The Adjustments term in equation (1) can be of two different types:

• Routine Adjustments for changes in parameters that can be ex-
pected to happen throughout the post-retrofit period and for which
a relationship with energy use/demand can be identified. These
changes are often seasonal or cyclical, such as weather or occu-
pancy variations. This protocol defines four basic Options for de-
riving routine adjustments. Table B-1 summarizes the various
Options.

• Non-routine Adjustments for changes in parameters which cannot
be predicted and for which a significant impact on energy use/
demand is expected. Non-routine adjustments should be based on
known and agreed changes to the facility. Chapter 4.8 presents a
general approach for handling non-routine adjustments, com-
monly called “baseline adjustments.

Options A and B focus on the performance of specific ECMs. They
involve measuring the energy use of systems affected by each ECM
separate from that of the rest of the facility. Option C assesses the energy
savings at the whole facility level. Option D is based on simulations of
the energy performance of equipment or whole facilities to enable deter-
mination of savings when baseyear or post-retrofit data are unreliable or
unavailable.

An example of the use of each of the four Options is contained in
Appendix A.

3.4.1 Option A: Partially Measured Retrofit Isolation
Option A involves isolation of the energy use of the equipment

affected by an ECM from the energy use of the rest of the facility. Mea-
surement equipment is used to isolate all relevant energy flows in the
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pre-retrofit and post-retrofit periods. Only partial measurement is used
under Option A, with some parameter(s) being stipulated rather than
measured. However such stipulation can only be made where it can be
shown that the combined impact of the plausible errors from all such
stipulations will not significantly affect overall reported savings.

Table B-1. Overview of M&V Options
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3.4.1.1 Option A: Isolation Metering
Measurement equipment must be used to isolate the energy use of

the equipment affected by the ECM from the energy use of the rest of the
facility. The isolation metering should reflect the boundary between
equipment which the ECM affects and that which it does not affect. For
example, a lighting load reduction often has a related impact on HVAC
system energy use, but the boundary for measurement may be defined
to encompass only the lighting electricity. However if the boundary of
the savings determination encompasses HVAC effects, measurement or
stipulation will be required for both the lighting and HVAC energy
flows.

Chapter 5 discusses metering issues.

3.4.1.2 Option A: Measurement vs. Stipulation
Some, but not all parameters of energy use may be stipulated

under Option A. The decision of which parameters to measure and
which to stipulate should consider the significance of the impact of all
such stipulations on the overall reported savings. The stipulated values
and analysis of their significance should be included in the M&V Plan
(See Chapter 3.2).

Stipulation may be based on historical data, such as recorded op-
erating hours from the baseyear. Wherever a parameter is not measured
in the facility for the baseyear or post-retrofit period it should be treated
as a stipulated value and the impact of possible error in the stipulation
assessed relative to the expected savings.

Engineering estimates or mathematical modeling may be used to
assess the significance of stipulation of any parameter in the reported
savings. For example if a piece of equipment’s operating hours are con-
sidered for stipulation, but may be between 2,100 and 2,300 hours per
year, the estimated savings at 2,100 and 2,300 hours should be computed
and the difference evaluated for its significance to the expected savings.
The impact of all such possible stipulations should be totaled before
determining whether sufficient measurement is in place.

The selection of factor(s) to measure may also be considered rela-
tive to the duties of a contractor undertaking some ECM performance
risk. Where a factor is significant to assessing a contractor’s perfor-
mance, it should be measured, while other factors beyond the ESCO’s
control should be considered for stipulation.
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3.4.1.3 Installation Verification
Since stipulation is allowed under this Option, great care is needed

to review the engineering design and installation to ensure that the
stipulations are realistic and achievable, i.e. the equipment truly has the
potential to perform as assumed.

At defined intervals during the post-retrofit period the installation
should be reinspected to verify continued existence of the equipment
and its proper operation and maintenance. Such re-inspections will en-
sure continuation of the potential to generate predicted savings and
validate stipulations. The frequency of these re-inspections can be deter-
mined by the likelihood of change. Such likelihood can be established
through initial frequent inspections to establish the stability of equip-
ment existence and performance. An example of a situation needing
routine re-inspection is a lighting retrofit savings determination involv-
ing the sampling of the performance of fixtures and a count of the num-
ber of fixtures. In this case the continued existence of the fixtures and
lamps is critical to the savings determination. Therefore periodic counts
of the number of fixtures in place with all lamps burning would be
appropriate. Similarly, where the performance of controls equipment is
assumed but subject to being overridden, regular inspections or record-
ings of control settings are critical to limiting the uncertainty created by
the stipulations.

3.4.1.4 Option A: Measurement Interval
Parameters may be continuously measured or periodically mea-

sured for short periods. The expected amount of variation in the param-
eter will govern the decision of whether to measure continuously or
periodically.

Where a parameter is not expected to change it may be measured
immediately after ECM installation and checked occasionally through-
out the post-retrofit period. The frequency of this checking can be deter-
mined by beginning with frequent measurements to verify that the
parameter is constant. Once proven constant, the frequency of measure-
ment may be reduced.

If less than continuous measurement is used, the location of the
measurement and the exact nature of the measurement device should be
recorded in the M&V Plan, along with the procedure for calibrating the
meter being used.

Where a parameter is expected to be constant, measurement inter-
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vals can be short and occasional. Lighting fixtures provide an example
of constant power flow, assuming they have no dimming capability.
However lighting operating periods may not be constant, for example
outdoor lighting controlled by a photocell operates for shorter periods in
seasons of long daylight than in seasons of short daylight. Where a
parameter may change seasonally, such as this photocell case, measure-
ments should be made under appropriate seasonal conditions.

Where a parameter may vary daily or hourly, as in most heating or
cooling systems, continuous metering may be simplest. However for
weather dependent loads, measurements may be taken over a long
enough period to adequately characterize the load pattern (i.e., week-
day/weekend and weather-dependent characteristics of the load) and
repeated as necessary through the post-retrofit period. Examples of such
day-type profiling can be found in Katipamula and Haberl (1991),
Akbari et al. (1988), Hadley and Tomich (1986), Bou Saada and Haberl
(1995a, 1995b) and Bou Saada et al. (1996).

3.4.1.5 Option A: Sampling
Where multiple versions of the same installation are included

within the boundaries of a savings determination, statistically valid
samples may be used as valid measurements of the total parameter.
Such situation may arise, for example, where individual light fixtures
are measured before and after retrofit to assess their power draw, while
the total lighting power draw cannot be read at the electrical panel due
to the presence of non-lighting loads on the same panel. Providing that
a statistically significant sample of fixtures is measured before and after
ECM installation, these data may be used as the ‘measurement’ of total
lighting power draw. Appendix B discusses the statistical issues in-
volved in sampling.

3.4.1.6 Option A: Uncertainty
Chapter 4.2 reviews the general issues surrounding uncertainty of

savings determination. However, specific factors driving the uncertainty
of Option A methods are:

• The magnitude of effects beyond the boundary of the retrofit iso-
lation. For example, the significance of the mechanical cooling
energy associated with a reduction in lighting power depends on
the length of the mechanical cooling season and the number of
hours of operation of the cooling equipment each day.
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• The significance of the error introduced by possible variations be-
tween the stipulated and true values of parameters. This uncer-
tainty is controlled through careful review of the ECM design,
careful inspection of its implementation after installation and peri-
odically thereafter.

• The variability in the measured parameters, if less than continuous
measurement is employed. This uncertainty can be minimized
through periodic measurements made frequently enough at the
outset of the project to adequately characterize the variability.

• The degree to which the measured sample represents all compo-
nents of an ECM

Savings uncertainty under Option A is generally inversely propor-
tional to the complexity of the ECM and variability of operations in both
the baseyear and post-retrofit period. Thus, the savings from a simple
lighting retrofit may typically be more accurately determined with Op-
tion A than the savings from a chiller retrofit, since lighting stipulations
may have less uncertainty.

3.4.1.7 Option A: Cost
Savings determinations under Option A can be less costly than

under other Options, since the cost of deriving a stipulation may be less
than the cost of making measurements. However in some situations
where stipulation is the only possible route, the derivation of a good
stipulation may require more cost than direct measurement. Cost of ret-
rofit isolation should consider all elements: proper meter installation,
commissioning and maintenance, proper stipulation analysis, and the
ongoing cost to read and record data.

Portable meters may be used so that their costs can be shared with
other objectives. However, meters which are permanently installed
maybe useful in the facility to provide feedback to operating staff or
automated control equipment for optimization of systems or billing of
special users.

Savings determination cost is driven by the complexity of the ECM
and the number of energy flows crossing the boundary of the ECM or
retrofit isolation.

Cost is also driven by the frequency of measurement, whether
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continuous or periodic. Annual costs should be expected to be highest at
the beginning of the post-retrofit period. At this stage in a project mea-
surement processes are being refined, and closer monitoring of perfor-
mance is needed to optimize ECM operation. Some projects may cease
reporting savings after a defined “test” period, though metering maybe
left in place for real time feedback to operating staff

The appropriate cost for each savings determination should be
determined in proportion to the expected savings their potential vari-
ability.

3.4.1.8 Option A: Best Applications
Option A is best applied where:

• the performance of only the systems affected by the ECM is of
concern, either due to the responsibilities assigned to the parties in
a performance contract or due to the savings of the ECM being too
small to be detected in the time available using Option C.

• interactive effects between ECMs or with other facility equipment
can be measured or assumed to be not significant.

• isolation of the ECM from the rest of the facility and stipulation of
key factors may avoid possibly difficult non-routine Baseline Ad-
justments for future changes to the facility.

• the independent variables that affect energy use are not complex
and excessively difficult or expensive to monitor.

• submeters already exist to isolate energy use of systems.

• meters added for isolation purposes will be used for other pur-
poses such as operational feedback or tenant billing.

• the uncertainty created by stipulations is acceptable.

• the continued effectiveness of the ECM can be assessed by routine
visual inspection of stipulated parameters.

• stipulation of some parameters is less costly than measurement of
them in Option B or simulation in Option D.
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3.4.2 Option B: Retrofit Isolation
The savings determination techniques of Option B are identical to

those of Option A except that no stipulations are allowed under Option
B. In other words, full measurement is required.

Short term or continuous metering may be used under Option B.
Continuous metering provides greater certainty in reported savings and
more data about equipment operation. These data can be used to im-
prove or optimize the operation of the equipment on a real-time basis,
thereby improving the benefit of the retrofit itself. Results from several
studies have shown five to fifteen percent annual energy savings can be
achieved through careful use of continuous data logging (Claridge et al.
1994, 1996; Haberl et al. 1995).

Option B involves full measurement of the impact of the ECM.
Therefore there is less need to verify the potential to perform than in
Option A. The suggested installation verifications of Chapter 3.4.1.3 may
be relaxed by eliminating ongoing re-inspections after the commission-
ing inspection.

The savings created by most types of ECMs can be determined
with Option B. However, the degree of difficulty and costs associated
with verification increases proportionately as metering complexity in-
creases. Option B methods will generally be more difficult and costly
than Option A. However Option B may produce less uncertain results
where load and savings patterns are variable. Additional costs may be
justifiable if a contractor is responsible for all aspects of ECM effective-
ness.

ASHRAE’s Guideline 14P is expected to provide technical details
on a similar method (ASHRAE 2000).

3.4.2.1 Option B: Best Applications
Option B is best applied where:

• the performance of only the systems affected by the ECM is of
concern, either due to the responsibilities assigned to the parties in
a performance contract or due to the savings of the ECM being too
small to be detected in the time available using Option C.

• interactive effects between ECMs or with other facility equipment
can be measured or assumed to be immaterial.

• isolation of the ECM from the rest of the facility may avoid possi-
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bly difficult non-routine Baseline Adjustments for future changes
to the facility.

• the independent variables that affect energy use are not complex
and excessively difficult or expensive to monitor.

• submeters already exist to isolate energy use of systems.

• meters added for isolation purposes will be used for other pur-
poses such as operational feedback or tenant billing.

• measurement of parameters is less costly than simulation in Option
D.

3.4.3 Option C: Whole Building
Option C involves use of utility meters or whole building sub-

meters to assess the energy performance of a total building. Option C
assesses the impact of any type of ECM, but not individually if more
than one is applied to an energy meter. This Option determines the
collective savings of all ECMs applied to the part of the facility moni-
tored by the energy meter. Also, since whole building meters are used,
savings reported under Option C include the impact of any other
changes made in facility energy use (positive or negative).

Option C may be used in cases where there is a high degree of
interaction between installed ECMs or between ECMs and the rest of the
building, or the isolation and measurement of individual ECM(s) is dif-
ficult or too costly.

This Option is intended for projects where savings are expected to
be large enough to be discernible from the random or unexplained en-
ergy variations that are normally found at the level of the whole facility
meter. The larger the saving, or the smaller the unexplained variations
in the baseyear, the easier it will be to identify savings. Also the longer
the period of savings analysis after ECM installation, the less significant
is the impact of short term unexplained variations. Typically savings
should be more than 10% of the baseyear energy use if they are to be
separated from the noise in baseyear data.

Periodic inspections should be made of all equipment and opera-
tions in the facility after ECM installation. These inspections will iden-
tify changes from baseyear conditions or intended operations.
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Accounting for changes (other than those caused by the ECMs) is the
major challenge associated with Option C—particularly when savings
are to be monitored for long periods. See also Chapter 4.8 on Baseline
Adjustments.

ASHRAE’s Guideline 14P is expected to provide technical details
on a similar method (ASHRAE 2000).

3.4.3.1 Option C: Energy Data
Each energy flow into a building is measured separately by the

utility or energy supplier. Where utility supply is only measured at a
central point in a campus style facility, sub-meters are needed at each
building or group of buildings on campus for which individual building
performance is to be assessed.

Several meters may be used to measure the flow of one energy type
into a building. To the extent any meter supplies energy use to a system
that interacts with other energy systems directly or indirectly, it must be
included in the whole building savings determinations. Meters serving
non-interacting energy flows for which savings are not to be determined
can be ignored, such as separately metered outdoor lighting circuits. If
several different meters are read on separate days, then each meter hav-
ing a unique billing period should be separately analyzed. The results
can be combined after each individual analysis.

Savings should be determined separately for each meter or sub-
meter serving a building so that performance changes can be assessed
for separately metered parts of the facility. Where a meter measures a
small fraction of one energy type’s total use, it may be totaled with the
larger meter(s) to reduce data management tasks. When electrical meters
are so combined, it should be recognized that small consumption meters
often do not have demand data associated with them so the totalized
consumption data will no longer provide meaningful load factor infor-
mation.

If energy data are missing from the post-retrofit period, a post-ret-
rofit model can be created to fill in missing data. However the reported
savings for the period should identify the report as “estimated.”

Where changes to electric demand represent a significant amount
of the calculated cost savings, the utility bill recorded demand may not
be an adequate source of data due to the difficulties of deriving accurate
models from single monthly demand readings. In this situation, the time
of utility meter peaking must be known for each month so that the
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special demand recording equipment can be synchronized with the
utility’s resetting of the demand. Also the minimum time step for any
demand recording meter should match the utility’s demand time inter-
val (see Chapter 5.2).

3.4.3.2 Option C: Energy Invoices
Energy data are often derived from utility meters, either through

direct reading of the meter, or from utility invoices. Where utility bills
are the source of energy use data, it should be recognized that a utility’s
needs for accuracy in meter reading may not be the same as that of
savings determination. Utility bills can contain estimated data, espe-
cially for small accounts. Sometimes it cannot be determined from the
bill itself that data come from an estimate rather than a meter reading.
Unreported estimated meter readings create unknown errors for the
month(s) of the estimate and the subsequent month when an actual
reading is made. However the first bill with an actual reading after one
or more estimates will correct the previous errors in energy quantities.
When the fact of an estimate is shown on a utility bill, the associated
savings report should reflect this fact.

Where electrical meter estimates are made, no valid data exist for
electrical demand.

Energy may be supplied indirectly to a facility, through on-site
storage facilities for oil, propane or coal. In such situations, information
on the energy supplier shipment invoices is not representative of the
facility’s actual consumption during the period between shipments. Ide-
ally a meter downstream of the storage facility should be used to mea-
sure energy use. However where there is no such meter, inventory level
adjustments for each invoice period should be used to supplement the
invoices.

3.4.3.3 Option C: independent Variables
Characteristics of a facility’s use Or the environment which govern

energy consumption are called independent variables. Common inde-
pendent variables are weather and occupancy. Weather has many di-
mensions, but for whole building analysis weather is most often just
outdoor temperature and possibly humidity depending upon the cli-
mate of the facility. Occupancy may be defined in many ways, such as:
hotel room occupancy factor, office building core occupancy hours or
maximum hours, number of occupied days (weekdays/weekends), or
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restaurant sales.
To the extent that independent variables have a cyclical nature to

them, the significance of their impact on energy use can be assessed
through mathematical modeling. Parameters found to have a significant
effect in the baseyear period should be included in the routine adjust-
ments when applying equation (1) for determining savings. Parameters
having a less predictable but potentially significant effect should be
measured and recorded in the baseyear conditions and post-retrofit pe-
riods so that non-routine baseline adjustments can be made if needed
(see Chapter 4.8)

Independent variables should be measured and recorded at the
same time as the energy meters. For example, weather data should be
recorded daily so it can be totaled to correspond with the exact monthly
energy metering period which may be different from the calendar
month. Monthly mean temperature data for a non-calendar month
would introduce unnecessary error into the model.

The number of independent variables to consider in the model of
the baseyear data can be determined by regression analysis and other
forms of mathematical modeling (Rabl 1988, Rabl and Rialhe 1992,
ASHRAE 1997, Fels 1986, Ruch and Claridge 1991, Claridge et al. 1994).

3.4.3.4 Option C: Data Analysis and Models
The adjustment term of equation (1) under Option C is calculated

by developing a valid model of each meter’s baseyear energy use and/
or demand. A model may be as simple as an ordered list of twelve actual
baseyear monthly electrical demands without any adjustment factors.
However they can often be a set of factors derived from regression
analysis correlating energy use to one or more parameters such as degree
days, metering period length, occupancy, and building operating mode
(summer/winter). Models can also involve several sets of regression
parameters each valid over a defined range of conditions such as ambi-
ent temperature, in the case of buildings, since buildings often use en-
ergy differently in different seasons.

Option C usually requires 12, 24, or 36 (i.e., one full year or mul-
tiple years) of continuous baseyear daily or monthly energy data, and
continuous data during the post-retrofit period (Fels 1986) since models
with more or less data (i.e., 13, 14, 15 or 9,10, 11 months) can cause the
regression to have a statistical bias. Meter data can be hourly, daily or
monthly whole-building data. Hourly data should be aggregated at least
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to the daily level to control the number of independent variables re-
quired to produce a reasonable model of the baseyear, without signifi-
cant impact on the uncertainty in computed savings (Katipamula 1996,
Kissock et al. 1992). Scatter found in daily data is often attributable to
the weekly cycle of most facilities.

Many models appropriate for Option C are possible. To select the
one most suited to the application, statistical evaluation indices should
be considered, such as R2 or CV (RMSE) (see Appendix B). Additional
information concerning these selection procedures can be found in
Reynolds and Fels (19 88), Kissock et al. (1992, 1994) and in the ASHRAE
Handbook of Fundamentals (1997).

Statistical validity of the selected model should be assessed and
demonstrated by reference to published statistical literature.

In certain types of facilities (such as schools) where there is a sig-
nificant difference between the facility’s energy use during the school
year and summer break, separate regression models may need to be devel-
oped for different usage periods (Landman and Haberl 1996a; 1996b).

3.4.3.5 Option C: Computation of Routine Adjustments
The following steps are used to calculate the Adjustments term in

Equation 1 for Option C.

1 Develop the appropriate model for the baseyear energy data and
selected significant driving conditions (see Chapter 3.4.3.2 and
Chapter 3.4.3.3).

2 Insert the post-retrofit period’s independent variables (e.g. ambient
temperature, metering period length) into the baseyear model from
1, above. This process derives the energy use that would have
happened under post-retrofit conditions if the ECM had not been
installed. (Note if some other set of conditions is selected for re-
porting savings (Chapter 3) the independent variables for this set
of conditions would be used in place of the post-retrofit indepen-
dent variables.)

3 Subtract the baseyear’s energy use from the result of 2, above, for
each month.

3.4.3.6 Option C: Cost
The cost of Option C methods depends on whether the energy data
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come from utility bills or other special whole building meters. If such
special whole building sub-meters were in place anyway there may be
no extra cost, providing they are properly read, recorded and main-
tained. The primary cost elements in Option C are i) utility bill or data
management and running of the model with each month’s utility data,
and ii) tracking and adjusting for conditions which change after the
baseyear.

Option C is best applied where:

• the energy performance of the whole facility is to be assessed, not
just the ECMs.

• there are many different types of ECMs in one building.

• the ECMs involve diffuse activities which cannot easily be isolated
for the rest of the facility, such as operator training or wall and
window upgrades.

• the savings are large enough to be separated from noise in the
baseyear data during the time of monitoring.

• interactive effects between ECMs or with other facility equipment
is substantial making isolation techniques of Options A and B ex-
cessively complex.

• Major future changes to the facility are not expected during the
period of savings determination. A system of tracking key operat-
ing conditions can be established to facilitate possible future non-
routine Baseline Adjustments.

• reasonable correlations can be found between energy use and other
independent variables

3.4.4 Option D: Calibrated Simulation
Option D involves the use of computer simulation software to

predict facility energy use for one or both of the energy use terms in
Equation 1. Such simulation model must be “calibrated” so that it predicts
an energy use and demand pattern that reasonably matches actual util-
ity consumption and demand data from either the baseyear or a post-
retrofit year.
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Option D may be used to assess the performance of all ECMs in a
facility, akin to Option C. However, different from Option C, multiple
runs of the simulation tool in Option D allow estimates of the savings
attributable to each ECM within a multiple ECM project.

Option D may also be used to assess just the performance of indi-
vidual systems within a facility, akin to Options A and B. In this case, the
system’s energy use must be isolated from that of the rest of the facility
by appropriate meters, as discussed in Chapter 3.4. 1. 1.

Option D is useful where:

• Baseyear energy data do not exist or are unavailable. Such situa-
tion may arise for a new facility containing particular energy effi-
ciency measures needing to be assessed separately from the rest of
the facility. It may also arise in a centrally metered campus of fa-
cilities where no individual facility meter exists in the baseyear
period, but where individual meters will be available after ECM
installation.

• Post-retrofit energy use data are unavailable or obscured by factors
whose influence will be difficult to quantify. For example, such
situation may arise where it would be too difficult to assess the
impact of future facility usage changes that might significantly
affect energy use. Industrial process changes or uncontrolled sig-
nificant equipment additions often make the computation of future
significant baseline adjustments so imprecise that the error in sav-
ings determination is excessive.

• The expected energy savings are not large enough to be separated
from the facility’s utility meter using Option C.

• It is desired to determine the savings associated with individual
ECMs but Options A or B isolation and measurements are too dif-
ficult or costly.

If the post-retrofit energy use is predicted by the simulation soft-
ware, the determined savings are actually maintained only if the simu-
lated operating methods are maintained. Periodic inspections should be
made of all equipment and operations in the facility after ECM installa-
tion (see Chapter 3.4.1.3). These inspections will identify changes from
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baseyear conditions and variances from modeled equipment perfor-
mance.

The adjustments term in equation (1) is computed by running the
simulation model under appropriate sets of conditions as needed to
bring the two energy use terms to a common set of conditions.

Accurate computer modeling and calibration to measured data are
the major challenges associated with Option D. To control the costs of
this method while maintaining reasonable accuracy, the following points
should be considered when using Option D:

1 Simulation analysis needs to be conducted by trained personnel
who are experienced with the particular software and calibration
techniques.

2 Input data should represent the best available information includ-
ing as much as possible of actual performance data from key com-
ponents in the facility.

3 The simulation needs to be adjusted (“calibrated”) so its results
match both the demand and consumption data from monthly util-
ity bills within acceptable tolerances. The use of actual weather
data may be necessary in cases where the actual weather data
varies significantly from the average year weather data used in the
simulation. Close agreement between predicted and actual annual
total energy use is usually insufficient demonstration that the
simulation adequately predicts the energy behavior of the facility.

4 Simulation analyses need to be well documented with paper and
electronic copies of input and output files as well as the survey and
metering/monitoring data used to define and calibrate the model.
The particular version number of the software should be declared
if it is publicly available so that any other party can fully review
the many computations within the simulation.

ASHRAE’s Guideline 14P is expected to provide technical details
on a similar method (ASHRAE 2000).

3.4.4.1 Option D: Types of Simulation Programs
Information on the different types of building simulation models

can be found in the ASHRAE Handbook (1997). DOE also maintains a
current list of public domain and proprietary building energy simulation
programs. This information can be obtained by accessing DOE’s infor-
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mation server at www.eren.doe. gov/buildings/tools-directory.
Whole building simulation programs usually involve hourly calcu-

lation techniques. However techniques using ASHRAE’s simplified en-
ergy analysis procedure may also be used if the building heat losses/
gains, internal loads and HVAC systems are simple. ASHRAE’s proce-
dure features modified bin methods and simplified HVAC system mod-
els.

Many other types of special purpose programs may be used to
simulate energy use and operating conditions of individual components
or industrial processes. HVAC component models are available from
ASHRAE in its HVACO2 toolkit (Brandemuehl 1993), and for boiler/
chiller equipment in the HVACO 1 toolkit (Bourdouxhe 1994a, 1994b,
1995). Simplified component air-side HVAC models are also available in
a report by Knebel (1983). Equations for numerous other models have
been identified as well (ASHRAE 1989, SEL 1996).

Any software used must be well documented and well understood
by the user.

3.4.4.2 Option D: Calibration
Savings determined with Option D are based on one or more com-

plex estimates of energy use. Therefore, the accuracy of the savings is
completely dependent on how well the simulation models actual perfor-
mance and how well calibrated it is to actual performance.

Calibration is achieved by verifying that the simulation model rea-
sonably predicts the energy use of the facility by comparing model re-
sults to a set of calibration data. This calibration data should at a
minimum be measured energy consumption and demand data, for the
portion of the facility being simulated. Calibration of building simula-
tions is usually done with 12 monthly utility bills. The calibration data
set should be documented along with a description of its source(s).

Other operating data from the facility can be used as simulation
input data as part of the calibration data set. These data might include
operating characteristics and profiles of key variables such as use and
occupancy, weather, known loads, equipment operating periods and
efficiency. Some variables may be measured for short intervals, recorded
for a day week or month, or extracted from existing operating logs.
Accuracy of measurement equipment should be verified for critical
measurements. If resources permit, actual building ventilation and infil-
tration should be measured since these quantities often vary widely
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from expectations. Snap-shot measurements will significantly improve
simulation accuracy. Where resources are limited, on/off tests can be
used to determine snap-shot end-use measurements of lighting, recep-
tacle plug loads and motor control centers. These tests can be performed
over a weekend using a data logger or EMCS to record whole-building
electricity use, usually at one-minute intervals, and in some instances
with inexpensive portable loggers that are synchronized to a common
time stamp (Benton et al. 1996, Houeek et al. 1993, Soebarto 1996).

Following collection of as much calibration data as possible, the
steps in calibrating the simulation are as shown below.

1 Assume other input parameters and document them.

2 Verify that the simulation predicts reasonable operating results
such as space or process temperature/ humidity.

3 Compare simulated energy and demand results with metered data,
on an hourly or monthly basis. Use actual weather data when con-
ditions vary significantly from average year weather data. Assess
patterns in the differences between simulation and calibration data.
Bar charts, monthly percent difference time-series graphs and
monthly x-y scatter plots give visual presentations which aid the
identification of error patterns.

4 Revise assumed input data in step 1 and repeat steps 2 and 3 to
bring predicted results reasonably close to actual energy use and
demand. More actual operating data from the facility may also be
needed to improve the calibration.

Buildings types which may not be easily simulated include those
with:

• large atriums,
• a significant fraction of the space underground or ground coupled,
• unusual exterior shapes,
• complex shading configurations,
• a large number of distinct zones of temperature control.

Some building ECMs cannot be simulated without great difficulty,
such as:
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• addition of radiant barriers in an attic, and

• HVAC system changes not enabled by the fixed options within
some whole-building hourly simulation programs.

The creation and calibration of a simulation can be time concern-
ing. The use of monthly data for calibration is usually less costly than
hourly calibration. Calibrations based on monthly utility data can
achieve an approximate mean bias error (MBE) of ±20% compared to
monthly energy use. Hourly calibrations can achieve ± 10% to ±20% CV
(RMSE) of hourly energy use, or ± 1 % to ±5 % of the monthly utility bill.

3.4.4.3 Option D: Best Applications
Option D is best applied where:

• either baseyear or post-retrofit energy data unavailable or unreli-
able.

• there are too many ECMs to assess using Options A or B.

• the ECMs involve diffuse activities which cannot easily be isolated
for the rest of the facility, such as operator training or wall and
window upgrades.

• the impact of each ECM on its own is to be estimated within a
multiple ECM project and the costs of Options A or B are excessive.

• interactive effects between ECMs or with other facility equipment
is complex making isolation techniques of Options A and B exces-
sively complex.

• major future changes to the facility are expected during the period
of savings determination and no realistic means can be found to
track or account for their energy impact.

• an experienced energy simulation professional is available and
adequately funded for gathering suitable input data and calibrat-
ing the simulation model.

• the facility and the ECMs can be modeled by well documented
simulation software, and reasonable calibration can be achieved
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against actual metered energy and demand data.

3.5 ADHERENCE WITH IPMVP
The IPMVP is a framework of definitions and methods for assess-

ing energy savings. The IPMVP framework was designed to allow users
to develop an M&V plan for a specific project. The IPMVP was written
to allow maximum flexibility in creating M&V plans that meet the needs
of individual projects, but also adhere to the principles of accuracy,
transparency and repeatability. In the case where users are required to
demonstrate adherence, or wish to claim adherence with the IPMVP, the
following issues should be addressed.

• The two parties should identify the organization/person respon-
sible for M&V activities. This organization/person should be re-
sponsible for approving the site-specific M&V plan, and making
sure that the M&V plan is followed for the duration of the contract.

• The M&V plan should clearly state which IPMVP Option (or com-
bination of Options) and methods (linear regression, multiple re-
gression, bin method etc.) will be used to determine the energy
savings.

• The two parties should agree on a site-specific plan that specifies
the metering/monitoring to be conducted. The plan should clearly
state how the baseyear energy use and baseyear conditions are to
be established including: what measurements are to be taken, how
the data are to be used, what variables are to be stipulated and the
basis for stipulation. The plan should provide information on the
metering equipment, its calibration, the location of measurements,
duration of the metering period, accuracy of the measurement
process, etc.

• The M&V plan should specify the details of how calculations
should be made by stating the variables (run-time hours, electrical
consumption in a lighting fixture, kW/ton, etc.) that should be
measured and any associated assumptions.

• The two parties should agree on how quality assurance should be
maintained and replicability confirmed.
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• The M&V plan should list the reports to be prepared, their contents
and formats, and a stipulated time frame during which they
should be furnished.

• All terminology should be consistent with IPMVP definitions.

Chapter 4

Common Issues1

4.1 FACTORS AFFECTING SAVINGS PERFORMANCE

Many factors affect the performance of equipment and achieve-
ment of savings. Depending upon the scope of the savings determina-
tion (its boundaries), the range of parameters of concern can be very
focused (specific ECMs) or as wide as the whole facility.

Parameters that are predictable and measurable can be used for
routine adjustments in Equation 1 of Chapter 3. Such adjustments re-
duce the variability in reported savings, or provide a greater degree of
certainty in reported savings. Unpredictable parameters within the
boundaries of a savings determination may require future non-routine
Baseline Adjustments (e.g. future loss of tenants). Unmeasured param-
eters give rise to savings fluctuations for which no adjustment can be
computed, only guessed (e.g. air infiltration rate).

Therefore, when planning an M&V process, consideration should
be given to 1) predictability, 2) measurability and 3) likely impact of all
plausible factors in each category below:

• Weather
• Occupancy level, schedule
• Installed equipment intensity, schedule
• Occupant or user demand for services (e.g. space temperature,

plant throughput)
————————————
1. Common issues arising when using the options laid out in Chapter 3 are
discussed in this Section. Measurement issues are in Chapter 5.
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• Ability of the ECM as designed to achieve the intended savings

• ECM implementation effectiveness in meeting the design intent

• Occupant or operator cooperation in using ECM related equipment
in accordance with direction

• Occupant or operator cooperation in using non-ECM related
equipment in accordance with direction

• Equipment deterioration, both ECM related equipment and non-
ECM related

• Equipment life, both ECM and non-ECM related

4.2 EVALUATING SAVINGS UNCERTAINTY
The effort undertaken in determining savings should focus on

managing the uncertainty created in the determination process. ECMs
with which the facility staff are familiar may require less effort than
other, uncommon ECMs. The savings determination process itself intro-
duces uncertainties through

• Instrumentation Error
• Modeling Error
• Sampling Error
• Planned and Unplanned assumptions

Methods of quantifying the first three errors are discussed in Ap-
pendix B. As used in this protocol, sampling error concerns do not refer
to rigorous statistical procedures, but to the best practices as addressed
in Appendix B. See also Reddy & Claridge (2000) that applies standard
error analysis methods to the typical savings determination scenario.

The last category of error above, encompasses all the
unquantifiable errors associated with stipulations, and the assumptions
necessary for measurement and savings determination.

It is feasible to quantify many but not all dimensions of the uncer-
tainty in savings determination. Therefore when planning an M&V pro-
cess, consideration should be given to quantifying the quantifiable
uncertainty factors and qualitatively assessing the unquantifiable. The
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objective is to consider all factors creating uncertainty, either qualita-
tively or quantitatively.

The accuracy of a savings estimate can be improved in two general
ways. One is by reducing biases, by using better information or by using
measured values in place of assumed or stipulated values. The second
way is by reducing random errors, either by increasing the sample sizes,
using a more efficient sample design or applying better measurement
techniques. In most cases, improving accuracy by any of these means
increases M&V cost. Such extra cost should be justified by the value of
the improved information (see Chapter 4.11).

Quantified uncertainty should be expressed in a statistically mean-
ingful way, namely declaring both accuracy and confidence levels. For
example, “The quantifiable error is found, with 90% confidence, to be
+20%.” A statistical precision statement without a confidence level is
meaningless since accuracy can sound very good if the confidence level
is low.

The appropriate level of accuracy for any savings determination is
established by the concerned parties. Appendix B discusses some issues
in establishing a level of uncertainty.

For buildings, one or more full years of energy use and weather
data should be used to construct regression models. Shorter periods
introduce more uncertainty through not having data on all operating
modes. The best predictors of both cooling and heating annual energy
use are models from data sets with mean temperatures close to the an-
nual mean temperature. The range of variation of daily temperature
values in the data set seems to be of secondary importance. One month
data sets in spring and fall, when the above condition applies, can be
better predictors of annual energy use than five month data sets from
winter and summer.

The required length of the metering or monitoring period depends
on the type of ECM. If, for instance, the ECM affects a system that op-
erated according to a well-defined schedule under a constant load, such
as a constant-speed exhaust fan motor, the period required to determine
annual savings could be quite short. In this case, short-term energy sav-
ings can be easily extrapolated to the entire year. However, if the
project’s energy use varies both across day and seasons, as with air-con-
ditioning equipment, a much longer metering or monitoring period may
be required to characterize the system. In this case, long-term data are
used to determine annual energy savings.
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If the energy consumption of the metered equipment or systems
varies by more than ten percent from month to month, additional mea-
surements must be taken at sufficient detail and over a long enough
period of time to identify and document the source of the variances. Any
major energy consumption variances due to seasonal production in-
creases or periodic fluctuations in occupancy or use must also be tracked
and recorded.

4.3 MINIMUM ENERGY STANDARDS
When a certain level of efficiency is required either by law or the

owner’s standard practice, savings may be based on the difference be-
tween the post-retrofit energy use and the minimum standard. In these
situations, baseyear energy use may be set equal to or less than the
applicable minimum energy standards. U.S. Department of Energy’s
Building Energy Standards and Guidelines Program (BSGP), available at
www.eren.doe.gov/buildings/codes-standards/buildings, provides in-
formation about residential, commercial and Federal building codes.

4.4 MINIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS
An energy efficiency program should not compromise the opera-

tions of the facility to which it is applied without the agreement of the
facility users, whether building occupants or industrial process manag-
ers. Therefore the M&V Plan should record the agreed conditions that
will be maintained (see Chapter 3.3).

Volume II of the IPMVP Concepts and Practices for Improved In-
door Environmental Quality suggests methods of monitoring indoor
space conditions throughout an energy efficiency program.

4.5 ENERGY PRICES
Energy cost savings may be calculated by applying the price of

each energy or demand unit to the determined savings. The price of
energy should be the energy provider s rate schedule or an appropriate
simplification thereof Appropriate simplifications use marginal prices
which consider all aspects of billing affected by metered amounts, such
as consumption charges, demand charges, transformer credits, power
factor, demand ratchets, early payment discounts.

An example of the energy cost savings calculation is contained in
Appendix A (Option D).
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4.6 VERIFICATION BY A THIRD PARTY
Where the firm performing the energy savings determinations has

more experience than the owner, the owner may seek assistance in re-
viewing savings reports. Such assistance should begin at the time of first
review of the M&V Plan, to ensure that the design for the savings deter-
mination process will meet the owner’s objectives. The review should
continue with the routine savings reports and baseline adjustments. Full
review of baseline adjustments requires good understanding of the facil-
ity and it operations. For this latter purpose, owner summaries of oper-
ating conditions will reduce the scope, work and cost of the third party
verifier.

An energy performance contract requires that both parties believe
the information on which the payments are based is valid and accurate.
An experienced third party may be helpful to ensure agreement of
measurement validity. Should conflicts arise over the course of the
project payback period, this third party can help to resolve differences.

Third party savings verifiers are typically engineering consultants
with experience and knowledge in verifying ECM savings, ECM tech-
nologies and, where relevant, energy performance contracting. Many are
members of industry professional societies, though there is not yet any
accreditation program for M&V professionals.

4.7 DATA FOR EMISSION TRADING
The IPMVP has already been recognized as valuable in some re-

gions for verifying savings and securing financial benefits allowed un-
der emissions trading programs, and is expected to be a part of an
international trading regime. Application of this Protocol can provide
increased confidence in the measurement of actual energy savings, and
therefore provide greater confidence in determining associated reduc-
tions in emissions. It is becoming an important element in international
greenhouse gas emission mitigation and trading programs because of
the broad international participation in its development, and its growing
adoption internationally.

Combined with the specific M&V Plan of each project, this Protocol
enhances consistency of reporting and enables verification of energy
savings. However to verify an emission credit this Protocol and the
project’s M&V Plan must be used in conjunction with the credit trading
program’s specific guidance on converting energy savings into equiva-
lent emissions reductions.
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Emission trading will be facilitated if the following energy report-
ing methods are considered when designing the savings determination
process:

• Electrical savings should be split into peak period and off peak
periods, and ozone season non-ozone season when NOx or VOCs
are involved. These periods will be defined by the relevant trading
program.

• Reductions in purchases from the electrical grid should be divided
into those due to load reduction and those due to increased self-
generation at the facility.

• Savings should be separated into those that are ‘surplus’ or ‘addi-
tional’ to normal behavior and those that are simply ‘business as
usual’ or needed to comply with existing regulations. These terms
will be defined by the relevant trading program. For example,
where equipment minimum efficiency standards limit the effi-
ciency of new equipment on the market these standards may form
the reference case for determining tradable credits derived from
energy savings.

• Segregate energy savings at each site if a project spans a power
pool’s boundary line, or if emission quantities may be outside an
air shed of concern.

• Segregate fuel savings by fuel or boiler type if different emission
rates apply to each combustion device.

4.8 BASELINE ADJUSTMENTS (NON-ROUTINE)
Conditions which vary in a predictable fashion are normally in-

cluded within the basic mathematical model used for routine adjust-
ments, described in Chapter 3.4. Where unexpected or one-time changes
occur they may require non-routine adjustments, normally called simply
Baseline Adjustments.

Examples of situations often needing Baseline Adjustments are: i)
changes in the amount of space being heated or air conditioned, ii)
changes in the amount or use of equipment iii) changes in environmen-
tal conditions (lighting levels, set-point temperatures, etc.) for the sake
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of standards compliance, and iv) changes in occupancy, schedule or
throughput.

Baseline Adjustments are not needed where:

• the variable is included in the mathematical model developed for
the project

• changes affect a variable that was stipulated in the M&V Plan. For
example if the number of ton-hours of cooling were stipulated for
a chiller efficiency ECM, an increase in the cooling ton-hours will
not affect the savings determined by the agreed simplified method,
though actual savings will change.

• changes occur to equipment beyond the boundary of the savings
determination. For example if the boundary includes only the
lighting system, for a lighting retrofit, addition of personal com-
puters to the space will not affect the savings determination.

Baseyear conditions need to be well documented in the M&V Plan
so that proper adjustments can be made (see Chapter 3.3). It is also
important to have a method of tracking and reporting changes to these
conditions. This tracking of conditions may be performed by one or
more of the facility owner, the agent determining savings, or a third
party verifier. It should be established in the M&V Plain who will track
and report each condition recorded for the baseyear and what, if any
other aspects of facility operation will be monitored.

Where the nature of future changes can be anticipated, methods for
making the relevant non-routine Baseline Adjustments should be in-
cluded in the M&V Plan.

Non-routine Baseline Adjustments are determined from actual or
assumed physical changes in equipment or operations. Sometimes it
may be difficult to identify the impact of changes. If the facility’s energy
consumption record is used to identify such changes, the impact of the
ECMs on the metered energy consumption must first be removed by
Option B techniques.

4.9 WEATHER DATA
Where monthly energy measurements are used, weather data

should be recorded daily and matched to the actual energy metering
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period.
For monthly or daily analysis, government published weather data

should be treated as the most accurate and verifiable. However weather
data from such source may not be available as quickly as site monitored
weather data.

When analyzing the response of energy use to weather in math-
ematical modeling, daily mean temperature data or degree days may be
used.

4.10 COST
The cost of determining savings depend on many factors such as:

• IPMVP Option selected

• ECM number, complexity and amount of interaction amongst them

• number of energy flows across the boundary drawn around the
ECM to isolate it from the rest of the facility in Options A, B or D
when applied to a system only

• level of detail and effort associated with establishing baseyear con-
ditions needed for the Option selected

• amount and complexity of the measurement equipment (design,
installation, maintenance, calibration, reading, removal)

• sample sizes used for metering representative equipment

• amount of engineering required to make and support the stipula-
tions used in Option A or the calibrated simulations of Option D

• number and complexity of independent variables which are ac-
counted for in mathematical models

• duration of metering and reporting activities

• accuracy requirements

• savings report requirements

• process of reviewing or verifying reported savings
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• experience and professional qualifications of the people conduct-
ing the savings determination

Often these costs can be shared with other objectives such as real
time control, operational feedback, or tenant sub-billing.

It is difficult to generalize about costs for the different IPMVP
Options since each project will have its own unique set of constraints.
However it should be an objective of M&V Planning to design the pro-
cess to incur no more cost than needed to provide adequate certainty
and verifiability in the reported savings, consistent with the overall
budget for the ECMs. Typically however it would not be expected that
average annual savings determination costs exceed more than about
10% of the average annual savings being assessed.

Table 2 highlights key cost governing factors unique to each Op-
tion, or not listed above.

Table 2: Unique Elements of M&V Costs
————————————————————————————————
Option A Number of measurement points

Complexity of stipulation
Frequency of post-retrofit inspection

Option B Number of measurement points

Option C Number of meters
Number of independent variables needed to account for most of
the variability in energy data.

Option D Number and complexity of systems simulated.
Number of field measurements needed to provide input data.
Skill of professional simulator in achieving calibration

————————————————————————————————

Commonly, since Option A involves stipulation, it will involve
fewer measurement points and lower cost, providing stipulation and
inspection costs do not dominate.

Since new measurement equipment is often involved in Options A
or B, the cost of maintaining this equipment may make Option C a less
costly endeavor for long monitoring periods. However, as mentioned
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above, the costs of extra meters for Options A or B may be shared with
other objectives.

When multiple ECMs are installed at one site, it may be less costly
to use the whole building methods of Options C or D than to isolate and
measure multiple ECMs with Options A or B.

Though development and calibration of an Option D simulation
model is often a time concerning process, it may have other uses such
as for designing the ECMs themselves or designing a new facility.

Where a contractor (ESCO) is responsible for only certain aspects
of project performance, other aspects may not have to be measured for
contractual purposes, though the owner may still wish to measure all
aspects for its own sake. In this situation, the costs of measurement may
be shared between owner and contractor.

4.11 BALANCING UNCERTAINTY AND COST
The acceptable level of uncertainty required in a savings calcula-

tion is a function of the level of savings and the cost-effectiveness of
decreasing uncertainty For example, suppose a project has an expected
savings of $100,000 per year and that a basic M&V approach had an
accuracy no better than ±25% with 90% confidence, or $25,000 per year.
To improve the accuracy to within $ 10,000 it may be seen as reasonable
to spend an extra $5,000 per year on M&V but not $30,000 per year. The
quantity of savings at stake therefore places limits on the target expen-
diture for M&V

Further benefits of activities to reduce uncertainty may be the
availability of better feedback to operations, enabling an enhancement of
savings or other operational variables. The information may also be
useful in assessing equipment sizing for planning plant expansions or
replacement of equipment. It may also allow higher payments to be
made under an energy performance contract based on measured vs.
conservative stipulated values. Additional investments for improved
accuracy should not exceed the expected increase in value. This issue is
discussed in more detail by Goldberg (1996b).

Discussions and definitions of site-specific M&V plans should in-
clude consideration of accuracy requirements for M&V activities and the
importance of relating M&V costs and accuracy to the value of ECM
savings. However it should be recognized that not all uncertainties can
be quantified (see Chapter 4.2). Therefore both quantitative and qualita-
tive uncertainty statements must be considered when considering M&V
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cost options for each project.
For a given savings determination model at a specific site, there

will be an optimal savings determination plan. The method to identify
that Plan includes iterative consideration of sensitivity of the savings
uncertainty to each variable, estimating the cost of metering specified
variables in the model and a criteria for valuing reduced uncertainty
(e.g. risk-adjusting saving per a given formula).

Chapter 5
Measurement Issues

5.1 USING UTILITY METERS
Whole building energy measurements can utilize the same meters

that the local power company uses to bill the owner if they are equipped
or modified to provide an output that can be recorded by the facility’s
monitoring equipment. The “energy/pulse” constant of the pulse trans-
mitter should be calibrated against a known reference such as similar
data recorded by the power company s revenue meter.

5.2 ELECTRIC DEMAND
Electric demand measurement methods vary amongst utilities. The

method used by any sub-meter or modeling routine should replicate the
method the power company uses for the relevant billing meter. For ex-
ample, if the local power company is calculating peak demand using a
15 minute “fixed window,” then the recording equipment should be set
to record data every 15 minutes. However if the power company uses a
“sliding window” to record electric demand data, the data recorder
should have sliding window recording capabilities. Such sliding win-
dow capability can be duplicated by recording data on one minute fixed
window intervals and then recreating the sliding 15 minute window
using post-processing software. Most often 15 minute fixed window
measurements will represent sliding 15 minute data reasonably well.
However, care should be taken to ensure that the facility does not con-
tain unusual combinations of equipment that generate high one minute
peak loads which may show up in a sliding window interval and not in
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a fixed window. After processing the data for the demand analysis, the
15 minute data can then be converted to hourly data for archiving and
further analysis against hourly weather data.

5.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Special meters may be used to measure physical quantities or to

submeter an energy flow. Example quantities which may have to be
measured without the use of energy supplier meters are temperature,
humidity, flow, pressure, equipment runtime, electricity and thermal
energy. To determine energy savings with reasonable accuracy and re-
peatability, good measurement practices should be followed for these
quantities. Such practices are continually evolving as metering equip-
ment improves. It is recommended that the latest measurement practices
be followed to support any savings determination. Appendix C provides
a review of some common measurement techniques. The IPMVP web
site contains relevant current references on measurement techniques.”

5.4 CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTATION
It is highly recommended that instrumentation be calibrated with

procedures developed by the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST). Primary standards and no less than third order NIST
traceable calibration equipment should be utilized wherever possible.
Sensors and metering equipment should be selected based in part on the
ease of calibration and the ability to hold calibration. An attractive solu-
tion is the selection of equipment that is se If- calibrating.

Selected references on calibration have been provided in Chapter
6.2, including: ASTM (1992), Baker and Hurley (1984), Benedict (1984),
Bryant and O’Neal (1992), Cortina (1988), Doebelin (1990), EEI (1981),
Haberl et al. (1992), Harding (1982), Huang (1991), Hurley and Schooley
(1984), Hurley (1985), Hyland and Hurley (1983), Kulwicki (1991), Leider
(1990), Liptak (1995), Miller (1989), Morrissey (1990), Ramboz and
McAuliff (1983), Robinson et al. (1992), Ross and White (1990), Sparks
(1992), Wiesman (1989), Wise (1976), Wise and Soulen (1986).

5.5 DATA COLLECTION ERRORS AND LOST DATA
Methodologies for data collection differ in degree of difficulty, and

consequently in the amount of erroneous or missing data. No data col-
lection is without error. The M&V Plan should consider two aspects of
data collection problems:
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• establish a maximum acceptable rate of data loss and how it will
be measured. This level should be part of the overall accuracy
consideration. The level of data loss may dramatically affect cost.

• establish a methodology by which missing or erroneous data will
be interpolated for final analysis. In such cases, baseyear and post-
retrofit models may be used to calculate savings.

5.6 USE OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
FOR DATA COLLECTION
The facility energy management system1 (EMS) can provide much of

the monitoring necessary for data collection. However, the system and
software must be fully specified to provide this extra service as well as
its primary realtime control function. For example, significant use of
trending functions may impair the basic functions of the EMS. Some
parameters to be monitored may not be required for control. These extra
points must be specified in the design documents. Electric power meter-
ing is an example. Trending of small power, lighting and main feed
power consumption may be very useful for high quality savings deter-
mination and operational feedback, but useless for real time control.

Other functions that can easily be incorporated into the software
are automatic recording of changes in set-points.

It is not unusual for many of the trending capabilities required for
verification to be incorporated in an EMS. However adequate hardware
and software capability must be provided since data trending can tie up
computer processing, communication bandwidth and storage.

Facility staff should be properly trained in this use of the EMS so
they too can develop their own trending information for diagnosing
system problems, providing the system has the capacity for extra trend-
ing. However where a contractor is responsible for some operations
controlled by the system, EMS security arrangements should ensure that
persons can only access functions for which they are competent and
authorized.

The EMS design and monitoring team may have a direct read-only
connection into the EMS via a modem link so they can easily inspect
trend data in their office. However possible concerns for virus attacks
and computer security should be addressed in this situation.
———————————
1. The terms in italics are defined in Chapter 6.1
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The EMS can record energy use with its trending capability. How-
ever, most EMSs record “change of value” (COV) event recordings that
are not directly used for calculating energy savings without tracking
time intervals between individual COV events (Claridge et al. 1993,
Heinerneier and Akbari 1993). It is possible to tighten COV limits in
order to force the trending towards more regular intervals, but this can
overload systems which are not designed for such data densities. Great
care should be exercised to:

• control access and/or changes to the EMS trend log from which the
energy data are extracted.

• develop post-processing routines for changing the EMS COV data
into time series data for performing an analysis.

• get from the EMS supplier:

— NIST traceable calibrations of all sensors,

— evidence that proprietary algorithms for counting and/or to-
taling pulses, Bras, and kWh data are accurate. (Currently,
there are no industry standards for performing this analysis
(Sparks et al. 1992), and

— commitment that there is adequate processing and storage ca-
pacity to handle trending data while supporting the system’s
control functions.

Chapter 6
Definitions and References

6.1 DEFINITIONS

Baseline Adjustments—The non-routine adjustments (Chapter 3.4) aris-
ing during the post-retrofit period that cannot be anticipated and which
require custom engineering analysis (see Chapter 4.8).
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Baseyear Conditions—The set of conditions which gave rise to the en-
ergy use/demand of the baseyear.

Baseyear Energy Data—The energy consumption or demand during the
baseyear.

Baseyear—A defined period of any length before implementation of the
ECM(s).

Commissioning—A process for achieving, verifying and documenting
the performance of equipment to meet the operational needs of the fa-
cility within the capabilities of the design, and to meet the design docu-
mentation and the owner’s functional criteria, including preparation of
operator personnel.

CV (RMSE)—Coefficient of Variation of the RMSE (see Appendix B)

Degree Day—A degree day is measure of the heating or cooling load on
a facility created by outdoor temperature. When the mean daily outdoor
temperature is one degree below a stated reference temperature such as
18T, for one day, it is defined that there is one heating degree day. If this
temperature difference prevailed for ten days there would be ten heating
degree days counted for the total period. If the temperature difference
were to be 12 degrees for 10 days, 120 heating degree days would be
counted. When the ambient temperature is below the reference tempera-
ture it is defined that heating degree days are counted. When ambient
temperatures are above the reference, cooling degree days are counted.
Any reference temperature may be used for recording degree days, usu-
ally chosen to reflect the temperature at which heating or cooling is no
longer needed.

Energy Conservation/Efficiency Measure (ECM or EEM)—A set of ac-
tivities designed to increase the energy efficiency of a facility. Several
ECM’s may be carried out in a facility at one time, each with a different
thrust. An ECM may involve one or more of physical changes to facility
equipment, revisions to operating and maintenance procedures, soft-
ware changes, or new means of training or managing users of the space
or operations and maintenance staff.
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EMS or Energy Management System—A computer that can be pro-
grammed to control and/or monitor the operations of energy consum-
ing equipment in a facility.

Energy Performance Contract—A contract between two or more parties
where payment is based on achieving specified results; typically, guar-
anteed reductions in energy consumption and/or operating costs.

Energy Savings—Actual reduction in electricity use (kWh), electric de-
mand (M), or thermal units (Btu).

ESPC or Energy Savings Performance Contract—A term used in the
United States equivalent to Energy Performance Contract.

ESCO or Energy Services Company—A firm which provides a range of
energy efficiency and financing services and guarantees that the speci-
fied results will be achieved under an energy performance contract.

M&V or Measurement & Verification—The process of determining
savings using one of the four IPMVP Options.

Metering—Collection of energy and water consumption data over time
at a facility through the use of measurement devices.

Monitoring—The collection of data at a facility over time for the pur-
pose of savings analysis (i.e., energy and water consumption, tempera-
ture, humidity, hours of operation, etc.)

M&V Option—One of four generic M&V approaches defined herein for
energy savings determination.

Post-Retrofit Period—Any period of time following commissioning of
the ECM.

R2-R Squared (see Appendix B)

Regression Model—Inverse mathematical model that requires data to
extract parameters describing the correlation of independent and depen-
dent variables
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RMSE—Root mean square error (see Appendix B)

Simulation Model—An assembly of algorithms that calculates energy
use based on engineering equations and user-defined parameters.

Verification—The process of examining the report of others to comment
on its suitability for the intended purpose.

6.2 REFERENCES

NOTE: The following references are meant to provide the reader with
sources of additional information. These sources consist of publications,
textbooks and reports from government agencies, national laboratories,
universities, professional organizations and other recognized authorities
on building energy analysis. For the most part care has been taken to cite
the publication, publisher or source where the document can be ob-
tained.
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Appendix A
Examples

Option A Example: Lighting Efficiency Retrofit

Situation
More efficient fixtures are installed in place of existing fixtures in a

school to reduce energy requirements, while maintaining lighting levels.

M&V Plan
An M&V Plan was developed showing that Option A was to be

used for savings determination because partial measurement was
deemed to provide adequate accuracy. An outline of the Plan is shown
below:
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• The boundary of this ECM was drawn to include the ceiling
mounted lighting circuits fed by the 277 volt supply, and the radia-
tion heating system. The associated decrease in air conditioning
load was considered trivial since little of the school is air condi-
tioned, and most of it is closed for the summer months.

• The baseyear conditions are those of the 12 months immediately
preceding the decision to proceed with the project. They included
a lighting level survey, description location and number of lamps
ballasts and fixtures.

• Engineering calculations determined that the ECM would increase
boiler load by the energy equivalent of 6% of the lighting savings
from November through March. This number was estimated to
range between 4% and 8%.

• The boiler efficiency in winter was estimated to be 79% under typi-
cal winter conditions.

• The baseyear fuel use from the gas utility bills from November
through March is 2,940 × 103 ft3 (83.25 × 103 m3).

• The lighting operating periods of the post-retrofit period are se-
lected as the common set of conditions for the energy use terms in
Equation 1 of Chapter 3.

• Baseyear lighting periods were established through one month
logging of lighting in representative areas. Lighting period logs
established the following annual load/duration data for the
baseyear:

Baseyear Load/Duration
————————————————————————

Fraction of Lighting Load On Hours Per Year
————————————————————————

9% 240
61% 1,450
15% 2,500

6% 6,100
9% 8,760

————————————————————————
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• Due to a change in occupancy patterns planned to take effect about
the same time as the ECM installation, it is assumed that the load/
duration profile in the post-retrofit period will be as shown below:

————————————————————————
Stipulated Post-retrofit Load/Duration

————————————————————————
Fraction of Lighting Load On Hours Per Year

————————————————————————
9% 240

61% 2,000
15% 2,500

6% 6,100
9% 8,760

————————————————————————

• Measurements were made with a recently calibrated RMS power
meter of the three phase power draw on the 277 volt lighting cir-
cuits. The manufacturer’s rating on this power meter is ±2% of full
scale and readings were roughly 50% of full scale. From a thirty
second measurement on the input side of two lighting transform-
ers, it was found that with all fixtures switched on, the total power
draw was 28.8 kW, though 7 lamps (= 0.3 kW or 1%) were burned
out at the time of the test. It was determined that the fraction
burned out at the time of this measurement was normal.

• The electrical demand for lighting was assumed to be equal to the
measured circuit load for ten months of the year when school is in
session. This stipulation may be in error by no more than 3% since
lighting is the dominant electrical load of the building. Based on
the utility bills showing a demand reduction during July and Au-
gust, the minimal use of the facility during these months, and the
other equipment used during the summer, it was assumed that the
July and August lighting circuit demand is only 5 0% of the mea-
sured circuit load.

• The possible errors in the above stipulated post-retrofit lighting
load/duration profile are:
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— only half of the anticipated growth from 1,450 hrs to 2,000 hrs
may happen, and

— the 9% load fraction may be switched on for 400 hours.

• These possible errors could affect the post-retrofit energy use by as
much as about 2,500 kWh, which represents 8.2% of the expected
30,000 kWh annual savings. The impact of assumptions of the
lighting impact on the electrical demand meter for all twelve
months of the baseyear and post-retrofit years might affect total
reported demand savings by as much as 3%. Neither of these stipu-
lation impacts is considered significant for the project.

• Estimated accuracy of the power measurements is ±4%.

• The savings calculation process shown below was summarized in
the M&V Plan.

• Savings are to be computed annually for the subsequent year using
a remeasurement of the lighting electrical load immediately after
ECM completion and on each anniversary thereafter.

• The electrical power readings on the baseyear and all future years
will be made by a contract electrician. All data and analyses are
available for inspection. As a check on the readings, building main-
tenance staff will also measure the electrical load at the same times
as the contractor. If there is a difference of more than 4% between
staff and contractor readings, a second contractor reading will be
made and the proper value selected between the two contractor
readings.

• This savings determination process is expected to require an elec-
trician 5 hours each year to make the readings and calibrate the
measurement equipment. Total cost each year is expected to be
$200 including reporting,

Baseyear Electricity Use/Demand
The baseyear energy use for Equation 1 is computed by multiply-

ing the 28.8 baseyear load by baseyear load/duration data, above. The
computation is shown below.
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———————————————————————————————
Baseyear Energy Use

———————————————————————————————
Fraction of Lighting Load kW On Hours Per Year kWh

———————————————————————————————
9% 2.6 240 622

61% 17.6 1,450 25,474
15% 4.3 2,500 10,800

6% 1.7 6,100 10,541
9% 2.6 8,760 22,703

———————————————————————————————
Total (100%) 28.8 70,140

———————————————————————————————

The baseyear demand is 28.8 kW for each of 10 months and 14.4
kW for each of July and August, bringing the total demand to 317 M-mo.

Post-Retrofit Electricity Use/Demand
After installation of the ECM, the lighting circuit power was re-

measured as in the baseyear. The power draw was 16.2 kW with all
lights on and none burned out. With the same 1% burnout rate as in the
baseyear, the post-retrofit period maximum power would be 16.0 kW (=
16.2 × 0.99). Therefore the post-retrofit annual energy use for Equation
1 is computed by multiplying the 16.0 kW post-retrofit load by-the stipu-
lated post-retrofit load/duration data. The computation is shown below.

Post-Retrofit Energy Use
———————————————————————————————

Fraction of Lighting Load kW On Hours Per Year kWh
———————————————————————————————

9% 1.4 240 346
61% 9.8 2,000 19,520
15% 2.4 2,500 6,000

6% 1.0 6,100 5,860
9% 1.4 8,760 12,614

———————————————————————————————
Total 16.0 44,340

———————————————————————————————
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The post-retrofit demand is 16.0 kW for each of 10 months and 8.0
kW for each of July and August, bringing the total demand to 176 kW-
mo.

Post-Retrofit Fuel Use
Fuel increases resulting from the lighting ECM are derived from

the electrical energy savings. The unadjusted electrical savings are
70,140 – 44,340 = 25,800 kWh per year. Assuming these savings are
achieved uniformly over a 10 month period, the typical winter month
electrical savings are 25,800/10 = 2,580 kWh/month. The associated
boiler load increase is 6% of these electrical savings for November
through March, namely:

= 6% × 2,580 kWh/mo × 5 months =774 kWh equivalent

Extra boiler input energy is:

= 774 kWh * 79% =980 kWh equivalent units of fuel
= 3,344,000 Btu or 3,000 ft3 (84.95 m3) of natural gas

Therefore total post-retrofit fuel use is estimated to be 2,940 + 3 = 2,943
× 103 ft3 (83.34 103 m3).

Routine Adjustments
Routine adjustments are needed to bring baseyear energy use to

the conditions of the stipulated post-retrofit period.
By applying the 28.8 kW baseyear electrical load to the stipulated

post-retrofit load/duration data, the routine adjustment for the longer
operating hours is derived, as shown at the top of the following page.

No adjustments are needed to electric demand since the increase in
operating hours occurs during the school sessions, therefore not increas-
ing demand.

Though adjustments are appropriate for associated fuel use, they
would be trivial so are ignored.

Savings
From Equation 1, the energy savings for the first year after ECM

installation are determined at shown in the center of the following page.
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————————————————————————————————
Baseyear – Post-Retrofit + Adjustment = Savings

————————————————————————————————
Electricity 70,140 – 44,340 + 9,670 = 35,470 kWh

Electric 317 – 176 + 0 = 141 kW-mo
Demand

Gas 2,940,000 – 2,943,000 + 0 = –3000 ft3

(83,250) (83,340) (-84.95 m3)
————————————————————————————————

Subsequent years’ savings will be computed identically, from each
year’s measured load on the same electrical panel.

Note that in this example the savings reported are for operations
under post-retrofit period conditions. Therefore the savings can be called
“avoided energy use.”

Option B Example: Boiler Replacement
Situation

An office building boiler is replaced with a more efficient boiler.
95% of the load on the boiler is for building heating while 5% is for
domestic water heating. There are no changes other than an improve-

————————————————————————————————
Baseyear Energy Use at Stipulated At Baseyear Adjust-
Post-Retrofit Conditions Conditions ment
————————————————————————————————
Fraction of kW On Hours kWh kWh kWh
Lighting Load Per Year
————————————————————————————————

9% 2.6 240 622 622
61% 17.6 2,000 35,144 25,474
15% 4.3 2,500 10,800 10,800

6% 1.7 6,100 10,541 10,541
9% 2.6 8,760 22,703 22,703

————————————————————————————————
Total 128.8 179,8101 70,140 9,670

————————————————————————————————
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ment in boiler efficiency No other equipment in the building uses gas.

M&VPlan
An M&V Plan was developed showing that Option B was to be

used for savings determination because the boiler retrofit for energy
reduction was just part of many non-energy related changes planned for
the building. An outline of the Plan is shown below:

• The boundary of this ECM was drawn to include only the boiler
fuel systems. This boundary excludes the electricity associated
with the boiler auxiliaries of burner and blower. Though less gas
may be used by the boiler, the power uses of old and new blower
are expected to be very similar and their operating periods will be
the same. Therefore the auxiliaries are not expected to change their
electricity use significantly and can be excluded from the boundary
of measurement.

• The baseyear conditions were chosen to be the load pattern of typi-
cal winter periods before ECM installation.

• The conditions of the baseyear were chosen as the common set of
conditions for the energy use terms in Equation 1, since it was
expected that there would be significant changes in the building’s
heating loads in the post-retrofit period. It is recognized that the
reported savings will then be for baseyear conditions, not post-
retrofit conditions.

• The baseyear energy use was 35,200 × 103 ft3 (1,000 × 103 m3) of
gas.

• Before retrofit, boiler efficiency was tested over three separate one
week periods when average ambient temperature ranged from
20°F (– 6.7°C) to 24°F (– 4.4°C) and building occupancy was nor-
mal. A recently calibrated energy flow meter was installed on the
boiler, measuring supply and return line temperature and supply
water flow rate. This meter system with its data capture and pro-
cessing has a manufacturer’s rated accuracy of ±7% for the Btu
ranges involved in this project. The utility’s gas meter was used to
measure gas use and is taken as the reference source, i.e. it has no
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error. The average efficiency readings for the three weekly intervals
were 66%, 64% and 65%. An overall average efficiency of 65% was
established. Outdoor temperature was measured by a sensor that
was calibrated, twice a year and recorded by the building control
system.

• It is assumed that the percentage change in efficiency measured
under typical winter conditions will prevail in all other conditions.
The error in this assumption is not likely to exceed 5%.

• The savings calculation process shown below was summarized in
the M&V Plan.

• Savings are to be computed annually for the subsequent year using
boiler efficiency data measured each year. Data from the energy
flow meter and gas meter will be stored for examination by a third
party if needed.

• The cost of installing and commissioning the energy flow meter,
was $7,900. The cost of each year’s reading of efficiency, meter
calibration and reporting is $4,000.

• Gas and energy flow meter readings will be made daily by build-
ing maintenance staff through winter months until three valid
weeks have been obtained. This data will be logged in the boiler
room and open for inspection at any time. Ambient temperature
data will be recorded by the building automation system and logs
printed for the selected valid weeks.

• Energy flow meter calibration will be done annually by xyz con-
tractor immediately before the efficiency testing period begins. Gas
meter direct readings will be corrected for pressure and tempera-
ture by the utility company’s factors for the corresponding period.
These factors will be provided in writing by the utility.

Baseyear Energy Use
The baseyear annual energy use for Equation 1 is 35,200 × 103 ft3

(1,000 × 103 m3).
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Post-Retrofit Energy Use
After installation and commissioning of the ECM, three separate

weekly test periods were found with an average ambient temperature
between 20°F (– 6.7°C) to 24°F (– 4.4°C) and normal occupancy. The
efficiency results over the three one week periods were 81%, 79% and
80%, averaging 80%.

The post-retrofit annual energy use for Equation 1 is determined
from the baseyear use to be:

Baseyear Condition + Correction to Post-retrofit condition

= 35200 × 0.65
0.80

+ C

= 26,410 + C 103ft3 750 + C 103m3

C is an unknown quantity needed to convert baseyear projected use of
the new boiler to post-retrofit conditions.

Routine Adjustments
Routine adjustments are needed to bring post-retrofit energy use to

the conditions of the baseyear. This is exactly the correction amount C
million ft3 (m3).

Savings
From Equation 1, energy savings are determined to be:

————————————————————————————————
Baseyear — Post-Retrofit + Adjustment = Savings

————————————————————————————————
Gas 35,200 — (26,410 + C) + C = 8,790 × 103 ft3

(248.9 103 m3)
————————————————————————————————

Note that in this example the savings reported are for operations under
baseyear conditions.

Option C Example: Whole Building Multiple ECM Project

Situation
An energy efficiency project was implemented in a high school,

involving six ECMs spanning lighting, HVAC, pool heating and opera-
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tor training and occupant awareness campaigns. The objectives of the
project were to reduce energy costs.

M& V Plan
An M&V Plan was developed showing that Option C was to be

used for savings determination because total facility energy cost was the
focus. An outline of the Plan is shown below:

• The boundary of this savings determination was defined as:

— The main electricity account #766A234-593 including demand

— The auxiliary electrical account #766B 122-601 serving the field
house

— The natural gas account #KHJR3333-597

• The baseyear conditions are those of the 12 months immediately
preceding the decision to proceed with the project. Included in the
documentation of these conditions is:

— a lighting level survey, with a count of the number of burned
out lamps in January and June;

— a summary of typical space temperatures and humidities dur-
ing occupied and unoccupied periods in each of four seasons;

— a count of the number and size of all computers, monitors and
printers, along with an estimate of the operating hours of each;

— a record of the number of day pupils and evening courses each
month of the year;

— a record of the number of public rental hours of the gym, caf-
eteria and pool each month;

— a count of the number of window air conditioning units in-
stalled;

— the temperature setting of pool water, and domestic hot water
serving the pool showers, the gym showers and the rest of the
school;
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— the volume of make-up water supplied to the pool each month,
as recorded by a separate uncalibrated sub-meter;

— the cafeteria kitchen hot water temperature and the number
and rating of all kitchen equipment; and

— the open hours of the cafeteria kitchen and the value of food
sales each month.

• The baseyear energy use is shown on the above utility accounts
spanning the period January 1998 to December 1998.

• The baseyear energy data were analyzed as follows. Multiple linear
regression was performed on monthly energy use and demand,
metering period length, and degree days (DD). Degree days data
were derived from mean daily dry bulb temperature published
monthly by the government weather service for the city where the
school is located. No significant correlation with weather was
found for electric demand, summer electricity use in the field
house or summer gas use. Analysis found reasonable correlation
between weather and winter gas use and the main electricity
meter’s winter consumption. Therefore no other independent vari-
ables were sought. The energy per DD and energy per day data
shown below describe the characteristics of the straight line rela-
tionship found by the regression analyses:

————————————————————————————————
Electricity

Gas

Demand Consumption Consumption
————————————————————————————————
Account Number KHJR3333-597 766A234-593 766B122-601

Units 103 ft3 (103 m3) kW-mo kWh kWh

Annual Total 10,238 (290) 5,782 1,243,000 62,000

————————————————————————————————
DD Base 15°C 16°C 20°C

Winter Energy/DD 2.55 39.61 18.12

Regression Energy/Day 9.16 2,640 20.1

Analysis CV (RMSE) 9% 18% 5%

————————————————————————————————
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• Savings will be determined under post-retrofit conditions.

• The savings calculation process shown below was summarized in
the M&V Plan.

• The school has provided XYZ contractor authorization to receive
energy use data from the electric and gas utility companies until
2008.

• Savings are to be computed and reported monthly by XYZ contrac-
tor in a format for physical plant staff to understand and quarterly
in a format for teaching staff and students to understand. This
reporting is to begin immediately after ECM completion. It will
continue at this rate for eight years.

• Annually the school will report any changes in the baseyear con-
ditions listed above, within a month after the end of each school
year. XYZ contractor will compute the energy impact of these
changes and any others that it believes are relevant and present
Non-Routine Baseline Adjustments two months before the end of
the school board’s fiscal year.

• This savings determination process is expected to require a data
entry and utility bill analyst 10 hours each year and an engineer 5
hours to review reports for accuracy and establish suitable compu-
tations for Non-Routine Baseline Adjustments. Total cost each year
is expected to be about $ 1,000 including reporting.

The CV (RMSE) of the baseyear models range from 5% to 18% and
are far less than the expected savings of 35% for both fuel and electricity.
No sampling or instrumentation error exists. Therefore the reported
savings will be statistically significant, subject to any error introduced
through non-routine baseline adjustments which may arise.

Baseyear Energy Use
The baseyear energy use for Equation 1 is taken directly from the

utility bills without adjustment. The data were tabulated in the M&V
Plan.
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Post-Retrofit Energy Use
The post-retrofit energy use for Equation 1 is taken directly from the
utility bills without adjustment.

Routine Adjustments
Routine adjustments are needed to bring baseyear energy use to the
conditions of the post-retrofit period. For the first year after retrofit the
routine adjustments are computed as follows.

Gas:
See figure opposite.

a. facts from the baseyear energy data
b. facts from the baseyear energy data
c. facts from the post-retrofit metering periods
d. facts from the post-retrofit metering periods
e. (c) × 9.16 for month where DD > 25
f. (d) × 2.55 for months where DD > 25
g. (a/b) × (c) for months where DD = 25 or less
h. (e) + (f) + (g)
i. (h) - (a)

Electricity Consumption:
Calculations for each of the two electricity consumption meters are

performed separately in the same fashion as the gas meter above, using
the relevant baseyear data, regression factors, metering periods and
degree days. The net routine adjustments for each month are shown in
the Savings section below.

Electric Demand:
No routine adjustments are made since no correlation was found

with weather.

Non-Routine Adjustments
During the first post retrofit period extra computer equipment was

added, partially replacing older computers. The following monthly en-
ergy and demand estimates were made from nameplate ratings, typical
loading and operating hours for the ten months when school is in ses-
sion:
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Computer Monitor Printer Total

Net Number Added 23 23 5
Nameplate Watts 150 120 175
Average Watts 70 110 50
Hours Use/month 150 150 120
kWh/month 242 380 30 652 kWh
Demand diversity 90% 90% 70%
kW demand 1.45 2.28 0.23 3.96 kW

Though there may be a 50% error in these estimates, their impact is
small relative to the savings report.

Savings
From Equation 1, the energy savings for the first year after ECM

installation are determined for each account to be:

1 Gas Account #KHJR3333-597 Thousand ft3 or Thousand m3

————————————————————————————————
Baseyear

Energy Use
————————————————————————————————
Jan 2,239.1 – 1,839.1 + –63.0 = 337.0 (9.54)
Feb 1,676.3 – 1,233.6 + 3.5 = 446.3 (12.64)
Mar 1,221.1 – 932.1 + 92.6 = 383.6 (10.86)
Apr 723.3 – 621.1 + 63.6 = 165.8 (4.69)
May 399.6 – 301.0 + –20.3 = 78.4(2.22)
Jun 240.1 – 160.2 + 17.2 = 97.1 (2.75)
Jul 201.2 – 120.1 + 6.5 = 87.6(2.48)
Aug 193.6 – 150.9 + 0.0 = 42.7(l.21)
Sep 288.7 – 202.3 + 0.0 = 86.4(2.45)
Oct 439.1 – 339.1 + 97.3 = 197.3 (5.59)
Nov 1,023.6 – 678.4 + 21.3 = 366.5 (10.38)
Dec 1,591.1 – 1,123.2 + 39.7 = 507.6 (14.27)
————————————————————————————————
Total 10,238.8 – 7,701.1 + 258.4 = 2,796.1 (79.16)
————————————————————————————————

– Post-Retrofit + Adjustment = Savings
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2 Electricity Account #766A234-593 Consumption (kWh)
————————————————————————————————

Baseyear – Post- + Routine + Non-Routine = Savings
Energy Use Retrofit Adjustment Adjustment

————————————————————————————————
Jan 122,400 – 81,200 + 3,740 + 652 = 45,592
Feb 118,600 – 76,200 + 2,780 + 652 = 45,832
Mar 132,200 – 83,200 + -1,220 + 652 = 48,432
Apr 110,800 – 77,600 + 1,890 + 652 = 35,742
May 106,000 – 65,400 + 2,120 + 652 = 43,372
Jun 101,200 – 61,200 + 120 + 652 = 40,772
Jul 30,200 – 20,800 + -3,600 + 0 = 5,800
Aug 36,200 – 23,800 + 2,480 + 0 = 14,880
Sep 105,200 – 66,800 + 2,260 + 652 = 41,312
Oct 110,200 – 70,600 + 200 + 652 = 40,452
Nov 126,600 – 83,200 + 5,320 + 652 = 49,372
Dec 128,400 – 81,000 + -2,240 + 652 = 45,812
————————————————————————————————
Total 1,228,000 – 791,000 + 13,850 + 6,520 = 457,370
————————————————————————————————

3 Electricity Account #766A234-593 Demand (kW)

————————————————————————————————
Baseyear – Post- + Routine + Non-Routine = Savings

Energy Use Retrofit Adjustment Adjustment
————————————————————————————————
Jan 561 – 402 + 0 + 4 = 163
Feb 521 – 381 + 0 + 4 = 144
Mar 502 – 352 + 0 + 4 = 154
Apr 490 – 328 + 0 + 4 = 166
May 472 – 310 + 0 + 4 = 146
Jun 470 – 336 + 0 + 4 = 138
Jul 300 – 222 + 0 + 0 = 78
Aug 470 – 324 + 0 + 0 = 146
Sep 476 – 336 + 0 + 4 = 144
Oct 480 – 350 + 0 + 4 = 134
Nov 500 – 362 + 0 + 4 = 142
Dec 540 – 390 + 0 + 4 = 154
————————————————————————————————
Total 5,782 – 4,113 + 0 + 40 = 1,709
————————————————————————————————
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4 Electricity Account #766BI22-601 Consumption (kWh)

————————————————————————————————
Baseyear – Post-Retrofit + Adjustment = Savings

Energy Use
————————————————————————————————
Jan 12,200 – 10,200 + -1,200 = 800
Feb 9,600 – 11,200 + 2,320 = 720
Mar 8,800 – 7,800 + -200 = 800
Apr 4,400 – 4,800 + 1,280 = 880
May 3,800 – 5,100 + 2,120 = 820
Jun 1,200 – 500 + 120 = 820
Jul 800 – 400 + 23 = 423
Aug 600 – 300 + 48 = 252
Sep 1,200 – 400 + 41 = 841
Oct 4,400 – 3,800 + 140 = 740
Nov 6,600 – 5,400 + -290 = 910
Dec 8,400 – 9,000 + 1,400 = 800
————————————————————————————————
Total 62,000 – 58,900 + 5,706 = 8,806
————————————————————————————————

Note that in this example the savings reported are for operations under
post-retrofit period conditions. Therefore the savings can be called
“avoided energy use.”

Option D Example: Calibrated Simulation Multiple ECM Project

Situation
An energy efficiency project was implemented in a university li-

brary building, involving four ECMs spanning lighting, HVAC, operator
training and occupant awareness campaigns. The building is part of a
multiple building campus without individual building meters. As part
of the energy management program steam, electricity and electric de-
mand meters were installed on the main supply lines to the library. The
objectives of the project were to reduce energy costs in the library.

M&V Plan
An M&V Plan was developed showing that Option D was to be

used for savings determination because baseyear data did not exist for
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the library on its own. An outline of the Plan is shown below:

• The boundary of this project was defined as the total energy use of
the library as it affects the main campus energy and demand pur-
chases, assuming:

— a pound of steam at the library requires 1.5 ft3 (0.04 m3) of
natural gas at the campus heating plant’s gas meter,

— a kWh of electricity at the library requires 1.03 kWh of electric-
ity at the campus electricity meter, and

— a kW of demand at the library is coincident with 1.03 kW of
electric demand at the campus electric demand meter.

• The baseyear conditions are those of the 12 months immediately
preceding the decision to proceed with the project, 1999. Light lev-
els were surveyed during this period and recorded. However the
library use and occupancy is assumed to be the same in the
baseyear and post-retrofit periods.

• No baseyear energy data exist so it will be simulated using DOE-
2 software, version 2.1 calibrated against actual meter data from
the first year of post-retrofit operations.

• The common set of conditions selected for use in the energy use
terms in Equation 1 consists of the library use and occupancy in the
first year of the post-retrofit period, and the weather conditions of
a “normal” year for the city, as published by the National Renew-
able Energy Lab in 1989.

• Recordings were made of the following load and operating condi-
tions during the post-retrofit period:

— turnstile data, producing hourly occupancy data for each hour
of the year, averaging a peak daily occupancy of 300 persons;

— a library open hours: 8: 00 AM to midnight, seven days a week,
except for statutory holidays when it is closed;
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— operating staff measurements of space temperature and hu-
midity at twenty five locations, mid morning and mid after-
noon on the first day of each of the 12 months; and

— continuous power draw on the 120 volt circuits supplying li-
brary equipment, for five typical days and a statutory holiday.
A total of 801 kWh/occupied day was recorded and an hourly
profile was developed for typical occupied and unoccupied
days.

• the input file of data including assumptions and the above mea-
sured data were printed and saved electronically for use by any
other person.

• ABC consulting engineering firm designated J. Smith as the profes-
sional engineer to conduct the simulation and calibration because
of his experience in this field.

• The intended savings calculation process shown below was sum-
marized in the M&V Plan.

• Savings are to be computed after the end of the first post-retrofit
year. To ensure that savings remain in place the building operating
staff will regularly report the status of the key operating param-
eters which were used in the calibrated simulation model. If oper-
ating conditions change, the savings will not be adjusted since they
are computed at a fixed set of conditions.

— Savings are to be determined using the following marginal
prices derived from the respective energy supply contracts:
electricity consumption = $.079 1 /kWh electric demand =
$9.93/kW-month steam = $14.23/103 lbs ($31.34/103 kg)

• This savings determination process is expected to require a con-
sulting professional engineer one month to set up and calibrate an
appropriate simulation model, costing about $20,000. A review of
the work by DEF consultant is planned and may cost a further
$8,000.
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Baseyear Energy Use
The following steps were followed to compute baseyear energy use

after the first post-retrofit year:

1 The newly installed meters were calibrated before installation.
Operating staff read the meters monthly and recorded monthly
total steam and electricity use, as well as monthly demand, for
each of 12 months throughout the post-retrofit year.

2 A model was developed of the building with the ECM’s installed.
This model used actual weather of the post-retrofit period and the
operating profiles recorded in the same period. The modeled space
temperatures and humidities were examined to ensure they rea-
sonably matched the typical range of indoor conditions during
occupied and unoccupied days. Initially the model did not model
energy use well, so farther site investigations were undertaken.
During these investigations it was found that during unoccupied
night periods, there was no effective indoor temperature change,
so the thermal mass characteristics of the model were adjusted.
With this correction the model was determined to adequately
match the calibration data. The modeled results compared to the
monthly data as follows

MBE CV (RMSE)

Electricity Consumption 8% 10%

Electric Demand 12% 15%

Steam 5% 8%

3 This accuracy of calibration is good enough to allow reasonable
confidence in the relative results of two runs if the model. How-
ever the model should not be used to compare simulated results to
actual data.

4 The calibrated model was archived, with both printed and elec-
tronic copy of input data, diagnostic reports and output data.

5 The calibrated model was then adjusted to remove the ECMs, and
the weather data file was changed to correspond to the actual
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weather of the baseyear, 1999. The modeled space temperatures
and humidities were again examined to ensure they reasonably
matched the typical range of indoor conditions during occupied
and unoccupied days. This baseyear model was archived, with
both printed and electronic copy of input data, diagnostic reports
and output data. The energy consumption of this model was:

Baseyear Energy Data
Electricity use = 2,97 1,000 kWh
Electric Demand = 6,132 kW-months
Steam = 10.67 × 106 lbs (4.84 × 106 kg)

Post-Retrofit Energy Use
The calibrated model showed the following energy use with the

ECMs in place:

Post Retrofit Energy Data
Electricity use = 1,711,000 kWh
Electric Demand = 5,050 kW-months
Steam = 6.26 × 106 lbs (2.84 × 106 kg)

Routine Adjustments
Routine adjustments are needed to bring baseyear and post-retrofit

energy use to the agreed standard set of conditions: post-retrofit opera-
tions and weather of a “normal”’ year. The following steps were fol-
lowed:

1 The calibrated model was re-run with the ‘normal’ weather data.
The modeled space temperatures and humidities were again exam-
ined to ensure they reasonably matched the typical range of indoor
conditions during occupied and unoccupied days.

2 This calibrated model with “normal” weather was archived, with
both printed and electronic copy of input data, diagnostic reports
and output data.

3 The difference between the two versions of the calibrates model
were computed as the Adjustment term, and is shown below.

4 The baseyear model was re-run with the “normal” weather data.
The modeled space temperatures and humidities were again exam-
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ined to ensure they reasonably matched the typical range of indoor
conditions during occupied and unoccupied days.

5 This baseyear model with “normal” weather was archived, with
both printed and electronic copy of input data, diagnostic reports
and output data.

6 The difference between the two versions of the baseyear model
were computed as the Adjustment term, and is shown below.

————————————————————————————————
Baseyear Calibrated

Model Post-Retrofit Total
Adjustment Model Adjustment Adjustment

————————————————————————————————
Electricity 122,000 50,000 172,000
consumption (kWh)

Electric Demand 200 100 300
(kW-months)

Steam (103 lbs) 521 (-236.3) 1,096 (497.1) 575(260.8)
or (103 kg)
————————————————————————————————

Savings
From Equation 1, the energy savings at the standard set of condi-

tions are:

————————————————————————————————
Baseyear – Post + Adjustment = Savings

————————————————————————————————
Electricity 2,971,000 – 1,711,000 + 172,000 = 1,432,000 kWh

Electric
Demand 6,132 – 5,050 + 300 = 1,382 kW–mo

Steam (103 lbs 10,673 – 6,261 + 575 = 4,987
or 103 kg) (4,841) (2,840) (261) (2,262)
————————————————————————————————
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The value of these energy/demand savings are computed from the
marginal prices as:

electricity consumption = $113,300
electric demand = $13,700
steam = $70,970
Total = $197,970

Appendix B
Uncertainty

Note: Use of statistical techniques such as sampling in determining
energy savings is relatively unsophisticated compared to the exact
science of statistics. Nonetheless, relatively simple statistical methods
are helpful in explaining the results of an energy saving program and
securing confidence and financing. The MVP uses the language of
statistics, such as confidence levels and sampling, in a way that re-
flects best industry practices, and not as prescribed in statistics text-
books. These methods may not be statistically rigorous, but do
provide sufficient confidence to complete and finance projects.

INTRODUCTION

Instrumentation Error
The magnitude of instrumentation errors is given by

manufacturer’s specifications. Typically instrumentation errors are
small, and are not the major source of error in estimating savings.

Modeling Error
Modeling error refers to errors in the models used to estimate pa-

rameters of interest from the data collection. Biases in these models arise
from model miss-specification. Miss-specification errors include:

• omitting important terms from the model.
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• assigning incorrect values for “known” factors.

• extrapolation of the model results outside their range of validity.

Non systematic errors are the random effects of factors not accounted for
by the model variables.

The most common models are linear regressions of the form

y = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2 + … + bp xp + e
Eq. 2

where:

y and xk, k = 1, 2, 3,…, p observed variables

bk, k = 0, 1, 2,…, p coefficients estimated by the regression

e residual error not accounted for by the
regression equation

Models of this type can be used in two ways:

1. To estimate the value of y for a given set of x values. An important
example of this application is the use of a model estimated from
data for a particular year or portion of a year to estimate consump-
tion for a normal year.

2. To estimate one or more of the individual coefficients bk.

In the first case, where the model is used to predict the value of y
given the values of the xks, the accuracy of the estimate is measured by
the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the predicted mean. This accuracy
measure is provided by most standard regression packages. The MSE of
prediction is the expected value of:

(y|x – y|x)2 Eq. 3

where y|x is the true mean value of y at the given value of x, and y|x
is the value estimated by the fitted regression line. The RMSE of predic-
tion is the square root of the MSE.

^

^
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In the second case, where the model is used to estimate a particular
coefficient bk, the accuracy of the estimate is measured by the standard
error of the estimated coefficient. This standard error is also provided by
standard regression packages. The variance of the estimate ~ is the ex-
pected value of

(b – b)2 Eq. 4

where b is the true value of the coefficient, and b is the value estimated
by the regression. The standard error is the square root of the variance.

Whether the quantity of interest is the predicted value of y or a particu-
lar coefficient bk, the accuracy measures provided by the standard sta-
tistical formulas are valid characterizations of the uncertainty of the
estimate only if there are no important biases in the regression model.

Three statistical indices that can be used to evaluate regression
models are defined below (SAS 1990):

1. The Coefficient of Determination, R2(%):

R2 = 1 −
ypred,i − ydata,i

2Σ
i = 1

n

ydata − ydata,i
2Σ

i = 1

n
× 1

Eq. 5

2. The Coefficient of Variation CV (%):

CV =

ypred,i − ydata,i
2Σ

i = 1

n

n − p
ydata

× 100
Eq. 6

3. The Mean Bias Error, MBE

MBE =

ypred,i − ydata,iΣ
i = 1

n

n − p
ydata

× 100
Eq. 7

^

^
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where:

ydata, i data value of the dependent variable corresponding to
a particular set of the independent variables,

ypred, i predicted dependent variable value for the same set of
independent variables above,

ydata mean value of the dependent variable of the data set,

n number of data points in the data set.

p total number of regression parameters in the model.

Sampling Error—Sampling error refers to errors resulting from the fact
that a sample of units were observed rather than observing the entire set
of units under study. The simplest sampling situation is that of a simple
random sample. With this type of sample, a fixed number n of units is
selected at random from a total population of N units. Each unit has the
same probability n/N of being included in the sample. In this case, the
standard error of the estimated mean is given by:

SE y = − n
N

y1 − y 2

n − 1Σ
i = 1

n
⁄ n Eq. 8

For more complicated random samples, more complex formulas
apply for the standard error. In general, however, the standard error is
proportional to 1/√n). That is, increasing the sample size by a factor “f”
will reduce the standard error (improve the precision of the estimate) by
a factor of √f.

Combining Components of Uncertainty
If the savings (S) estimate is a sum of several independently esti-

mated components (C), then

S = C1 + C2 + C3 + … + Cp Eq. 9

the standard error of the estimate is given by
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SE(S) SE C1
2 + C2

2+ C3
2 + … + Cp

2 Eq. 10

If the savings (S) estimate is a product of several independently esti-
mated components (C), then

S = Cl × C2 × C3 × … × Cp Eq. 11

the relative standard error of the estimate is given approximately by

SE S
S

≈
SE C1

2

C1
+

SE C2
2

C2
+

SE C3
2

C3
+ … +

SE Cp
2

Cp
Eq. 12

The requirement that the components be independently estimated
is critical to the validity of these formulas. Independence means that
whatever random errors affect one of the components are unrelated to
errors affecting the other components. In particular, different compo-
nents would not be estimated by the same regression fit, or from the
same sample of observations.

The above formulae for combining error estimates from different
components can serve as the basis for a Propagation of Error analysis.
This type of analysis is used to estimate how errors in one component
will affect the accuracy of the overall estimate. Monitoring resources can
then be designed cost-effectively to reduce error in the final savings
estimate. This assessment takes into account:

• the effect on savings estimate accuracy of an improvement in the
accuracy of each component.

• the cost of improving the accuracy of each component.

This procedure is described in general terms in ASHRAE 1991 and
EPRI 1993. Applications of this method have indicated that, in many
cases, the greatest contribution to savings estimate uncertainty is the
uncertainty in baseyear conditions. The second greatest source of error
tends to be the level of use, typically measured by hours (Violette et al.
1993). Goldberg (1996a) describes how to balance sampling errors
against errors in estimates for individual units in this type of analysis.
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Establishing a Level of Quantifiable Uncertainty
Determining savings means estimating a difference in level rather

than measuring the level of consumption itself In general, calculating a
difference with a given relative precision requires greater absolute pre-
cision, therefore a larger sample size than measuring a level with the
same relative precision. For example, suppose the average load is
around 500 kW, and the anticipated savings is around 100 kW. A 10%
error with 90% confidence (90/10) criterion applied to the load would
require absolute precision of 50 kW at 90 percent confidence. The 90/10
criterion applied to the savings would require absolute precision of 10
kW at the same confidence level.

In M&V, the precision criterion may be applied not only to demand
or energy savings, but also to parameters that determine savings. For
example, suppose the savings amount is the product of number (N) of
units, hours (H) of operation and change (C) in watts:

S = N × H × C Eq. 13

The 90/10 criterion could be applied separately to each of these
parameters. However, achieving 90/10 precision for each of these pa-
rameters separately does not imply that 90/10 is achieved for the sav-
ings, which is the parameter of ultimate interest. On the other hand, if
number of units and change in watts are assumed to be known without
error, 90/10 precision for hours implies 90/10 precision for savings.

In the M&V context, the precision standard could be imposed at
various levels. The choice of level of disaggregation dramatically affects
the sample size requirements and associated monitoring costs. Possible
choices include the following:

• For individual sites, where sampling is conducted within each site

• For all savings associated with a particular type of technology,
across several sites for a given project, where both sites and units
within sites may be sampled

• For all savings associated with a particular type of technology in a
particular type of usage, across several sites for a project

• For all savings associated with all technologies and sites for a given
ESCO
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In general, the finer the level at which the precision criterion is
imposed, the greater the data collection requirement. If the primary goal
is to ensure savings accuracy for a project or group of projects as a
whole, it is not necessary to impose the same precision requirement on
each subset. In fact, a uniform relative precision target for each subset is
in conflict with the goal of obtaining the best precision possible for the
project as a whole.

Appendix C
Measurement Techniques

ELECTRICITY

The most common way of sensing alternating electrical current
(AC) for energy efficiency and savings applications is with a current
transformer or current transducer (CT). CTs are placed on wires con-
nected to specific loads such as motors, pumps or lights and then con-
nected to an ammeter or power meter. CTs are available in split core and
solid torroid configuration. Torroids are usually more economical than
split-core CTs, but require a load to be disconnected for a short period
while they are installed. Split-core CTs allow installation without discon-
necting the load. Both types of CTs are typically offered with accuracies
better than one percent.

Voltage is sensed by a direct connection to the power source. Some
voltmeters and power measuring equipment directly connect voltage
leads, while others utilize an intermediate device, a potential transducer
(PT), to lower the voltage to safer levels at the meter.

Though electrical load is the product of voltage and current, sepa-
rate voltage and current measurements should not be used for inductive
loads such as motors or magnetic ballasts. True RMS power digital sam-
pling meters should be used. Such meters are particularly important if
variable frequency drives or other harmonic-producing devices are on the
same circuit, resulting in the likelihood of ham-ionic voltages at the motor
terminals. True RMS power and energy metering technology, based on
digital sampling principles, is recommended due to its ability to accu-
rately measure distorted waveforms and properly record load shapes.
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It is recommended that power measurement equipment meeting
the IEEE Standard 519-1992 sampling rate of 3 kHz be selected where
harmonic issues are present. Most metering equipment has adequate
sampling strategies to address this issue. Users should, however, request
documentation from meter manufacturers to ascertain that the equip-
ment is accurately measuring electricity use under waveform distortion.

Power can be measured directly using watt transducers. Watt-hour
energy transducers that integrate power over time eliminate the error
inherent in assuming or ignoring variations in load over time. Watt-hour
transducer pulses are typically recorded by a pulse-counting data logger
for storage and subsequent retrieval and analysis. An alternate technol-
ogy involves combining metering and data logging functions into a
single piece of hardware.

Hand-held wattmeters, rather than ammeters, should be used for
spot measurements of watts, volts, amps, power factor or waveforms.

Regardless of the type of solid-state electrical metering device
used, it is recommended that the device meet the minimum performance
requirements for accuracy of the American National Standards Institute
standard for solid state electricity meters, ANSI C12.16-1991, published
by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. This standard
applies to solid-state electricity meters that are primarily used as watt-
hour meters, typically requiring accuracies of one to two percent based
on variations of load, power factor and voltage.

RUNTIME

Determination of energy savings may involve measuring the time
that a piece of equipment is on, then multiplying it by a short-term power
measurement. Constant load motors and lights are examples of equip-
ment that may not be continuously metered with recording watt-hour
meters to establish energy consumption. Self-contained battery-powered
monitoring devices are available to record equipment runtime and, in
some cases, time-of-use information. This equipment provides a reason-
ably priced, simple to install approach for energy savings calculations.

TEMPERATURE

The most commonly used computerized temperature measure-
ments devices are resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), thermo-
couples, thermistors, and integrated circuit (IC) temperature sensors.
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Resistance Temperature Detectors or RTDs
These are common equipment for measuring air and water tem-

perature in the energy management field. They are among the most
accurate, reproducible, stable and sensitive thermal elements available.
An RTD measures the change in electrical resistance in special materials.

RTDs are economical and readily available in configuration pack-
ages to measure indoor and outdoor air temperatures as well as fluid
temperatures in chilled water or heating systems. Considering overall
performance, the most popular RTI)s are 100 and 1,000 Ohm platinum
devices in various packaging including ceramic chips, flexible strips and
thermowell installations.

Depending on application, two, three and four-wire RTI)s are avail-
able. Required accuracy, distance, and routing between the RTD and the
data logging device can determine the specific type of RTD for a project.
Four-wire RTI)s offer a level of precision seldom required in the energy
savings determination, and are most commonly found in high precision
services or in the laboratory. Three-wire RTDs compensate for applica-
tions where an RTD requires a long wire lead, exposed to varying am-
bient conditions. The wires of identical length and material exhibit
similar resistance-temperature characteristics and can be used to cancel
the effect of the long leads in an appropriately designed bridge circuit.
Two-wire RTI)s must be field-calibrated to compensate for lead length
and should not have lead wires exposed to conditions that vary signifi-
cantly from those being measured.

Installation of RTI)s is relatively simple with the advantage that
conventional copper lead wire can be used as opposed to the more ex-
pensive thermocouple wire. Most metering equipment allows for direct
connection of RTDs by providing internal signal conditioning and the
ability to establish offsets and calibration coefficients.

Thermocouples
They measure temperature using two dissimilar metals, joined to-

gether at one end, which produce a small unique voltage at a given tem-
perature that is measured and interpreted by a thermocouple
thermometer. Thermocouples are available in different combinations of
metals, each with a different temperature range. Apart from temperature
range, consider chemical abrasion and vibration resistance and installa-
tion requirements while selecting a thermocouple.

In general, thermocouples are used when reasonably accurate tem-
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perature data are required. The main disadvantage of thermocouples is
their weak output signal, making them sensitive to electrical noise and
always requiring amplifiers. Few energy savings determination situa-
tions, except for thermal energy metering, warrant the accuracy and
complexity of thermocouple technology.

Thermistors
These are semiconductor temperature sensors usually consisting of

an oxide of manganese, nickel, cobalt or one of several other types of
materials. One of the primary differences between thermistors and RTDs
is that thermistors have a large resistance change with temperature.
Thermistors are not interchangeable, and their temperature-resistance
relationship is non-linear. They are fragile devices and require the use of
shielded power lines, filters or DC voltage. Like thermocouples, these
devices are infrequently used in savings determination.

Integrated Circuit Temperature Sensors
Certain semiconductor diodes and transistors also exhibit repro-

ducible temperature sensitivities. Such devices are usually ready-made
Integrated Circuit (IC) sensors and can come in various shapes and
sizes. These devices are occasionally found in HVAC applications where
low cost and a strong linear output are required. IC sensors have a fairly
good absolute error, but they require an external power source, are frag-
ile and are subject to errors due to self-heating.

HUMIDITY

Accurate, affordable and reliable humidity measurement has al-
ways been a difficult and time-consuming task. Equipment to measure
relative humidity is available from several vendors, and installation is
relatively straightforward. However, calibration of humidity sensors
continues to be a major concern (see Chapter 5.4) and should be care-
fully described in the M&V Plan and documented in savings reports.

FLOW

Different types of flow measurement may be used for quantities
such as natural gas, oil, steam, condensate, water, or compressed air.
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This section discusses the most common liquid flow measurement de-
vices. In general, flow sensors can be grouped into two different types
of meters:

1 Intrusive Flow Meters (Differential Pressure and Obstruction)

2 Non-Intrusive Flow Meters (Ultrasonic and Magnetic)

Choosing a flow meter for a particular application requires know-
ing the type of fluid being measured, how dirty or clean it is, the highest
and lowest expected flow velocities, and the budget.

Differential Pressure Flow Meters
The calculation of fluid flow rate by measuring the pressure loss

across a pipe restriction is perhaps the most commonly used flow mea-
surement technique in building and industrial applications. The pres-
sure drops generated by a wide variety of geometrical restrictions have
been well characterized over the years, and, these primary or “head”
flow elements come in a wide variety of configurations, each with spe-
cific application strengths and weaknesses. Examples of flow meters
utilizing the concept of differential pressure flow measurement include
Orifice Plate meter, Venturimeter, and Pitot Tube meter. Accuracy of
differential pressure flow meters is typically in the vicinity of 1-5% of the
maximum flow for which each meter is calibrated.

Obstruction Flow Meters
Several types of obstruction flow meters have been developed that

are capable of providing a linear output signal over a wide range of flow
rates, often without the severe pressure loss penalty incurred with an
orifice plate or venturi meters. In general, these meters place a small
target, weight or spinning wheel in the flow stream that allows fluid
velocity to be determined by the rotational speed of the meter (turbine)
or by the force on the meter body (vortex).

Turbine meters
They measure fluid flow by counting the rotations of a rotor that

is placed in a flow stream. Turbine meters can be an axial-type or inser-
tion-type. Axial turbine meters usually have an axial rotor and a housing
that is sized for an appropriate installation. An insertion turbine meter
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allows the axial turbine to be inserted into the fluid stream and uses
existing pipe as the meter body. Because the insertion turbine meter only
measures fluid velocity at a single point on the cross-sectional area of the
pipe, total volumetric flow rate for the pipe can only be accurately in-
ferred if the meter is installed according to manufacturer’s specifica-
tions. Most important with insertion turbine meters is installation in
straight sections of pipe removed from internal flow turbulence. This
type of meter can inserted without having to shut down the system.
Insertion meters can be used on pipelines in excess of four inches with
very low pressure loss. Turbine meters provide an output that is linear
with flow rate. Care must be taken when using turbines as they can be
damaged by debris and are subject to corrosion. Insertion meters can be
damaged during insertion and withdrawal.

Vortex meters
They utilize the same basic principle that makes telephone wires

oscillate in the wind between telephone poles. This effect is due to os-
cillating instabilities in a low pressure field after it splits into two flow
streams around a blunt object. Vortex meters require minimal mainte-
nance and have high accuracy and long-term repeatability. Vortex
meters provide a linear output signal that can be captured by meter/
monitoring equipment.

Non-Interfering Flow Meters
They are well suited to applications where the pressure drop of an

intrusive flow meter is of critical concern, or the fluid is dirty, such as
sewage, slurries, crude oils, chemicals, some acids, process water, etc.

Ultrasonic flow meters
They measure clean fluid velocities by detecting small differences

in the transit time of sound waves that are shot at an angle across a fluid
stream. Accurate clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters facilitate rapid mea-
surement of fluid velocities in pipes of varying sizes. An accuracy rate
from 1 % of actual flow to 2% of full scale are now possible, although
this technology is still quite expensive. Recently, an ultrasound meter
that uses the Doppler principle in place of transit time has been devel-
oped. In such a meter a certain amount of particles and air are necessary
in order for the signal to bounce-off and be detected by the receiver.
Doppler-effect meters are available with an accuracy between 2% and
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5% of full scale and command prices somewhat less than the standard
transit time-effect ultrasonic devices. Meter cost is independent of pipe
size. Ultrasonic meters can have low installation costs since they do not
require shutting down systems to cut pipes for installation.

Magnetic flow meters
They measure the disturbance that a moving liquid causes in a

strong magnetic field. Magnetic flow meters are usually more expensive
than other types of meters. They have advantages of high accuracy and
no moving parts. Accuracy of magnetic flow meters are in the 1-2%
range of actual flow.

PRESSURE

Mechanical methods of measuring pressure have been known for
a very long time. U-tube manometers were among the first pressure
indicators. But manometers are large, cumbersome, and not well suited
for integration into automatic control loops. Therefore, manometers are
usually found in the laboratory or used as local indicators. Depending
on the reference pressure used, they can indicate absolute, gauge, or
differential pressure. Things to keep in mind while selecting pressure
measurement devices are: accuracy, pressure range, temperature effects,
outputs (millivolt, voltage or current signal) and application environ-
ment

Modem pressure transmitters have come from the differential pres-
sure transducers used in flow meters. They are used in building energy
management systems and are capable of measuring pressures with the
necessary accuracy for proper building pressurization and air flow con-
trol.

THERMAL ENERGY

The measurement of thermal energy flow requires the measure-
ment of flow and some temperature difference. For example, the cool-
ing provided by a chiller is recorded in Btu and is a calculated value
determined by measuring chilled water flow and the temperature dif-
ference between the chilled water supply and return lines. An energy
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flow meter performs an internal Btu calculation in real time based on
input from a flow meter and temperature sensors. It also uses soft-
ware constants for the specific heat of the fluid to be measured. These
electronic energy flow meters offer an accuracy better than 1%. They
also provide other useful data on flow rate and temperature (both
supply and return).

When a heating or cooling plant is under light load relative to
its capacity there may be as little as a 5°F difference between the two
flowing streams. To avoid significant error in the thermal energy mea-
surement the two temperature sensors should be matched or cali-
brated to the tightest tolerance possible. It is more important that the
sensors be matched, or calibrated with respect to each another, than
for their calibration to be traceable to a standard. Suppliers of RTDs
can provide sets of matched devices when ordered for this purpose.
Typical purchasing specifications are for a matched set of RTD assem-
blies (each consisting of an RTD probe, holder, connection head with
terminal strip and a stainless steel thermowell), calibrated to indicate
the same temperature, for example within a tolerance of 0. 1°F over
the range of 25°F to 75°F. A calibration data sheet is normally pro-
vided with each set.

The design and installation of the temperature sensors used for
thermal energy measurements should consider the error caused by:
sensor placement in the pipe, conduction of the thermowell, and any
transmitter, power supply or analog to digital converter. Complete er-
ror analysis through the measurement system is suggested, in recog-
nition of the difficulty of making accurate thermal measurements.

Thermal energy measurements for steam can require steam flow
measurements (e.g., steam flow or condensate flow), steam pressure,
temperature and feedwater temperature where the energy content of
the steam is then calculated using steam tables. In instances where
steam production is constant, this can be reduced to measurement of
steam flow or condensate flow (i.e., assumes a constant steam tem-
perature-pressure and feedwater temperature-pressure) along with ei-
ther temperature or pressure of steam or condensate flow.
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1
Introduction

This year 2000 edition of International Performance Measurement
and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) has been expanded to address indoor
environmental quality (IEQ) issues. It provides information that will
help energy efficiency professionals and building owners and managers
maintain or improve IEQ and occupant health and comfort during the
implementation of building energy conservation measures in retrofits or
new construction of commercial and public buildings.

Volume II focuses exclusively on indoor environmental quality is-
sues (See Preface of Volume I for overview of IPMVP). This volume
starts with a general introduction to IEQ. Best practices for maintaining
a high level of IEQ are then reviewed. The potential positive and nega-
tive influences of specific energy conservation measures on IEQ are
summarized in a tabular format in Section 5. The remainder of the docu-
ment addresses IEQ measurement and verification procedures that may
be used to address the following goals: 1) ensure that the energy conser-
vation measures have no adverse influence on IEQ, 2) quantify the im-
provements in IEQ resulting from implementation of energy
conservation measures, and 3) verify that selected IEQ parameters sat-
isfy the applicable IEQ guidelines or standards. A multi-step procedure
for IEQ measurement and verification is presented, followed by a dis-
cussion of general approaches for measurement and verification and
then by a table of measurement and verification alternatives linked to
specific IEQ parameters.

This document has been prepared by an international team of IEQ
and building energy efficiency experts and reflects the current state of
knowledge. The IPMVP, including the IEQ volume will be updated ev-
ery two years.

2
Purpose

The International Performance Measurement and Verification Pro-
tocol (IPMVP) provides a framework and guidance for the measurement
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and verification of building energy performance, emphasizing the
changes in energy performance that result from implementation of en-
ergy conservation measures in buildings. Many building energy conser-
vation measures have the potential to positively or negatively affect
indoor pollutant concentrations, thermal comfort conditions, and light-
ing quality. These and other indoor environmental characteristics are
collectively referred to as indoor environmental quality1.

IEQ can influence the health and productivity of building occu-
pants. Small changes in occupant health and productivity may be very
significant financially, potentially exceeding the financial benefits of
energy conservation (Fisk and Rosenfeld, 1998). It is important that these
IEQ considerations be explicitly recognized prior to selection and imple-
mentation of energy conservation measures2. Consequently, the primary
purpose of this document is to provide information that will help energy
conservation professionals and building owners and managers maintain
or improve IEQ when they implement building energy conservation
measures in non-industrial commercial and public buildings3. This docu-
ment also describes some practical IEQ and ventilation measurements
that, in certain circumstances, can also help energy conservation profes-
sionals maintain or improve IEQ.

1. This document is not intended as substitute for local codes or as a
guide to diagnosis and solving specific IAQ and health problems.
Hospitals and other health care facilities have special indoor air
quality requirements that are not addressed in this document.

1. The term indoor air quality (IAQ) is sometimes used for the same purpose,
although IAQ is also used more narrowly in reference to the levels of pol-
lutants in indoor air.

2. Conversely, when selecting measures to improve IEA, the potential impacts
of these measures on building energy use should be considered. This docu-
ment does not directly address this situation but it includes some relevant
information.

3. This document is not intended as substitute for local codes or as a guide to
diagnosis and solving specific IAQ and health problems. Hospitals and
other health care facilities have special indoor air quality requirements that
are not addressed in this document.
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3
How to Use

Section 4 and 5 of this document introduce IEQ through discussions
of IEQ parameters, indoor pollutant sources, IEQ standards, and meth-
ods of maintaining a high level of IEQ. These sections are designed to
educate building energy professionals about IEQ and to provide a foun-
dation for subsequent sections of the document. Professionals with a
strong working knowledge of IEQ issues can skip Section 4 and 5. Section
6 describes the linkage between specific energy conservation measures
and IEQ, highlighting measures that are particularly attractive because
they often improve IEQ while saving energy. This information is pro-
vided in a table so readers can quickly identify the information relevant
to their situation. Some users of this document may not need to read
beyond Section 6 because their energy conservation efforts are not likely
to significantly influence IEQ. Section 7 provides a discussion of the
application of Section 6 to specific buildings. Section 8 addresses IEQ
measurement and verification (M&V). An overall IEQ M&V procedure is
provided along with a description of basic M&V approaches and a table
of M&V alternatives for specific IEQ parameters. The most practical and
useful M&V alternatives are highlighted. Section 9 discusses how to
implement the concepts laid out in this document. Concluding remarks
and references are in Sections 10 and II, respectively.

4
General Introduction to Indoor

Environmental Quality

4.1 IMPORTANT ENERGY-RELATED IEQ PARAMETERS
Many characteristics of the indoor environment may influence

comfort, health, satisfaction, and productivity of building occupants.
The following indoor environmental characteristics are most likely to be
influenced by building energy conservation measures:

• indoor thermal conditions such as air temperature and its vertical
gradient, mean radiant temperature, air velocity, and humidity;
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• concentrations of pollutants and odors in indoor air and amount of
pollutants on surfaces;

• lighting intensity and quality;

This document provides more detailed information on indoor air
pollution than on thermal comfort and lighting because the users of the
IPMVP are less likely to be knowledgeable about indoor air pollution.

4.2 INDOOR THERMAL CONDITIONS
The influence of the indoor thermal environment on thermal com-

fort is widely recognized. Thermal comfort has been studied for decades
resulting in thermal comfort standards and models for predicting the
level of satisfaction with the thermal environment as a function of the
occupants clothing and activity level

(ASHRAE 1997). Despite the significant attention placed on ther-
mal comfort by building professionals, dissatisfaction with indoor ther-
mal conditions is the most common source of occupant complaints in
office buildings (Federspiel 1998). In a large field study (Schiller et al.
1988), less than 25% of the subjects were moderately satisfied or very
satisfied with air temperature. Also, 22% of the measured thermal con-
ditions in the winter, and almost 50% of measured thermal conditions in
the summer, were outside of the boundaries of the 1988 version of the
ASHRAE thermal comfort zone. These findings indicate that greater
effort should be placed on maintaining thermal conditions within the
prescribed comfort zones. Even in laboratory settings with uniform
clothing and activity levels, it is not possible to satisfy more than 95% of
occupants by providing a single uniform thermal environment (Fanger
1970) because thermal preferences vary among people. Task condition-
ing systems that provide occupants limited control of the air tempera-
ture and velocity in their workstation are being explored as a means to
maximize thermal comfort (e.g., Arens et al. 1991, Bauman et al. 1993).

Extremes in humidity will adversely influence thermal comfort
(ASHRAE 1997, Chapter 8). ASHRAE s thermal comfort zones for sum-
mer and winter have a lower absolute humidity boundary of 0.045 g
H2O per kg dry air corresponding approximately to a 30% RH at 20.5°C
and a 20% RH at 27°C. Relative humidities below approximately 25%
have been associated with complaints of dry skin, nose, throat, and eyes.
At high humidities, discomfort will increase due substantially to an in-
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crease of skin moisture. The upper humidity limits of ASHRAE s ther-
mal comfort zone vary with temperature from approximately 60% RH at
26°C to 80% RH at 20°C.

Air temperature and humidity also influence perceptions of the
quality of indoor air and the level of complaints about non-specific
building-related health symptoms (often called sick building syndrome
symptoms). Higher air temperature has been associated with increased
health symptom prevalences in several studies (Skov et al. 1989,
Jaakkola et al. 1991, Wyon 1992, Menzies et al. 1993). Occupants per-
ceived acceptability of air quality has been shown to decrease as tem-
perature and humidity increase in the range between 18°C, 30% RH and
28°C, 70% RH (Fang et al. 1997, Molhave et al. 1993).

4.3 INDOOR LIGHTING
The quality of the indoor environment depends significantly on

several aspects of lighting (JES 1993, Veitch and Newsham 1998) includ-
ing the illuminance (intensity of light that impinges upon a surface), the
amount of glare, and the spectrum of the light1. There is evidence that
a decrease in the amount of flicker in light, i.e., the magnitude of the
rapid cyclic change in illuminance over time, may be associated with a
decrease in headache and eyestrain (Wilkens et al. 1988) and with an
increase in worker performance (Veitch and Newsham 1997). In many
indoor spaces, the indoor environment is influenced by both daylight
and by artificial lighting. Characteristics of windows and skylights and
their shading affect the daylighting of indoors. The quality of electric
indoor lighting is a function of the types, locations, and number of lu-
minaires, and the optical characteristics of indoor surfaces such as their
spectral reflectivity and color.

The method of lighting control, such as no control, automatic dim-
ming of artificial light, and manual control of overhead or task lighting
may also influence lighting quality.

Lighting characteristics influence the quality of vision and can
have psychological influences on mood and on perceptions about the
pleasantness of a space. Because extremes in lighting have a clear impact
on performance, indoor lighting in commercial buildings is usually
maintained within the limits specified in guidelines or standards. The

1. The evidence for effects of spectrum of light on satisfaction and perfor-
mance is mixed (e.g., Veitch 1994, Berman 1992)
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recommended range of illuminance is a function of the type of visual
activity and the age of the occupants. Guidelines also provide recom-
mendations for the maximum luminance ratio, i.e., range of luminance
in the visual field. Occupants satisfaction with lighting may vary with
illuminance and with the characteristics of the lighting system (Katzev
1992).

4.4 INDOOR POLLUTANTS, THEIR SOURCES,
AND HEALTH EFFECTS
There are a large number of indoor air pollutants that can influence

occupant health and the perceived acceptability of indoor air. The fol-
lowing paragraphs introduce these pollutants.

Gaseous human bioeffluents—Humans release a variety of odor-
ous gaseous bioeffluents, e.g., body odors, which influence the perceived
acceptability of indoor air. Historically, most standards and guidelines
for minimum ventilation rates in buildings have been based primarily
on the ventilation needed to maintain indoor air acceptable to a large
proportion (e.g., 80%) of visitors when they initially enter a space with
occupants as the only indoor pollutant source. In the last decade, con-
cerns about other sources of odors and adverse health effects from air
pollutants have increasingly influenced building ventilation standards.

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is one of the gaseous human bioeffluents in
exhaled air. Humans are normally the main indoor source of carbon
dioxide. Unvented or imperfectly vented combustion appliances can
also increase indoor CO2 concentrations. The outdoor CO2 concentration
is often approximately 350 ppm1, whereas indoor concentrations are
usually in the range of 500 ppm to a few thousand ppm. At these con-
centrations, CO2 is not thought to be a direct cause of adverse health
effects; however, CO2 is an easily-measured surrogate for other occu-
pant-generated pollutants, such as body odors.

The indoor CO2 concentration is often used, sometimes inappropri-
ately, as an indicator of the rate of outside air supply per occupant. If the
number of occupants and the rate of outside air supply are constant and
the CO2 generation rate of occupants is known, the rate of outside air
supply per occupant is related to the equilibrium indoor CO2 concentra-
tion in a straightforward manner as predicted by a steady-state mass

1. In urban areas, outdoor CO2 concentrations may substantially exceed 350
ppm and vary considerably with time.
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balance calculation (Persily and Dols 1990). However, in many build-
ings, CO2 concentrations never stabilize during a workday because oc-
cupancy and ventilation rates are not stable for a sufficient time period.
If the CO2 concentration has not stabilized at its equilibrium value and
the steady-state relationship between CO2 and ventilation rate is used to
estimate the rate of outside air supply, the estimated outside air venti-
lation rate may be substantially in error.

Carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx): Indoor con-
centrations of CO and NOx may be higher than outdoor concentrations
due to indoor unvented combustion (e.g., unvented space heaters), fail-
ures in the combustion exhaust vent systems of vented appliances, and
leakage of air from attached parking garages into the building. Tobacco
smoking can cause a small increase in indoor CO concentrations. Short-
term exposures to highly elevated concentrations of CO can cause brain
damage or death (NRC 1981). Lower concentrations can cause chest pain
among people with heart disease (NRC 1981). NO2 is usually considered
to be the most important of the indoor nitrogen oxides. High concentra-
tions (e.g., 0.5 ppm) of NO2 can cause respiratory distress in individuals
with asthma and concentrations of approximately 1 ppm cause in-
creased airway resistance in health individuals (NRC 1981). Long term
exposure to much lower concentrations of NO2 may be associated with
increased respiratory illness among children (Vedal 1985).

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs): VOCs are a class of gaseous
pollutants containing carbon. The indoor air typically contains dozens of
VOCs at concentrations that are measurable. VOCs are emitted indoors
by building materials (e.g., paints, pressed wood products, adhesives,
etc.), furniture, equipment (photocopying machines, printers, etc.),
cleaning products, pest control products, and combustion activities
(cooking, unvented space heating, tobacco smoking, indoor vehicle use).
Humans also release VOCs as a consequence of their metabolism and
use of personal products such as perfumes. The outdoor air entering
buildings also contains VOCs. VOCs in contaminated soil adjacent to the
building can also be drawn into buildings.

New building materials and furnishings generally emit VOCs at a
much higher rate than older materials. Emission rates for many VOCs
may decline by an order of magnitude during the first few weeks after
the materials are installed in the building. However, the emission rates
of some VOCs, such as formaldehyde emissions from pressed wood
products, decline much more slowly. Because of concerns about the
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health effects of VOCs, many manufacturers have worked to reduce the
VOC emissions of their products, and some will provide emission infor-
mation to their customers.

Some VOCs are suspected or known carcinogens or causes of ad-
verse reproductive effects. Some VOCs also have unpleasant odors or
are irritants. VOCs are thought to be a cause of non-specific health
symptoms that are discussed subsequently.

The total volatile organic compound (TVOC) concentration, often
used as a simple, integrated measure of VOCs, is defined as the total
mass of measured VOCs per unit volume of air, exclusive of very vola-
tile (e.g., formaldehyde) organic compounds. Laboratory studies in
which humans have been exposed to mixtures of VOCs under controlled
conditions (Molhave et al. 1986 and 1993) have documented increased
health symptoms at TVOC concentrations of the order of milligrams per
cubic meter of air. A panel of 12 Nordic researchers reviewed the litera-
ture on VOCs/TVOCs and health and concluded that indoor pollution
including VOC is most likely a cause of health effects and comfort prob-
lems and that the scientific literature is inconclusive with respect to
TVOC as a risk index for health and comfort (Andersson et al. 1997). As
an indicator of health effects, the TVOC concentration is inherently
flawed because the potency of individual VOCs to elicit irritancy symp-
toms varies by orders of magnitude (Tenbrinke 1995). The potency for
other potential health effects such as cancer or reproductive effects is
also highly variable among compounds.

Despite these limitations, unusually high TVOC concentrations in
commercial buildings, above one or two mg m-3 (Daisey et al. 1994), do
indicate the presence of strong VOC sources. Further investigations to
determine the composition of the VOCs and/or to identify the sources
may be warranted. The probability of adverse heath or comfort effects
caused by the high TVOC exposures will depend on the composition of
the VOC mixture and on the concentrations of odorous or harmful com-
pounds.

Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas. The primary source
of radon in most buildings is the surrounding soil and rock. Radon
enters buildings from soil as soil gas is drawn into buildings and also
enters by diffusion through the portions of buildings that contact soil.
Earth-based building materials and water from wells can also be a
source of radon. Radon exposure increases the risk of lung cancer (BEIR
VI 1998).
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Ozone is brought into buildings with outdoor air. Certain types of
office equipment, such as photocopy machines and laser printers, can
also be a source of indoor ozone. Ozone causes pulmonary inflammation
and other pulmonary health effects. Ozone is removed from indoor air
by reaction with indoor surfaces; thus indoor ozone concentrations are
usually lower than outdoor concentrations. If indoor sources of ozone
are limited, increasing the ventilation rate, while decreasing concentra-
tions of indoor-generated pollutants, will usually increase the indoor
ozone concentration.

In addition to the direct effects of ozone on health, ozone can react
chemically with VOCs in the indoor air or with surface materials. These
reactions may produce VOCs that may be a source of chemical irritation
(Weschler and Schields 1997).

Moisture is not a pollutant but it has a strong influence on indoor
environmental quality. Water vapor is generated indoors due to human
metabolism and human activities involving water use, as well as due to
unvented combustion activities and by humidifiers. Moist soil may be a
source of moisture in indoor air and in the flooring materials that contact
the soil. The implications of high humidity for human health are com-
plex and still a subject of debate (Baughman and Arens 1996, Arens and
Baughman 1996). In some situations, high relative humidities may con-
tribute to growth of fungi and bacteria that can adversely affect health.

Condensation of water on cool indoor surfaces (e.g., windows)
may damage materials and promote the growth of microorganisms.
Water leaks, such as roof and plumbing leaks, and exposure of building
materials to rain or snow during building construction are a frequent
source of material damage and growth of microorganisms. There is quite
strong evidence that moisture problems in buildings lead to adverse
respiratory health effects such as a higher prevalence of asthma or
lower-respiratory-tract symptoms (e.g., Brunekreef 1992, Dales et al.
1991, Spengler et al. 1993; Smedje et al. 1996, Division of Respiratory
Disease Studies 1984). There are many case studies of moisture-related
microbiological problems in commercial buildings. The presence of hu-
midifiers in commercial building HVAC systems has been associated
with an increase in various respiratory health symptoms.

Particles are present in outdoor air and are also generated indoors
from a large number of sources (Owen et al. 1992) including tobacco
smoking and other combustion processes. Some particles and fibers may
be generated by indoor equipment (e.g. copy machines and printers).
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Mechanical abrasion and air motion may cause particle release from
indoor materials. Particles are also produced by people, e.g., skin flakes
are shed and droplet nuclei are generated from sneezing and coughing.
Some particles may contain toxic chemicals. Some particles, biologic in
origin, may cause allergic or inflammatory reactions or be a source of
infectious disease. Increased morbidity and mortality is associated with
increases in outdoor particle concentrations (EPA 1996), even when con-
centrations are in the vicinity of the U.S. national ambient air quality
standard (50 µgÆm3 for particles smaller than 10 micrometer). Of par-
ticular concern are the particles smaller than 2.5 micrometers in diam-
eter, which are more likely to deposit deep inside the lungs (EPA 1996).
A national ambient air quality standard for particles (http://
www.epa.gov/airs/criteria. html) smaller than 2.5 micrometers was es-
tablished by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1997 (15
µgÆm3 for the three-year average of the annual arithmetic mean concen-
tration; 65 µgÆm3 24-hour average).

Particle size is important because it influences the location where
particles deposit in the respiratory system (EPA 1996), the efficiency of
particle removal by air filters, and the rate of particle removal from in-
door air by deposition on surfaces. The large majority of indoor particles
are smaller than 1 µm. Particles smaller than approximately 2.5 µm are
more likely to deposit deep inside the lungs. Many of the bioaerosols
are approximately 1 µm and larger, with pollens often larger than 10 µm.
These larger particles deposit preferentially in the nose.

Non-infectious bioaerosols include pollens, molds, bacteria, dust
mite allergens, insect fragments, and animal dander. The sources are
outdoor air, indoor mold and bacteria growth, insects, and pets. These
bioaerosols may be brought into buildings as air enters or may enter
buildings attached to shoes and clothing and subsequently be resus-
pended in the indoor air. The health effects of non-infectious bioaerosols
include allergy symptoms, asthma symptoms, and hypersensitivity
pneumonitis which is characterized by inflamation of the airway and
lung (Gammage and Berven 1997).

Infectious non-communicable bioaerosols are airborne bacteria or
fungi that can infect humans but that have a non-human source
(Gammage and Berven 1997). The best known example is Legionella, a
bacterium that causes Legionnaires Disease and Pontiac Fever. Cooling
towers and other sources of standing water (e.g., humidifiers) are
thought to be a source of aerosolized Legionella in buildings. Legionella
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may also be present in potable water systems and aspiration of potable
water is also thought to be a potential source of infection with
Legionella. Some fungi, from sources within a building, can also infect
individuals who are immune compromised.

Infectious communicable bioaerosols generated by one person
may cause disease in others. These bioaerosols contain bacteria or virus
within small droplet nuclei produced from the drying of larger liquid
droplets, often expelled during coughing or sneezing. Examples of res-
piratory diseases transmitted, at least in part, by bioaerosols include
tuberculosis, influenza, measles, and some types of common colds. Sev-
eral studies, as reviewed in Fisk and Rosenfeld (1997), have indicated
that building characteristics may significantly influence the incidence of
respiratory disease among building occupants.

Fibers in indoor air include those of asbestos, and man-made min-
eral fibers such as fiberglass, and glass wool. The primary indoor
sources are building materials, especially insulation products. Exposures
to asbestos in industrial settings have been shown to cause lung cancer
and other lung disease. Fiberglass and glass wool fibers are a source of
skin irritation. The link between fiberglass and glass wool fibers and
lung cancer remains uncertain.

Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) is the diluted mixture of
pollutants caused by smoking of tobacco and emitted into the indoor air
by a smoker (as opposed to the mainstream smoke inhaled by a smoker).
Constituents of ETS include submicron-size particles composed of a
large number of chemicals, plus a large number of gaseous pollutants.
ETS is a source of odor and irritation complaints. Panels of experts have
reviewed the scientific evidence pertaining to the health effects of ETS
and concluded that ETS is causally associated with lung cancer and
heart disease in adults and asthma induction, asthma exacerbation,
acute lower respiratory tract infections, and middle ear infection in chil-
dren (EPA 1992, California EPA 1997).

4.5 CONTROLLING INDOOR POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS
The indoor concentration of a particular air pollutant depends on

the outdoor concentration, the indoor pollutant generation rate, and on
the total rate of pollutant removal by ventilation, air cleaning, and other
removal processes. A simple mass balance equation can be used to illus-
trate the relationship among these variables at steady state in a space
with well-mixed air:
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Indoor Conc. = Outdoor Conc. +

Indoor Pollutant
Generation Rate

Ventilation rate + Air
Cleaning Rate + Rate of

Other Removal Processes

Eq. 1

4.5.1 Pollutant Sources
The indoor pollutant generation rate is a function of the type and

quantity of indoor pollutant sources. For pollutants that have primarily
indoor sources, excluding human bioeffluents, the indoor pollutant
source strength tends to vary over a wider range than the other param-
eters that affect indoor pollutant concentrations. The indoor pollutant
generation rate is often considered to be most important determinant of
the indoor pollutant concentration. Eliminating or minimizing the emis-
sions of pollutants from indoor sources is a highly effective and energy
efficient means of reducing indoor pollutant concentrations.

4.5.2 Ventilation
In addition to minimizing the emissions of pollutants from indoor

sources, to maintain acceptable IEQ, ventilation with outside air must be
provided at an adequate rate. The ventilation rate, i.e., the rate of outside
air supply, is usually normalized by the floor area (LÆ–1sÆm2), number
of occupants (LÆ–1s per person), or indoor air volume (h–1 or air changes
per hour). The outside air supplied to a building must be distributed
properly to the various rooms to maintain acceptable IEQ throughout
the building. The required rate of outside air supply often changes with
time because of changes in occupancy and indoor pollutant emission
rates.

Often, local exhaust ventilation is used in rooms with high pollut-
ant or odor sources. Exhaust ventilation is more efficient in controlling
indoor pollutant concentrations than general ventilation of the entire
space (general ventilation is often called dilution ventilation). Exhaust
ventilation is a means of controlling pressure differentials, as described
below.

4.5.3 Pressure Control
HVAC systems are often used in commercial buildings to maintain

pressure differences between indoors and outdoors or between different
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indoor spaces. Maintaining buildings under positive pressure relative to
outdoors can help to maintain IEQ by limiting the infiltration of outdoor
air that may adversely affect thermal comfort and that may contain
moisture and pollutants. Maintaining pressure differences between dif-
ferent indoor spaces can limit the rate of pollutant transport between
these spaces. For example, smoking rooms, bathrooms, and laboratories
are often depressurized so that pollutants generated within these rooms
do not leak into the surrounding rooms.

4.5.4 Air Cleaning
Gaseous or particulate air cleaning (ASHRAE 1996, Chapters 24

and 25) may be used to remove air pollutants from recirculated indoor
air or from incoming outdoor air. Most commercial buildings use par-
ticle filters in the HVAC system. Commonly, these filters have a low
particle removal efficiency for particles smaller than approximately one
micrometer in diameter (Hanley et al. 1994). However, particle filters
with a wide range of efficiencies for submicron-size particles are readily
available for use in commercial buildings and indoor particle concentra-
tions may be lowered substantially by the use of higher efficiency air
filters. To maintain the efficiency of filter systems, the filter installation
method must prevent significant air leakage between or around the fil-
ters. In contrast to particle filters, gaseous air cleaners, such as beds of
activated carbon, are used in only a small minority of buildings because
of their higher costs and uncertain performance; however, considerable
effort is being devoted to the development of new technologies for gas-
eous air cleaning.

Air cleaning systems require regular maintenance. For example, air
filters must be periodically replaced to prevent reductions in air flow
and to limit odor emissions and microbiological growth from soiled fil-
ters.

4.5.5 Natural Pollutant Removal Processes
For some pollutants there are other natural removal processes.

Examples are loss of ozone due to its reaction with indoor surfaces and
the deposition of particles on surfaces. These removal processes can
substantially influence the indoor concentrations of these pollutants.

4.5.6 Air Recirculation and Air Flow Patterns
The indoor air flow pattern also influences IEQ. Mechanical recir-
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culation of air spreads pollutants emitted from localized sources
throughout a building so that a larger population is exposed; however,
recirculation may decrease the pollutant concentration near the source.
Also, recirculation of air through air cleaning systems can reduce indoor
pollutant concentrations.

The pattern of airflow within rooms also influences indoor pollut-
ant exposures. A floor-to-ceiling indoor airflow pattern, called displace-
ment ventilation, can reduce pollutant concentrations in the breathing
zone. A short-circuiting air flow pattern between supply and return air
grills at ceiling level can increase pollutant concentrations in the breath-
ing zone.

4.5.7 Maintenance, Cleaning, and Commissioning
Maintenance, cleaning, and commissioning of the HVAC system

and building are generally thought to be significant determinants of
indoor pollutant concentrations. Poor HVAC system maintenance may
lead to poor control of indoor thermal comfort or outside air supply and
to growth of microorganisms inside the HVAC system. Air filters may
become sources of odors or a substrate for microbiological growth (e.g.,
Elixmann et al. 1990, Martikainen et al. 1990). HVAC system commis-
sioning and air balancing help to assure that the system performs as
intended. In a large study of office buildings with health complaints
(Sieber et al. 1996), significantly increased prevalences of respiratory
health symptoms were associated with poorer HVAC maintenance and
less frequent building cleaning.

The methods and quality of building cleaning affects odor emis-
sions from surfaces and the quantity of particles on surfaces that may
become suspended in the air.

While increased maintenance and cleaning is generally considered
beneficial, maintenance activities and products can be sources of indoor
pollutants (e.g., cleaning compounds, waxes) and cleaning activities can
be a source of resuspended particles.

4.6 ACUTE NON-SPECIFIC HEALTH
SYMPTOMS AND BUILDING RELATED ILLNESS
The general public is familiar with many of the health effects that

may be influenced by IEQ (and by energy conservation measures), such
as acute respiratory diseases, allergies, asthma, and cancer. This docu-
ment will not discuss the nature of these health effects. Rather, this sec-
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tion will briefly describe two less familiar classes of building-related
health effects: acute non-specific health symptoms associated with build-
ings and building related illness (BRI). More comprehensive discussions
of the health effects associated with IEQ factors are provided in the
published literature (e.g., Gammage and Berven 1996)

4.6.1 Non-Specific Health Symptoms
The most common health symptoms attributed by building occu-

pants to their indoor environments are non-specific health symptoms
that do not indicate a specific disease, such as irritation of eyes, nose,
and skin, headache, fatigue, chest tightness, and difficulty breathing.
These symptoms are commonly called sick building syndrome symp-
toms; however, we use the term non-specific health symptoms because
the term sick-building syndrome can be misleading (i.e., the building is
not sick and the building is not always the cause of symptoms). People
commonly experience these non-specific health symptoms; however,
their prevalence or severity varies considerably among buildings and, in
some buildings, the symptoms coincide with periods of occupancy in
the building. Buildings within which occupants experience unusually
high levels of these symptoms are sometimes called sick buildings. Some
non-specific health symptoms are experienced frequently by a substan-
tial fraction of all office workers (e.g., Brightman et al. 1997, Fisk et al.
1993; Nelson et al. 1995). The causes of non-specific health symptoms
appear to be multifactorial and are not thoroughly understood. Al-
though psychosocial factors such as the level of job stress are known to
influence non-specific health symptoms, several characteristics of build-
ings and indoor environments are also known or suspected to influence
these symptoms including: the type of ventilation system, type or exist-
ence of humidifier, rate of outside air ventilation, the chemical and mi-
crobiological pollution in the indoor air and on indoor surfaces, and
indoor temperature and humidity (Mendell 1993; Sundell 1994). On
average, occupants of sealed air-conditioned buildings report more
symptoms than occupants of naturally ventilated buildings. Humidifiers
increase the likelihood that occupants report these symptoms possibly
because they can be a source of bioaerosols. Most studies have found
that lower indoor air temperatures are associated with fewer non-spe-
cific health symptoms. Symptoms have been reduced through practical
measures such as increased ventilation, decreased temperature, and
improved cleaning of floors and chairs (Mendell 1993).
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Non-specific health symptoms are a distraction from work and can
lead to absence from work (Preller et al. 1990) and visits to doctors.
When problems are severe and investigations of the building are re-
quired, there are financial costs to support the investigations and consid-
erable effort is typically expended by building management staff, by
health and safety personnel and by building engineers. Responses to
non-specific health symptoms have included costly changes in the build-
ing.

4.6.2 Building-Related Illness
In contrast to non-specific health symptoms, the term building

related illness (BRI) is sometimes used to describe a specific building-
related health effect with known causes and objective clinical findings.
Examples of BRIs include Legionnaires Disease, hypersensitivity pneu-
monitis, lung cancer from radon exposure, and health effects known to
be a consequence of exposures to specific toxic compounds in buildings.
Allergies and asthma are considered by some to be building related ill-
nesses.

4.7 SENSITIVE POPULATIONS
Significant subsets of the total population have an increased sensi-

tivity to indoor pollutants. Approximately 20% of people have environ-
mental allergies and approximately 10% experience asthma (Committee
on Health Effects of Indoor Allergens 1993). Peoples sensitivity to chemi-
cal irritants and their ability to detect odors also vary. To maintain low
levels of building-related health complaints and health effects, the in-
door environment must be maintained satisfactory for a substantial
majority of occupants, many of whom are more sensitive than the aver-
age person to indoor pollutants.

A very small portion of the population report severe health effects
when exposed to extremely low concentrations of a large variety of
chemicals in the air. Their very high sensitivity to these chemicals may
follow a period of sensitization caused by exposure to a higher concen-
tration of one or more chemicals. The term multiple chemical sensitivity
(MCS) is commonly used to describe this phenomenon. There is consid-
erable uncertainty and controversy within the medical community about
the concept of MCS. The current state of knowledge about MCS and its
causes, physiological and psychological, is very limited. Owners and
operators of buildings and building design and energy professionals
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usually do not have sufficient information to eliminate health symptoms
in individuals with MCS.

4.8 STANDARDS, CODES AND GUIDELINES FOR
VENTILATION AND INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
A variety of standards, codes, or guidelines for minimum accept-

able ventilation rates, lighting, thermal conditions, pollutant concentra-
tions, tobacco smoking restrictions, pollutant sources, and building
characteristics that influence IEQ have been adopted by national, state,
regional, or municipal governments. Professional organizations also
write voluntary or model standards or guidelines that are sometimes
adopted, in whole or part, by code-making organizations. Some of these
standards or codes constrain building and HVAC designs but do not
strictly apply for building operation. A limitation of building design
standards, applied at the time of new construction, is that these stan-
dards often fail to stimulate adjustments in building operation as build-
ing characteristics and building occupancy vary over time. However,
failure to operate buildings in a manner that meets minimum design
code requirements is considered poor practice and is likely to be a con-
sideration in the event of IEQ-related litigation.

Thermal and lighting standards generally specify acceptable
ranges for thermal and lighting conditions. Ventilation standards may
specify minimum acceptable rates of outside air supply. Maximum pol-
lutant concentrations are specified in some standards for a small number
of air pollutants; however, at present there are no maximum concentra-
tion limits specified in standards for many of the pollutants present in
indoor air.

IEQ-related codes and standards vary qualitatively and in their
quantitative specifications. This document does not recommend specific
standards to the exclusion of others because standards must reflect the
regional climate, economic situation, and culture. This document does
recommend that building professionals be familiar with all applicable
standards and that the requirements in applicable standards be consid-
ered minimum requirements. In many situations, exceeding the mini-
mum requirements is desirable. Examples of prominent codes or
standards are listed and briefly described in Table 1.

4.9 RELATIONSHIP OF IEQ TO PRODUCTIVITY
Improvements in IEQ have the potential to improve worker pro-
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ductivity, in part by reducing: a) costs for health care, b) sick leave, c)
performance decrements at work caused by illness or adverse health
symptoms; and d) costs of responding to occupant complaints and costs
of IEQ investigations. Some characteristics of the indoor environment,
such as temperatures and lighting quality, may also influence worker
performance without impacting health. In many businesses, such as
office work1, worker salaries plus benefits dominate total costs; there-
fore, very small percentage increases in productivity, even a fraction of
one percent, are often sufficient to justify expenditures for building
improvements that increase productivity.

At the present time, the linkages between specific building and IEQ
characteristics and productivity have not been well quantified. However,
in a critical review and analysis of existing scientific information, Fisk
and Rosenfeld (1997, 1998) have developed estimates of the potential to
improve productivity in the U.S. through changes in indoor environ-
ments. The review indicates that building and HVAC characteristics are
associated with prevalences of acute respiratory infections and with al-
lergy and asthma symptoms and non-specific health symptoms. For the
normal range of indoor lighting conditions, the effects of improved
lighting on the performance of typical office work is poorly understood.
Several studies have found performance to be affected only by unusu-
ally low lighting levels or have found performance to change only with
small low contrast type (Fisk and Rosenfeld 1997). However, a recent
laboratory study with computerized performance tests suggests that
high frequency ballasts may increase performance (Veitch and Newsham
1998). There is evidence that improvements in lighting quality can im-
prove the performance of work that is very visually demanding, such as
mail sorting or detailed product inspections, by several percent. Finally,
there is evidence that quite small changes in temperature, a couple of
degrees centigrade, may increase or decrease the performance of office
work; however, the optimal temperature varies with the type of work.
Also, the optimal thermal conditions for work performance may differ
from the optimal conditions for comfort. From analyses of existing sci-
entific literature and calculations using statistical data, the estimated
potential annual nationwide benefits of improvements in IEQ include the
following:

1. In office buildings, salaries are typically about 100 times larger than build-
ing energy or maintenance costs.
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• a 10% to 30% reduction in acute respiratory infections and allergy
and asthma symptoms;

• a 20% to 50% reduction in acute non-specific health symptoms;

• a 0.5% to 5% increase in the performance of office work; and

• associated annual cost savings and productivity gains of $30 billion
to $170 billion.

5
Best Practices for Maintaining IEQ

The recommended best practices for maintaining a high quality
indoor environment vary throughout the world; however, there are sev-
eral widely accepted elements of best practice. This section describes
best practices that are widely accepted as beneficial.

5.1 MAINTAINING GOOD INDOOR AIR QUALITY

5.1.1 Limiting Pollutant Emissions from Indoor Sources
1 Limiting the rates of pollutant emission from indoor sources is

essential to cost-effectively maintain good IAQ. While the rates of
pollutant emission from occupants are not generally controllable,
emissions from many other pollutant sources can be minimized
by adhering to the following practices. Tobacco smoking should
be restricted to enclosed and depressurized1 smoking rooms from
which air is exhausted to outdoors. Alternately, indoor smoking
should be entirely eliminated.

2 Building materials, furnishings, office equipment, and cleaning
and pest control products and practices with low VOC and odor
emission rates should be selected. In general, however, selection
of low-emitting products is a difficult task because of limited
information on VOC emissions, the lack of standard methods for

1. Smoking rooms should be maintained depressurized relative to adjoining
rooms.
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determining emission rates, and because of the health effects re-
sulting from exposures to many VOCs and VOC mixtures are
poorly understood. Many cleaning, painting, and pest control
activities should be performed when the building is unoccupied.
Cleaning and pest control products must be properly diluted and
applied.

3 To limit indoor growth of fungi and bacteria, water leaks from
plumbing and the building envelope should be eliminated. Build-
ing materials that become wet should be dried rapidly (e.g.,
within 1-2 days) or removed and replaced Construction materials,
including concrete, should be dry before they are covered (e.g.,
with carpet) or enclosed (e.g., in a wall cavity).

4 To limit microbiological sources in HVAC systems, sources of
moisture in HVAC systems must be controlled. The entry of water
droplets and snow into outside air inlets must be restricted by
proper design of the air intake system, e.g., use of rain-proof lou-
vers and limiting of intake air velocities. Condensate drain pans
must drain fully, be cleaned periodically, and have proper traps in
the condensate drainage systems. Air velocities through cooling
coils and humidifiers must be restricted to prevent water droplets
from being entrained in the airstream and wetting downstream
surfaces.

5 To limit microbiological sources in buildings, condensation of
water vapor inside the building envelope and on interior building
surfaces, including slab floors in contact with the soil, must be
limited by controlling indoor humidity, proper use of moisture
barriers and thermal insulation in the building envelope, and
through control of indoor-to-outdoor pressure differences. Spe-
cific requirements will vary with climate.

6 A building should not be constructed on soil with unusual levels
of hazardous contaminants (VOCs or radon) or special measures
should be used to prevent soil gas from being drawn into the
building. When building slabs are constructed on soils that are
unusually wet, water proofing should be used to limit moisture
transport from the soil into the slab.
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7 Pollutants emitted from strong sources may need to be exhausted
directly to outdoors. Combustion products from appliances
should be vented to outdoors. The rates of air exhaust from jani-
tor storage rooms and restrooms should be sufficient to maintain
these rooms depressurized relative to surrounding rooms and the
air should be exhausted directly to outdoors. Equipment with
high emission rates of pollutants or odors should be isolated in
rooms (e.g., copy machine rooms or kitchens) with high air ex-
change rates with air exhausted directly to outdoors. These rooms
should also be maintained depressurized. Parking garages should
be physically separated from occupied spaces and maintained
under negative pressure relative to the adjoining occupied spaces.

8 Mechanical equipment rooms should not be used for storage of
building materials, solvents, cleaning supplies, pesticides, adhe-
sives, or other pollutant- or odor-emitting materials.

9 During building construction and major renovation projects, un-
usually strong sources of particles and VOCs may be present in
the building. (Products or processes with low pollutant emissions
should be employed when feasible.) Occupants must be isolated
from these sources of pollutants using temporary internal walls as
necessary and by maintaining the air pressure in the construction
area less than the pressure in the adjoining occupied spaces.
Measures should be taken to ensure that ventilation systems serv-
ing the construction zone do not become contaminated by con-
struction dusts, or the systems should be cleaned thoroughly
prior to occupancy (SMACNA 1995). A short delay (e.g., few days
to weeks) in the occupancy of newly constructed or renovated
spaces can help to prevent odor and irritancy complaints associ-
ated with the VOC emissions of new materials.

10 Good housekeeping practices should be employed to limit the
accumulation of pollutants on surfaces and to reduce the poten-
tial for microbiological growth on these surfaces.

5.1.2 Assuring Adequate Quality of Intake Air
Assuring adequate quality of intake air is essential. When possible,

buildings should be located in areas with acceptable outdoor air quality.
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Outside air intakes should not be located near strong sources of pollut-
ants such as combustion stacks, exhausts from fume hoods, sanitary
vents, busy streets, loading docks, parking garages, standing water, cool-
ing towers, and vegetation. The outside air intake must be separated
sufficiently from locations where ventilation air is exhausted to prevent
significant re-entrainment of the exhaust air.

Incoming air should be filtered to remove particles. The recom-
mended minimum particle filtration efficiencies vary among IAQ and
ventilation standards and guidelines; however, use of filters that exceed
minimum requirements is an option to improve IAQ, often with a small
or negligible incremental cost. If unacceptable concentrations of gaseous
pollutants are present in outside air, gaseous air cleaning may be re-
quired.

5.1.3 Maintain Minimum Ventilation Rates
The minimum ventilation rates specified in the applicable code

requirements should be maintained or exceeded. The HVAC system
should be designed so that rates of outside air intake can be measured
using practical measurement techniques. In buildings with variable air
volume (VAV) ventilation systems, special controls may be needed to
ensure the minimum outside air intake into the air handling unit is
maintained during all operating conditions (Cohen 1994, Drees and
Wenger 1992, Solberg et al. 1990).

In addition to maintaining the minimum rate of outside air intake
into the building, the ventilation system must be designed and balanced
to assure the proper air delivery to each major room or section of the
building. In VAV systems, VAV control units must have a minimum
open position1 to ensure the required outside air supply to specific re-
gions of the building.

When the air supply and return air registers are placed in or near
the ceiling and the supply air is warmer than room air, the supply air
may short circuit to the return registers resulting in poor ventilation at
breathing level; i.e., a poor air change effectiveness (e.g., Fisk et al.
1997b, ASHRAE 1998). The ventilation system should be designed to
assure a high air change effectiveness or the rate of outside air supply
should be increased to correct for poor air change effectiveness.

1. When internal cooling loads are low, the supply air temperatures may need
to be increased to prevent overcooling of the conditioned space.
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5.1.4 Recirculation of Indoor Air
Recirculation of indoor air is standard practice in some countries,

such as the U.S., and discouraged in other countries such as those of
Scandinavia. When air is recirculated, it should be filtered to remove
particles. However, filters are often used only to prevent soiling and
fouling of the HVAC equipment. These filters have a very low efficiency
for respirable-size particles (smaller than 2.5 micrometers). Use of filters
that exceed minimum requirements is an option to improve IAQ, often
with a small or negligible incremental cost.

5.1.5 Maintenance of the HVAC System
Regular preventive maintenance of the HVAC system is necessary

to assure proper delivery of outside air throughout the building and to
limit growth of microorganisms in the system. A written plan for peri-
odic maintenance should be developed and followed and maintenance
activities should be documented. Elements of periodic maintenance that
are important for maintaining good IEQ include changing of filters1,
cleaning of drain pans and cooling coils, checking fan operation, and
checking dampers that influence air flow rates. Testing and balancing of
an HVAC system may be necessary in the following circumstances: (a)
after significant changes in the building, HVAC system, occupancy; or
activity within the building (b) when control settings have been read-
justed by maintenance personnel; and c) when accurate records are not
available.

5.1.6 Integrated Approach to IEQ
It is widely recognized that an integrated or whole-building ap-

proach is the most effective means of saving energy in buildings because
the energy performance of the building depends on the interactions of
building systems and their control and operation. The IEQ performance
of a building also depends on the interactions among building design,
building materials, and building operation, control, and maintenance.
Therefore, an integrated or whole building approach is recommended to
maximize IEQ. Such an integrated approach may include the integrated
consideration of the following: a) IEQ targets or objectives, b) occupancy
and indoor pollutant sources and pollutant sinks and their variation

1. Filters become sources of odors. Also, microorganisms may colonize filters.
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over time, c) building and HVAC design, d) commissioning, e) training
and education, and f) building operation and maintenance.

5.2 IEQ MANAGEMENT PLANS AND RELATED PROGRAMS
The establishment and implementation of IEQ management plans

is recommended to help maintain high quality IEQ and a high level of
occupant satisfaction with IEQ. Common elements of IEQ management
plans include the following2:

1 Selecting an IEQ manager, responsible for management and coor-
dination of all aspects of IEQ

2 Developing an IEQ profile of the building

3 Assigning responsibilities and training of staff

4 Development of an IEQ checklist

5 Periodic building and HVAC system inspections

6 Facility operation and maintenance practices to maintain IEQ

7 Specific procedures to record and respond to occupant complaints

8 Special practices to maintain IEQ during building renovation,
painting, pesticide use, or other periods of high indoor pollutant
generation

9 Maintaining IEQ documentation

In the US, an independent non-profit private sector program called
the Building Air Quality Alliance (BAQA) offers recognition to building
owners and managers who commit to maintaining IAQ primarily
through implementation of a proactive management plan. BAQA (http:/
/www.baqa.org) has a practical step-by-step protocol in checklist form
that is reviewed annually with the assistance of an IEQ professional.

An IEQ insurance policy is becoming available for buildings that
follow BAQA guidelines. Other IEQ insurance policies under develop-
ment are not specifically linked to the BAQA process but reportedly will

2. For a more detailed description of elements in an IEQ management plan, see
Building Air Quality Action Plan, U.S. EPA and NIOSH, http://
www.epa.gov/IAQ/base/actionpl.html
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require an integrated building assessment.
The principles that underlie the BAQA process are derived sub-

stantially from a guidance document entitled Building Air Quality pre-
pared by the US. EPA and NIOSH (EPA/NIOSH 1991;
http://www. epa. gov/reg5oair/radon/healbld1.htm#bldgaqguinfo).
The US EPA/NIOSH have also prepared and an accompanying Building
Air Quality Action Plan (http://www.epa.gov/iaq/base/actionpl.html).

The US EPA/DOE (Department of Energy) Energy Star Program
have recently announced a new Energy Star Building labeling program
(http://www.epa.gov/buildinglabel). Based on current plans, commer-
cial buildings whose energy performance is among the top 25% in the
nation and which meet specific requirements for comfort and IEQ will
be awarded and Energy Star Building Plaque.

Another private sector organization that promotes improved IEQ,
as well as energy efficiency, is the US Green Buildings Council (http://
www.usgbc.org). The Green Building Council has a building rating sys-
tem called LEED (http://www.usgbc.org/programs/index.htm).

6
Linkages Between Energy

Conservation Measures and IEQ

This section lists common energy conservation measures for com-
mercial buildings, describes their potential influence on IEQ, and iden-
tifies precautionary actions or mitigations that can help to assure
acceptable IEQ. The primary information is provided in Table 2. For
many energy conservation measures, the cited references provide addi-
tional information on the IEQ impacts or on the related precautions and
mitigations. The measures marked with “♦” in Table 2 deserve special
consideration because they will often simultaneously improve IEQ and
save energy. Because of the growing interest in IEQ, energy efficiency
proposals that are expected to protect or improve IEQ will have a com-
petitive advantage relative to proposals that ignore IEQ.

The last column of Table 2 links each energy conservation measure
to the most directly relevant IEQ measurement and verification (M&V)
alternatives provided subsequently in Table 4.
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7
Influence of Energy Conservation

Measures on IEQ in
Specific Buildings

7.1 BACKGROUND
Many of the energy conservation measures in Table 2 have multiple

potential impacts on IEQ. When considering the application of these
measures in specific buildings, energy conservation professionals may
be faced with three important questions:

1 Which of the potential IEQ outcomes will occur in this building
and what is the expected magnitude of the changes in IEQ?

2 Will the change in IEQ significantly affect occupants health, com-
fort, or productivity?

3 Can the impacts on IEQ be assessed with measurements?

A working knowledge of IEQ and its effects on occupants is an
essential first step in addressing these questions. Section 4 summarizes
much of the critical background information. This section addresses the
first two questions. IEQ measurements are reviewed in Section 8.

7.2 IDENTIFYING THE PROBABLE IEQ
OUTCOMES AND PREDICTING THEIR MAGNITUDE
The impact of an energy conservation measure on IEQ may depend

on several factors including the climate, outdoor air quality, characteris-
tics of the building, and the details of implementation of the energy
conservation measure.

Warm humid climates increase certain IEQ risks associated with
high indoor humidity. In humid climates, energy conservation measures
that increase the rate of outside air supply, such as openable windows
or a poorly-controlled economizer system, are more likely to result in
unacceptable indoor humidities. Also, reducing the capacity of HVAC
equipment and increasing temperatures at cooling coils can result in
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insufficient moisture removal and excess indoor humidity. Condensation
of water vapor on radiant cooling panels is much more likely in high
humidity climates. Maintaining thermal comfort with natural ventilation
is much more difficult in warm humid climates.

In cold climates, thermally efficient windows, high levels of ther-
mal insulation in the building envelope, and measures that reduce air
infiltration are more likely to significantly improve thermal comfort by
reducing drafts and radiant heat losses from occupants to walls and
windows. The potential to have very low indoor humidities is also in-
creased in cold climates.

Elevated levels of pollutants in the outdoor air increase certain
IEQ risks. Energy conservation measures that increase outside air sup-
ply, will generally improve IEQ by reducing concentrations of indoor-
generated air pollutants. However, when outdoor air quality is poor,
e.g., when outdoor pollutant concentrations exceed applicable stan-
dards, these same energy conservation measures may increase the in-
door concentration of outdoor pollutants.

Characteristics of the building and building HVAC system also
influence the IEQ outcomes from energy conservation. Only a few of the
many possible interactions are described here. The magnitude of indoor
pollutant emission rates is one consideration. If the building contains
strong indoor sources of air pollutants, energy conservation measures
that reduce outside air supply are much more likely to result in elevated
concentrations of these indoor-generated pollutants. (The converse is
also true.) Similarly, if a building has a low rate of outside air supply,
pollutants emitted from energy conservation products such as sealants
are more likely to significantly degrade indoor air quality. Energy con-
servation measures that reduce outside air ventilation are more likely to
lead to IEQ problems if the initial rate of outside air supply is low.

Proper implementation of the energy conservation measures can
prevent many of the potential adverse impacts on IEQ. Most of the
possible implementation errors are obvious: faulty design, installation,
calibrations, control methods, commissioning, operation, or mainte-
nance of the energy conservation systems or practices can lead to IEQ
problems. Proper design, training of users, etc. can prevent problems.

Engineering calculations and computer modeling are the primary
tools for predicting levels of IEQ or the magnitude of changes in IEQ. In-
door temperatures are determined from energy balances, and indoor hu-
midity and pollutant concentrations from mass balances. Algorithms for
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equipment performance are often required. The ASHRAE handbooks
(e.g., ASHRAE 1992, 1995, 1997) are one source for many of the engineer-
ing calculations. Simple steady state and transient mass balance calcula-
tions for estimating pollutant concentrations in a single well-mixed zone
can be implemented by the user. Several computer programs, as reviewed
by National Laboratories (1997), are available for predicting air infiltra-
tion rates, airflows between zones, and indoor pollutant concentrations.
Proper use of these models generally requires considerable expertise in
IEQ and experience with the model. The difficulties in obtaining model
inputs are a major obstacle to IEQ modeling in multizone buildings.

7.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF PREDICTED CHANGES IN IEA
Once an expected change in IEQ is identified and, to the degree

possible, quantified, the resulting influence on occupants health, com-
fort, or productivity should be considered. The main approach for evalu-
ating the significance of predicted (or measured) changes in IEQ
parameters is to compare the initial and final values of these parameters
to the values listed as acceptable in the applicable standards or guide-
lines (see Table 1). When assessing significance, the following points
should be kept in mind: 1) Small changes in indoor temperature, on the
order of IT, may significantly influence thermal comfort, the prevalence
of acute non-specific building-related health symptoms experienced by
workers, and perceptions of air quality. 2) Occupants satisfaction with
thermal conditions may be estimated using thermal comfort models
(e.g., ASHRAE 1992b, Fountain and Huizenga 1996, ISO 1994); however,
recent research suggests that these models are imperfect because they do
not account for peoples behavioral, physiological, or psychosocial adap-
tations to their thermal environments. 3) Changes in lighting are much
more likely to influence work performance if the work is unusually vi-
sually demanding.

For many pollutants, there are no published maximum concentra-
tion limits for non-industrial workplaces. The pollutant concentration
limits published for industrial workplaces, such as the Threshold Limit
Values (TLVs) of the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists (ACGIH 1998), should not be directly applied to non-indus-
trial settings and workers.

In assessments of the significance of changes in IEQ, the sensitivity
of occupants to IEQ is a consideration. Older workers tend to have more
stringent thermal comfort requirements and the vision of older workers
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is more likely to be adversely affected by low lighting levels. Women
report non-specific health symptoms more frequently than men do
(Mendell 1993, Menzies and Bourbeau 1997). Workers in buildings with
prior or ongoing IAQ or thermal comfort problems may be more likely
to respond negatively to small decrements in IEQ.

8
Measurement And Verification

Alternatives for IEQ1

8.1 BACKGROUND
As indicated in Table 2, most of the impacts of energy projects on

IEQ relate to thermal comfort or ventilation. Therefore, the most com-
mon parameters subject to IEQ M&V will be thermal comfort param-
eters (e.g., temperatures and humidities) and ventilation rates. For
lighting retrofits, lighting-related M&V may sometimes be warranted.
Occasionally, M&V of other IEQ parameters may be warranted. Such
situations include, for example, building retrofits which move the out-
side air intake close to an outdoor pollutant source or measures, such as
installation of an economizer, that cause a large increase of ventilation
rate in a building located in a heavily polluted region. In such situations,
M&V for specific pollutants (e.g., ozone, particles, carbon monoxide, or
VOCs) may be desirable. Many IEQ measurements are expensive. Mea-
surements should be performed only when there are clear objectives and
the capabilities and intent to interpret the measurement results.

1. IEQ measurement and verification (M&V) activities may be hazardous due
to the potential for pollutant exposures, falls, and contact with high voltage
or rotating equipment. Staff performing IEQ M&V should receive training
in safe work practices. Reference documentation is available in the US EPA
Orientation to Indoor Air Quality: Instructor Kit (or Student Manual). Or-
dering information can be found at http://www.epa.gov/iaq/base/
baqapp2.html. These documents may also be purchased from the National
Technical Information Service (NTIS), US Department of Commerce, 5285
Port Royal Road, Springfield. VA 22161 (telephone 1-800-553-6847). The
NTIS reference numbers are AVA 19276SS00 and AVA 19277B00 for the In-
structor Kit and Student manual, respectively.
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8.2 GOALS OF IEQ M&V
The appropriate M&V approach will depend on the goals of the

IEQ M&V. Therefore, a definition of the M&V goals is a critical first step.
Examples of IEQ M&V goals follow:

Goal 1: To ensure that the energy conservation measures have no ad-
verse influence on IEQ.

Goal 2: To quantify the improvements in IEQ resulting from imple-
mentation of energy conservation measures.

Goal 3: To verify that selected IEQ parameters satisfy the applicable
IEQ guidelines or standards.

8.3 CONTEXT FOR IEQ M&V
This document can be applied under two basic M&V contexts. The

first basic context, and the primary focus of this volume, is the imple-
mentation of energy conservation retrofits in existing commercial build-
ings. Generally, in this situation, pre-retrofit and post-retrofit IEQ
measurements are compared. A broad range of M&V approaches may be
applied (e.g., measurements, modeling, and surveys).
The second basic context is the anticipated future application of energy
conservation features in new commercial building construction. For this
second context, when M&V goal 1 or goal 2 are selected, it is necessary
to define the relevant characteristics of a reference building without the
energy conservation features and to define the relevant characteristics of
the building with the energy conservation features implemented. Mod-
eling is the only approach available prior to construction to estimate
changes in IEQ (M&V goals 1 and 2). After construction is completed,
measurements may be performed to verify that IEQ parameters satisfy
applicable codes or standards (M&V goal 3).

8.4 M&V PROCEDURE
Table 3 presents a recommended basic procedure for IEQ M&V The

M&V Approaches and M&V Alternatives referenced in this table are
described later.

8.5 BASIC M&V APPROACHES
This section identifies basic approaches for IEQ M&V and identi-

fies situations for which each general approach may be applicable.
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Table 3: The M&V Procedure
————————————————————————————————
Steps in the M&V Comments
Procedure
————————————————————————————————
1. Define M&V goals See Section 8.2
————————————————————————————————
2. Select M&V staff a) Staff performing measurements must have neces-

sary skills and knowledge; outside consultants with
IEQ expertise are generally available. b) Owner
should consider whether or not measurement staff
should be independent of the organization (e.g.,
ESCO) that benefits financially from positive findings
or if there should be independent oversight.

————————————————————————————————
3. Select general See Section 8.5

M&V approach
————————————————————————————————
4. Select specific IEQ

parameters and
M&V alternatives See Section 4, 6, and 8.6
for measuring and
predicting values of
these parameters

————————————————————————————————
5. Establish plans for a) Generally, measured IEQ data or predictions

interpreting M&V are compared to data or predictions from another
data time period, to baseline data from a representative set

of buildings, or to values listed in standards. b) See
Section 4, 8.3, 8.5

————————————————————————————————
6. Define requirements

for M&V accuracy Often the required accuracy depends on the expected
and quality control magnitude of the change in IEQ
procedures for
measurements

————————————————————————————————
——————————
1. A building with occupants that have excessive health or comfort complaints is a third

potential context for IEQ M&V. However, this document is not intended as a guide
for diagnosis or investigations of the causes of such complaints. Several existing
documents may be consulted for such situations (e.g., EPA/NIOSH 1991; ISIAQ 1996
(in draft), ECA 1989, Weekes and Gammage 1990, Raferty 1993, Nathanson 1995).
Usually, a phased investigative approach is recommended Early phases include
building inspections and discussions with building occupants. Expensive measure-
ments are recommended only if necessary in subsequent phases of the investigation.
These guides point out the importance of maintaining open channels of communica-
tion about the complaints, about IAQ, and about the investigation.
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Table 3: The M&V Procedure (Continued)
————————————————————————————————

a) Often, pre-retrofit values of IEQ parameters are
compared to post-retrofit values. b) Many IEQ pa-
rameters change with time because of changes in
building operation, indoor pollutant emission rates,
or outdoor air quality. Measurements should take
place under the relevant conditions (e.g., minimum
outside air supply) or they should average over the
range of conditions. If weather, outdoor air quality,

7. Select measurement or occupancy differ significantly between the pre-
and or assessment periods post-retrofit measurement
periods, a comparison of pre-retrofit and post-retrofit
measurements may not accurately indicate the effect
of the energy conservation on IEQ. c) Indoor thermal
conditions and pollutant concentrations in buildings
do not respond instantly to changes in the controlling
factors. d) Instantaneous measurements of tempera-
tures, humidities, and air pollutant concentrations
will often not be valuable.

————————————————————————————————
a) Thermal comfort standards provide guidance for
measurement locations. b) Measurement locations
should yield data representative of conditions experi-
enced by occupants. Worst-case locations may also

8. Select measurement be monitored. c) The breathing zone is most im-
locations portant location for air pollutant measurements. d)

Pollutant concentrations in HVAC return airstreams
may approximately represent average concentration
in section of building from which the return air is
drawn (except with displacement ventilation).

————————————————————————————————
9. Define acceptable Expenditure should generally be small compared to

M&V costs expected savings from energy conservation mea-
sures.

————————————————————————————————
10. Select M&V Instrumentation must satisfy accuracy, cost, and data

instrumentation logging requirements
————————————————————————————————
11. Inform occupants of Unexplained measurements may cause occupants

M&V plans concern about IEQ.
————————————————————————————————
12. Implement Methods employed should meet accuracy, space, and

measurements, temporal specifications and cost constraints.
surveys, or modeling

————————————————————————————————
13. Analyze and report Results should generally be available to occupants.

results
————————————————————————————————
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8.5.1 Approach 1: No IEQ M&V
Table 2 lists several energy conservation measures (e.g., chiller

upgrades) that are either unlikely to affect IEQ or that are likely to have
only a beneficial influence on IEQ. In general, no IEQ M&V will be
necessary when the energy conservation measures are judged highly
unlikely to result in a significant adverse IEQ impact. However, IEQ
M&V may still be performed if the M&V goal is to quantify an antici-
pated improvement in IEQ.

8.5.2 Approach 2: IEQ M&V Based on Modeling
IEQ modeling is usually the only method available to predict the

magnitude of changes in IEQ associated with implementation of energy
conservation measures during new construction. Additionally, modeling
may be appropriate to estimate changes in indoor pollutant concentra-
tions associated with changes in ventilation rates or when measurement
methods are too expensive or not available.

Very simple mass balance models for single zones with well-mixed
air can provide a useful estimate of the change in indoor pollutant con-
centrations that are expected when ventilation rates or indoor pollutant
emission rates are modified. Many scientific papers describe such mod-
els which can be implemented using spreadsheet software (e.g., Persily
and Dols 1990, Nazaroff et al. 1993, Fisk and deAlmeida. 1998). Several
much more complex multi-zone models are available (National Labora-
tories 1997, Chapter 3). Many of the complex models require extensive
model inputs and considerable IEQ modeling expertise.

Lighting simulation tools such as the Radiance program (Ward and
Rubinstien 1998) can model the resultant luminance distribution from
most lighting and daylighting systems; however, only a few lighting
quality parameters, such as glare, are computed by these tools. Extensive
model inputs and considerable modeling expertise are required.

8.5.3 Approach 3: Short-Term Measurements of
Selected IEQ Parameters

Short term measurements of IEQ parameters (e.g., measurements
for a month or less) may be used for IEQ parameters that do not vary
significantly with season or with the mode of building operation. Ex-
amples of such parameters are light levels in core zone of building and
minimum outside air flow rates in constant volume HVAC systems.
Short term measurements may also be appropriate when the outcome of
interest is an IEQ parameter for a defined set of climatic and building
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operating conditions, such as conditions that leads to worst case IEQ. In
this instance, short-term measurements can be performed only under
these conditions.

8.5.4 Approach 4: Long-term Continuous
Measurements of Selected IEQ Parameters

Long-term continuous measurements are often affordable and use-
ful for tracking selected IEQ parameters including indoor temperatures
and humidities, carbon dioxide concentrations, carbon monoxide con-
centrations, and rates of outside air intake into air handlers. For most
other IEQ parameters, long-term continuous measurements are prohibi-
tively costly or unavailable. The costs of sensors, and sensor mainte-
nance and calibration may be lower in continuous monitoring systems
that use single sensors to analyze samples drawn sequentially from
multiple locations, However, drawing some pollutants, e.g., particles
and many VOCs, through long sampling tubes will lead to substantial
measurement errors.

8.5.5 Approach 5: Surveys to Assess Occupant
Perceptions and Ratings of IEQ

In many instances, occupant perceptions determined in a survey
are as relevant an outcome as measured IEQ conditions. Survey costs
can be lower or higher than costs of physical measurements.

There are two basic uses of surveys in the context of IEQ M&V
First, administration of a survey before and after implementation of an
energy conservation measure can provide information on the perceived
change in IEQ and occupant reports of health symptoms1. The second
method of using surveys in the context of IAQ M&V is to perform a one-
time survey and to compare the results to baseline data obtained previ-
ously in other buildings with the same survey instrument.

Survey data are subjective; hence, these data may be influenced by
psychosocial factors such as job satisfaction. A portion of the occupants
may express dissatisfaction even when IEQ is above average. Addition-

1. There is evidence that responses to surveys of non-specific health symptoms
tend to vary even with no apparent change in building conditions or IEQ.
Often, occupants report fewer building-related health symptoms on a second
of two surveys administered a week or two apart in time. Thus, it may be
necessary to correct the change in survey results obtained from the space with
the energy conservation retrofit by subtracting the change in survey results
from a control population.
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ally, surveys can only assess the responses to IEQ that are sensed by the
human sensory systems. IEQ exposures that increase the risk of some
chronic health effects, such as lung cancer from radon exposures, will
not be detected using surveys.

The survey design and methods of administration can affect the
outcome; therefore, surveys should be based on established question-
naires and on survey administration methods developed by staff with
suitable expertise. High response rates (e.g., > 80%) to surveys are nec-
essary to reduce risk of bias (e.g., a higher response rate from unhappy
occupants could bias the overall results).

Well-established survey methods are available for thermal comfort.
Thermal sensation is commonly assessed using a seven-point scale (e.g.,
ASHRAE 1992b, ISO 1994). Baseline data are being compiled by de Dear
and Brager (1998) from thermal comfort surveys performed throughout
the world.

Several survey instruments (questionnaires) have included broad
assessments of the level of satisfaction with, or perception of, multiple
IEQ parameters such as lighting level, lighting quality, acoustical quality,
air movement, acceptability of indoor air quality, ventilation, etc. These
same surveys have generally collected data on the prevalence or severity
of non-specific health symptoms experienced by office workers.

A U.S. EPA-supported survey is collecting data on non-specific
symptoms from 100 office buildings in the US (EPA 1994; Brightman et
al. 1997). A European Audit Project has collected symptom data from 56
office buildings (Bluyssen et al. 1996). Stenberg et al. (1993) and Sundell
(1994) describe similar data obtained from approximately 5000 office
workers in 210 buildings in Sweden.

Questionnaires to evaluate occupant satisfaction with lighting are
available (Collins et al. 1990, Dillon and Vischer 1987, Eklund and Boyce
1995, Hygge and Lofberg 1998) although customization for specific ap-
plications may be required.

8.6 M&V ALTERNATIVES FOR SPECIFIC I EQ PARAMETERS
In tabular form, this section identifies M&V alternatives for specific

IEQ parameters and provides comments on these alternatives. The M&V
alternatives for thermal comfort and ventilation are listed first because
energy conservation retrofits more often affect these IEA parameters.
The tables do not include all possible M&V alternatives. The alternatives
judged to be the most practical and valuable are marked with “♦.”
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General guidance for measurement of indoor air pollutant concentra-
tions is available in several publications (e.g., ACGIH 1995, Nagda and
Harper 1989)
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9 IMPLEMENTING THE GUIDELINE
To implement this guideline, the following actions are recom-

mended:

1 Develop a general knowledge of IEQ through a review of Section 4
and 5 or equivalent documentation.

2 For the energy conservation measures that will be implemented,
use Table 2, Section 7, and supplemental information as necessary to
determine: a) the potential impacts of the energy conservation
measures on IEQ; and b) the associated precautions or mitigation
measures.

3 Select a goal for IEQ M&V from Section 8.2.

4 Based on the energy conservation measures and goal, select an IEQ
M&V approach from Section 8.5.

5 Assuming that the selected IEQ M&V approach is not Approach I
(no IEQ M&V), select and implement an IEQ M&V alternative
from Table 4. During implementation, utilize, as appropriate, steps
4-10 of the M&V procedure described in Table 3. If Table 4 does not
include an acceptable IEQ M&V Alternative, other alternatives
may be developed and utilized.

6 Prepare and distribute written documentation of the IEQ M&V
process that includes descriptions and justifications of important
decisions and procedures plus a summary and interpretation of
findings.
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10 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Awareness of the significant influences of IEQ on the comfort,

health, satisfaction and productivity of building occupants is increasing.
The implementation of energy conservation projects in commercial
buildings will often influence IEQ positively or negatively; therefore,
IEQ should be considered during the selection and implementation of
energy conservation measures. For many projects, IEQ problems are
easily avoided through proper implementation of the energy conserva-
tion measures and the application of general knowledge about IEQ. In
some situations, IEQ M&V is warranted to assure that IEQ remains ac-
ceptable or to quantify improvements in IEQ. This document serves to
educate building energy professionals about the most relevant aspects of
IEA and also provides guidance on IEQ M&V.
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Appendix C

Resources/Links

Editor’s Note: The following resources and links may be useful:

The Association of Energy Engineers
www.AEECenter.org

National Association of Energy Service Companies:
http://www.naesco.org/

IPMVP.org

Federal Energy Management Protocol—
www.eren.doe.gov/FEMP/Finance.html

The Alliance to Save Energy’s Financing Energy Efficiency Links

http://www.ase.org/content/article/detail/1346 or just go to
www.ase.org
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insurance 135
licenses 145
life cycle cost analysis 168, 169
lightmeter 66
line of credit 45
liquidity 45
loans 15

M
M&V 103

costs 117
planning 104
protocols, guides, and tools
108

maintenance 135, 170
and repair 119

MARR (minimum attractive rate
of return) 45

measurement and verification
(M&V) 60, 102

miniature data loggers 69
minimum attractive rate of return

171, 195

modified accelerated cost recov-
ery system (MACRS) 176

mutual exclusion 207
mutually exclusive 210

set 210

N
near term results 168
net present value (NPV) 45
non-annual compounding of

interest 167, 219

O
obligations 134
off-balance sheet financing 46
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of

1993 174
operating and maintenance costs

168
operating hours 75, 117
operations 119
operations and maintenance

(O&M) 59
outlay 171

P
par value or face value 46
payback calculations 56
payback period 204
performance contracting

28, 49, 56
performance risks 119, 133
periodic replacement 170
planning horizon 169, 214
political environment 140
power factor meter 67
preferred stock 46
prequalification criteria 56
present dollars 168
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present worth factor 185
profits 153
project financing 46, 142
project financing barrier 143
project measures of worth 195

annual worth 195
internal rate of return 195
payback period 195
present worth 195
savings investment ratio 195

Q
quantity 59

R
rachet clause 71
radon gas 98
rate structure 71
repayment obligation 135
retained earnings 173
revenue-enhancing projects 153
revenues 168, 170
right of assignment 137
risk analysis 224
risk assessment 131
risks 144

S
safety 90

checklist 76
equipment 69, 76

salvage value 170
saving investment ratio 202
secured loan 46
selling stock 19
sensitivity analysis 167, 224
series cash flows 186
shortages 145
simple interest 180

simulation 228
single factor sensitivity analysis

225
single sum 185

cash flows 184
smoke generator 68
smoke sources 85
stochastic techniques 206
structural risk 133

T
taxes 135

benefits 34
considerations 174

termination provisions 136
then-current dollars 222
thermal performance 168
thermometers 66
time value of money 169, 179

calculations 167
factors 191
principles 217

true lease 46

U
unconstrained deterministic

analysis 206
uniform series cash flows 187

V
vibration analysis equipment 69
voltmeter 67

W
WACC (weighted average cost of

capital) 47
wattmeter 67
weak local currency 140
weather 118
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